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Abstract
This thesis concerns the verified compilation of functional programming languages.
Functional programming languages, or functional languages for short, provide a high de-
gree of abstraction in programming and their mathematical foundation makes programs
written in them easy to analyze and to be proved correct. Because of these features,
functional languages are playing an increasingly important role in modern software de-
velopment. However, there is a gap that must be closed before we can derive the full
benefits of verifying programs written in functional languages. Programs are usually
verified with regard to the computational models underlying the functional languages,
while the execution of programs proceeds only after they are transformed by compilers
into a form that is executable on real hardware. To get programs verified end-to-end,
the compilers must also be proved correct.
Significant strides have been taken in recent years towards the goal of verifying
compilers. However, much of the attention in this context has been on imperative pro-
gramming languages. The verification of compilers for functional languages poses some
additional challenges. A defining characteristic of such languages is that they treat
functions as first-class objects. In describing the compilation of programs written in
functional languages and in reasoning about this compilation, it is therefore necessary
to treat functions as data objects. In particular, we need to provide a logically cor-
rect treatment of the relationship between the arguments of a function and their use
within its body, i.e., the binding structure of the function. Most existing proof systems
for formal verification provide only very primitive support for reasoning about binding
structure. As a result, significant effort needs to be expended to reason about sub-
stitutions and other aspects of binding structure and this complicates and sometimes
overwhelms the task of verifying compilers for functional languages.
We argue that the implementation and verification of compilers for functional lan-
guages are greatly simplified by employing a higher-order representation of syntax known
as Higher-Order Abstract Syntax or HOAS. The underlying idea of HOAS is to use a
meta-language that provides a built-in and logical treatment of binding related notions.
By embedding the meta-language within a larger programming or reasoning framework,
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it is possible to absorb the treatment of binding structure in the object language into
the meta-theory of the system, thereby greatly simplifying the overall implementation
and reasoning processes.
We develop the above argument in this thesis. In particular, we present and demon-
strate the effectiveness of an approach to the verified implementation of compiler trans-
formations for functional programs that exploits HOAS. In this approach, transforma-
tions on functional programs are first articulated in the form of rule-based relational
specifications. These specifications are rendered into programs in λProlog, a language
that is well-suited to encoding rule-based relational specifications and that supports an
HOAS-style treatment of formal objects such as programs. Programs in λProlog serve
both as specifications and as executable code. One consequence of this is that the en-
codings of compiler transformations serve directly as their implementations. Another
consequence is that they can be input to the theorem proving system Abella that pro-
vides rich capabilities for reasoning about such specifications and thereby for proving
their correctness as implementations. The Abella system also supports the use of the
HOAS approach. Thus, the λProlog language and the Abella system together constitute
a framework that can be used to test out the benefits of the HOAS approach in verified
compilation. We use them to implement and verify a compiler for a representative func-
tional programming language that embodies the transformations that form the core of
many compilers for such languages. In both the programming and the reasoning phases,
we show how the use of the HOAS approach significantly simplifies the representation,
manipulation, analysis and reasoning of binding structure.
Carrying out the above exercise revealed some missing capabilities in the Abella sys-
tem. At the outset, it was possible to reason about only a subset of λProlog programs
using the system. Some compiler transformations required the use of features not avail-
able in this subset. Another limitation was that it did not support the ability to reason
about polymorphic specifications, thereby leading to a loss of modularity in programs
and in reasoning. We have addressed these issues as well in this thesis. In particular, we
have developed the theoretical underpinnings for introducing polymorphism into Abella
and for treating the full range of λProlog specifications. These ideas have also been
implemented to yield a new version of Abella with the additional capabilities.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The focus of this thesis is on the verified compilation of functional programming lan-
guages. Functional programming languages, or functional languages for short, form a
class of programming languages that has been the subject of significant research and
that is now seeing increasing use in research and industrial settings. One reason for the
growing popularity of these languages is the high degree of abstraction they offer both
in the representation of data and in the way computations can be expressed. Their close
correspondence to mathematical formalisms such as the lambda calculus also makes it
easier to analyze programs and even to prove their correctness. There is, however, a
catch to these kinds of behavioral analyses. On the one hand, to derive benefit from the
structure of the language that is used, the analyses of programs have to be based on the
computational model underlying the language. On the other hand, the execution of a
program proceeds only after it has been translated into a form that can be run directly
on actual hardware. Thus, to leverage the benefits of using functional languages in
obtaining assurances of the correctness of a program, it is necessary to ensure that the
translation process does not change its meaning, i.e. to verify the compiler.
The importance of compiler verification to overall program correctness has been long
recognized and interest in the topic dates back almost to the advent of programming
languages (e.g., see [1]). However, the actual task of verifying a compiler is complex,
tedious and error-prone and so few such efforts were undertaken in the early years. The
availability of sophisticated tools for mechanizing reasoning in recent times has changed
1
2this situation dramatically: there have been several well-documented and successful ef-
forts to verify compilers for programming languages that are actually used in practice.
Much of this work has been aimed at conventional imperative programming languages
such as C or Java—see [2] for a survey on this topic. Because of the high-level of abstrac-
tion that functional languages support, the verification of compilers for these languages
must deal with some problems that do not arise relative to imperative languages. One
particular source of these problems is that functional languages treat functions as first-
class objects, allowing them to be passed as arguments and returned as values. As a
consequence, compilers for these languages must pay careful attention to the structure of
functions and, more specifically, to the connection between the arguments of a function
and their use within the body. In fact, the initial phases of compilation of functional lan-
guages typically involve the explicit manipulation of this kind of structure that we refer
to as the binding structure of expressions. To prove the correctness of these phases, it
becomes necessary also to validate such manipulation of binding structure. Experience
has shown this to be a complex task. In fact, it is now well appreciated that without
specialized tools or techniques the cost of analyzing, manipulating and reasoning about
binding structure can overwhelm the compilation and verification processes.
The need to treat binding structure is not limited to the domain of compiler verifi-
cation. This kind of need arises in the context of a variety of systems that are geared
towards the formal treatment of objects such as programs, formulas, proofs and types.
One of the approaches that has been proposed for simplifying the programming and
reasoning tasks in these contexts is that of higher-order abstract syntax or HOAS [3, 4].
The underlying idea in this approach is to use a meta-language for representing formal
objects that provides a built-in, logical means for capturing binding related notions.
By embedding this kind of a meta-language within a larger programming or reasoning
framework, it is possible to absorb the treatment of binding structure in the object
language into the meta-theory of the system, thereby greatly simplifying the overall im-
plementation and reasoning processes. Of course, the choice of meta-language must be
properly calibrated so as to ensure that these benefits actually flow in practice. There
have been two successful realizations of this approach that possess this characteristic.
One of these approaches, that is embodied in the Twelf system [5] and its successor Bel-
uga [6], is based on the use of a dependently typed lambda calculus [7] to encode and to
3reason about formal objects. The second approach, which has resulted in the specifica-
tion and programming language λProlog [8, 9] and the reasoning system Abella [10, 11],
uses a predicate logic over simply typed lambda terms to realize similar capabilities.
Our objective in this thesis is to show that the HOAS approach can be used to
significantly simplify the implementation and verification of compilers for functional
programming languages. Towards this end, we show how the second realization of
the HOAS approach that is described above can be utilized to benefit in this task.
Specifically, we show how some of the complex transformations involved in compiling
functional programs can be elegantly encoded in λProlog. We then show how these
implementations can be effectively reasoned about using the Abella system. In carrying
out these tasks, we expose a methodology that we believe to be broadly applicable in
this domain. In the course of this work, we have discovered ways to strengthen the
Abella system so as to make it more suitable to such applications. We present these
ideas as well in this thesis.
We elaborate on the broad ideas described above in this introductory chapter, as a
prelude to their technical development in the rest of the thesis. Section 1.1 motivates
the general compiler verification endeavor. Section 1.2 discusses the specific difficulties
related to the treatment of binding structure that arise in the verified compilation
of functional languages. Section 1.3 exposes some of the approaches that have been
proposed and used for dealing with these issues; this discussion also introduces the
HOAS approach. In Section 1.4, we expand on the idea of using the HOAS approach
to simplify verified compilation of functional programs and we present the specific goals
for this thesis in this setting. Section 1.5 summarizes the contributions that we make
through this thesis. Section 1.6 concludes this chapter by explaining how each of the
following chapters fit into the overall dissertation.
1.1 Program Correctness and Compiler Verification
With the increasing reliance of modern society on software systems, the correct op-
eration of such systems has become a major concern. A commonly used method for
gaining confidence in software behavior has been the idea of testing. In this approach,
programs are run repeatedly under systematically varying conditions and their results
4are checked against the expected outcomes. While testing has been used successfully
in many situations, it also has a fundamental limitation: at its very best, testing can
only provide evidence for the correctness of a program, never a water-tight guarantee
for the absence of bugs in it. There are many safety critical software systems for which
it is in fact necessary to have a guarantee of correctness. The only way in which such
an assurance can be provided is by formally verifying the properties of software using
principles of mathematical reasoning.
The above considerations have led to a large amount of effort being invested towards
developing approaches for formally verifying the correctness of programs. Over the
years, there has been a convergence on two main ideas in realizing the overall verification
goal. First, there has been an emphasis on developing programming languages that
make it possible to describe computations at a level at which they are amenable to
mathematical analysis. Second, methods have been developed for utilizing the structure
of these high-level languages to support the process of reasoning about programs written
in them. There has been considerable success in realizing these two ideas and they have
indeed provided the basis for verifying the properties of many non-trivial programs.
Functional languages are a particular class of high-level programming languages
that have been investigated in this context. The structure of these languages is best
understood in comparison with the more commonly used imperative programming lan-
guages such as C,C++ and Java. The latter class of languages views computation as
the result of the repeated alteration of state, which is given by the values stored in
memory cells and the location of control; the building blocks for programs within this
paradigm are statements or commands for modifying program state. In contrast, pro-
grams in functional languages are given almost entirely by expressions, computation
consisting essentially of evaluating these expressions. This yields a more abstract view
of programming, a view in which the focus is on describing what has to be done rather
than how it should be carried out. The common foundation of functional program-
ming is the λ-calculus, a mathematical system that possesses well-understood logical
properties [12]. Because of the mathematical basis of functional languages that also
implies freedom from lower-level implementation details, programs written in these lan-
guages are more concise and easier to reason about than those written in imperative
programming languages. Despite the abstract nature of these languages, research over
5the last three decades has shown that programs written in them can be translated into
a machine understandable form that can be executed with considerable efficiency. As
a consequence of these results, functional languages are starting to play an increasingly
important role in modern software practice. Indeed, there are a variety of languages
within this paradigm such as Common Lisp, Scheme, Racket, Clojure, Erlang, Haskell,
Standard ML, OCaml, Scala, Swift and F# that are being used today in a range of
academic, industrial and commercial settings (e.g., see [13, 14, 15, 16]).
As noted above, one of the benefits of high-level programming languages is that
they make it easier to reason about program behavior. However, there is a gap that
must be closed before we can derive the full benefits of verifying programs written in
these languages. On the one hand, to take advantage of the structure of the language
in arguments about program correctness, it is necessary to reason within the high-level
computational model associated with the language. On the other hand, in order to
actually execute programs in these languages, they must be translated by an intervening
process known as compilation into code at a lower level that can be run directly on a
machine. Now, it is possible for this compilation process to be buggy, leading thereby
to executable versions of programs whose behavior is different from the ones intended
of the original versions. Traditionally, the consensus has been to assume the correctness
of compilers, with confidence in this assessment being built over time and repeated use.
However, in an absolute sense, this approach is no different from testing. To obtain the
full force of verification, it is necessary also to establish the correctness of the compilers
that are used.
The importance of proving the correctness of compilers to the program verification
endeavor has long been recognized and there has also been much work aimed at under-
standing how this can be done; a survey of the early efforts appears, for example, in [2].
Compilers are complex pieces of software and their verification is therefore too large, te-
dious and error-prone a task to carry out effectively by hand. This has hampered several
past attempts at showing its practicality. However, significant strides have been taken
in recent years towards providing computer-based support for the theorem proving task
and this has dramatically altered the situation. Indeed, there has been a mushrooming
of efforts related to formal compiler verification using theorem proving systems such
as Isabelle [17], HOL [18] and Coq [19]. One of the more successful exercises in this
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for a large subset of the C language using the Coq theorem prover [20]. Such efforts
have also provided an impetus to more ambitious projects such as the Verified Software
Toolchain project [21] related to overall program verification.
A majority part of the existing work on verified compilation has been devoted to
verifying compilers for imperative programming languages. In this thesis, we focus
on verified compilation for functional programming languages. With the increasingly
important role functional programming languages play in software development, their
verified compilation has also been a research topic on the rise in recent years. Notable
work in this area includes the Lambda Tamer project [22, 23], a verified compiler for a
subset of Standard ML called CakeML [24] and the Pilsner project [25]. There are some
new difficulties that arise in the verified compilation of functional languages in contrast
to that for imperative programming languages. We discuss this task and some of the
issues involved in it in the next section.
1.2 Verified Compilation of Functional Languages
One important source of power in functional languages is that they allow functions to
be treated as data objects. Functions can be embedded in data structures or functions
themselves, passed as parameters to other functions and returned as results of compu-
tations. These feature are used often in applications, leading to concise programs that
are easy to understand and to reason about.
Although the presence of the above features provides high-level abstraction capabili-
ties, it also makes compilation of functional programs a more complex undertaking. The
traditional approach to compiling functional languages is to put the source programs
through a series of transformations that replace program constructs for supporting the
high-level features with simpler devices and eventually render the original programs
into a form to which compilation techniques that are well-known from the context of
imperative programs can be applied. In describing these transformations and in rea-
soning about them, it is therefore necessary to have a clear and flexible way of treating
functions as objects. The difficulty with objectifying functions is that they have inputs
7or arguments and it is necessary for compilers to build in an understanding of the log-
ical relation that these arguments have with their occurrences within the body of the
function; we will refer to this logical relation as the binding structure of the function.
Given a particular expression, a compiler for a functional language must be able to dif-
ferentiate between variables bound by some arguments and variables not bound by any
argument, i.e. free variables, in a function valued expression. The compiler should also
not distinguish between expressions that differ only in the names used for their bound
variables and it should be able to realize substitution over expressions in a way does not
replace bound variables and also avoids the inadvertent capture of free variables in the
expression being substituted. Manipulating objects with binding structure adds an ad-
ditional layer of complexity to compilers for functional languages on top of the existing
complexity of program transformations common to all compilers. This complexity per-
colates also into the process of reasoning about the correctness of the transformations.
Most programming languages and theorem-proving systems provide only rudimentary
support for manipulating and reasoning about binding structure. The person imple-
menting and verifying the compiler must therefore build an additional infrastructure
for treating binding related issues. This effort is, in a sense, orthogonal to the main
focus in compiler verification and, without suitable support, it has often been known to
overwhelm the real objective.
To concretely expose the complexity of dealing with binding structure in imple-
menting and verifying compilers for functional programs, let us consider a typical trans-
formation in such compilers known as closure conversion [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. This
transformation replaces each expression that has a functional structure with a version
of that expression that is parameterized by its free variables paired with an environment
that provides binding for these variables; such a combination is referred to as a closure.
Closure conversion is an important step in the compilation process partly because it
enables further simplification steps; for example, it enables the elimination of nested
functions because a closed expression can be moved out to the top level of a program
without changing its meaning. To realize the closure conversion transformation, it is
necessary to identify all the free variables of an expression, to transform this collection
into an environment and to add an environment as an extra parameter to the expres-
sion. For example, when closure conversion is applied to the following pseudo-code in a
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let x = 2 in let y = 3 in
fun z → z + x+ y
it will yield the code fragment
let x = 2 in let y = 3 in
〈(fun z e→ z + e.1 + e.2), (x, y)〉
We write 〈F,E〉 here to represent a closure whose function part is F and environment
part is E. Further, we represent an environment as a tuple and we write e.i to indicate
the selection of the i-th element of a tuple e. Intuitively, a closure stands for the appli-
cation of its function part to its environment, but an application that is “suspended”
until the closure is provided with a value for its “actual” argument which, in the case
of the example considered, is z.
A key part of implementing the closure conversion transformation is, as we have
indicated above, the identification of the free variables of an expression and the replace-
ment of these variables by indexed selections from a new environment parameter that
is added to the expression. Carrying out these steps obviously requires us to perform a
non-trivial analysis of the binding structure of expressions. This can be a complicated
task in an environment that does not support an explicit representation of binding
structure. This difficulty gets further amplified when we have to reason about the cor-
rectness of the transformation: properties about binding structure that are implicit in
the representation and treated through user code must be explicitly proved in the rea-
soning process. For example, to make the intuition that closure conversion preserves the
meaning of programs formal, we need to explicitly prove a theorem that describes this
property in a reasoning system. To formalize the meaning of programs we often need a
formal notion of substitution. As a part of proving the meaning preservation theorem,
we will need to show that the substitution operations do not change the function part
of a closure. This property is implied by the description of closure conversion because
closures generated by it must be closed, i.e. they must not contain free variables, and
substitution has no effect on closed terms. To play out this argument in our proof, we
will need to formally describe the property of being a closed term and then show that
9substitutions have no effect on such terms. If the implementation and theorem-proving
framework do not have an effective way to deal with binding structure, formalizing
and reasoning about these aspects can be difficult and can become a major part of the
verification effort, thereby blurring the essential content of the proofs.
1.3 The Treatment of Object-Level Binding Structure
The need to represent and analyze binding structure arises in a number of contexts
that involve the manipulation of formal objects such as programs, formulas, types and
proofs. A common core can be identified to the issues that have to be treated in a for-
malization framework that is well-suited to these varied contexts. First, the framework
must enable the representation of the objects of interest in a way that makes the binding
constructs within them explicit. Second, it must provide a simple and verifiably correct
encapsulation of logical notions relating to binding structure; these notions include, at
the very least, equivalence modulo renaming of bound variables and logically correct
substitution. Third, it must provide a means for analyzing the representations of the
formal objects in a way that takes into account the binding constructs within them.
Finally, the framework must provide a way to prove properties about the represented
objects that incorporates an understanding of the binding structure that is manifest in
them.
Recent research has highlighted the need to deal with issues of the kind described
above and a few different approaches have been developed towards this end. We discuss
some of the more prominent approaches that have emerged from this work below with
the goal of putting the approach that will be the subject of this thesis in context.
1.3.1 Approaches based on first-order representations
The basis for this class of approaches is a first-order representation of syntax that is
augmented with special devices for interpreting the parts that deal with binding no-
tions within such a representation. In their simplest form, these special devices consist
of library functions that can be used to realize binding sensitive operations over the
representations of objects. The most common example of this approach is one that
uses a scheme devised by de Bruijn that eliminates names for bound variables, using
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indices for their occurrences which unambiguously indicate the abstractions binding
them [31]. A virtue of such a “nameless” representation is that it renders all object
language expressions that differ only in the names of bound variables into a unique
form, thereby making it trivial to determine equality modulo renaming. Substitution
and other relevant operations can be defined relative to such a representation and are
typically realized through auxiliary programs. When it comes to reasoning about prop-
erties of the represented objects in a way that takes into account the binding constructs
within them, it becomes necessary of course to incorporate into the process the task of
reasoning about the programs that realize substitution and related operations. It has
been noted that considerable effort can be taken up in proving “boilerplate” properties
related to binding in this context. For example, it is observed in [32] that when the
nameless representation is used for programs in a typed language , it becomes necessary
to prove weakening lemmas for typing in the course of proving type soundness for the
language and that this requirement significantly complicates the overall proof.
A few variants of the basic approach discussed above have been developed to solve
specific problems. For example, it is sometimes useful to treat the free variables in an
expression differently from the bound variables and a representation called the locally
nameless representation has been developed towards this end [32, 33]. Although these
variants simplify the treatment of some aspects of binding structure, they do not alter
the first-order nature of the representation and hence do not overcome its primary
drawback.
1.3.2 The nominal logic approach
A different approach that still uses a first-order representation of syntax is that based
on nominal logic [34]. The defining characteristic of this approach is that it provides
a logical treatment of equivalence of expressions under a renaming of bound variables;
the technical device it uses to realize this capability is that of equivalence of expressions
under permutations of names. This representation obviously subsumes the benefits
of the nameless representation discussed earlier. A further virtue of the approach is
that it provides a logical treatment of free and bound variables that can be useful
in reasoning about the correctness of manipulations of syntactic structure. However,
nominal logic representations do not provide an intrinsic treatment of substitution and
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hence do not also intrinsically support the analysis of expressions with binding structure
under substitution. The realizations of these and related aspects have to be encoded in
user programs that must then also be explicitly reasoned about.
1.3.3 The functional higher-order approach
When the formalization framework is based on a functional language, it is possible to
use expressions of function type to represent objects that need to be manipulated or
reasoned about. In this case we can potentially use abstraction in the meta-language to
represent binding structure in formal objects. Such an idea has in fact been investigated
and we refer to it here as the functional higher-order approach.
One of the benefits of using meta-language abstraction to encode binding is that
it leads to a simple treatment of substitution: the need to avoid inadvertent capture
of free variables in the expression being substituted and to replace the right variable
occurrences are both built into the treatment of function evaluation at the meta-level.
Benefit has been derived from this observation in a variety of tasks. We mention two
that are closely related to the work in this thesis. In [35], Guillemette has used this
idea in implementing the Continuation Passing Style (CPS) transformation—a common
transformation in the compilation of functional languages—in Haskell. Similarly, Hickey
and Nogin have exploited this idea in implementing a version of closure conversion in
their MetaPRL logical framework [36].
There is, however, a serious limitation to the functional higher-order approach: it
is not capable of supporting the examination of the structure of objects that embed
binding constructs. The reason for this is that the notion of equality of expressions in the
context of a functional language includes a lot more than just bound variable renaming
and β-conversion. To support computation in an adequate fashion, such a language
must include at least the conditional and fixed-point combinators together with their
associated notions of evaluations. Further, the programmer has the ability to add to the
equality theory by defining new functions or combinators. It is not surprising, therefore,
that the uses of the functional higher-order approach have not included serious analyses
of syntactic structure modulo binding, such as the computation of free and bound
variables in expressions. As a concrete example, the closure conversion implementation
of Hickey and Nogin makes the simplifying assumption that every variable bound by
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an external abstraction appears free in an expression of function type that they are
wanting to convert into a closure.
1.3.4 The higher-order abstract syntax approach
One way to derive the benefits of the functional higher-order approach while still re-
taining the ability to examine the structure of expressions is to use a λ-calculus for
representation that has very weak computational power. One way to do this is to use
a typed λ-calculus that does not include built-in combinators or the provision to de-
fine them. This idea underlies what has been called the higher-order abstract syntax
or HOAS approach [3, 4]. Similar to the functional higher-order approach, binding
constructs in object language syntax can be encoded directly via abstraction in the
meta-language. The critical difference from the functional higher-order approach is that
equality of expressions is governed solely by bound variable renaming and β-conversion
which, in this weak setting, corresponds only to substitution. The result of this is that
the HOAS approach is capable of supporting an analysis of the binding structure of
objects. In contrast to the first-order approaches, these capabilities derive from features
of the meta-language and hence do not need to be reasoned about explicitly. Moreover,
with a properly configured logic, it is possible also to reason about objects that embody
binding notions using rich principles such as case analysis and induction.
The systems that have been developed for specifying and reasoning about for-
mal systems based on the HOAS approach include Twelf [5], Beluga [6], Hybrid [37],
λProlog [8, 9] and Abella [10, 11]. These specification and reasoning systems have been
used in many formalization efforts related to objects that embody binding constructs
and the benefits described above have been shown to be real through these applications.
A survey of these efforts can be found in [38, 39].
1.4 Verified Compilation Using the HOAS Approach
The focus of this thesis, as we have previously noted, is on the implementation and
verification of compilers for functional languages. Our contention is that these tasks
are considerably simplified by the use of the HOAS approach. We provide evidence for
this claim by carrying out the exercise of implementing and verifying a compiler for
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a representative functional language within a framework that provides support for the
approach.
The framework we use in this work comprises the executable specification language
λProlog [8, 9] and the theorem-proving system Abella [11, 40]. A natural way to char-
acterize a formal system is to describe it through relations that are defined via inference
rules based on the syntactic structure of the objects of interest in the system. The
λProlog language is a suitable vehicle for formalizing such descriptions: the language is
based on a fragment of intuitionistic logic that allows for the transparent encoding of
rule-based relational descriptions. A further virtue of λProlog is that it supports the use
of a version of HOAS, which has been labeled λ-tree syntax in [41], in constructing these
relational specifications; we discuss this variant of HOAS in more detail in Chapter 2.
The λProlog language has an executable interpretation. As a consequence, specifica-
tions written in it can also serve as implementations. The Abella theorem-prover is
also based on an intuitionistic logic that supports relational specifications exploiting
the λ-tree syntax approach. However, this logic is more richly configured than the one
underlying λProlog: in particular, it provides mechanisms for case analysis and induc-
tion based reasoning. While Abella can be used to reason directly about relational
specifications, there is also the intriguing possibility that it could be used to do this
indirectly by reasoning about programs written in λProlog. In fact, features have been
built into Abella to make this possibility a reality: the logic underlying λProlog has
been embedded into Abella via a definition and particular specifications in λProlog can
then be reasoned about via this encoding. In summary, the combination of λProlog
and Abella gives us a framework for both implementing relational specifications and
reasoning about such implementations.
The methodology that we will use to realize verified compilation is the following.
We will first articulate each transformation that underlies the compilation of our func-
tional language in the form of a rule-based relational specification. We will then render
this specification into a λProlog program. The executability of λProlog specifications
means that our program serves directly as an implementation of the transformation. We
then use the Abella system to reason about the properties of the λProlog specification,
thereby proving the correctness of the compiler transformation it embodies. In both the
specification/programming and the reasoning phases, we will show how the support the
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framework provides for the λ-tree syntax approach can be used to advantage.
To keep the exposition manageable, the exercise we describe above will be applied to
a functional language that is restricted but still contains all the features needed to make
the results convincing. The particular language that we will treat will be a superset of
the language commonly known as PCF [42] that includes recursion. The sequence of
transformations that we will consider will render source language programs into ones
in a language similar to Cminor, which is the back-end language for the CompCert
project [43]. There are still some transformation steps that need to be carried out
in order to obtain actual machine-executable code from programs in our Cminor-like
language. However, we do not investigate these steps in this thesis for two reasons. First,
the verified implementation of these steps has been studied elsewhere in the literature
and we do not have new ideas to add to that discussion; in particular, we do not feel that
the HOAS approach holds significant benefits after code in the Cminor-like language
has been produced. Second, narrowing the scope of our work in this way allows us to
focus more sharply on the part of compilation that is novel to functional languages and
where we believe the HOAS approach really shines.
Part of the work we describe also has the objective of enhancing the framework we
use to make it more suitable for the relevant application domain. These enhancements
are essentially to the Abella theorem-prover. The version of the system that we started
with had limited the collection of λProlog specifications that could be reasoned about.
We have removed this limitation so that the full logical structure of λProlog specifi-
cations can now be used to encode compiler transformations. The second extension
incorporates polymorphism into Abella. A concrete result of this extension is that the
λProlog programs about which we reason can also be polymorphic. This actually has
an important practical benefit: Polymorphism allows us to share code that pertain, for
example, to manipulation of generic data structures. Perhaps even more importantly,
the sharing of code also allows us to prove its properties just once and to then use these
properties in whichever place we eventually use the code.
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1.5 The Contributions of The Thesis
In summary, the work underlying this thesis contributes to the state-of-the-art in three
ways:
• It leads to extensions of the Abella theorem prover that make it a more versa-
tile tool for applications such as compiler verification. At a conceptual level, those
extensions provide a means for reasoning about the full range of λProlog specifica-
tions and they lead to logically sound support for polymorphism in specifications
(which also double up as implementations in the context of λProlog) as well as in
the theorems that are proved about the specifications. We have also incorporated
these extensions into the implementation of the Abella system.
• It demonstrates the benefits of the HOAS approach in implementing compilers for
functional languages. This goal is achieved by developing a methodology for im-
plementing compiler transformations in λProlog that exploits and also show-cases
the facilities the language possesses for supporting the HOAS approach. An aux-
iliary effect of this exercise is that it yields a compiler that produces intermediate
code similar to that in a popular low-level language for a representative functional
language that includes recursion.
• It demonstrates the benefits of the HOAS approach in verifying compilers for
functional languages. To achieve this objective, it develops a methodology for
verifying compiler transformations expressed in λProlog using Abella. It also
applies this methodology to verify the compiler for the representative functional
language developed in this work, in the process illuminating the way in which
the logical structure of λProlog implementations and the HOAS techniques can
conspire to simplify correctness proofs.
We note that the work in this thesis is not the first one to undertake the verification
of properties related to compilation-oriented transformations using the HOAS approach.
In [44], Hannan and Pfenning have exploited this approach in specifying some simple
transformations—such as the translation of conventional λ-terms to their de Bruijn
forms—using the dependently typed λ-calculus LF and in verifying these specifications
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using the Elf meta-language (later renamed to Twelf). In [45], Tian has mechanized a
CPS transformation for the simply typed λ-calculus in LF and proved its correctness
in Twelf. Finally, in [46], Belanger et al. have developed a collection of compiler
transformations that includes the CPS transformation, closure conversion and code
hoisting in Beluga; their specification of these transformations is such that the fact
that it passes type checking ensures that types are preserved between the source and
target language versions of the program. What distinguishes our work is that it is
a systematic study of the implementation and verification of compilers for functional
programs that examines the use of the HOAS approach in verifying deep properties such
as meaning preservation. We also note that while we conduct our work in the context of
a framework defined by λProlog and Abella, the ideas we develop should be applicable
to compiler verification using systems like Twelf and Beluga, to the extent that these
systems support reasoning principles that are strong enough to carry out the relevant
tasks.
1.6 An Overview of the Thesis
The rest of this thesis develops the ideas that we have discussed in this chapter. In
Chapter 2, we introduce the λProlog language and the Abella theorem prover. The
discussion in this chapter also brings out the λ-tree syntax approach and its use in
simplifying both the implementation and the verification of rule-based relational speci-
fications. We then present the two extensions to the Abella theorem prover in Chapter 3.
With the enriched framework in place, we are ready to start the discussion of our verified
compilation work. Chapter 4, provides an overview of this work. We begin this chapter
by presenting the compilation model that we will use and the approaches to describ-
ing compilers in the rule-base and relational fashion and to verifying the correctness
of compilers described in this manner. We then show how our framework can be used
to formalize such implementation and verification and how the λ-tree syntax approach
can be used to simplify these tasks. Although in this thesis we will characterize the
correctness of compiler transformations using logical relations [47], we discuss in Chap-
ter 4 some other notions of meaning preservation that could have been used and also
how the HOAS approach can simplify the verification task in their context as well. We
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conclude this chapter with an overview of the exercise that we will carry out towards
demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach to verified compilation of functional
languages. That is, we outline the structure of a compiler for the source language that
we have chosen and we present an overview of the steps in its verified implementation.
In Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8, we describe how the compiler transformations constituting
this compiler are implemented and verified using our approach. We describe the re-
lated work in Chapter 9. Finally, we conclude the thesis and discuss future work in
Chapter 10.
Chapter 2
A Framework for Verified
Implementation
The formal systems that are of interest in the thesis can be naturally described via
rules for deriving relations on syntactic objects. To specify and to reason about such
rule-based relational specifications, we use the framework consisting of the specification
language λProlog [8, 9] and the theorem-proving system Abella [11, 40]. λProlog is a
language suitable for encoding rule-based relational specifications. A characteristic of
the λProlog language is that specifications written in it are executable and therefore
they serve also as implementations; such specifications can, for example, be executed
using the Teyjus system that implements λProlog [48]. Abella is an interactive theorem
prover for reasoning about relational specifications. It is possible to encode derivability
in λProlog as a relation in Abella. In fact, Abella builds in such an encoding of λProlog.
Further, it allows us to reason about specifications written in λProlog through this
encoding using what is referred to as the two-level logic approach [49, 50]. We will
show in later chapters how this structure can be exploited to realize the goal of verified
compilation: we will implement compiler transformations in λProlog and we will prove
these implementations correct in Abella using the two-level logic approach. Another
important feature of both λProlog and Abella is that they support a realization of the
HOAS approach that has been called the λ-tree syntax approach [41]. A key part of this
thesis is to show that this approach can help simplify the task of verified compilation
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for functional programs.
We devote this chapter to exposing the various aspects of the framework that we
will make use of in the rest of the thesis. We start by describing λProlog and the
logic it is based on and by introducing the methodology they support for implementing
rule-based relational specifications in Section 2.1. We then discuss the logic underlying
Abella for reasoning about relational specifications in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we
introduce Abella and the two-level logic style of reasoning. The idea of λ-tree syntax
will be implicit throughout the chapter. In the concluding section of the chapter, we
discuss explicitly the benefits that can be derived in implementation and in reasoning
by using λ-tree syntax.
2.1 The Specification Language
The λProlog language is based on a fragment of a first-order intuitionistic logic known
as the logic of Hereditary Harrop formulas [51]. We will call this logic HHω here. HHω
is suitable for encoding rule-based description of relations: rules for deriving relations
translate naturally into logical formulas that yield the desired kind of proof-theoretic
behavior in the logic. The formal systems that are of interest to us usually concern
objects that embody binding structure. HHω supports the representation of such objects
by using simply typed λ-terms, rather than the more commonly used first-order terms,
as “data structures,” i.e., as the arguments of predicates. Further, HHω possesses logical
capabilities for manipulating these terms in a way that respects and understands the
abstraction operation they contain. HHω specifications can be given an operational
interpretation and this is, in fact, what λProlog realizes as a programming language.
We expand on the remarks above in the subsections that follow. In the first sub-
section, we describe HHω. We then explain the manner in which HHω can be used to
encode relational specifications. Finally, we outline how the λProlog language allows us
to execute such specifications.
2.1.1 The specification logic HHω
The logic HHω is a fragment of Church’s Simple Theory of Types [52]. The expressions
in this logic are those of the simply typed λ-calculus or the STLC. These expressions
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are actually split into two categories: the types and the terms.
The type expressions are generated from atomic types using the function or arrow
type constructor. Their syntax is given as follows, assuming that τ stands for types and
a stands for atomic types:
τ ::= a | (τ → τ)
In this thesis, we shall take the atomic types to correspond to a user-defined collection
plus the distinguished type o that is used for formulas as explained below. We assume
there to be at least one user-defined atomic type. We drop parentheses in writing arrow
types, i.e. types of the second form, by using the convention that the arrow operator→
associates to the right. For instance, τ1 → τ2 → τ3 stands for (τ1 → (τ2 → τ3)). Using
this associativity convention, every type can be written in the form τ1 → . . .→ τn → τ0
where τ0 is an atomic type. When a type is written in this fashion, τi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n are
called its argument types and τ0 is called its target type.
In building terms, we assume a vocabulary of constants and variables where each
constant and variable has a type associated with it. Terms are then specified together
with their types by the following inductive rules, assuming that t stands for terms:
• A constant or a variable of type τ is a term of type τ .
• If t is a term of type τ ′ and x is a variable of type τ , then the expression (λx:τ. t)
in is a term of type τ → τ ′. Such a term is referred to as an abstraction that has
the variable x as its binder and t as its body or scope. Further, all occurrences
of x in t that are not in the scope of any abstraction in t with x as its binder are
considered bound by the abstraction.
• If t1 is a term of type τ1 → τ2 and t2 is a term of type τ1, then the expression
(t1 t2) is a term of type of type τ2. Such a term is called an application that has
t1 as its function part and t2 as its argument.
We drop parentheses in terms by assuming applications associate to the left and applica-
tions bind more tightly than abstractions. For instance, (t1 t2 t3) represents ((t1 t2) t3)
and (λx:τ. t1 t2) represents (λx:τ. (t1 t2)). We will often drop the type τ in an ab-
straction (λx:τ. t), abbreviating it as (λx. t), when this type is not important to our
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understanding or can be inferred uniquely from the context. We will also need to refer
below to the free variables of a term. These are the variables in the term that are not
bound by any abstraction occurring in it. We will often need to indicate a variable x or
a constant c together with its type τ . We do this by by writing x : τ or c : τ . We will
also need to talk about a term t with its type τ in a context where the constants and
free variables in t and their types are given. For this we will use the following notation
{c1 : τ1, . . . , cm : τm, x1 : τ ′1, . . . , xn : τ ′n}  t : τ
where {c1, . . . , cm} and {x1, . . . , xn} respectively contain all the constants and free vari-
ables in t.
The underlying logic assumes an equality relation between terms that is explained
as follows:
• An α-step allows us to rename the variables bound by abstractions. Specifically,
two terms are related by an α-step if the second can be obtained from the first by
replacing a subterm of the form (λx. t) by (λy. t′) where y is a variable that does
not occur free in t and t′ is the result of replacing the free occurrences of x in t by
y. Two terms are related by α-conversion if one can be obtained from the other
by repeated applications of α-steps.
• The β-conversion relation captures the idea of equivalence under “function eval-
uation.” A term of the form ((λx. t1) t2) is referred to as a β-redex. A term u
β-contracts to a term v if v can be obtained by replacing such a β-redex in u by
the result of substituting t2 for the free occurrences of x in t1 provided that the
free variables in t2 do not occur bound in t1. Conversely, if v results from u by
β-contraction, then u results from v by β-expansion. Finally, β-conversion is the
reflexive and transitive closure of the union of the β-contraction, β-expansion and
α-step relations.
• The η-rule reflects the idea of extensional equality for functions. We refer to a
term of the form (λx. t x) where x does not occur free in t as an η-redex. A
term u η-contracts to v if v can be obtained from u by replacing such a η-redex
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(λx. t x) in u by t. Conversely, v η-expands to u if u η-contracts to v. Finally, λ-
conversion is the reflexive and transitive closure of the β-conversion, η-contraction
and η-expansion relations.
Equality is given by the strongest of these relations, i.e., by λ-conversion. It can be seen
that this is an equivalence relation, thereby meeting the basic criterion for an equality
relation.
We say that a variable or constant has arity n if its type has n argument types. We
also say that its occurrence in a term is fully applied if it is applied to as many arguments
as its arity. A term is said to be in βη-long normal form if it does not contain a β-redex
and, further, every variable or constant in it is fully applied. It is known that every term
in the STLC λ-converts to a βη-long normal form that is unique up to α-conversion.
We refer to such a form as a βη-long normal form for the term. It is further known
that any term in the STLC can be transformed into (one of) its βη-long normal form
through a terminating process. A further point to note is that the different operations
such as substitution that we consider on λ-terms commute with the conversion rules.
This allows us to always work with the βη-long normal forms of terms, a fact that we
will use implicitly in the following discussions.
We will need to consider substitutions into terms. A substitution, denoted by θ,
is a type-preserving mapping from variables to terms that is the identity at all but a
finite number of variables. We write (t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn) for the substitution that maps
x1, . . . , xn to t1, . . . , tn, respectively and each of the remaining variables to itself. Given
such a substitution, the set of variables {x1, . . . , xn} is called its domain and each of the
terms in t1, . . . , tn is called the value of the mapping on the variable it corresponds to. We
write dom(θ) for the domain of θ. Substitutions can be lifted to be mappings on terms
rather than just on variables. For this lifting to be logically correct, it must be defined
in such a way that it is “capture-avoiding.” One way to formalize the idea to ensure
this is as follows. Given a term t and a substitution θ such that θ = (t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn),
the expression t[θ] denotes the term ((λx1. . . . λxn. t) t1 . . . tn); observe that this term
is equal under λ-conversion to t with each variable xi replaced by ti with relevant
renamings done within t to avoid inadvertent capture of free variables in ti.
The composition of two substitutions θ and ρ, denoted by θ ◦ρ, is defined as follows:
(θ ◦ ρ)(x) := (θ(x))[ρ] x ∈ dom(θ)
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(θ ◦ ρ)(x) := ρ(x) otherwise.
It is easy to check that t[θ][ρ] = t[θ ◦ρ] for any t. Thus, the application of a composition
of substitutions to a term corresponds, as one might expect, to their composition as
mappings on terms.
The definition of λ-terms relies on a collection of constants. In the context of HHω,
we distinguish between logical constants and non-logical constants. The set of logical
constants is fixed and consists of true of type o, & and⇒, both of type o→ o→ o, and,
for each type τ that does not contain o, Πτ of type (τ → o)→ o. The constants & and
⇒, also called the logical connectives, correspond to conjunction and implication and
are usually written as infix operators. The family of constants Πτ represents universal
quantifiers: the term (Πτ (λx:τ. t)) corresponds to the universal quantification of x over
t. In writing this expression, we will often use the suggestive abbreviation Πτx.t and
will also drop the type annotation—i.e. we will simply write Πx.t—when the type can
be inferred or when its knowledge is not essential to the discussion. Furthermore, we
will often abbreviate the formula Πx1 . . . .Πxn.t to Πx1, . . . , xn.t. Note that given any
term Πτ t, its subterm t must have the βη-long normal form λx. t
′ for some t′. As a
result, Πτ t can always be represented as Πτx.t
′ for some t′.
The set of non-logical constants is also called a signature. We shall use the symbol
Σ to denote signatures. There is a restriction on the constants allowed in a signature in
HHω: their argument types must not contain the type o. A non-logical constant whose
target type is o is called a predicate symbol or predicate constant. Such constants are
used to form atomic formulas that represent relations. Specifically, a term of the form
(p t1 . . . tn) in which p is a predicate symbol of arity n constitutes an atomic formula;
we shall call p the predicate head of the atomic formula.1 We use the symbol A to
denote atomic formulas.
The terms of type o, that are also called formulas, have a special status in the
logic: they are the expressions to which the derivation rules pertain. The HHω logic
is determined by two particular kinds of formulas called goal formulas, or simply goals,
and program clauses, or simply clauses. These formulas are denoted by the symbols G
and D, respectively, and are given by the following syntax rules:
1As previously mentioned, we work only with terms in βη-long normal form. Thus, we apply this
and similar terminology to terms only after they have been transformed into their normal forms.
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G ::= true | A | G & G | D ⇒ G | Πτx.G
D ::= G⇒ A | Πτx.D
Goal formulas of the form D ⇒ G are called hypothetical goals. Goal formulas of
the form Πτx.G are called universal goals. Note that a program clause has the form
Πτ1x1. . . .Πτnxn.(G⇒ A). We refer to A as the head of such a clause. Further, we call
G the body of the clause.
In the intended use of the HHω logic, a collection of program clauses and a signature
constitutes a specification, also called a program. A user provides these collections
towards defining specific relations. The relations that are so defined are determined
by the atomic formulas that are derivable from a program. We formalize the notion of
derivability through a sequent calculus [53]. In the context of interest, a sequent has
the structure
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G
where Σ is a signature, Γ is a multi-set of program clauses called the static context that
contains user-defined program clauses, ∆ is a multi-set of program clauses called the
dynamic context that contains clauses dynamically added during the derivation of the
sequent, and G is a goal formula called the goal of the sequent that is to be shown
derivable from the static and dynamic contexts. A program given by the clauses Γ and
the signature Σ then specifies the relations represented by all the atomic formulas A
such that the sequent Σ; Γ; ∅ ` A is derivable. If we consider the sequents in a derivation
from the perspective of how they arise in the course of searching for a proof, the dynamic
context is initially empty. However, as we shall see presently, the process of constructing
derivations may add clauses to this context and may also extend the signature.
The rules for deriving sequents of the form described are presented in Figure 2.1.
These rules are of three kinds: the rule tR is used to finish the proof, the rules ∧R, ⇒R
and ΠR are used to simplify non-atomic goals and the rule backchain applies once the
goal has been reduced to atomic form. In ΠR we use (Σ, c : τ) to denote Σ∪{c : τ} and
in ⇒R we write (∆, D) for ∆∪ {D}. The rules ⇒R and ΠR are the ones that impart a
dynamic character to sequents. In particular, the ΠR rule causes the signature to grow
through the addition of a previously unused constant in the course of searching for a
derivation and the ⇒R rule similarly causes additions to the dynamic context. These
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two rules are crucial for specifying systems involving binding operators, as we shall see
in Section 2.1.3. The backchain rule captures the following intuition for solving atomic
goals: we look for a clause in the dynamic or static context whose head matches the
goal we want to solve and then reduce the task to solving the relevant instance of the
body of the clause.
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` true tR
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G1 Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G2
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G1 & G2 ∧R
Σ; Γ; ∆, D ` G
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` D ⇒ G ⇒R
Σ, c : τ ; Γ; ∆ ` G[c/x]
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` Πτx.G ΠR
(where c /∈ Σ)
Πτ1x1. . . .Πτnxn.G⇒ A′ ∈ Γ ∪∆ Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G[t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn]
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` A backchain
(where Σ  ti : τi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and A′[t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn] = A in backchain)
Figure 2.1: Derivation Rules of HHω
An important observation is that a derivation in HHω is guided by the syntactic form
of its goal G. If G is true then only tR is applicable. If G is not an atomic formula or
true, then exactly one of the ⇒R, ∧R and ΠR rule is applicable. Those rules simplify
the goal until it becomes atomic. At that point only backchain is applicable. The
derivation continues by applying backchain which generates a subgoal. This process
repeats until all subgoals are proved.
The λProlog language, which is a realization of HHω, provides a concrete syntax in
which a user can present HHω programs. In this syntax, a multiset of clauses is written as
a sequence, with each clause being terminated by a period. Further, universal quantifiers
at the outermost level in a clause may be omitted by using names starting with capital
letters for the occurrences of variables that they bind. Abstraction is written as an
infix operator. More specifically, the term (λx:τ.M) is written as (x:τ \M) in λProlog.
When the type of the bound variable can be inferred uniquely from the context, this
expression can also be simplified to (x \M). Conjunction in goals is denoted by a
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comma: a goal of the form (G1 & G2) is written as (G1, G2). The clause (G ⇒ D) is
written in λProlog as (D : - G). Finally, when G is true the clause G ⇒ D is further
simplified to just D.
2.1.2 Encoding rule-based relational specifications
A natural way to present formal systems is to describe them via rules deriving relations
on syntactic objects. As an example, we consider the rule-based descriptions of the
append relation on lists of natural numbers. Let nil denote the empty list in our object
language and let : : denote the constructor for lists such that x : : l stands for a list where
x is the first element of the list, called its head, and l is a list containing the rest of the
elements, called its tail. If we limit our attention to lists that are constructed using nil
and : : as the only constructors of list type, then we can define a ternary relation append
given by the following rules:
append nil l l
appd-nil
append l1 l2 l3
append (x : : l1) l2 (x : : l3)
appd-cons
The content of this definition is that append l1 l2 l3 holds if and only if it can be derived
using these rules. It is then not difficult to see that append l1 l2 l3 holds just in the case
that l1, l2 and l3 are lists consisting of ground elements and l3 contains the elements of
l1 followed by those of l2.
Program clauses in HHω provide a natural way to capture rule-based specifications
of relations: a relation can be represented by a predicate constant and each rule of the
relation translates naturally to a program clause defining the predicate constant, with
the conclusion of the rule becoming the head of the clause and the premises, if any,
becoming its body.
We illustrate the above idea by considering the specification of the append relation.
In encoding this specification, let us assume that we have designated the type nat
to represent the type of natural numbers and list to represent the type of lists of
natural numbers. Further, let us assume that we have introduced into the signature the
constants 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . of type nat to represent the natural numbers and the following
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constants to represent the list constructors:
nil : list :: : nat→ list→ list
Mirroring the convention in the object language, we will write :: in infix form also in
the λProlog presentation and treat it as right-associative; the λProlog language provides
users a way to present such conventions at the time when they identify a signature, but
the details of this process are orthogonal to the present discussion. We then use the
predicate symbol
append : list→ list→ list→ o
to represent the append relation and we encode the rules defining the relation in the
following clauses where the first clause encodes the appd-nil rule and the second clause
encodes the appd-cons rule:
append nil L L.
append (X :: L1) L2 (X :: L3) : - append L1 L2 L3.
Let Γ be a static context consisting of the clauses for append shown above, let l1, l2
and l3 be three lists, and let L1, L2 and L3 be their encodings in λProlog. Then, showing
that (append l1 l2 l3) holds given the specification of append is equivalent to showing
the following sequent is derivable, where Σ contains the constants we have introduced
for encoding lists and the append relation:
Σ; Γ; ∅ ` append L1 L2 L3
Note that the way the program clauses of append would be used in constructing deriva-
tions for this sequent has a transparent relationship to the way in which the rules
specifying append would be used in establishing that the relation (append l1 l2 l3)
holds: for instance, the attempt to construct a derivation would begin by matching
(append L1 L2 L3) with the head of one of the clauses for append (that corresponds to
the conclusions of the rules in the object-language specification) and by reducing the
task to deriving the corresponding body (that corresponds to the premise of the relevant
rule). In this sense, the λProlog encoding also reflects the derivation behavior of the
rule based specification of the append relation.
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2.1.3 Encoding specifications over objects with binding structure
Our interest in this work is in treating specifications of formal systems such as logics,
programming languages and compilers. An important characteristic of such systems
is that the expressions they treat contain variable binding operators. The traditional
approach to encoding such operators is to use a first-order representation and to let
the user build in properties of binding through additional specifications or programs. A
defining aspect of the λProlog language is that it supports a different, more abstract,
approach to treating such binding operators. This language provides us with λ-terms,
rather than just first-order terms, to represent expressions in an object language. The
abstraction operator present in these terms gives us a meta-language level mechanism
to capture the binding notions present in the expressions over which we want to specify
and carry out computations. In addition to representing the syntax of objects, we also
often need to support the ability to specify properties by recursion over their structure.
The λProlog language has mechanisms that are specially geared towards realizing such
recursion over binding operators. These mechanisms arise from the presence of universal
and hypothetical goals in the language.
To illustrate the different mechanisms mentioned above, we consider the task of
encoding the typing relation for the simply-typed λ-calculus. Note that we are thinking
of the STLC as an object system in this example. We will take the syntax of types and
terms in this object system to be given by the following rules:
T ::= a | T1 → T2
M ::= x | λx:T.M | M1 M2
The typing relation that we want to encode is written as
Γ `M : T
where M is a term, T is a type and Γ is a typing context that has the form
x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn
where each xi is a distinct variable. Intuitively, such a judgment represents the fact
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that M is a well-formed term of type T , assuming that Γ provides the types for its free
variables. The rules for deriving a judgment of this kind are the following:
x : T ∈ Γ
Γ ` x : T t-var
Γ `M1 : T1 → T2 Γ `M2 : T1
Γ `M1 M2 : T2 t-app
Γ, x : T1 `M : T2
Γ ` λx:T1.M : (T1 → T2) t-abs
where x is not already in Γ
The only rule in this collection that is sensitive to binding structure is t-abs, the rule
for typing abstractions. This rule asserts that the abstraction λx : T1.M has the type
T1 → T2 in a typing context Γ if its body M can be given the type T2 in a typing
context that extends Γ with the type T1 assigned to x, under the assumption, of course,
that x is a variable that is not already assigned a type by Γ. This rule exhibits many
features that are typical to rules that treat binding constructs that appear in formal
objects. To encode rules such as this one, we need a mechanism for capturing recursion
that is based on descending into the scope or body of the binding construct, we need
to be able to enforce conditions on the variables we introduce to facilitate the recursion
(in the case of t-abs, this variable, which is named x, must be fresh to Γ), and we
need to be able to augment the context with assumptions about the freshly introduced
variables (in the case of t-abs, x must be assumed to have type T1). As we shall see
below, λProlog provides devices for realizing all these aspects in a logically supported
way.
To encode typing in the STLC in λProlog, we first need to represent the expressions
it pertains to. Towards this end, we identify the two types ty and tm. Expressions in
λProlog of these types will correspond, respectively, to types and terms in the object
language. We then identify the following constants for encoding types and terms:
a : ty arr : ty→ ty→ ty
abs : ty→ (tm→ tm)→ tm app : tm→ tm→ tm
The only constant in this signature that requires special mention is abs. This constant is
used to represent abstractions in the object language. Note that the “term” component
that this constant takes is itself an abstraction in λProlog. The idea underlying this
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representation is that we isolate the binding aspect of abstractions in the STLC and
allow these to be treated through the understanding of abstraction in λProlog. As a
concrete example, the STLC term (λx : a→ a.λy : a.x y) will be encoded by
abs (arr a a) (x \ abs a (y \ app x y)).
The virtue of this kind of encoding is that it allows us to use the understanding of
abstraction over λ-terms present in λProlog to transparently realize binding related
properties such as scoping, irrelevance of bound variable names and (capture-avoiding)
substitution over object language expressions.
We can now proceed to encoding the typing rules for the object system. Towards
this end, we first introduce the predicate symbol
of : tm→ ty→ o
to represent the typing relation. Note that the typing context is not treated explicitly
in this representation. Instead, it will be realized implicitly via the dynamic context of
the HHω sequents we try to derive. Specifically, the typing context
x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn
will be encoded by the dynamic context
of x1 T
′
1, . . . , of xn T
′
n
where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, T ′i is the encoding of Ti.
The typing rules t-app and t-abs translate into the following HHω clauses defining
the of predicate:
of (appM1 M2) T2 : - ofM1 (arr T1 T2) , ofM2 T1.
of (abs T1 M) (arr T1 T2) : - Πy.of y T1 ⇒ of (M y) T2.
Assuming Γ is the static context consisting of these clauses, then showing that the
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relation ∆ `M : T holds in the object system is equivalent to showing that the sequent
Σ; Γ, [∆] ` of [M ] [T ].
is derivable in HHω. We write [E] here to denote the encoding in λProlog of the object
language expression E, which might be a typing context, a term or a type. We also
assume that Σ contains the constants we have used to encode terms and types and all
the constants we would have introduced in the course of an HHω derivation to represent
the variables that are assigned types by [∆] as we explain below.
It is interesting to note that the way the typing rules are used to establish ∆ `M : T
in the object system is transparently related to the way the sequent encoding this
judgment is derived in HHω. To see this, first observe that application of the t-var
rule is mirrored in the use of the backchain and tR rules to close off a particular path
in the HHω derivation: if M is a variable x that is given the type T by the context ∆,
there there must be a formula (of x [T ]) in [∆]. It is also easy to see that application
of the t-app rule is naturally captured by an application in HHω of backchain based on
the clause that encodes t-app. Finally, the clause encoding t-abs shows how recursion
over binding structure is realized by using universal and hypothetical goals and how
substitution is modeled by β-conversion in λProlog. When [M ] is (abs [t1] (λx. [m]))
and [T ] is (arr [t1] [t2]) for object language expressions t1, t2 and m of the relevant
kinds, we would have to derive a sequent which has as its goal the formula
of (abs [t1] (λx. [m])) (arr [t1] [t2]).
The only way this sequent can be derived is by backchaining on the clause encoding
t-abs. This would yield a sequent that has as its goal the formula
Πy.of y [t1]⇒ of ((λx. [m]) y) [t2].
To derive this sequent in HHω, we would have to introduce a new constant c and add
the clause (of c [t1]) to the dynamic context before trying to derive a sequent that has
as its goal the formula (of ((λx. [m]) c) [t2]). Observe here that the constant c has been
introduced to represent the object language bound variable and that the “newness” of
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c captures the freshness condition for this variable in the rule t-abs. The addition of
(of c [t1]) to the dynamic context of the sequent encodes the extension of the typing
context in the premise of the t-abs rule and the λProlog term ((λx. [m]) c) is, modulo
λ-conversion, a representation of the object language term m in which c is used to
represent the variable bound by the abstraction we have descended under. It is easy
to see from all this that the sequent we are left to prove corresponds precisely to the
premise of the t-abs rule.
As an example, the following is a derivation of a typing relation using the typing
rules
x : a→ a, y : a ` x : a→ a t-var x : a→ a, y : a ` y : a t-var
x : a→ a, y : a ` x y : a t-app
x : a→ a ` (λy:a. x y) : a→ a t-abs
∅ ` (λx:a→ a. λy:a. x y) : (a→ a)→ a→ a t-abs
The corresponding derivation in HHω is as follows:
Σ′; Γ; ∆′ ` true tR
Σ′; Γ; ∆′ ` of x (arr a a) backchain
Σ′; Γ; ∆′ ` true tR
Σ′; Γ; ∆′ ` of y a backchain
Σ, x : tm, y : tm; Γ; of x (arr a a), of y a ` of (app x y) a backchain
Σ, x : tm; Γ; of x (arr a a) ` of (abs a (y \ app x y)) (arr a a)
Σ; Γ; ∅ ` of (abs (arr a a) (x \ abs a (y \ app x y))) (arr (arr a a) (arr a a))
Here the double line stands for the successive application of backchain on the clause
encoding t-abs, ΠR and ⇒R, and Σ′ and ∆′ are abbreviations of (Σ, x : tm, y : tm)
and (of x (arr a a), of y a), respectively. Notice how backchaining on program clauses
followed by rules for simplifying the goal formula represents the application of the typ-
ing rules for non-variable terms and how the application of backchain followed by tR
represents the application of the rule for typing variables. In general, it should be clear
from this discussion that, under the encoding that we have used for the typing rules in
the STLC, the derivations we would construct in HHω closely follow the structure of
those in the STLC.
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2.1.4 λProlog specifications as implementation
It should be clear from the discussion up to this point that the derivation rules for
HHω that are shown in Figure 2.1 have an executable character: we proceed to find a
derivation for a sequent with a complex goal formula by simplifying the formula and
when we arrive at an atomic goal we look for a clause in the static or dynamic context
whose head matches the goal. In the cases we have considered previously, the goals have
all been closed; in this mode our objective has been limited to checking if a relation
holds. However, we can think of extending this mechanism to “compute answers” by
including variables in a goal that we expect the derivation mechanism to fill in with an
actual expression for which the relation holds. As a concrete example, letting T be a
variable of the kind just described, we might submit the following query
of (abs (arr a a) (x \ abs a (y \ app x y))) T
in a context where the program consists of the clauses encoding the typing rules in the
STLC. The only solution to this “schematic” query is one where T is instantiated with
the expression (arr (arr a a) (arr a a)).
The λProlog language realizes this kind of an executable interpretation. Many useful
applications have been shown to exist for this kind of “logic programming” interpretation
for the language [8] and the Teyjus system [48] has been developed to provide efficient
support for such applications. We will make use of these facts in this dissertation. In
particular, we will use λProlog to specify compiler transformations that we will then
execute as programs to effect compilation using the Teyjus system.
2.2 A Logic of Fixed-Point Definitions
The logic HHω allows us to encode rule-based relational specifications in such a way that
we can reason about what should hold in their context. Thus, using the formalization
of typing for the STLC, we could show that the term (λx:a→ a. λy:a. x y) has the type
(a → a) → a → a. However, HHω does not provide a means for capturing the fact
that these encodings are complete in the sense that if a relation is not derivable from
a program then it does not in fact hold. Rule-based specifications are usually intended
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to be interpreted in this way. For example, based on the specification of typing for the
STLC, we might want to conclude that every term in it has a unique type. Implicit to
proving this is the fact that a typing judgment of the form
∅ ` (λx:a→ a. λy:a. x y) : T
is not derivable for any type T other than (a→ a)→ a→ a.
The logic G has been designed to provide the kind of complete characterization of
relational specifications that is discussed above. This logic is the end-point of a sequence
of developments that started with work by McDowell and Miller about two decades
ago [54, 55, 56, 57]. A defining characteristic of G is that it interprets atomic predicates
as fixed-point definitions. These fixed-point definitions provide a means not only for
showing that a relation holds, but also for analyzing why it holds. More specifically,
they allow us to carry out reasoning based on case analysis that occurs often in proving
properties of formal systems. Another important feature of G is a generic quantifier
∇ (pronounced as “nabla”) that, amongst other things, requires us to provide a proof
for the formula that it scopes over that is independent of the instance chosen for the
quantified variable [56]. Coupled with fixed-point definitions, this quantifier enables us
to use case analysis arguments over binding structure that is necessary in many tasks of
reasoning about formal systems. Definitions of atomic predicates can also be given a least
fixed-point interpretation, leading to the ability to reason about these predicates in an
inductive fashion. These different capabilities give G the ability to encode many different
forms of arguments that we might want to carry out over relational specifications.
In the rest of this section, we expose the features of G that are alluded to above. Our
presentation is intended only to make our use of the logic in explaining and constructing
proofs in Abella understandable. A reader interested in a more complete description of
G may consult [54].
2.2.1 The syntax of G
The logic G is also based on an intuitionistic version of Church’s Simple Theory of Types.
The expressions of G are similar to that of HHω, i.e., the STLC terms. One difference is
that o is replaced by prop as the type of formulas. Another difference is that different
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names are used for the logical constants and the set of these constants is also larger. In
particular, the logical constants of G consist of >,⊥ : prop that represent true and false,
∧,∨,⊃: prop → prop → prop that represent conjunction, disjunction and implication,
and, for each type τ not containing prop, the constants ∀τ , ∃τ : (τ → prop) → prop
that correspond to (the family of) universal and existential quantifiers. Following the
style of HHω, we write ∧, ∨ and ⊃ as infix operators. Similarly, we abbreviate the
expressions (∀τ (λx:τ.B)) and (∃τ (λx:τ.B)) by (∀τx.B) and (∃τx.B). We also drop
the type annotations in abstractions and quantified formulas when they are irrelevant
to the discussion or can be inferred uniquely. Furthermore, we will often abbreviate
the formula ∀x1 . . . .∀xn.t (∃x1 . . . .∀xn.t) to ∀x1, . . . , xn.t (∃x1, . . . , xn.t) or ∀~x.t (∃~x.t)
where ~x represents the sequence of variables x1, . . . , xn.
2.2.2 The generic quantifier ∇
Universal quantification in G has an extensional reading. That is, to prove ∀x.B in G
we have to prove B[t/x] for each possible term t but these proofs could be different ones
for different values of t. However, when describing specifications containing binding
constructs, it is often desirable to interpret a statement such as “B(x) holds for x” as
B(t) holds for every t for the same structural reasons that are independent of the choice
of t.
To provide a means for capturing this alternative style of reasoning, G includes a
special generic quantifier [56]. Specifically, it includes a constant ∇τ : (τ → prop) →
prop for every type τ that does not contain prop. As with other quantifiers, ∇τx.B
abbreviates ∇τ (λx:τ.B). The indexing type τ is omitted if its identity is not relevant
to the discussion or can be inferred uniquely from the context. The logical meaning of
the formula ∇τx.B can be understood as follows: to construct a proof for it, we pick
a new constant of type τ that does not appear in B and then prove the formula that
results from instantiating x in B with this constant. The constants that are to be used
in this way are called nominal constants. The treatment of ∇τx.F as an assumption is
similar: we get to use F with x replaced by a fresh nominal constant as an assumption
instead. An important property of the ∇ quantifier is that each quantifier over the same
formula refers to a distinct constant. Thus, (∇x.∇y.x = y ⊃ ⊥) is a theorem of G. This
property carries over to nominal constants: two distinct nominal constants in a given
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formula are treated as being different and, thus, the formula (a1 = a2 ⊃ ⊥) where a1
and a2 are two different nominal constants is a theorem. Another important property of
nominal constants is that their names have significance only in distinguishing between
different nominal constants in a single formula. For example, given the predicate symbol
p and distinct nominal constants a1, a2, a3, and a4, the formula (p a1 a2) is considered
to be logically equivalent to (p a3 a4).
2.2.3 Formalizing provability in G
The approach to treating ∇ outlined in Section 2.2.2 was first described in the logic
LGω [57] and has been adopted by G. Specifically, we assume that there are an infinite
number of nominal constants at every type. The collection of all nominal constants
is denoted by C, which is disjoint from the collection of usual, non-nominal constants
denoted by K. We define the support of a formula or a term t as the set of nominal
constants occurring in it, denoted by supp(t). We define a permutation pi of nominal
constants as a bijection from C to C. We write pi.B for the result of applying pi to the
formula B, which is defined as follows:
pi.c := c where c ∈ K pi.a := pi(a) where a ∈ C
pi.x := x pi.(t1 t2) = pi.t1 pi.t2 pi.(λx. t) = λx. (pi.t)
We use the proposition B ≈ B′ to denote that the formulas B and B′ are equal modulo
the permutation of nominal constants occurring in them, that is, there exists some pi
such that pi.B = B′. Given the fact that we treat the names of nominal constants
having scope only over individual terms, substitution must satisfy an extra condition to
be logically correct: it should avoid confusion between the names of nominal constants
in the terms being substituted and in the terms being substituted into. Specifically, B[θ]
now stands for a formula obtained by first applying a permutation pi which maps the
nominal constants inB to nominal constants that do not occur in the values of θ and then
applying the substitution θ on the resulting formula. Such substitution is ambiguous
since the permutation for nominal constants is not unique. However, because formulas
are considered to be logically equivalent modulo permutation of nominal constants, the
ambiguity turns out to be harmless.
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Provability in G is once again formalized via a sequent calculus. Sequents in this
logic have the form
Σ : Γ −→ B
where Γ is a multi-set of formulas called the context of the sequent and the formulas
in it are called the assumptions or hypotheses of the sequent, B is a formula called the
conclusion of the sequent, and Σ is a signature containing the free variables in Γ and
B. The intuitive interpretation of the sequent is that the conclusion B is provable from
the set of assumptions in Γ.
The core rules defining provability in G are shown in Figure 2.2. The structure of
these rules as well as the content of many of them should be clear from a familiarity with
sequent calculus style formulations of intuitionistic logics. We therefore limit ourselves
here to elaborating only those aspects that are peculiar to G. The id and the cut rules
in G differ from the more familiar versions in that they build in equality under the
permutation of nominal constants. The ∇R rule formalizes the interpretation of the
∇ quantifier that was described informally in Section 2.2.2; in this rule, a is a “new”
nominal constant that does not occur in B. The ∇L rule encodes the reading of a
∇-quantified formula as an assumption that follows naturally from what it means to
prove such a formula. In the usual reading of universal quantification, to prove that a
formula of the form ∀τx.B holds, it suffices to show that B holds for all instantiations of
x. The standard formalization of this understanding is based on replacing x with a new
variable, called an eigenvariable, and then showing that the resulting formula holds no
matter what actual value is chosen for that variable. In using this idea in the context
of G, we have to be careful to respect the scope of ∇ quantifiers: in particular, we must
consider instantiations for the eigenvariable to include the nominal constants already
appearing in B but not the ones that may be introduced for ∇ quantifiers appearing
within B. This requirement is encoded in ∀R by using a technique called raising [58]:
an eigenvariable h is introduced, x is replaced with the application of h to the nominal
constants in the support of B, and we only consider instantiations for eigenvariables that
do not contain nominal constants. Observe that instances of the quantified variable that
use the permitted nominal constants (but not the disallowed ones) can be obtained by
substituting a term for the eigenvariable that uses its arguments in a suitable way. The
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natural counterpart to this interpretation of universal quantification is that to prove a
sequent in which ∀τx.B appears as an assumption, it suffices to show that the sequent
is derivable when the quantified formula is instantiated by a term that perhaps contains
the nominal constants appearing in B. The ∀L rule encapsulates this idea. In this
rule, the typing judgment Σ,K, C  t : τ asserts that t is a term of type τ that is
constructed using the variables, nominal constants and regular constants in Σ, K and
C; the nominal constants appearing in t could be further restricted to being ones in
the support of B but, as shown in [54], the derivable sequents remain unchanged even
without this restriction. Similar explanations can be given for the rules ∃L and ∃R
which are, respectively, the duals of ∀R and ∀L.
2.2.4 An informal understanding of fixed-point definitions
The logic G is actually better thought of as a family of logics, each parameterized by
a definition of the predicate symbols in the vocabulary. Such a definition is given by a
possibly infinite collection of definitional clauses. In the simplest form, each such clause
has the structure2
∀~x.A , B
where A is an atomic formula and B is an arbitrary formula. We call A the head of such
a clause and we call B its body. Further, if p is the predicate head of A we say that the
clause is for p. There are actually some provisos on the form of A and B for such a clause
to be considered acceptable. First, neither of them should contain nominal constants.
Second, every variable that has a free occurrence in B must also occur in A and all of
the free variables of A should appear in ~x. We shall think of a definition as consisting
of a sequence of blocks of definitional clauses with the requirement that all the clauses
for any given predicate symbol be confined to one block. In this context, a further
requirement is that all the predicate symbols appearing in the body of a definitional
clause must have have their own definitional clauses in the current or preceding blocks.
Actually, occurrences of predicates whose definitional clauses appear in the present block
must be further constrained to guarantee consistency of the logic. These constraints can
be stated in a few different ways and are also somewhat complicated to describe. We
2The full form of a definitional clause permits the head of the clause to have ∇ quantifiers over an
atomic formula, as we shall explain later in this subsection.
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B ≈ B′
Σ : Γ, B −→ B′ id
Σ : Γ −→ B B ≈ B′ Σ : Γ, B′ −→ C
Σ : Γ −→ C cut
Σ : Γ, C, C −→ B
Σ : Γ, C −→ B cL Σ : Γ,⊥ −→ B ⊥L Σ : Γ −→ > >R
Σ : Γ, Bi −→ C
Σ : Γ, B1 ∧B2 −→ C ∧L, i ∈ {1, 2}
Σ : Γ −→ B Σ : Γ −→ C
Σ : Γ −→ B ∧ C ∧R
Σ : Γ, B −→ D Σ : Γ, C −→ D
Σ : Γ, B ∨ C −→ D ∨L
Σ : Γ −→ Bi
Σ : Γ −→ B1 ∨B2 ∨R, i ∈ {1, 2}
Σ : Γ −→ B Σ : Γ, C −→ D
Σ : Γ, B ⊃ C −→ D ⊃ L
Σ : Γ, B −→ C
Σ : Γ −→ B ⊃ C ⊃ R
Σ,K, C  t : τ Σ : Γ, B[t/x] −→ C
Σ : Γ,∀τx.B −→ C ∀L
Σ,K, C  t : τ Σ : Γ −→ B[t/x]
Σ : Γ −→ ∃τx.B ∃R
Σ, h : τ ′ : Γ, B[(h a1 . . . an)/x] −→ C
Σ : Γ,∃τx.B −→ C ∃L
Σ, h : τ ′ : Γ −→ B[(h a1 . . . an)/x]
Σ : Γ −→ ∀τx.B ∀R
assuming that supp(B) = {a1, . . . , an}, that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai has type τi,
h is variable of type τ1 → . . .→ τn → τ and h 6∈ dom(Σ) in ∀R and ∃L
Σ : Γ, B[a/x] −→ C
Σ : Γ,∇τx.B −→ C ∇L
Σ : Γ −→ B[a/x]
Σ : Γ −→ ∇τx.B ∇R
provided a 6∈ supp(B) in ∇L and ∇R
Figure 2.2: The Core Rules of G
therefore do not do this here but refer the interested reader to [59] or [60] for two
alternatives. We note that all the definitions that we will use in the thesis will satisfy
both forms of restrictions.
The informal understanding of a definition is that it assigns a meaning to each
predicate symbol through the clauses it contains. This meaning is obtained intuitively
by collecting all the clauses for a predicate and then thinking of any closed atomic
formula that has that predicate as its head being true exactly when it is an instance of
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the head of one of the clauses and the corresponding instance of the body is true. This
intuition can be formalized by describing rules for deriving a sequent in which an atomic
formula appears as an assumption or as a conclusion in a sequent. In the latter case, it
suffices to show that the body of an instance of any clause whose head is identical to
the atomic formula follows from the same assumptions. In the former case, we consider
all the possible ways in which the atomic predicate could be the head of an instance of a
definitional clause and we show that the corresponding instance of the sequent with the
atomic formula replaced by the body of the clause instance has a proof. Note that this
treatment of an atomic formula that appears on the left of a sequent corresponds to a
case analysis style of reasoning: we consider all the possible ways in which the atomic
formula could be true based on the definition and we show that the sequent must be
derivable in each case.
A simple example of a definition is one that encodes the equality relation between
terms. For any given type τ not containing prop, we identify a predicate eqτ : τ → τ →
prop and add to the definition the following sole clause for it:3
eqτ M M , >
In showing this and other clauses, we use the convention of making the outermost
universal quantifiers in the clause implicit by choosing tokens that begin with uppercase
letters for the occurrences of the variables they bind. Thus, in a fully explicit form, this
clause would be written as
∀M.eqτ M M , >.
By this definition, eqτ M1 M2 is provable if M1 and M2 are equal modulo λ-conversion.
Conversely, if eqτ M1 M2 occurs as an assumption, then it must be the case that M1
and M2 are equal terms modulo λ-conversion. In the following discussion, we shall write
eqτ M1 M2 as M1 =τ M2, as usual dropping the type annotation if it does not add to
the discussion.
3As mentioned earlier, definitional clauses must be provided in blocks. That they are presented in
this way will be implicit in most of this thesis with one exception: when we discuss the addition of a
form of polymorphism to Abella in Chapter 3, we will need to make explicit use of the idea of a block
of definitional clauses.
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Fixed-point definitions provide a natural way to encode rule-based relational spec-
ifications in G: predicate symbols are used to name relations and each rule translates
into a definitional clause such that its conclusion becomes the head of the clause and
its premises (if any) become the body of the clause. We use the append relation on lists
of natural numbers again to illustrate this idea. As in the case of the encoding in HHω,
we use the atomic type list for representations of lists, the constants nil and :: to
construct such representations and the predicate symbol
append : list→ list→ list→ prop
to encode the append relation. The rules defining the append relation then translate
into the following clauses:
append nil L L , >
append (X :: L1) L2 (X :: L3) , append L1 L2 L3
To understand the way definitions are meant to be treated in G, let us consider using
the definition of append in derivations. First, suppose that we want to show that the
following is a theorem, i.e., that it is provable in an empty context:
∀L.append nil L L.
To do this, we would have to show that the following holds, regardless of what actual
term of type list we put in for l:
append nil l l
This atomic formula is an instance of the head of the first clause for append and so the
task reduces to proving >, something that is immediate in the logic.
The reasoning example above shows similarities between clauses in HHω and defini-
tional clauses in G when the latter are used to prove atomic formulas; the transformation
is effectively what we would obtain through backchaining in HHω. The difference be-
tween the two logics is brought out by considering the formula
∀L.append (1 :: 2 :: nil) L (1 :: 3 :: L) ⊃ ⊥.
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This formula states that append (1 :: 2 :: nil) L (1 :: 3 ::L) is false in the sense that
it must not hold for any value of L. Such formulas that show the falsity of particular
assumptions cannot be proved by using the “positive” interpretation of fixed-point def-
initions, i.e., by considering how the assumption can be derived from the definitional
clauses. However, they are provable in G because this logic also encodes the closed-
world nature of fixed-point definitions. More specifically, the attempt to prove the
particular formula at hand will reduce in G to showing that ⊥ holds whenever we have
append (1 :: 2 :: nil) l (1 :: 3 :: l) for any list l. This must the case for the following
reason: the assumption formula cannot be true for any value of l because the elements
of the list that is its first argument cannot be the initial elements of a list that is its
third argument. This form of reasoning is realized in G by considering the different ways
the clauses for append might apply to the assumption; we are, of course, permitted to
specialize l in different ways so as to consider different instances of the assumption in the
process. In this particular situation, only the second clause for append is applicable and
so the “case analysis” yields a single case where the assumption has been transformed
to append (2::nil) l (3:: l). We now try a further case analysis and easily realize that
no clause applies, i.e. the assumption must not in fact be true. The desired theorem
therefore follows.
The above style of reasoning works well in proving theorems when the “unfolding”
of an assumption via definitions terminates in a finite number of steps. However, this
property does not hold in many reasoning contexts that are of interest. For example,
consider the formula
∀L1, L2, L3, L′3.append L1 L2 L3 ⊃ append L1 L2 L′3 ⊃ L3 = L′3
that states that append is deterministic in its third argument. Case analysis of either
the first or the second assumption in this case exhibits a looping structure, reflecting
the fact that the lists that we have to consider may be of a priori undetermined lengths.
To prove this formula, we must actually know that the append predicate holds only by
virtue of a finite number of unfoldings using the clauses and we must have a means for
using this knowledge in an argument. It is possible to do this in G by giving a least-
fixed point or inductive interpretation to the definition of append. The logic G allows
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definitions to be treated in this way. More specifically, we can mark the definition
of append as inductive in G, and this will give us the ability to apply an induction
principle to the first or second assumption in the determinacy formula above. We will
give a formal account of how this is done in Section 2.2.5 and will introduce an effective
way to construct inductive proofs in Section 2.3.2.4
Like HHω, the logic G provides a set of mechanisms for encoding relational specifica-
tions over syntactic objects that embody binding constructs. Meta-level abstraction can
be used as before to represent object-level binding operators and α- and β-conversions
capture the binding related notions such as renaming and substitution. Further, the
∇ quantifier enables recursion over binding structure by providing a means for moving
binding in term structure to formula level and, eventually to proof level binding. We
use the formalization of the typing rules for the STLC in G as an example to illustrate
these ideas. We use a representation for the terms in this calculus that is identical to
the one described in Section 2.1.3. Since implication has a different reading in G from
that in HHω, we cannot use it to treat typing contexts implicitly in the encoding of
typing judgments. We therefore represent these judgments via the three-place relation
of : clist→ tm→ ty→ prop
in which the first argument is intended to be an encoding of the typing context. We
use the type clelem for classifying the type assignments for variables in typing contexts
and the constant vty : tm → ty → clelem for encoding such assignments. We then
identify the following constants to represent the empty list and the cons operator for
clist, respectively.
clnil : clist clcons : clelem→ clist→ clist
To encode type checking of a variable in a typing context, we identify a predicate
constant vof : clist → tm → ty → prop. The clauses defining this checking is given
as follows:
4There is also the dual possibility of giving the definition of particular predicates a greatest-fixed
point or co-inductive interpretation. We do not use co-induction in this thesis and hence do not discuss
it further here.
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vof (clcons (vty X T ) L) X T , >
vof (clcons E L) X T , vof L X T
Then the typing rules in the STLC can be encoded as the following clauses for of:
of L X T , vof L X T
of L (appM1 M2) T1 , ∃T2.of L M1 (arr T2 T1) ∧ of L M2 T2
of L (abs R) (arr T1 T2) , ∇x.of (clcons (vty x T1) L) (R x) T2
It is easy to see that the first and second clauses capture the typing rules for variables
and applications. To see that the last rule captures the typing rule for abstractions,
assume that we would like to prove the atomic formula (of l (abs r) (arr t1 t2)) given
particular encoded expressions l, r, t1 and t2. Then, by the definition of of, we must
prove the following formula:
∇x.of (clcons (vty x t1) l) (r x) t2
The only way to do this is to introduce a new nominal constant a for x and prove the
following formula:
of (clcons (vty a t1) l) (r a) t2
Like in HHω, the β-redex (r a) represents the result of substituting a (which represents
the bound variable of the abstraction) for the occurrence of x in the body of the ab-
straction. The only way to prove (of a t) is to match t with t1 by using the first clause
since the nominal constant a is different from both app and abs and it is therefore
impossible to match (of a t) with the second or the third clause. As a result, deriving
the formula above is equivalent to showing that the body of the abstraction has type t2
in the extended typing context, which matches exactly the behavior of the typing rule
for abstractions.
As we have seen in the append example, we can prove properties of the relations
through their encoding as fixed-point definitions in G. The situation becomes more
complicated when dealing with relational specifications with binding structure. Proving
properties of such specifications often requires the ability to characterize the binding
structure in them. To see this, consider proving the property that the typing rules for
the STLC assign unique types to terms. Using the encoding of typing rules as described
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above, we may express this property through the formula
∀L, T1, T2,M.of L M T1 ⊃ of L M T2 ⊃ T1 = T2.
To prove this formula, though, we need some restrictions on the typing context L: it
should assign types only to nominal constants and each of these assignments should be
unique. These properties are satisfied by any typing context that arises in deriving a
typing judgment with an initially empty typing context. However, to prove the unique
type assignment theorem it does not suffice that these properties are true. We also need
to make their truth explicit so that we can exploit that knowledge in the argument.
The properties described above are ones about the structures of terms and, more
specifically, about the occurrences of nominal constants in them. Definitions in G include
a mechanism for making such aspects explicit. Specifically, G allows the head of a
definitional clause to include ∇ quantifiers over atomic formulas. Thus, the full form of
definitional clauses is in fact
∀~x.(∇~z.A) , B
In generating instances of such clauses, the ∇ quantifiers at the head must be instanti-
ated by distinct nominal constants. A further point to note is the scope of the universal
quantifiers: since the ∇ quantifiers appear within their scope, the nominal constants
that instantiate them cannot appear in the instantiations of the universal quantifiers.
As an example of the use of this extended form of definitional clauses, consider the
following clause defining the predicate constant name : tm→ prop:
∇x : tm.name x , >.
An atomic formula name M is derivable if and only if it matches with this clause. For
this to be possible, M must be a nominal constant of type tm. As another example,
consider the following clauses defining the predicate constant fresh : tm→ tm→ prop:
∇x : tm.fresh x M , >.
The formula fresh X M holds true if and only if X is a nominal constant and M is a
term that does not contain this nominal constant. Thus, this second clause encodes the
property of a nominal constant not occurring in, or being fresh to, a term.
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Using clauses of this general form, we can characterize legitimate typing contexts
using the following clauses for the predicate ctx : clist→ prop:
ctx clnil , >
∇x.ctx (clcons (vty x T ) L) , ctx L
The first clause asserts that an empty list encodes a valid typing context. In any instance
of the second clause, x must be a nominal constant and the list L cannot contain the
nominal constant for x since it is bound outside of x. Furthermore, L itself must encode
a valid typing context. These clauses thus define a relation ctx such that ctx L holds
exactly when L assigns unique types to a collection of distinct nominal constants. Based
on this definition, the uniqueness of type assignment can be restated in the formula
∀L, T1, T2,M.ctx L ⊃ of L M T1 ⊃ of L M T2 ⊃ T1 = T2.
that is in fact provable by induction on the second or third assumption in G. The
detailed proof can be found in [11].
2.2.5 Formalizing fixed-point definitions
The informal exposure that we have provided to fixed-point definitions should suffice
for most of the discussions in this thesis. However, we will need a more formal under-
standing of how these definitions are realized within G when we introduce a schematic
polymorphism capability in reasoning into Abella in Chapter 3. To facilitate that dis-
cussion, we now present the proof rules that formalize the treatment of definitions in
G.
As might be expected, the treatment of definitions is characterized by rules for
introducing atoms on the left and the right sides of sequents. The definition left or
defL rule captures the case analysis style reasoning based on the clauses defining the
atom. The definition right rule or defR captures backchaining on definitional clauses.
To describe these rules formally, we need the notion of an instance of a definitional
clause. Given a definitional clause ∀~x.(∇~z.A) , B and a substitution θ that assigns
distinct nominal constants to ~z and terms not containing such constants to ~x, we say
that A[θ] , B[θ] is an instance of the original clause. Then the rules for definitions are
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shown in Figure 2.3. In defL, Σθ′ stands for the signature obtained from Σ by removing
variables in the domain of θ′ and adding free variables in the values of θ′; Γ[θ′] stands
for the context {B[θ′] | B ∈ Γ}.
Σ : Γ −→ B
Σ : Γ −→ p ~t defR
where p ~t , B is an instance of a definitional clause for p
{Σθ′ : Γ[θ′], B −→ C[θ′] | (p ~t)[θ′] ≈ A and A , B ∈ Dp}
Σ : Γ, p ~t −→ C defL
where Dp = {A , B | A , B is an instance of a definitional clause for p}
Figure 2.3: Rules for Definitions
Note that the set of premises in any given instance of the defL rule could be infi-
nite; this would be the case if there are an infinite number of instances of definitional
clauses that match with the atomic formula p ~t in the manner indicated. In determin-
ing provability in practice, it would be useful to be able to cover this kind of infinite
branching possibility in a finitary way. Towards this end, we can provide an alternative
formulation of the defL rule that makes use of the idea of a complete set of unifiers or
CSU between the heads of clauses and the atomic formula p ~t.
To present this alternative formulation, we first make precise what is meant by a
complete set of unifiers.
Definition 1. Given two terms or formulas A and B, a complete set of unifiers for A
and B, denoted by CSU (A,B), is a set of substitutions such that
• for any θ ∈ CSU (A,B), A[θ] = B[θ];
• for any substitution ρ such that A[ρ] = B[ρ] there is a substitution θ ∈ CSU (A,B)
and a substitution γ such that ρ = θ ◦ γ.
Intuitively, a CSU for A and B consists of a set of substitutions that unify A and B
and that “covers” all the unifiers of A and B in the sense that any such unifier can
be obtained by further instantiating a substitution in the CSU. Note that there need
not exist a unique set of substitutions satisfying this requirement and, in this sense,
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the notation CSU (A,B) is ambiguous. However, this ambiguity will be harmless in
the discussions below in the following sense: we will use the notation to select some
complete set of unifiers for A and B and there will be no sensitivity to the choice that
is actually made.
Looking at the defL rule in Figure 2.3, we see that when matching an assumption
(p ~t) of the sequent with the clause ∀~x.(∇~z.A) , B, we must allow the variables in ~x to
be instantiated with nominal constants in (p ~t). Similarly, we must allow the variables
in the sequent to be instantiated with nominal constants that we choose for ~z. We
use raising to build in both possibilities. First, given a clause ∀x1, . . . , xn.(∇~z.A) , B,
we define a version of it raised over the sequence of nominal constants ~a away from a
signature Σ to be a clause of the form
∀h1, . . . , hn.∇~z.A[(h1 ~a)/x1, . . . , (hn ~a)/xn] , B[(h1 ~a)/x1, . . . , (hn ~a)/xn],
where h1, . . . , hn are variables that do not appear in Σ. Next, we define a version of
the sequent Σ : Γ −→ B, where Σ = {y1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm}, raised over the sequence of
nominal constants ~c to be a sequent of the form
Σ′ : Γ[(y′1 ~c)/y1, . . . , (y
′
m ~c)/ym] −→ B[(y′1 ~c)/y1, . . . , (y′m ~c)/ym]
where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, y′i is an variable of suitable type and Σ′ = {y′1, . . . , y′m}. Finally,
we combine these notions together with the idea of complete sets of unifiers to identify a
set of premises arising from a definitional definitional clause that is useful in formulating
an alternative version of the defL rule.
Definition 2. Let H be the sequent Σ : Γ, p ~t −→ F and let C be the definitional
clause ∀~x.(∇~z.A) , B. Further, let supp(p ~t) be {~a} and let ~c be a sequence of nominal
constants that is of the same length as ~z and such that each constant in the sequence
has a type identical to that of the corresponding variable in ~z and is also distinct from
the constants in ~a. Finally, let ∀~h.(∇~z.A′) , B′ be a version of the clause C raised over
~a away from Σ and let Σ′ : Γ′, p ~t′ −→ F ′ be a version of H raised over ~c. Then
defl csu premise(H, p ~t, C) = {Σ′[θ] : Γ′[θ], pi.B′[θ] −→ F ′[θ] |
pi is a permutation of the nominal constants in
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{~c,~a} and θ ∈ CSU (p ~t′, pi.A′[~c/~z])}.
Intuitively, defl csu premise(H, p ~t, C) corresponds to the premise sequents we would
get from unfolding the assumption formula (p ~t) in the sequent H based on the clause
C and using only the substitutions in the complete set of unifiers for the head of C
and (p ~t). In the process, we have to instantiate the ∇ quantifiers in the head of C
by nominal constants. Further, we have to take care to allow all possible substitutions
for the universally quantified variables in C and the variables in Σ, an aspect that is
treated by raising.
The definition of defl csu premise that we have presented is actually ambiguous:
the set of sequents that it identifies is dependent on the the variables we select when
raising the sequent and the clause, the names we use for the nominal constants that
instantiate the ∇ quantifiers in the head of the clause and the particular complete set of
unifiers we choose. The ambiguity arising from the last aspect will be harmless for the
reasons already noted. The ambiguity arising from how we make the other choices is
also inconsequential. It is easy to see that differences in these choices give rise to sets of
sequents that are identical under a “renaming” of the variables and nominal constants.
The inconsequentiality of how these choices are made then follows from an easily proved
property of G that two sequents that differ only in the names of the variables and the
nominal constants appearing in them are equi-derivable in a strong sense: their proofs
have an identical structure and can in fact be obtained one from the other by using the
same renaming.
We can finally present an alternative to the defL rule that uses the idea of complete
sets of unifiers. This rule is shown in Figure 2.4. Using an approach similar to that
in [55], this rule can be shown to be inter-admissible with the defL rule in the context
of the other rules defining G. As a result, we can replace defL with defLCSU without
affecting the provability of sequents in G. If we limit ourselves to using defLCSU only
when the CSU is finite, then the proofs constructed by using the rule have a finite
branching character. It turns out that we can construct proofs in many interesting
situations under this limitation. In fact, all the examples that we consider in this thesis
will use the defLCSU with finite CSUs.
The last rule for definitions we consider is induction. This rule is shown in Figure 2.5;
this rule is applicable only to those predicate that are specifically marked as being
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{H ∈ defl csu premise(Σ : Γ, p ~t −→ F, p ~t, C) | C ∈ D}
Σ : Γ, p ~t −→ F defLCSU
where D is the definition parameterizing G
Figure 2.4: The Definition Left Rule using CSU
inductively defined, as described in the previous subsection. The intuition underlying
this rule is the following. If some property S satisfies the clauses that define p then S t
must hold whenever p t holds; this follows by virtue of p being the least fixed-point of
its defining clauses. But then if some formula C follows from assuming S t, it must also
follow any time p t holds.
Since the property S can be very verbose, it is not very convenient from a user’s
perspective to use IL directly in proof construction. We will introduce a more natural
approach to do induction in Section 2.3.2. This approach is what we use for constructing
proofs via induction in this thesis.
{~x : B[S/p] −→ ∇~z.S ~ti | ∀~x.∇~z.p ~t , B ∈ D} Σ : Γ, S ~t −→ C
Σ : Γ, p ~t −→ C IL
provided p is inductively defined by the set of clauses D
and S is a term with no nominal constants and of the same type as p
Figure 2.5: The Induction Rule
2.3 The Abella Theorem Proving System
Abella is a tactics-based interactive theorem prover like Coq [19] or Isabelle [17] that
helps in the construction of proofs in G. A user types in commands known as tactics
to incrementally build up proofs for the theorems she/he want to prove. Tactics are
designed to correspond to reasoning steps that are more natural to mathematical ar-
guments but that, at the same time, can translate into a combination of proof rules of
G. Thus, with the help of tactics, developing a proof in Abella can be made to have a
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flavor similar to developing proofs on paper.
We would like to use Abella to prove properties of specifications written in λProlog.
This is realized via the two-level logic approach to reasoning [49, 50]. In this approach,
the logic of λProlog is itself encoded as a fixed-point definition in G and the λProlog
specifications are then reasoned about through this encoding. With the two-level logic
approach, we can use λProlog programs both as implementations and as inputs to Abella
in which their properties are stated and proved.
We will introduce these features of Abella in the rest of this section. We successively
describe the interactive approach to proof construction in Abella, an effective way to
construct induction proofs by using tactics and the two-level logic approach to reasoning
about λProlog specifications.
2.3.1 Interactive proof construction
In Abella, a user initiates a proof construction process by stating a formula, called
a theorem or a lemma, he/she wants to prove. At any moment, the proof state is
represented by a set of subgoals all of which must be proved to prove the original
theorem. A subgoal essentially represents a sequent whose proof is still to be found. It
consists of a multi-set of formulas called its hypotheses or assumptions, which constitute
the context of the corresponding sequent, and a formula called its conclusion, which
corresponds to the conclusion of the sequent. Initially, there is only one subgoal with
no hypotheses and whose conclusion is the theorem to be proved.
At any moment, a user applies some tactic to one of the subgoals to make progress
to the proof state.5 A tactic corresponds to a scheme for applying a collection of rules
in G. The changes to the proof state depend on the applied tactic. The following are
some examples: the subgoal may be proved by the tactic and disappear, new hypotheses
may be added to the subgoal, the subgoal may be replaced by several other subgoals as
a result of case analysis, or a warning that the tactic is not applicable may be issued
and the subgoal remains unchanged. These changes reflect the effects of applying the
proof rules represented by the tactic on the sequent corresponding to the subgoal. The
proof construction process ends when there are no subgoals left. At that point, we have
5In practice, the subgoals are listed in sequence. The first subgoal in the sequence must be proved
before a user can move on to the next one. This continues until there is no subgoal left.
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essentially constructed a proof for the original theorem in G.
As an example, consider the following theorem whose proof we have informally
described in Section 2.2.4
∀L.append (1 :: 2 :: nil) L (1 :: 3 :: L) ⊃ ⊥.
This theorem is proved by using tactics as follows. Initially, we have a single subgoal
with the formula above as its conclusion and with no hypothesis. We first apply an
“introduction” tactic to this subgoal which introduces the variable L and the following
hypothesis
append (1 :: 2 :: nil) L (1 :: 3 :: L)
and makes ⊥ as the new conclusion; application of this tactic mirrors the application
of the ∀R and ⊃ R rules to the corresponding sequent. We then apply the “case
analysis” tactic to this hypothesis, which corresponds to applying the defL rule to
the corresponding sequent. Since the hypothesis can only be derived from the second
clause for append, case analysis replaces the subgoal with a new one whose hypothesis
is reduced to
append (2 :: nil) L (3 :: L)
and whose conclusion is ⊥. Applying another case analysis tactic to this reduced hy-
pothesis results in no more subgoals because there are no clauses whose heads match
the hypothesis. Since there are no subgoals to be solved, the proof is concluded.
A common approach to constructing a large proof is to break it down into smaller
lemmas and build towards a final result. Abella provides this capability by allowing
for proving theorems separately and using them in proof construction as lemmas. An
established theorem can be freely used as a hypothesis at any point of proof construction.
Such usage of a theorem corresponds to applying the cut rule to introduce the theorem
as a new hypothesis.
Theorems in Abella often have the form
∀x1, . . . , xn.H1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Hm ⊃ B
Suppose we have such a theorem, we can then use the “apply” tactic to match Hi with
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some hypotheses to generate a new hypothesis B under proper instantiation of xi. This
corresponds to application of a collection of ∀R, ⊃ L and id rules [40]. For example,
consider the following theorem:
append (1 :: 2 :: nil) (4 :: nil) (1 :: 3 :: 4 :: nil) ⊃ ⊥.
It is proved as follows. We first introduce the following hypothesis:
append (1 :: 2 :: nil) (4 :: nil) (1 :: 3 :: 4 :: nil)
and try to prove the conclusion ⊥. We then apply the following theorem
∀L.append (1 :: 2 :: nil) L (1 :: 3 :: L) ⊃ ⊥.
which has been proved above, with L substituted by (4 :: nil) to match the above
hypothesis and generate ⊥ as a new hypothesis. The proof is concluded by matching
the conclusion ⊥ with the generated hypothesis, which corresponds to applying the id
rule.
Later we will see theorems of the following form in which the top-level universal
quantifiers embed some ∇ quantifiers which further embed an implication formula:
∀x1, . . . , xn.∇z1, . . . , zm.H1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Hk ⊃ B.
We can apply such theorems in a way similar to what we have described above. The
only important point to note is that z1, . . . , zm must be instantiated with distinct nom-
inal constants and x1, . . . , xn must be instantiated with terms that do not contain the
nominal constants for z1, . . . , zm.
2.3.2 An annotated style of induction
Up to now we have only discussed interactive proofs with case analysis that has a finite
structure. When case analysis has a looping structure, we need induction to complete
the proof. As we have described in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, G supports inductive
reasoning by interpreting definitions as least fixed-points and by providing a rule to
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perform induction on inductively defined predicate symbols. However, the induction
rule is not easy to use since it requires explicitly identifying and using an inductive
invariant, which can be rather complicated, in proof construction.
To solve this problem, Abella implements an annotated style of induction that, on
the one hand, mimics how we perform inductive reasoning in practice and, on the other
hand, translates into a sequence of rule applications in G that includes the induction
rule [40]. The annotated style of induction works as follows. Suppose that we are
interested in proving a theorem of the form
∀x1, . . . , xm.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ A ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B
where A is an atomic formula whose head is an inductively defined predicate. We can
choose to prove this formula inductively by applying the “induction” tactic with respect
to A. Doing so adds the formula
∀x1, . . . , xm.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ A∗ ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B
as an induction hypothesis to the assumption set and changes the formula to be proved
to the following
∀x1, . . . , xm.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ A@ ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B.
We can now advance proof search by introducing the variables x1, . . . , xm and adding
F1, . . . , A
@, . . . , Fn as hypotheses, leaving B as the conclusion to be shown. Note the
annotations on A∗ and A@. Their meaning is the following: A∗ will match only with
another formula that has a similar annotation and the only way to produce a formula
with that annotation is to use a definitional clause to unfold A@. In other words, we
get to use the induction hypothesis only on an atomic formula that is smaller in the
unfolding sequence than the one in the original formula to be proved.
As an example, consider proving the theorem that the inductive predicate append
is deterministic, something we considered in Section 2.2.4:
∀L1, L2, L3, L′3.append L1 L2 L3 ⊃ append L1 L2 L′3 ⊃ L3 = L′3.
The proof is by induction on the first assumption. More specifically, we apply the
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induction tactic to add
∀L1, L2, L3, L′3.append L1 L2 L∗3 ⊃ append L1 L2 L′3 ⊃ L3 = L′3
as an induction hypothesis and we transform the original subgoal into one with the
following hypotheses respectively named H1 and H2:
H1 : append L1 L2 L
@
3
H2 : append L1 L2 L
′
3
and with L3 = L
′
3 as the conclusion we want to show; L1, L2 and L3 are variables here.
We then analyze the possible cases of H1 as follows:
• It holds by virtue of the first clause for append. In this case L1 must be nil and
L2 = L3. A case analysis on H2 reveals L2 = L
′
3 and hence the conclusion follows;
• It holds because of the second clause for append. Here, there must be some L′1
and L′′3 such that L1 = X :: L′1 and L3 = X :: L′′3 and such that
H3 : append L′1 L2 L′′∗3
holds. Note the changed annotation on H3, corresponding to the fact that it is
obtained by an unfolding of the definition. Case analysis on the corresponding
instance of H2 leads us to assume that there is some L′′′3 such that L′3 = X :: L′′′3
and we add
H4 : append L′1 L2 L′′′3
to the hypothesis set. At this point, we can apply the inductive hypotheses to H3
and H4 to get L′′3 = L′′′3 . The desired conclusion now easily follows.
As we can see from this example, inductive reasoning using the annotated style is very
similar to what we would have done on paper.
Abella also supports the annotated style of induction for theorems of the following
form:
∀x1, . . . , xm.∇z1, . . . , zk.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ A ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B
in a way similar to what we have described above.
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2.3.3 The two-level logic approach to reasoning
We are eventually interested in reasoning about the specifications of compiler transfor-
mations. One possible approach might be to encode these specifications via fixed-point
definitions and to reason based on this encoding. The problem with this approach is that
it would not then yield a correctness proof of an implementation of the transformations.
To obtain a proof of a specification that is also an implementation, we use the
so-called two-level logic approach to reasoning [49, 50]. In the setting of Abella, this ap-
proach translates into the following. We continue to write specifications in HHω. What
we also do is encode HHω into a fixed-point definition in G that captures the derivabil-
ity relation of HHω. We then lift specifications in HHω into G through the encoding.
Finally, we reason about the HHω specifications using Abella via the translation. This
style of reasoning yields the desired goal: we end up proving properties about actual,
executable programs in λProlog. An auxiliary benefit to the approach comes from the
fact that HHω is itself a logic with special meta-theoretic properties that can be useful
in reasoning about derivations in it. Since it has been encoded into G, such properties
can be proved as theorems in G. Once they have been proved, they become available
for use in other reasoning tasks.
The Abella system is in fact specifically structured to support the two-level logic
approach described above. Prior to the work in this thesis, Abella actually encoded
a weaker logic than HHω called HH2. The difference between HH2 and HHω is that
the syntax of goal formulas is limited in the former: specifically, the antecedents of
implications in such formulas are required to be atomic. In other words, the syntax of
goal formulas in HH2 is given by the following rule:
G ::= true | A | G & G | A⇒ G | Πτx.G
As a result of this restriction, the dynamic program context is limited to being a collec-
tion of atomic formulas. The initial reason for restricting attention to the HH2 specifica-
tion logic was that it is simpler to realize the two-level logic approach with this kind of
a dynamic program context. This restriction also turned out to be acceptable because
a large class of rule-based relational specifications naturally fall within the structure of
HH2. We shall describe the realization of two-level logic approach with respect to HH2 in
this section. A contribution of this thesis is that it extends the two-level logic approach
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to deal with the full HHω specifications. We discuss this extension in Chapter 3.
The embedding HH2 within Abella is achieved by encoding the derivability relation
of HH2 in a fixed-point definition. In order to exploit the meta-logical properties of the
HH2 logic in reasoning, we want to be able to prove theorems about the derivability
relation in Abella. These proofs typically rely on a measure of the size of a derivation.
To facilitate their construction, we parameterize the encoding of the derivability relation
by a natural number. Concretely, we identify nat as the type of natural numbers that we
encode using the constants z : nat for representing 0 and s : nat→ nat for representing
the successor function. The inductive nature of this representation of natural numbers
is formalized by introducing the predicate nat : nat→ prop that is defined as the least
fixed point of the following clauses:
nat z , >
nat (s N) , nat N
Finally, we use the predicate symbol seq : nat → olist → o → prop to encode the
derivability of HH2. Here, olist is a type that is reserved for lists of HH2 formulas and
such lists are constructed using the constants nil and ::. An HH2 sequent Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G
is encoded as (seq N ∆ G); intuitively, this predicate holds if the corresponding sequent
has a derivation whose size is at most N .
An aspect to be noted about the encoding of HH2 sequents is that it treats the static
context and the signature implicitly. How exactly this implicit treatment is realized will
become clear when we present an actual fixed-point definition for seq in Chapter 3.
However, we sketch the general idea that is used here. A development in Abella that
is about an HH2 specification begins with loading in that specification. This loading
action fixes the static context for the development and Abella manages the use of this
context separately. With regard to the signature, one part of it arises from the HH2
specification that is loaded. Abella treats this part by adding it directly to is own
vocabulary of non-logical constants. The other, dynamic part of the signature arises
from the treatment of universal goals in proof search. The encoding of derivability in
HH2 handles universally quantified goals in HH2 by transforming them into formula-
level ∇ quantifiers in G. The “constants” that are added to the signature when these ∇
quantifiers are processed therefore end up being represented by nominal constants and
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so there is already a means for identifying them in the proof development. It has been
shown in [40] that (seq N ∆ G) is derivable for some N in G if and only if Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G
is derivable in HH2. This result provides the basis for our thinking of properties of our
encoding directly as properties of derivability in HH2.
We often want to prove properties of HH2 derivations based on an induction on their
sizes. Towards this end, we use the notation {∆ ` G} introduced by [40] to represent
the formula ∃N.nat N ∧ seq N ∆ G in the propositions we want to prove in Abella.
We abbreviate {` G} as {G}. Given a formula T of the form
∀x1, . . . , xm.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ {∆ ` G} ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B.
applying the induction tactic on {∆ ` G} is equivalent to first transforming T into the
following logically equivalent formula:
∀x1, . . . , xm, N.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ nat N ⊃ seq N ∆ G ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B
and then applying the induction tactic with respect to (nat N). The annotated style
of induction is extended to represent this process in a user-friendly way. Specifically,
induction on {∆ ` G} in T introduces the following inductive hypothesis
∀x1, . . . , xm.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ {∆ ` G}∗ ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B
which represents
∀x1, . . . , xm, N.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ (nat N)∗ ⊃ seq N ∆ G ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B
and changes the conclusion to
∀x1, . . . , xm.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ {∆ ` G}@ ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B
which represents
∀x1, . . . , xm, N.F1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ (nat N)@ ⊃ seq N ∆ G ⊃ . . . ⊃ Fn ⊃ B.
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When the notation {∆ ` G} is used as a hypothesis, it represents the packet of formulas
nat N and seq N ∆ G for some variable N . This representation coincides with the
fact that applying the proof rules to eliminate the logical constants in the hypothesis
∃N.nat N ∧ seq N ∆ G will result in the packet we just described. When this notation
is used with an annotation in a hypothesis, i.e., when the hypothesis has the form
{∆ ` G} with  being either @ or ∗, then it represents (nat N) and seq N ∆ G
for some N . Case analysis on {∆ ` G} treats the packet as a whole. Specifically, it
has the effect of first analyzing the cases of seq N ∆ G and then analyzing nat N if N
has been instantiated with (s N ′) for some N ′. As a result, case analysis on {∆ ` G}@
might produce branches that have hypotheses of the form {∆′ ` G′}∗ for some ∆′ and
G′. The inductive hypothesis then becomes applicable to such hypotheses.
To illustrate how we can state and prove properties about HH2 specifications in
Abella, suppose that we have included into an Abella development the program from
Section 2.1.3 that specifies the typing rules for the STLC.6 Assuming that L is a list
of formulas that encode the dynamic typing context that arises in the relevant HH2
derivation, it is the case that (ofM T ) is derivable in HH2 if and only if {L ` ofM T}
is provable in G.7 We can actually characterize legitimate representations for typing
contexts in G by using the predicate symbol ctx : olist→ prop that is defined by the
following clauses:
ctx nil , >
∇x.ctx (of x T :: L) , ctx L
In this setting, the uniqueness of type assignment in the STLC is captured by the
following formula:
∀L,M, T, T ′.ctx L ⊃ {L ` ofM T} ⊃ {L ` ofM T ′} ⊃ T = T ′.
It is provable by induction on the assumption {L ` of M T}. A proof of this formula
can be found, for instance, in the Abella tutorial [11].
6This program, which was presented as one in HHω, is also one in HH2. We use this fact systematically
to refer to the development here as one related to HH2 rather than in HHω.
7We use a systematic abuse of notation here and elsewhere, confusing the items introduced into the
signature by universal goals in HH2 derivations with the nominal constants that arise in corresponding
G derivations.
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In the thesis work, we will use the two-level logic approach to verify compiler trans-
formations implemented in λProlog. As we shall see in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8, the
two-level logic approach is essential for reasoning about such implementations. Com-
bining it with the other rich reasoning devices in Abella, we will be able to prove deep
properties such as preservation of meaning by compiler transformations in an effective
manner.
2.4 A Higher-Order Abstract Syntax Approach
In the previous sections of this chapter, we have exposed the support that both λProlog
and Abella provide for the λ-tree syntax version of the HOAS approach. We have
also provided some examples that should have motivated the benefits of this approach
to representing, manipulating and reasoning about objects that embody binding con-
structs. In this section, we provide a few more directed examples that illustrate partic-
ular paradigms related to the use of the λ-tree syntax approach in programming and
reasoning within the framework of interest. These paradigms will turn out to have re-
peated applications when we consider the implementation and verification of compilers
for functional languages in later chapters in the thesis.
2.4.1 Analyzing object structure in specifications
In Section 2.1.3 we have explained the key idea underlying the representation of formal
objects that underlies the use of the λ-tree approach in specifications within our frame-
work: object-level binding translates into abstraction in the λProlog representation. We
have also discussed several benefits that flow for this approach, including the fact that
the programmer derives help from the meta-language in realizing operations such as
bound variable renaming, the correct implementation of substitution and recursion over
binding structure. One aspect that we have not explicitly touched upon that we will
use repeatedly later is the capabilities of structure analysis that we get from unification
in the meta-language.
We illustrate this capability by considering the encoding of η-conversion over the
object-language of λ-terms. Suppose that we have designated the λProlog type tm for
the representations of these terms and that we use the constants app : tm → tm → tm
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and abs : (tm→ tm)→ tm to encode the object language applications and abstractions.
Now, let eta be a λProlog predicate symbol of type tm → tm → o and consider the
following clause:
eta (abs (x \ appM x)) M.
This clause succinctly captures the basic component of the object language η-conversion
relation: the atomic formula eta t t′ is derivable from it exactly when t encodes an η-
redex and t′ encodes its contracted form. To see this, observe that the binding order
requires that in generating an instance of the clause M must not be instantiated with
a term that contains x. To derive eta t t′, we need to unify it with the clause. This
unification must respect the constraint just described and therefore it will succeeds only
if t = (abs (x \ appM x)) for some M not containing x and t is equal to M .
A closer examination of the example shows that we have used the idea of unification
to tell us when a particular part of an object language expression does not depend
on a bound variable. This and related forms of structure analysis will be a recurring
theme in the specification of compiler transformations that we provide in later chapters.
For example, this particular kind of structure analysis will play an important role in
specifying the code hoisting transformation in Chapter 7.
2.4.2 Exploiting λ-tree syntax in reasoning
The ability to analyze the structure of terms via unification also plays an essential role
in reasoning, specifically, in case analysis. In effect, the case analysis style of reasoning
in Abella examines the possible ways an atomic formula can unify with the head of
clauses that define it. This was manifest in the examples that make use of case analysis
in Section 2.2.4.
By exploiting the logical structure of the λ-tree syntax representations and the rich
reasoning capabilities provided by Abella, we are able to prove properties related to
binding structure in an effective manner. We illustrate this point via the example of
defining substitution as an explicit relation and proving properties about this relation.
Assume that we are working with the STLC and the encoding of its syntax that we have
already described. We now use the type map and the constant map : tm → tm → map
to represent mappings from variables (encoded as nominal constants) to terms and a
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list of such mappings to represent a substitution. We use the Abella type maplist
to represent the type of lists of mappings and the constants mlnil : maplist and
mlcons : map → maplist → maplist as the constructors of such lists. Then the
predicate app subst : maplist→ tm→ tm→ prop such that app subst S M M ′ holds
exactly when M ′ is the result of applying the substitution S to M can be defined by
the following clauses:
app subst mlnilM M , >
∇x.app subst (mlcons (map x V ) S) (R x) M , app subst S (R V ) M
For obvious reasons, we shall take app subst to be inductively defined. The first clause
encodes the fact that an empty substitution has no effect on a term. The second clause
applies to a non-empty substitution that maps x to V and that has additional mappings
given by S. This clause uses the pattern (R x) to match the term to be substituted into.
The quantification ordering ensures that R cannot contain x. For this reason, R must
be bound to the result of abstracting over all the free occurrences of x in the “source
term” for the substitution. The (R V ) then is equal modulo λ-conversion to the result
of replacing all the free occurrences of x in the source term with V . The body of the
clause represents the application of the remainder of the substitution to the resulting
term.
This style of encoding of the substitution relation that takes advantage of the meta-
level understanding of binding structure makes it extremely easy to prove structural
properties of the relation. For example, the facts that substitution distributes over
applications and abstractions can be stated as follows:
∀S,M1,M2,M ′.app subst S (appM1 M2) M ′ ⊃
∃M ′1,M ′2.M ′ = appM ′1 M ′2 ∧ app subst S M1 M ′1 ∧ app subst S M2 M ′2.
∀S,R, T,M ′.app subst S (abs T R) M ′ ⊃
∃R′.M ′ = abs T R′ ∧∇x.app subst S (R x) (R′ x).
These properties are easily proved by induction on the only assumption, as follows.
The base cases are immediately proved. In the inductive cases, we apply the induction
hypothesis to the result of unfolding the first assumption to generate new hypotheses,
from which the conclusion is immediately derived. The simplicity of these proofs comes
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from the fact that the actual substitution in the definition of app subst is carried out via
meta-level β-reduction. As a result, the properties above are just explicit statements
of the corresponding properties of β-reduction which are immediately true given the
meta-language.
Further benefits in reasoning about binding structure can be derived by combining
definitions in Abella with the two-level logic approach. As an example, we may want
to characterize relationships between closed terms and substitutions. For this, we can
first define the well-formed STLC terms through the following HHω clauses:
tm (appM N) : - tmM , tm N.
tm (abs T R) : - Πx.tm x⇒ tm (R x).
This definition is similar to the definition of typing rules for the STLC except that tm
does not record the type information of terms. We characterize the context used in tm
derivations in Abella as follows:
tm ctx nil
∇x.tm ctx (tm x :: L) , tm ctx L.
Intuitively, if tm ctx L and {L ` tmM} hold, then M is a well-formed term whose free
variables are given by L. Clearly, if {tmM} holds, then M is closed. We can also state
a “pruning” property about a term that says that if a term is well-formed in a context
that does not include a particular variable, then the variable does not occur in that
term:
∀M,L.∇x : tm.tm ctx L ⊃ {L ` tm (M x)} ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
This formulation of the property of interest makes critical use of λ-tree syntax. The
pattern (M x) expresses the possible dependence of a term on the variable x but with
M being the result of abstracting over all free occurrences of x in the term; this is the
case because of the order of the quantification over M and x. Also because of the order
of the quantifiers, L cannot contain x. The conclusion ∃M ′.M = y \M ′ states that M is
a vacuous abstraction since M ′ cannot contain any occurrences of the bound variable y
because of the order of the binders. The reason why the conclusion must be true is that
if tm (M x) is derivable from L in the specification language, it must be the case that x
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does not appear free in (M x). As might be expected from this observation, the pruning
property can be proved by an induction on the judgment {L ` tm (M x)}. The details
of the argument are considerably simplified by using the meta-language treatment of
binding.
As a special case of the pruning property, we derive that a closed term do not depend
on any free variable.
∀M.∇x : tm.{tm (M x)} ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
Now we can state the fact that substitution has no effect on closed terms as follows:
∀S,M,M ′.{tmM} ⊃ app subst S M M ′ ⊃M = M ′.
This property is proved by an induction on the judgment app subst S M M ′. In the
inductive case, we make use of the pruning property that we have proved to discharge
the dependence of the closed term M on variables in S, thereby discharging the effect
of the substitution.
Chapter 3
Extensions to the Abella System
The framework consisting of λProlog and Abella is a powerful tool for specifying and
reasoning about rule-based relational descriptions of formal systems. The specification
language λProlog has been worked on for many years and is at a reasonably mature state
of development to be used unchanged in our work on verified compilation. However,
the Abella system is newer and is still evolving. In this chapter we describe some
extensions to Abella that make it a more flexible and powerful reasoning tool. These
extensions make it easier for Abella to carry out large-scale proof developments such as
the verification compilation work we will describe in later chapters.
The extensions we have developed consist of two parts. The first part is a treatment
of λProlog specifications in the full HHω. Previously, the two-level logic approach in
Abella only supported reasoning over a subset of HHω, i.e., HH2. We have given a full
encoding of HHω in G and developed a methodology to reason about HHω specifications
through this encoding. This methodology allows us to reason about rule-based relational
specifications that involve higher-order contexts, i.e., contexts with not only atomic but
also universal and implicational assumptions. We demonstrate the usefulness of this
extension by proving non-trivial properties of one such specification that encodes a
common compiler transformation on functional programs.
The second extension we have developed is to provide support of polymorphism in
Abella. The current proof theory of G is based on the simply typed λ-calculus which
does not include polymorphic types. To encode general data structures such as lists in
Abella, we have to define a separate version of them at every concrete type where the
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data structure is needed. Furthermore, we have to prove their properties individually
at each such concrete type, even through these properties and their proofs are mostly
replications of a general pattern under different type instantiations. This is a recurring
theme that we have witnessed when working on the implementation and verification of
compiler transformations. To solve these problems, we have developed support for an
approach to describing data structures, to writing definitions and statements we want
to prove and to providing proofs that is schematic at the type level. Using this kind
of “schematic polymorphism,” we are able to avoid a lot of the duplication of code,
definitions and proofs that we have alluded to above.1
We describe the two extensions in detail in the rest of this chapter. We first describe
the extension to the two-level logic approach that enables reasoning about the full HHω
specifications in Section 3.1. We then describe the extension to support polymorphism
in Abella in Section 3.2.
3.1 Embedding HHω in Abella
We have described a two-level logic approach to reasoning about λProlog specifications
in Section 2.3.3. The idea is to embed the logic of λProlog as a fixed-point definition
in G and to reason about λProlog specifications through the embedding. The two-level
logic approach adopted by Abella previously, as described in Section 2.3.3, embeds a
subclass of HHω called HH2 that allows for only dynamic addition of atomic formulas
during derivations. It is good enough for proving properties of rule-based relational
specifications that use contexts that contain only atomic assumptions, as demonstrated
in the proof of determinacy of typing for the STLC in Section 2.3.3. On the other hand,
a lot of formal systems are naturally described via rules that operate with contexts con-
taining non-atomic formulas, or higher-order contexts. For example, a common compiler
transformation that converts λ-terms into their de Bruijn forms can be elegantly de-
scribed via rules that record the rule for transforming variables into de Bruijn indexes as
implicational formulas in the contexts. Such rule-based specifications can be elegantly
encoded in HHω. However, they do not have a direct representation in HH2 and thereby
1A related approach has been developed by Kaustuv Chaudhuri and has already been incorporated
into the Abella system. However, that approach does not support a type schematic treatment of data
structures or of HHω specifications which is the main focus of the work here.
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cannot be reasoned about using the two-level logic approach described previously.
One reason for the previous two-level logic approach to embed HH2 instead of HHω
was for simplifying the case analysis based reasoning about derivability in λProlog. To
analyze a derivation in λProlog, we need to take into account of the possibility that
the goal formula is derived from the dynamically added program clauses, or dynamic
clauses in short. In HH2, this case is possible only if the goal formula is a member of
the dynamic context because the dynamic context contains only atomic formulas and
such an atomic formula can be used to prove the goal only if it matches exactly with
the goal. Analyzing this case is thus equivalent to checking membership. However, in
HHω, since the dynamic clauses can have the form of arbitrary program clauses, the
derivation may proceed by backchaining on some dynamic clause and further yielding
subgoals. Analysis of such cases becomes much more complicated and may not even be
possible if no proper constraint is placed on the form of the dynamic context and the
structure of derivations.
In this section, we describe an extension of the two-level logic approach to support
reasoning about the full class of HHω specifications [61]. The critical observation that
enables this extension is that clauses added dynamically during a derivation must take
the form of some subformulas in the original specification. Since we always fix the
λProlog specification at the beginning of proof developments, the dynamic clauses must
have finite forms. We can therefore give the dynamic context an inductive definition
in G. To support reasoning over backchaining steps that result from using dynamic
clauses, we embed a version of HHω based on the technique called focusing [62] as a
fixed-point definition in G. With this extension, we are able to reason about rule-based
relational specifications that involve higher-order contexts in Abella.
We elaborate on the above ideas in the following subsections. We first introduce
the transformation of λ-terms into the de Bruijn form as an example to motivate the
extension in Section 3.1.1. We then explain the difficulties with case analysis on higher-
order contexts in Section 3.1.2 and present our solution in Section 3.1.3. We conclude
the discussion by demonstrating the power of the extended two-level logic approach
through proving non-trivial properties about the motivating example in Section 3.1.4.
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3.1.1 A motivating example
To understand the issues with reasoning about rule-based descriptions of relations
involving higher-order contexts, consider the transformation of λ-terms into their de
Bruijn forms as an example. The de Bruijn form is an alternative notion of λ-terms
due to de Bruijn in which bound variables are not named and their occurrences are
represented instead by indexes that count the abstractions up to the one binding them
[31]. Its syntax is given as follows where t denotes a term in this form and i is a natural
number denoting the index of a variable occurrence:
t ::= i | t t | λ.t
Note that the binding structure is already implicitly captured by the representation
of variables as de Bruijn indexes. As a result, there is no need to represent binding
variables in abstractions.
There is a natural mapping between closed λ-terms and their de Bruijn represen-
tation. The λ-terms can be translated into the nameless form by converting every
variable occurrences into de Bruijn indexes and dropping the binding variables, and
vice versa. For example, the term (λx. (λy. x y) x) is mapped to the de Bruijn term
(λ.(λ.2 1) 1). We give a rule-based description of such mapping. Writing Γ ` m ≡h d
to denote the correspondence between the λ-term m that occurs at depth h (i.e., under
h λ-abstractions) and the de Bruijn term d where Γ determines the mapping between
free variables in the two representations, we can define this relation via the rules in
Figure 3.1. The rule for relating applications is straightforward. To relate (λx.m) to
a De Bruijn term at depth h, we must relate each occurrence of x in m, which must
be at a depth h + k for some k > 0, to the de Bruijn index k. To encode this corre-
spondence, the context is extended in the premise of rule db-abs with a (universally
quantified) implicational formula. Note also that this rule carries with it the implicit
assumption that the name x used for the bound variable is fresh to Γ, the context for
the concluding judgment. Eventually, when the λ-term on the right of the turnstile is
a variable, the rule db-var provides the means to complete the derivation by using the
relevant assumption from the context Γ.
The above rule-based description can be elegantly encoded in λProlog. We first
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Γ ` m ≡h d Γ ` n ≡h e
Γ ` m n ≡h d e db-app
Γ,∀i, k.((h+ k = i) ⊃ x ≡i k) ` m ≡h+1 d
Γ ` λx.m ≡h λ.d db-abs
∀i, k.((h+ k = i) ⊃ x ≡i k) ∈ Γ h+ k = i
Γ ` x ≡i k db-var
Figure 3.1: The Rules Relating λ-Terms and their de Bruijn Forms
encode the syntax of the λ-terms and the de Bruijn terms in λProlog as follows. We use
the λProlog type tm to represent the type of λ-terms and build their encoding around
the two constructors app : tm → tm → tm and abs : (tm → tm) → tm. Using the type
dtm for the representation of λ-terms in the de Bruijn form, we can encode them via
the constructors dvar : nat → dtm, dapp : dtm → dtm → dtm and dabs : dtm → dtm.
Compared the encoding of λ-terms, variables in this form are formed explicitly by
applying dvar to de Bruijn indexes. Abstractions are formed by applying dabs to terms
representing their body.
The rules in Figure 3.1 make use of addition of natural numbers. We use nat
to represent the type of natural numbers and encode natural numbers by using the
constants z : nat for representing 0 and s : nat→ nat for constructing the successor of
a natural number. We then encode addition as a relation add : nat→ nat→ nat→ o
such that given natural numbers n1, n2, n3 and their encoding N1, N2 and N3, n1+n2 =
n3 if and only if add N1 N2 N3 holds. This relation is defined through the following
clauses:
add z N N .
add (s N1) N2 (s N3) : - add N1 N2 N3.
We then designate the predicate constant hodb : tm→ nat→ dtm→ o to represent the
ternary relation ≡. The rules in Figure 3.1 translate into the following clauses:
hodb (appM1 M2) H (dapp E1 E2) : - hodbM1 H E1 , hodbM2 H E2.
hodb (absM) H (dabs D) : -
Πx.(Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k))⇒ hodb (M x) (s H) D.
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The first and second clause encode the db-app and db-abs rules, respectively. Assume
we use the dynamic contexts in HHω sequents to represent the contexts in the original
rules. Then backchaining hodb M1 H M2 on any one of the clauses followed by sim-
plification of the goal formula corresponds to applying the relevant rule to the relation
encoded by hodb M1 H M2. This is easy to see for the first clause. In the case of the
second clause, backchaining succeeds if M1 = abs M and M2 = dabs D and results in
the following new goal:
Πx.(Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k))⇒ hodb (M x) (s H) D
To derive this goal we need to introduce a new constant c for x and derive the goal
(Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb c i (dvar k))⇒ hodb (M c) (s H) D
The only way to derive this goal is to extend the dynamic context with the assumption
(Πi, k.add H k i ⇒ hodb c i (dvar k)) and then derive the goal hodb (M c) (s H) D.
This corresponds to deriving the premise of db-abs. Like the encoding of typing rules
for the STLC described in Section 2.1.3, this example uses universal goals to realize
recursion over abstractions and to capture the side condition and it uses hypothetical
goals to introduce assumptions about binding variables. The only difference is that the
dynamically introduced assumptions here are not atomic formulas but have the full form
of program clauses. Note that an explicit encoding of the db-var rule is not necessary
as the application of this rule is implicitly captured by backchaining on the relevant
dynamic clause.
We use a concrete example to further demonstrate how the above specification works.
Let Σ be the signature containing constants we have defined so far and Γ the static
context containing the clauses defining add and hodb. Consider showing that the λ-term
λx. λy. (y x) corresponds to the De Bruijn term λ.λ.(1 2). This amounts to proving the
following HHω sequent:
Σ; Γ; ∅ ` hodb (abs (x \ abs (y \ app y x))) z
(dabs (dabs (dapp (dvar (s z)) (dvar (s (s z)))))).
The only choice is backchaining on the second clause for hodb, which changes the proof
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obligation to:
Σ, x : nat; Γ; (Πi, k.add z k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)) `
hodb (abs (y \ app y x)) (s z)
(dabs (dapp (dvar (s z)) (dvar (s (s z))))).
Attempting to backchain the new dynamic clause will fail because the new signature con-
stant x does not unify with abs. Hence, the sole possibility that remains is backchaining
on the second clause for hodb again, yielding:
Σ, x : nat, y : nat; Γ; (Πi, k.add z k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)),
(Πi, k.add (s z) k i⇒ hodb y i (dvar k)) `
hodb (app y x) (s (s z)) (dapp (dvar (s z)) (dvar (s (s z)))).
Now we can only backchain on the first clause for hodb to yield two new proof obligations,
the first of which is:
Σ, x : nat, y : nat; Γ; (Πi, k.add z k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)),
(Πi, k.add (s z) k i⇒ hodb y i (dvar k)) `
hodb y (s (s z)) (dvar (s z)).
The only clause that we can select for backchaining is the second dynamic clause for y;
none of the other clauses have a matching head. This modifies the goal to:
Σ, x : nat, y : nat; Γ; (Πi, k.add z k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)),
(Πi, k.add (s z) k i⇒ hodb y i (dvar k)) `
add (s z) (s z) (s (s z)).
This sequent is then proved by backchaining on clauses for add. The other proof obli-
gation is handled similarly.
3.1.2 Difficulty with dynamic contexts
We have shown how relational specifications involving higher-order contexts can be
faithfully encoded in λProlog. We are interested in reasoning about these specifications
through their encoding by using Abella. For example, we might be interested in showing
that the relation that we have defined above identifies a bijective mapping between the
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two representations of λ-terms. One part of establishing this fact is proving that the
relation is deterministic from left to right, i.e., that every term in the named notation is
related to at most one term in the nameless notation. Writing {Γ ` m ≡h d} to denote
derivability of the judgment Γ ` m ≡h d by virtue of the rules db-app, db-abs and
db-var, this property is stated as follows:
∀Γ,m, h, d, e.{Γ ` m ≡h d} ⊃ {Γ ` m ≡h e} ⊃ d = e.
Adopting the two-level logic notation provided in Section 2.3.3, we denote derivability
of the HHω sequent Σ; Θ; ∆ ` F by {∆ ` F} where Θ contains the clauses for add and
hodb and Σ is the signature for this encoding. Then the property above translates into
the following theorem in Abella:
∀Γ,m, h, d, e.{Γ ` hodb m h d} ⊃ {Γ ` hodb m h e} ⊃ d = e. (db-det)
A proof of the property db-det must obviously be based on an induction of derivability
of the HHω sequents. A particular difficulty in articulating such inductive arguments
relative to HHω specifications is that they need to analyze the cases of derivations that
rely on assumptions in changing dynamic contexts. For example, a proof of db-det
must accommodate the fact that Γ can be dynamically extended in a derivation of
{Γ ` hodb m h d} and that the particular content of Γ influences the derivation in the
variable case via backchaining. Without well-defined constraints on Γ, it is difficult to
predict how the dynamical added clauses might be used and indeed the above property
may not even be true.
The difficulties described above can be summarized in two parts: First, it is necessary
to finitely characterize the structure of the dynamic contexts; Second, it is necessary
to have an approach to structuring reasoning about backchaining steps on the clauses
in the dynamic contexts. These problems have straightforward solutions when λProlog
specifications only introduce atomic formulas into the dynamic contexts, i.e., when
they are HH2 specifications. In this case, we observe that the dynamic clauses must
come from atomic formulas on the left of the implication symbols in program clauses.
Since there are only finitely many such formulas in a λProlog specification, the dynamic
contexts can be characterized as fixed-point definitions. Moreover, backchaining the
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goal formula on a dynamic clause succeeds if and only if it matches exactly with that
clause. Thus analysis of such backchaining steps is equivalent to analysis of membership
of the dynamic context. The two-level logic approach described in Section 2.3.3 is based
on those observations and provides an elegant way to reason about HH2 specifications.
The proof of determinacy of typing in that section illustrated this approach.
The above two problems are much more difficulty to solve when dealing with full
HHω specifications. The HHω logic allows for arbitrarily nested universal and implica-
tional formulas in program clauses. As a result, derivations may dynamically introduce
implicational or universal clauses. Backchaining on such clauses may yield subgoals
that require sub-derivations to be constructed. These sub-derivations may further add
clauses into the dynamic context. Since this process can be repeated in derivations, it
is not clear how to characterize the structure of the dynamically added clauses and how
to effectively perform case analysis over backchaining steps on these clauses.
However, in the example under consideration, there is an easy resolution to these
problems. We observe that initially clauses can be introduced dynamically only by
backchaining on the clause encoding db-abs. These clauses all have the form
Πi, k.add h k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)
where h is some natural number and x is some fresh variable. Moreover, backchaining
further on such clauses does not add new clauses. The elements of the dynamic context
Γ must therefore all be of the above form. Thus, the structure of Γ can be encoded into
an inductive definition in G and treated in a finitary fashion by the machinery that G
already provides for reasoning about backchaining steps.
3.1.3 The solution to the problem
We provide a solution to the problems of reasoning about the full HHω specifications
by extending the two-level logic approach described in Section 2.3.3. The key insight
underlying our solution is that the observation we made for the example in the last
section generalizes cleanly to other reasoning situations that involve dynamic contexts
with nested universal and implicational formulas. Concretely, the dynamic contexts that
need to be considered in these situations are completely determined by the additions that
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can be made to them. Further, the structure of such additions must already be manifest
in the original specification because the way derivations are constructed determines only
subformulas that have the form of program clauses in the original specification can be
added dynamically. Since there are only a finite number of such forms, the dynamic
context can always be encapsulated in an inductive definition. To take advantage of this
observation we encode a version of HHω that is based on the technique called focusing
as a fixed-point definition in Abella to support reasoning also over the backchaining
steps that result from using dynamically added assumptions.
We shall elaborate on this extension of the two-level logic approach in this section.
We first present a focused version of HHω. We then provide an encoding of it in G.
We lastly describe how to use the inductive definitions of dynamic contexts and the
HHω encoding to analyze backchaining steps on dynamic contexts. We will illustrate
the power of this approach through a complete example in the next section.
A focused version of HHω
Focusing is a technique proposed in [62] for formulating sequent calculi in a way that
non-determinism in searching for proofs is reduced while the completeness of the focused
systems with respect to the original calculi is retained. Here we shall use focusing to
characterize backchaining in a fine-grained fashion to facilitate the analysis of backchain-
ing on dynamic contexts. The presentation of HHω in Section 2.1.1 already implicitly
built in the notion of focusing. To derive a HHω sequent Σ; Γ; ∆ ` A where A is an
atomic goal, we pick some formula D from Γ or ∆ and backchain A on D. If D exactly
matches the atomic formula A, then the proof is completed. If D has an universal or
implicational structure, then we match the head of D with A and try to derive its body
(if any). We observe that backchaining is completed in one big step without any diver-
gence. Using the terminology of focusing, the formula D is “focused” on throughout the
backchaining step. After that, we simplify the body to atomic formulas and repeat the
“focusing” phase (backchaining) again. This process continues until there are no more
subgoals left to prove.
Based on the above observations, we give a focused version of HHω that makes
the steps of “focusing” on formulas explicit and breaks up the “big-step” backchaining
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into “small-step” rules. Besides sequents of the form Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G which we call goal-
reduction sequents and which we have already seen in Section 2.1.1, we also introduce
focused sequents of the form
Σ; Γ; ∆, [D] ` A
where A is an atomic formula and D is the formula being focused on. The rules deriving
such sequents are shown in Figure 3.2. The rules ∧R, ⇒R and ΠR reduce the goal
formula when it is not atomic. The rules prog and dyn respectively focus on a clause in
the static and dynamic contexts when the goal formula is atomic. The rules match, ΠL
and ⇒L reduce the focused formula; together they realize the backchaining steps on it.
If we compare the system in Figure 3.2 and the one in Figure 2.1, we will see that they
have the same reasoning power. Specifically, notice that the right rules are the same
in the two systems; successive application of prog, dyn, ΠL, ⇒L, tR and match for an
appropriate number of times is equivalent to applying backchain.
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` true tR
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G1 Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G2
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G1 & G2 ∧R
Σ; Γ; ∆, D ` G
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` D ⇒ G ⇒R
Σ, c : τ ; Γ; ∆ ` G[c/x]
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` Πτx.G ΠR
(where c /∈ Σ)
Σ; Γ; ∆, [D] ` A (D ∈ Γ)
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` A prog
Σ; Γ; ∆, [D] ` A (D ∈ ∆)
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` A dyn
Σ; Γ; ∆, [A] ` A match
Σ  t : τ Σ; Γ; ∆, [D[t/x]] ` A
Σ; Γ; ∆, [Πx : τ.D] ` A ΠL
Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G Σ; Γ; ∆, [A′] ` A
Σ; Γ; ∆, [G⇒ A′] ` A ⇒L
Figure 3.2: A Focused Version of HHω
Encoding of HHω in G
To encode HHω sequents in G, we first note that G and HHω share the same type system.
The HHω signatures can therefore be imported transparently into G, so the signatures
of HHω sequents will not be explicitly encoded. The contexts of HHω are represented
in G as lists of HHω formulas (i.e., lists of terms of type o). The type olist with
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constructors nil : olist and :: : o → olist → olist is used for these lists, and,
per tradition, the :: constructor is written infix. Membership in a context is defined
inductively as a predicate member : o→ olist→ prop with these clauses:
member E (E :: L) , >
member E (F :: L) , member E L.
Observe that the two clauses have overlapping heads; there will be as many ways to
show member E L as there are occurrences of E in L. This validates the view of HHω
contexts as multisets.
The encoding of HHω is parameterized by the λProlog specification that we would
like to reason about. We identify the predicate symbol prog : o→ o→ prop for repre-
senting this λProlog specification and translate every program clause Πx1. . . .Πxn.G⇒
A in the λProlog specification to the definitional clause prog G A.
The sequents of HHω are then encoded in G using the predicates seq : nat →
olist → o → prop and bch : nat → olist → o → o → prop. A goal-reduction
sequent Σ; Γ; ∆ ` G is encoded as seq N ∆ G for some N and a focused sequent
Σ; Γ; ∆, [F ] ` A is encoded as bch N ∆ F A for some N , where N encodes the size of a
derivation for the sequent. Here we omit the static context Γ which is the parameterizing
λProlog specification and encoded explicitly in prog as described above. We also omit
the signature Σ which is absorbed into the signature of G.
The rules of the HHω proof system in Figure 3.2 are used to build mutually recursive
definitions of the seq and bch predicates. This definition is depicted in Figure 3.3.
The goal reduction rules are systematically translated into the clauses for seq, the
only novelty being that universally quantified variables of the specification logic are
represented as nominal constants in G using the ∇ quantifier. This use of ∇ accurately
captures the rule for reducing universally quantified goal formulas in HHω: to derive
such a goal, a new (nominal) constant c that is different from any other constructs or
constants must be introduce for its binding variable x and the formula obtained by
replacing the occurrences of x in its body with c must be derivable. The backchaining
rules of HHω are encoded as clauses for bch in a straightforward manner. For the dyn
and match rules of HHω, we have to enforce the invariant that the goal of the sequent
is atomic. This is achieved by means of a predicate atomic : o → prop defined by the
following clause:
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atomic (Πτ G) , ⊥
atomic (G1 & G2) , ⊥
atomic (G1 ⇒ G2) , ⊥
atomic true , ⊥
Effectively, atomic characterizes atomic formulas negatively by saying that an atomic
formula cannot be constructed with an HHω connective or true. The dyn rule trans-
parently translates into a clause for seq. The prog rule does not have a corresponding
clause. Instead, it is absorbed into a direct encoding of backchaining on program clauses.
Specifically, because the exact forms of the program clauses in the λProlog specifica-
tion is known, backchaining on such clauses can be analyzed in one big step. Such
backchaining is encoded in the following clause which combines the application of prog
to focus on a clause in the static context and the application of ΠL, ⇒L and match for
a number of times to realize backchaining on the clause:
seq (s N) L A , atomic A ∧ ∃G.prog G A ∧ seq N L G (prog-bc)
seq N L true , >
seq (s N) L (G1 & G2) , seq N L G1 ∧ seq N L G2
seq (s N) L (D ⇒ G) , seq N (D :: L) G
seq (s N) L (Πτ G) , ∇x : τ.seq N L (G x)
seq (s N) L A , atomic A ∧ ∃D.member D L ∧ bch N L D A
seq (s N L A , atomic A ∧ ∃G.prog G A ∧ seq N L G
bch (s N) L (D1 & D2) A , bch N L D1 A ∨ bch N L D2 A
bch (s N) L (G⇒ A′) A , seq N L G ∧ bch N L A′ A
bch (s N) L (Πτ D) A , ∃t : τ.bch N L (D t) A
bch N L A A , >
Figure 3.3: Encoding of HHω Rules as Inductive Definitions in G
We note that while the definitions of seq, bch, and atomic that we have presented
above are sensible at a schematic level, they are not actually ones that can be written
explicitly in G. The reason for this is that some of the clauses that we have shown—such
as the one for seq that pertains to an HHω goal of the form (Πτ G)—are parameterized
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by a type. In the present context, an explicit rendition of such a “clause” would involve
writing down a separate clause for exact distinct type and there may be an infinite
collection of such types. The schematic form of polymorphism that we introduce in
Section 3.2 will overcome this difficulty.
The faithfulness of our encoding allows us to state and prove known properties of
HHω in G. For example, the cut-elimination property of HHω can be proved as a theorem
in G and freely used in reasoning. Employing such meta-properties can greatly simplify
the reasoning about λProlog specifications in many circumstances [40, 61].
Reasoning about HHω specifications through their encoding
We are now in a position to talk about the approach to reasoning about HHω speci-
fications through the above encoding of HHω. We shall use the curly brace notations
described in Section 2.3.3 for encoding derivability in HHω. That is, we use {L ` G}
and {L, [D] ` G} to respectively represent the formula ∃E.nat N ∧ seq N L G and
∃E.nat N ∧ bch N L D A in describing theorems. When they occur as hypotheses of
a proof state, they respectively represent a packet of formulas nat N and seq N L G
and a packet of formulas nat N and bch N L D A. The annotated style of induction
and case analysis on such notations work in a way similar to what we have described
in Section 2.3.3. That is, induction on {L ` G} or {L, [D] ` G} is actually induction
on the size measures associated with them and case analysis of them is actually case
analysis on the packets they represent.
The major difficulty in reasoning about HHω derivations is in performing case anal-
ysis on backchaining steps, i.e., on derivations of {L ` A} where A can either backchain
on a clause in the λProlog specification or in L. Analysis of the former case is easy
because the form of program clauses in the original specification is already known and
the way backchaining proceeds is fixed; this is also reflected in the clause prog-bc that
encodes backchaining on such clauses. The difficulty part is to analyze backchaining on
clauses in the dynamic context L. By the encoding of HHω, {L ` A} is derivable only
if there exists some D such that member D L holds—i.e., D is a member of L—and
{L, [D] ` A} is derivable. Further analysis is not possible without knowing the form
of D. Fortunately, as we have observed previously, clauses in L must come from the
original specification, thereby must have a fixed number of forms. As a result, we can
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give L a fixed-point definition and prove this structural property as a theorem about the
definition. By applying the structural property of L, we can reveal the possible forms
of D. Once this is done, the way A can backchain on D is fixed and we can reduce
the formula {L, [D] ` A} to one representing a goal-reduction sequent. Now we have
finished analysis of the backchaining step and can go on with subsequent reasoning.
3.1.4 An illustration of the extended system
We demonstrate the power of the extension we described above through its use in
explicitly proving the bijectivity property of the transformation between λ-terms and de
Bruijn terms presented in Section 3.1.1. We do this by showing that hodb is deterministic
in both its first and third arguments. As expected, we work within Abella with the
encoding of HHω described in the previous section. We also assume that the program
clauses defining hodb and add have been reflected into the definition of prog in this
context.
In the rest of this section, we describe the proof of determinacy of hodb. The
discussion is organized as follows: We first present the inductive definition of the dy-
namic contexts for hodb derivations and prove their structural properties through the
definition, we then present the determinacy theorems and their proofs; the structural
properties of dynamic contexts play a critical role in constructing these proofs.
Formalizing the dynamic contexts and their structural properties
As mentioned in the previous section, we will need to finitely characterize the dynamic
contexts during the derivation of hodb. They are given through the following clauses
that inductively define the predicate ctx : olist→ prop:
ctx nil , >
∇x.ctx ((Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)) :: L) , ctx L.
Note again that capitalized symbols are implicitly universally quantified over the entire
clause. In the second clause, the ∇ quantification guarantees that x must match a
nominal constant and the quantification ordering guarantees that x does not occur in
L. Therefore, in any L for which ctx L holds, it must be the case that there is exactly
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one clause (Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)) for each such x ∈ supp(L). It is easy
to establish this fact in terms of a pair of lemmas.
The first of these lemmas, called ctx-inv, characterizes the form of clauses in L.
∀L,E.ctx L ⊃ member E L ⊃
∃x,H.E = (Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)) ∧ name x.
Here, name is defined by the single clause ∇x.name x , >. Therefore, name x is a
predicate that asserts that x is a nominal constant. To prove ctx-inv, we proceed by
induction on the first hypothesis, ctx L. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, this is achieved
by assuming a new inductive hypothesis IH:
∀L,E.(ctx L)∗ ⊃ member E L ⊃
∃x,H.E = (Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)) ∧ name x.
Moreover, the proof state is transformed to have the following hypotheses converted
from the assumptions of the lemma where L and E are promoted to variables at the
proof level:
H1 : ctx L@
H2 : member E L
and have
∃x,H.E = (Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k)) ∧ name x
as the new conclusion.
The IH cannot be immediately used because the annotation of H1 does not match.
To make progress, we need to unfold H1 to get ctx L′ for some L′ whose annotation
matches with IH. This amounts to finding all ways of unifying ctx L with the heads of
the clauses in the definition of ctx. There are two cases to consider here: when L = nil
and when L = ((Πi, k.add H k i ⇒ hodb n i (dvar k)) :: L′) for some new variables
H and L′ and a nominal constant n. In the latter case we also have a new hypothesis,
(ctx L′)∗, that comes from the body of the second clause for ctx. There are two things
to note: first, the ∇ quantified x at the head of the second clause of ctx is turned into a
nominal constant in the proof obligation, and the ∗ annotation indicates that (ctx L′)
is derivable in fewer steps and hence suits IH.
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In each case for L, the argument proceeds by analyzing the second hypothesis,
member E L. The case of L = nil is vacuous, because there is no way to infer
member E nil, making that hypothesis equivalent to false. In the case of
L = ((Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb n i (dvar k)) :: L′),
we have two possibilities for member E L: either
E = (Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb n i (dvar k))
or member E L′. The former possibility is exactly the conclusion that we seek, so this
branch of the proof finishes. The latter possibility lets us apply IH to the hypotheses
(ctx L′)∗ and member E L′, which also yields the desired conclusion.
The second necessary lemma, called ctx-det asserts that there is at most a single
clause for each variable in the dynamic context.
∀L, x,H1, H2.ctx L ⊃
member (Πi, k.add H1 k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k))L ⊃
member (Πi, k.add H2 k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k))L ⊃
H1 = H2.
Note that from H1 = H2, we are able to conclude that the two dynamic clauses relating
x to a de Bruijn index must be the same. Like the previous lemma, it is proved by
induction on the hypothesis ctx L.
Proving the determinacy theorems for hodb
We can now show both directions of determinacy for hodb by using the proved lemmas
of ctx. In the forward direction the statement is as follows.
∀L,M,H,D,E.ctx L ⊃ {L ` hodbM H D} ⊃ {L ` hodbM H E} ⊃ D = E.
We prove this by induction on {L ` hodb M H D}. The induction introduces the IH
below:
∀L,M,H,D,E.ctx L ⊃ {L ` hodbM H D}∗ ⊃ {L ` hodbM H E} ⊃ D = E.
Moreover, the proof state is changed to have the following hypotheses
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H1 : ctx L
H2 : {L ` hodbM H D}@
H3 : {L ` hodbM H E}
where L,M,H,D,E are new variables and the conclusion to be proved becomes D = E.
Now, {L ` hodb M H D}@ is just a notation for the packet of formulas (nat N)@
and seq L (hodb M H D) whose definition is given by the clauses in Figure 3.3.
Unfolding the definition amounts to finding all the clauses in Figure 3.3 whose heads
match seq L (hodb M H D). Only the final two clauses of seq, corresponding to
focusing on a dynamic clause and backchaining on a static program clause, are therefore
relevant.
Let us consider backchaining the static clauses first. Unfolding {L ` hodbM H D}@
introduces the following new hypotheses for some new variable G:
H4 : prog G (hodbM H D)
H5 : {L ` G}∗
There are only a finite number of static clauses, so the assumption prog G (hodbM H D)
can be immediately turned into a branched tree with one case for every static program
clause. The cases for the static clauses of add are immediately dismissed because their
heads do not match with (hodb M H D). We are left with cases for the static clauses
of hodb.
For the first static clause of hodb, analysis of prog G (hodbM H D) instantiates M
with (app M ′ N ′), D with (dapp D′ E′) and G with (hodb M ′ H D′ & hodb N ′ H E′)
for fresh variables M ′, N ′, D′, E′. The goal reduction sequent {L ` G}∗ becomes:
H5 : {L ` (hodbM ′ H D′ & hodb N ′ H E′)}∗
which is reduced by the second clause for seq to:
H6 : {L ` (hodbM ′ H D′)}∗
H7 : {L ` (hodb N ′ H E′)}∗
We can almost apply the induction hypothesis IH—we know ctx L and H6 already—
but we still must find the third argument. To get this argument we need to case analyze
the other hypothesis, {L ` hodbM H E}, which becomes {L ` hodb (appM ′ N ′) H E}
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as a result of the previous instantiation. It has no size annotations because the induction
was on the first hypothesis. Nevertheless, we can perform a case analysis of its structure
by unfolding its definition. Once again, we have a choice of using a static program clause
or a dynamic clause from L. If we use a static clause, then by a similar argument to
the above we will get the following fresh hypotheses, for new variables D′′ and E′′ such
that E = dapp D′′ E′′:
H8 : {L ` (hodbM ′ H D′′)}
H9 : {L ` (hodb N ′ H E′′)}
We can now apply the IH twice, one to ctx L, H6, H8 and one to ctx L, H7, H9, yielding
D′ = D′′ and E′ = E′′, so D = dapp D′ E′ = dapp D′′ E′′ = E.
If, on the other hand, we use a dynamic clause in L, then the two fresh hypotheses
we get are:
H8 : member D L
H9 : {L, [D] ` hodb (appM ′ N ′) H E}
for some new variable D. This is the first place where the context characterization
hypothesis ctx L becomes useful. By applying the lemma ctx-inv above to ctx L and
H8, we should be able to conclude that D is of the following form
(Πi, k.add H ′ k i⇒ hodb n i (dvar k))
for some term H ′ and some nominal constant n. By looking at the clauses for bch in
Figure 3.3, it is clear that there is no way to prove the sequent H9, because the term
n will never unify with app M ′ N ′. Hence this hypothesis is vacuous, which closes this
branch. We have now accounted for the cases of backchaining the first static clause of
hodb for the inductive assumption {L ` hodbM H D}@.
For backchaining the second static clause of hodb, analysis of prog G (hodbM H D)
instantiates M with (absM ′), D with (dabs D′) and G with
Πx.(Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb x i (dvar k))⇒ hodb (M ′ x) (s H) D′
for fresh variables M ′ and D′. The goal reduction sequent {L ` G}∗ is then reduced
first by the fourth and then by the third clause for seq to:
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H6 : {L, (Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb n i (dvar k)) ` (hodb (M ′ n) (s H) D′)}∗
where n is a nominal constant. To apply IH, we need another assumption that accompa-
nies H6. For this, we do a case analysis of H3, which has become {L ` hodb (absM ′) H E}
as a result of the previous instantiation, by unfolding its definition. Again, there are two
cases to consider here: either H3 is proved by backchaining on the second static clause
of hodb or on the dynamic context. In the former case, E is instantiated with (dabs E′)
for some E′ and we got the following assumption from the case analysis followed by goal
reduction steps:
H7 : {L, (Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb n i (dvar k)) ` (hodb (M ′ n) (s H) E′)}∗
Because ctx L holds, by the definition of ctx, we know the following hypothesis holds:
H8 : ctx ((Πi, k.add H k i⇒ hodb n i (dvar k)) :: L)
We now apply IH to H8, H6 and H7, yielding D′ = E′, so D = (dabs D′) = (dabs E′) =
E. The case that H3 is proved by backchaining on the dynamic context L is dismissed
by following the same argument described previously when M is an application: by
applying ctx-inv to ctx L we observe that (abs M ′) needs to unify with a nominal
constant, which is impossible. We have now accounted for all the cases of backchaining
a static clause for the inductive assumption {L ` hodbM H D}@.
We are left with only backchaining on dynamic clauses in L for {L ` hodbM H D}@.
This corresponds to reducing {L ` hodbM H D}@ by the second to last clause of seq,
yielding the following pair of new hypotheses:
H4 : (member D L)∗
H5 : {L, [D] ` hodbM H D}∗
As these hypotheses come from unfolding an inductive assumption, they are ∗-annotated.
Once again, we can apply the ctx-inv lemma to conclude that
D = (Πi, k.add H ′ k i⇒ hodb n i (dvar k))
for some variable H ′ and nominal constant n. We then perform a case analysis on H5.
The only possibility here is to use the definitional clauses for bch to unify M with n
and D with (dvar k) for some variable k. Moreover, the case analysis generates the
following fresh hypothesis:
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H6 : {L ` add H ′ k H}∗
We now analyze how the other hypothesis related to hodb, i.e. {L ` hodb n H E}, can
be derived. Since n cannot unify with the normal constants abs or app, the only way to
prove {L ` hodb n H E} would be to use a dynamic clause D′ in L. From this analysis
we get the following hypotheses:
H7 : member D′ L
H8 : {L, [D′] ` hodb n H E}
Once again, by the lemma ctx-inv and unfolding the definition of bch as above, we
can derive that
D′ = (Πi, k.add H ′′ k i⇒ hodb n i (dvar k))
E = (dvar k′)
for some variable H ′′ and k′ and obtain the following new hypothesis:
H9 : {L ` add H ′′ k′ H}
We can now apply the lemma ctx-det to H4 and H7 to show that H ′ = H ′′. To finish
this case, we need the following lemma that shows add is deterministic in its second
argument:
∀L,N1, N2, N3, N ′2.
ctx L ⊃ {L ` add N1 N2 N3} ⊃ {L ` add N1 N ′2 N3} ⊃ N2 = N ′2.
This lemma is proved by induction on the second assumption. Note that in the case
that add N1 N2 N3 backchains on L, we derive a contradiction by applying the lemma
ctx-inv to show that add must match with hodb, which is not possible. We apply the
above lemma to H6 and H9, yielding k = k′, so D = (dvar k) = (dvar k′) = E. We now
have finished proving the theorem that hodb is deterministic in its third arguments.
The hodb relation is also deterministic in its first argument, i.e., given a de Bruijn
indexed term, there is at most a single HOAS term it corresponds to. This is stated as
the following theorem which is proved in a similar fashion:
∀L,M,N,H,D.ctx L ⊃ {L ` hodbM H D} ⊃ {L ` hodb N H D} ⊃M = N .
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Thus, the hodb relation is manifestly an isomorphism between the two representations
of λ-terms.
The example we have considered here has dynamic clauses with implicational formu-
las only at the top level. It is possible for HHω specifications to dynamically introduce
clauses that have nested implications. The same approach described in this section
applies to reasoning abut such specifications. Such an example can be found in [61].
3.2 Schematic Polymorphism in Abella
The logic G is based on the simply typed λ-calculus. As a consequence, we cannot iden-
tify data structures such as lists and sets within it that will work at any type. Instead
we have to define such data structures separately for each type at which they are needed
and prove properties about each of these versions independently. This drawback also
affects the way in which data structures must be defined and used in the specification
logic if we are to be able to reason about them in Abella: to be embedded into Abella,
the specifications must also be provided separately for each concrete type. All this
has two adverse consequences for a large development such as that involved in verified
compilation. First, it leads to code duplication and loss of modularity at the implemen-
tation level. Second, it requires proofs that have an identical structure to be repeated
at different types, thereby expanding the proof development effort.
These problems can be alleviated by utilizing a schematic form of polymorphism.
Such an approach is, in fact, already used in λProlog. Constructors for data structures
such as lists can be parameterized by types in λProlog. This kind of type parameteri-
zation is extended to predicates and thereby also to the HHω clauses that define them.
However, in the end, the underlying logic and language remain simply typed and the
parameterization functions simply as a notational shorthand for identifying separate
constructors, predicate symbols and clauses at each of their respective type instances.
Our goal in this section is to extend this kind of schematic polymorphism to Abella
so as to allow for the kind of programming in λProlog that is described above and also
to modularize the construction of proofs in Abella. We achieve this goal through the
following steps:
• as in λProlog, we allow constants—which could be constructors or predicate
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names—to have types that are parameterized by other types, with the interpreta-
tion that they each actually stand for a family of constants that are obtained by
instantiating the type parameters with concrete types;
• we allow definitional clauses to be parameterized by types, with the interpretation
that each such clause stands for a collection of clauses in G, each member of which
is obtained by instantiating the type parameters with concrete types;
• we allow blocks of definitional clauses to be parameterized by types, with the
interpretation that a block of this kind actually stands for a collection of blocks
in G that are obtained by instantiating the type parameters with concrete types;
• we permit theorems to be parameterized by types, with the interpretation that
each such “theorem” actually stands for the collection of theorems in G that are
obtained by instantiating the type parameters with concrete types; and
• we lift the proof rules for G to permit the construction of proofs for type param-
eterized theorems that are such that instantiating the proof with concrete types
will yield a proof in G for the “concrete” theorem.
We refer to the proofs that are constructed in this context as schematic proofs.
We elaborate on the steps described above in the rest of this section. We begin by
providing motivating examples for the extension. We then describe a “polymorphic”
form for definitions and theorems in Section 3.2.2. In Section 3.2.3 we present a lifted
form of the proof rules for G and show that using them indeed leads to schematic proofs
for polymorphic theorems under the intended interpretation of polymorphic definitions.
We conclude the section by showing how the resulting system can be used to construct
proofs for the motivating examples.
3.2.1 Some motivating examples
When implementing a compiler, we may need to represent lists of terms in the source
language. Assume that the Abella type tm is the type of terms in this language, that
tmlist is the type of lists of such terms and that the constructors for such lists are
nil : tmlist :: : tm→ tmlist→ tmlist
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As usual, we will write :: in infix form. In the course of reasoning about these lists,
we may need to describe a membership relation based on them. Such a relation may
be represented by the predicate member : tm → tmlist → prop that is defined by the
following clauses:
member X (X :: L) , >
member X (Y :: L) , member X L
Now, in the reasoning process, we may need to articulate a property of the following
kind concerning list membership: If a term M is a member of the list L and we know
that a nominal constant c does not appear in L, then c could not possibly appear in M .
This property is an easy consequence of the following statement that we refer to as a
pruning property for lists of terms:
∀M,L.∇x.member (M x) L ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
Note that x is of type tm, M is of type tm → tm and L is of type tmlist in this
formula. The expression (M x) in this formula captures the idea that the term that
is a member of L might contain the variable x that represents the nominal constant.
Since L is bound outside the scope of x, the term instantiating it cannot contain this
nominal constant. As should be clear from previous discussions, (∃M ′.M = y \M ′), the
conclusion of the formula, asserts that M represents a vacuous abstraction under the
assumed circumstances.
The pruning property presented above can be proved by induction on the definition
of the membership predicate that is used in the antecedent of the property. In the base
case, in an assumption of the form member (M n) L, L = (E :: L′) and E = (M n)
for some variables E and L′ and some nominal constant n. Since E cannot depend on
n, the only solution to E = (M n) is M = y \E. Thus, this case is concluded. In
the inductive case, L = (E :: L′) and member (M n) L′ holds. Applying the inductive
hypothesis to member (M n) L′ concludes this case.
Suppose that the source and target languages of the compiler are different. We would
then have to use a different type, say tm′, to represent target language expressions. To
represent lists of such expressions, we would need a new type, say tmlist′, and also
new constructors, say nil′ : tmlist′ and ::′ : tm′ → tmlist′ → tmlist′. To reason
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about the properties of such lists, we would again need to reflect this type into G. As we
shall see in later chapters, it is also not unusual that we would want to define properties
such as membership for lists of target language terms and to prove facts about it such
as the pruning property. All this work would be identical in structure to what we have
described earlier for source language terms except that it is done now using a different
type for terms.
If this kind of repetitive work looks bad, it can get worse. As we shall see in
Chapter 4, we are interested in verifying compilers that transform source programs into
target code through a sequence of compilation passes. It is often the case that these
passes will take code in one intermediate language as input and produce code in a
different language as output. We may need to repeat the sequence of steps described
above for every distinct intermediate language. This can get to be quite tedious.
The schematic polymorphism we want to introduce into Abella will solve the kind
of problem that we have described above. The key is to observe that the constructors
for lists differ only in the type of the elements in the list. Similarly, the definition of
membership in lists and the pruning property can be parameterized by this type. Finally,
the proof of the pruning property does not actually refer to the type, i.e., it has the
same structure regardless of the type of the list elements. Thus, if we could parameterize
the types of constants, definitions and theorems by types with the interpretation that
they stand for the family of their type instances and if we could provide a means for
constructing “proofs” that are both independent of this type and will yield a correct
proof when the type is instantiated, then we would be able to cover all the cases in one
go.
The above discussion motivates the parameterization of a block of definitional clauses
by types. Thus, if the clauses defining member constitute a block and we parameterize
it by the type of the elements of the list, what we would be doing is providing a concise
description of a collection of blocks of clauses, one for each possible concrete type. We
also want to provide for the parameterization of individual clauses within a given block
by types, with the interpretation that such a clause abbreviates a collection of clauses
within the block, each obtained by replacing the type parameters by concrete types. The
primary motivation for this addition is that we want to be able to support a schematic
form of polymorphism in the writing of specifications in HHω. As mentioned earlier, this
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kind of polymorphism is already realized in λProlog and it is essential to the convenient
development of programs in the language.
To understand why this second kind of polymorphism is needed and also some of
the issues involved in supporting it, let us suppose that we need a “member” predicate
for lists not just for reasoning about compiler transformations but also for specifying or
implementing them. Following the approach we have been discussing—which is actually
implemented in λProlog—we might identify the predicate memb : A → list A → o in
the specification logic and define it using the HHω-style clauses shown below.
memb X (X :: L).
memb X (Y :: L) : - memb X L.
The token A in the type shown for memb is to be interpreted as a type variable that
schematizes this constant in the sense that we should think of memb as representing a
collection of constants, each indexed by a concrete type. This schematization extends
to the clauses that define memb: each of these clauses also abbreviates a collection of
clauses obtained by using memb and the list constructor :: at particular concrete types.
Note that if the collection of types is infinite, then what results is in fact an infinite
collection of clauses.
Now consider what happens when we think of reflecting specifications provided in
such an abbreviated form into G. Following the approach we have described in Sec-
tion 3.1, we would have to provide a definitional clause for prog for each clause in the
specification. It can be quite tedious if we have to do this for each type instance of
the clauses for memb. In fact, it is something that is impossible to do when the collec-
tion of types is infinite. Our proposal to permit type parameterization at the level of
a definitional clause is intended to solve this problem. Using such a parameterization
over suitable definitional clauses for prog, we can provide a concise, finite description
of what might actually be an infinite collection of clauses in G.
We would, of course, want to reason about the specifications that we allow to be
written in the abbreviated way that we have described. For example, we may want to
prove a pruning property that is based this time on the membership predicate in the
specification logic:
∀M,L.∇x.{memb (M x) L} ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
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In proving this statement, we would eventually have to carry out a case analysis on
{memb (M x) L}. This would require us to consider the prog clauses that encode the
definition of memb in the specification logic. It is not too difficult to see how this would
proceed if the statement we are trying to prove uses memb at a particular type such
as tm → list tm → o. However, the situation changes if the statement that we are
interested in proving is actually parameterized by types. In this case, the case analysis
would, in principle, need to consider all the different type instantiations. Each of these
could match the definitional clauses in different ways, potentially leading to different
proofs for each case.
The problem we have described above can show up even if we confine ourselves to
reasoning about relations defined within G, albeit in a polymorphic way. Our solution to
the issue in both cases is identical. We will consider constructing only those proofs for
“polymorphic” theorems that have an identical structure regardless of the type instance
that is chosen. This design principle translates into two specific constraints in proof
construction. First, we do not permit the instantiations of types in goal sequents in
the course of constructing proofs. Second, we permit the use of case analysis in the
reasoning process only when the way the atomic assumption matches the head of a
definitional clause is independent of the type instantiation; this means, in particular,
that the unifiers in each case will have an identical structure, regardless of the type
instance. The technical machinery for realizing these constraints is what underlies our
lifting of the proof rules of G to the context of schematic polymorphism.
3.2.2 The schematization of definitions and theorems
Our interest in polymorphism arose from a desire to parameterize data structures by
types. The starting point in building in such a facility is to generalize type constants to
type constructors that could take other types as arguments to form atomic types. With
each type constructor must be associated an arity that indicates how many argument
types it needs. As examples, we might identify list as a constructor of arity 1 that is
can be used to form the type of lists of different types of elements. In this terminology,
nat, which represents the types of natural numbers, would also be a type constructor
whose arity is 0.
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In addition to type constructors, type expressions will now also include type vari-
ables. The syntax of such expressions is given by the rule below, in which we denote
type variables by A, a type constructor of arity n by an and we use τ with subscripts
to denote types.
τ ::= A | (τ → τ) | (an τ1 . . . τn)
We call type expressions not containing type variables concrete types or ground types.
We think of type variables and expressions of the form (an τ1 . . . τn) as atomic types
and we then extend the notions of argument types and target type in the obvious way
to the type expressions defined here. We shall refer to a type that has prop as its target
type as a predicate type.
We will now associate type schemata rather than types with term-level constants.
A type schema has the form ([A1, . . . , An]τ) where τ is a type expression all of whose
type variables are contained in the sequence of distinct type variables A1, . . . , An. We
shall write (c : [A1, . . . , An]τ) to associate such a schema with c. A declaration of this
kind identifies c as representing a family of constants each of which has a type obtained
by instantiating (A1, . . . , An) in τ with ground types. We write cτ1,...,τn to represent
the constant of type τ [τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An] in the family represented by c. For example,
we can declare the following constants for constructing lists where :: is written in infix
form:
nil : [A]list A :: : [A]A→ list A→ list A
In this context, ::nat has the type nat→ list nat→ list nat and similarly ::tm has
the type tm → list tm → list tm. As another example, the universal quantifier in
HHω might be identified by the declaration (Π : [A](A→ o)→ o) in G. We shall use K
to represent the set of constant declarations that are operative in a given context.
Like constants, terms can also be parameterized by types such that by instantiating
the type parameters with ground types they become terms in G. Of course, to function
this way they must satisfy some constraints even with variables in type expressions.
We formalize this idea via a schematic typing judgment. Towards this end, we identify
schematic typing contexts for variables, denoted by Σ, of the form (x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn)
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where xi are variables and τi are type expressions.
2 We also identify schematic typing
contexts for nominal constants, denoted by C, of the form (a1 : τ1, . . . , an : τn) where ai
are nominal constants and τi are type expressions. A schematic typing judgment then
has the form Ψ; C,Σ K t : τ where the free variables and nominal constants in t are
respectively bound in Σ and C, and Ψ is a set of type variables that contains all the
type variables appearing in Σ, C, t and τ . We refer to the variables in Ψ as the type
parameters of the judgment.
In describing the rules for deriving schematic typing judgments we will make use
of the notion of a type substitution that is written as (τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An). We will use
the notation Ψ′ ` Φ : Ψ to denote the fact that Φ is substitution (τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An)
where Ψ is the set of variables {A1, . . . , An} and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, all the type variables
in the type expression τi are contained in Ψ
′. The rules for deriving schematic typing
judgments are then those shown in Figure 3.4. All the rules except t-cst are similar
to the typing rules in the STLC. The rule t-cst assigns the constant cτ1,...,τn a type
expression obtained by instantiating the type parameters of c with (τ1, . . . , τn). Note
that the right premise ensures that each τi in this collection must be a well-formed type
expression that uses only the variables in Ψ.
d : τ ∈ C ∪ Σ
Ψ; C,Σ K d : τ t-var-norm
c : [A1, . . . , An]τ ∈ K Ψ ` (τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An) : {A1, . . . , An}
Ψ; C,Σ K cτ1,...,τn : τ [τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An]
t-cst
Ψ; C,Σ K t1 : τ1 → τ Ψ; C,Σ K t2 : τ1
Ψ; C,Σ K t1 t2 : τ t-app
Ψ; C,Σ, x : τ1 K t : τ
Ψ; C,Σ K λx:τ1. t : τ1 → τ t-abs
Figure 3.4: The Schematic Typing Rules
Given the rules in Figure 3.4 we have the following lemma which states that schematic
typing judgments are preserved under the instantiation of type parameters:
Lemma 1. If Ψ; C,Σ K t : τ and Ψ′ ` Φ : Ψ, then Ψ′; C[Φ],Σ[Φ] K t[Φ] : τ [Φ].
This lemma is proved by an easy induction on Ψ; C,Σ K t : τ . When Ψ′ is empty, t[Φ]
2We will extend Σ to include type associations for predicate names being defined in a declaration
block later in this subsection.
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is a well-formed term with a ground type. Consequently, if Ψ; C,Σ K t : τ holds, we
can think if t as a schematic term of type τ parameterized by Ψ. When τ is prop, we
call t a schematic formula.
We now move on to schematizing definition blocks. As a first step, we identify a
pre-definitional clause as an expression of the form
∀~x : ~τx.(∇~z : ~τz.A) , B
in which A must have the structure of an atomic formula that contains no nominal
constants and all of whose free variables appear in ~x or ~z and B has the structure of
a formula that, once again, does not contain any nominal constants and all of whose
free variables also occur free in (∇~z : ~τz.A). If the constant at the head of A is c, then
the clause is said to be for c.3 Let C denote a pre-definitional clause. A schematic
definitional clause has the form [Ψ]C where Ψ is a set of type variables; Ψ is said to be
the set of types parameterizing the definitional clause. Finally, a block of definitional
clauses parameterized by types or a schematic definition block is constituted by a finite
set of type variables Ψ′, a finite set of predicate constants {c1 : τ1, . . . , cn : τn} and a
collection of schematic definitional clauses each of which is for one of the constants in
c1, . . . , cn. Such a definitional block is said to be parameterized by the type variables in
Ψ′.
Not all schematic definition blocks are considered to be well-formed. To have that
property, they must satisfy the typing constraints that are described below.
Definition 3. Given a schematic definitional block parameterized by Ψ′ and its as-
sociated predicate constants {c1 : τ1, . . . , cn : τn}. Let Σ = (c1 : τ1, . . . , cn : τn).
Then this block is well-defined if for every clause [Ψ]∀~x : ~τx.(∇~z : ~τz.A) , B in it,
Ψ is disjoint from Ψ′, the typing judgments Ψ′,Ψ; Σ, ~x : ~τx, ~z : ~τz K A : prop and
Ψ′,Ψ; Σ, ~x : ~τx K B : prop hold, and all the type variables that occur in B also occur
in ∇~z : ~τz.A.
Observe that the way we have phrased the definition above, the constants c1, . . . , cn
3The expressions “atomic formula,” “formula” and the “head” of an atomic formula are being used
loosely here because we have not yet enforced typing constraints on A and B. However, the structural
properties being imposed should be clear and will become even more apparent after the definition of a
well-defined schematic definition block that is provided below.
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identified by a schematic definitional block are required to be used at their “defined
types” at every occurrence in the block. Thus, these constants are schematic at the
block level. When these constants are added to the signature for defining other blocks
or in writing formulas to be proved, then each ci is to be thought of as having the type
expression [Ψ′]τi associated with it, i.e., it can be used at instances of its schematic
type. Note also that we require that all the type variables in the body of a schematic
definitional clause occur in its head. This requirement ensures that whenever the type
variables in the head are fixed the type variables in the body are also fixed. As we
shall see in Section 3.2.3, this is a desired property for case analysis on the schematic
definitional clauses in the construction of schematic proofs.
A schematic definition block is intended to be an abbreviated representation of a
collection of definition blocks in G that are obtained via type instantiations as follows.
First, we instantiate the type variables that parameterize the block with concrete types.
Then, within the structure of each “block” generated in this fashion, we generate all
the versions of each schematic definitional clause it contains by instantiating the type
variables that parameterize it with all available concrete types. Using Lemma 1, it
can be seen that each block that results from this process is a well-formed definition
block in G. A point to be noted is that both the collection of definition blocks and the
collection of definitional clauses within each block is sensitive to the vocabulary of types
in existence at a particular point. However, the schematic proofs whose construction we
will support will be such that they will allow us to prove only those statements whose
instances have derivations in G independently of the available type signature.
We consider some examples to illustrate the definition we have presented. Each of
the following expressions is a schematic definitional clause:
member X (X :: L) , >
member X (Y :: L) , member X L
The set of variables that parameterize each of the clauses above is empty. Assuming
the type schema we have provided earlier for ::, combining these clauses with the
predicate signature member : A → list A → prop and parameterizing the result
by A produces a well-formed schematic definition block; in ensuring that schematic
definitional clauses within the block “type-check,” we will have to use :: in them at
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the type A → list A → list A. To get definition blocks in G from this schematic
definition block, we would have to instantiate A with concrete types. If we instantiate
it with tm, we would get the definition block
membertm X (X ::tm L) , >
membertm X (Y ::tm L) , membertm X L
We can similarly generate a definition block that, for instance, provides us clauses for
membernat.
As another example, suppose that our signature contains the following constant
memb : [B]B → list B → o
and then consider the following as a schematic definitional clause:
[A]prog true (membA X (X :: L)) , >
It represents a number of clauses for prog, one in fact for each concrete type that can
be used to instantiate A.
Given the schematic definitions, we would like to state theorems about them. We
adopt a schematic view of such theorems as well. A schematic theorem has the form
[A1, . . . , An]F that is such that A1, . . . , An; ∅  F : prop holds; intuitively, F must
be a closed formula such that all the type variables occurring in it are contained
in {A1, . . . , An}. We say that such a theorem is parameterized by the type vari-
ables A1, . . . , An. Given the ground types τ1, . . . , τn, we can generate the theorem
F [τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An] in G. In effect, a schematic theorem parameterized by a non-empty
set of type variables stands for an infinite collection of theorems in G under the instanti-
ation of its parameterizing type variables with ground types. In other words, a theorem
of this kind should be provable with our extended machinery only if every type instance
is provable in G. A schematic theorem not parameterized by any type variable coincides
with a theorem in G.
As an example, consider the pruning property of member we mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.2.1. Given variables M of type (B → A), L of type list A, x of type B
and M ′ of type A, that theorem can be formulated as the following schematic the-
orem where member is an instance of the membership predicate and has the type
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A→ list A→ prop:
[A,B]∀M,L.∇x.member (M x) L ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
By instantiating B with tm and A with tm, we obtain the pruning property for lists of
tm, where M is of type (tm→ tm), L is of type list tm, x and M ′ is of type tm:
∀M,L.∇x.membertm (M x) L ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
Similarly, by instantiating B with tm′ and A with tm′, we obtain the pruning property
for lists of tm′. We shall discuss an approach to proving such schematic theorems in the
next section.
The ability to parameterize each definitional clause by type variables allows us to
encode HHω in a situation where specifications utilize the schematic polymorphism
supported by λProlog. Crucial to the embedding of HHω in G are definitional clauses
for prog that encode HHω clauses. However, we have already seen how this encoding
can be realized. For example, suppose that the HHω program has the clause
membA X (X :: L).
membA X (Y :: L) : - membA X L.
where memb has been defined to have the type A → list A → o that is polymorphic
in the λProlog sense. We would first translate memb into a constant of the same name
that has a type scheme associated with it and we would add the clauses
[A]prog true (membA X (X :: L)) , >
[A]prog (membA X L) (membA X (Y :: L)) , >
to the appropriate schematic definition block.
In Section 3.1.3, we pointed out a problem in the encoding of HHω that manifest
itself in the following clauses that treat quantifiers:
seq L (Πτ G) , ∇x : τ.seq L (G x)
bch L (Πτ D) A , ∃t : τ.bch L (D t) A
atomic (Πτ G) , ⊥
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This problem is easily solved with our extended syntax. In particular, our encoding can
use the following schematic definitional clauses:
[τ ]seq L (Πτ G) , ∇x : τ.seq L (G x)
[τ ]bch L (Πτ D) A , ∃t : τ.bch L (D t) A
[τ ]atomic (Πτ G) , ⊥
Our extension also allows us to formulate theorems about polymorphic specifications
in HHω. For example, we can state the pruning property of memb that we discussed in the
previous subsection as the following schematic theorem, where M is of type (B → A),
L is of type list A, x is of type B and M ′ is of type A:
[A,B]∀M,L.∇x.{memb (M x) L} ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
3.2.3 Proving schematic theorems
A schematic theorem stands for a possibly infinite collection of theorems obtained by
instantiating its parameterizing type variables with concrete types. One possible way
to try to prove such a theorem is by providing a collection of possibly different proofs
that cover all the type instances. However, there are two drawbacks with this approach.
First, it could involve the kind of duplication of effort that we are wanting to avoid
by introducing schematic polymorphism. Second, and perhaps more importantly, we
do not intend the schematic theorem to be true for only those concrete type instances
that are known in a particular context. In fact, we intend these theorems to hold for
any vocabulary of types; the “closed world assumption” applies only to the collection
of defining clauses available for a predicate.
To avoid these pitfalls, we propose to support the construction of only those proofs
for schematic theorems that work the same way at all types, i.e., our proofs must be
structures that yield concrete proofs for concrete types simply through the process of
type instantiation. We refer to such proofs as schematic proofs. The basis for realizing
our approach is to lift the proof rules for G to a set of schematic proof rules; each of these
schematic proof rules must yield actual proof rules in G under type instantiation. Most
of the proof rules for G are easily made schematic. The one complicated case is that of
the defL rule that supports case analysis. Much of the discussion in this subsection is
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devoted to a consideration of this rule.
To begin the formalization process, we will assume that our schematic proof rules
derive schematic sequents that have the following form
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B.
These sequents augment those in G with a set Ψ of type variables that binds the type
variables in Σ, Γ and B. This set will remain unchanged throughout the derivation of
the sequent. Thus, the variables in this set will function as placeholders for arbitrary
types but will be like “black boxes” in that they will not allow us to look at or use
the particular structures of the types that fill them. To prove a schematic theorem
[A1, . . . , An]F , we need to derive the sequent A1, . . . , An; ∅ : ∅ −→ F .
The schematic versions of the core rules in Figure 2.2 are shown in Figure 3.5. They
are obtained from the rules in Figure 2.2 by abstracting their conclusions and premises
over the set Ψ of type variables. It is easy to see the schematic nature of these rules: by
instantiating the premises and conclusions of each rule with any substitution of ground
types for variables in Ψ, we get a rule in G.
To describe schematic forms of the defL and defR rules, we introduce the notion of
the reduced form of a schematic definitional clause.
Definition 4. Let [Ψ]C be a schematic definitional clause in a schematic definition
block parameterized by Ψ′. Then the reduced form of [Ψ]C is [Ψ′′]C where Ψ′′ is the
subset of Ψ ∪Ψ′ such that A ∈ Ψ′′ if and only if A occurs in C.
Intuitively, the reduced form of a schematic definitional clause is obtained by “pulling
down” the type parameters at the block level to the clause level and by further removing
type variables that do not occur in the clause. Note that because the type variables in
the body of the clause must occur in its head, Ψ′′ contains exactly the variables that
occur in the clause head.
The schematic version of defR rule can be easily derived by abstracting it over a
set Ψ of type variables as before. To present this rule we need to formalize the notion
of instances of schematic definitional clauses, as follows. Given a schematic definitional
clause [A1, . . . , An]∀~x.(∇~z.A) , B, a type substitution Φ = [τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An] and a
substitution θ that assigns distinct nominal constants to ~z and terms not containing
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B ≈ B′
Ψ; Σ : Γ, B −→ B′ s–id
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B B ≈ B′ Ψ; Σ : Γ, B′ −→ C
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ C s–cut
Ψ; Σ : Γ, C, C −→ B
Ψ; Σ : Γ, C −→ B s–cL Ψ; Σ : Γ,⊥ −→ B s–⊥L Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ > s–>R
Ψ; Σ : Γ, Bi −→ C
Ψ; Σ : Γ, B1 ∧B2 −→ C s– ∧ L, i ∈ {1, 2}
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ C
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B ∧ C s– ∧R
Ψ; Σ : Γ, B −→ D Ψ; Σ : Γ, C −→ D
Ψ; Σ : Γ, B ∨ C −→ D s– ∨ L
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ Bi
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B1 ∨B2 s– ∨R, i ∈ {1, 2}
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B Ψ; Σ : Γ, C −→ D
Ψ; Σ : Γ, B ⊃ C −→ D s– ⊃ L
Ψ; Σ : Γ, B −→ C
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B ⊃ C s– ⊃ R
Ψ; C,Σ K t : τ Ψ; Σ : Γ, B[t/x] −→ C
Ψ; Σ : Γ,∀τx.B −→ C s–∀L
Ψ; C,Σ K t : τ Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B[t/x]
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ ∃τx.B s–∃R
Ψ; Σ, h : τ ′ : Γ, B[(h a1 . . . an)/x] −→ C
Ψ; Σ : Γ∃τx.B −→ C s–∃L
Ψ; Σ, h : τ ′ : Γ −→ B[(h a1 . . . an)/x]
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ ∀τx.B s–∀R
assuming that supp(B) = {a1, . . . , an}, that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai has type τi
h is variable of type τ1 → . . .→ τn → τ and h 6∈ dom(Σ) in s–∀R and s–∃L
Ψ; Σ : Γ, B[a/x] −→ C
Ψ; Σ : Γ,∇τx.B −→ C s–∇L
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B[a/x]
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ ∇τx.B s–∇R
where a 6∈ supp(B) in ∇L and ∇R
Figure 3.5: The Schematic Core Rules
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such constants to ~x, we say that A[θ][Φ] , B[θ][Φ] is an instance of the original clause.
Then the schematic definition right rule is depicted in Figure 3.6.
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B
Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ p ~t s–defR
where p ~t , B is an instance of the reduced form of some schematic definitional clause
Figure 3.6: The Schematic Definition Right Rule
We will consider treating atomic formulas on the assumptions side of a sequent only
by a schematic version of the defLCSU rule. In describing a lifted form of this rule,
we have to pay attention to the fact that the structure of unifiers in the context of the
simply typed λ-calculus can depend on the particular types assigned to constants [63].
To get around this issue, we will limit the schematic version of the rule to apply only in
those cases where the complete set of unifiers can be calculated without paying attention
to types. The following definition provides the basis for doing so by lifting the notion
of a CSU to schematic terms.
Definition 5. Given two schematic terms B and C of the same type parameterized by
A1, . . . , An, a type generic complete set of unifiers (type generic CSU) for B and C,
denoted by CSUgen(B,C), is a set of substitutions for variables in B and C such that
for any ground types τ1, . . . , τn the set {θ[τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An] | θ ∈ CSUgen(B,C)} is a
complete set of unifiers for B[τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An] and C[τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An].
One approach to calculating type generic CSUs for two terms is to use the unification
algorithm due to Miller that is known as pattern unification [64]. This approach in fact
suffices for all the theorems we have considered in the work in this thesis.
A schematic version of the defLCSU rule will require us to analyze all the ways in
which an atomic formula can match with the head of a schematic definitional clause.
In doing so, we need to consider the possibility that there are nominal constants in the
formula and, conversely, that the ∇ quantifiers in the head will be instantiated with
nominal constants. To deal with this issue, we once again use the idea of raising. In
Section 2.2.5, we have defined the notions of raising a definitional clause over a sequence
of nominal constants and away from the variables in a sequent, and of raising a sequent
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over a sequence of nominal constants. These notions are, in a sense, orthogonal to
typing structure and therefore adapt in an obvious way to the situation of schematized
sequents and definitional clauses. We shall assume such an adaptation here.
For us to be able to use case analysis over a particular atomic formula in proving a
schematic sequent in a schematic way, it is necessary for the analysis to be generic with
respect to all available schematic definitional clauses. We identify a set of requirements
that ensure this to be the case below.
Definition 6. Let S = (Ψ; Σ : Γ, p ~t −→ D) be a schematic sequent and let supp(p ~t)
be {~a}. Let C be a schematic definitional clause and [A1, . . . , An]∀~x.(∇~z.A) , B be C
raised over ~a and away from Σ. Also let Ψ ∪ {A1, . . . , An}; Σ′ : Γ′, p ~t′ −→ D′ be a
version of the original sequent raised over a sequence of distinct nominal constants ~c
for ~z. Then S is said to be analyzable in a generic way with respect to the clause C and
the atomic formula (p t) if one of the following conditions hold for every permutation pi
of the nominal constants {~c,~a}:
1. (p ~t′) and (pi.A[~c/~z]) are not unifiable under any instantiation of type variables.
2. For some type expressions τ1, . . . , τn whose type variables are bound in Ψ, these is
a type generic CSU for (p ~t′)[τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An]4and (pi.A[~c/~z])[τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An]
and for any other type substitution Φ for A1, . . . , An, it is the case that the formulas
(p ~t′)[Φ] and (pi.A[~c/~z])[Φ] are not unifiable.
The sequent S is said to be amenable to case analysis with respect to the atomic formula
(p t) if it is analyzable with respect to the reduced version of every available definitional
clause.
The condition that the definition above requires to hold with respect to each schematic
definitional clause may be understood as follows. The first possibility applies when the
formula being analyzed cannot match with the head of the clause no matter how the
type variables are instantiated. The second possibility applies when the formula being
analyzed can match with the head of the schematic definitional clause. The requirement
in this case has two parts. First, case analysis should uniquely fix the type variables
4These type substitutions must be applied to (p t′) as well because the type variables A1, . . . , An
may appear in the types of the formula via the nominal constants in ~c.
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parameterizing the (reduced) schematic definitional clause5; without this, we would
have to explore different possible instantiations for these type variables for the rule to
be sound. Second, case analysis via the schematic definition left rule should be type
generic. If one of these possibilities hold, then the effect of the schematic definitional
clause on the case analysis is guaranteed to be independent of the types involved.
To actually articulate the schematic version of the defLCSU rule, we have to identify
the set of premises arising from any given definitional clause. Towards this end, we define
the relation defl gen premise which is similar to defl csu premise used for defLCSU in
Section 2.2.5.
Definition 7. Let H be the schematic sequent Ψ; Σ : Γ, p ~t −→ F and let C be the
schematic definitional clause [A1, . . . , An]∀~x.(∇~z.A) , B. Further, let supp(p ~t) be {~a}
and let ~c be a sequence of nominal constants that is of the same length as ~z and such that
each constant in the sequence has a type identical to that of the corresponding variable in
~z and is also distinct from the constants in ~a. Finally, let [A1, . . . , An]∀~h.(∇~z.A′) , B′
be a version of the clause C raised over ~a and let Σ′ ∪ {A1, . . . , An} : Γ′, p ~t′ −→ F ′ be
a version of H raised over ~c. Then
defl gen premise(H, p ~t, C) = {Σ′[θ] : Γ′[θ], pi.B′[θ] −→ F ′[θ] |
pi is a permutation of the nominal constants in {~c,~a}
and Φ = (τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An) is a type substitution
such that CSUgen((p ~t′)[Φ], (pi.A′[~c/~z])[Φ])
exists and θ ∈ CSUgen((p ~t′)[Φ], (pi.A′[~c/~z])[Φ])}.
The schematic definition left rule s–defLCSU is shown in Figure 3.7. This rule has
a proviso associated with it: it is only applicable if the lower sequent of the rule is
amenable to case analysis with respect to (p ~t) as formally described in Definition 6.
Up to this point, we have allowed schematic definition blocks only to be interpreted
as abbreviations for collections of fixed-point definitions in G. We actually allow such
blocks also to be treated as generators of inductive definitions. For a block to be
designated in this way, it must be the case that the schematic definitional clauses within
5Since these variables are exactly the type variables in the clause head and is a superset of the
variables in the clause body, case analysis only needs to fix the type variables in the clause head
through unification.
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{H ∈ defl gen premise(Ψ; Σ : Γ, p ~t −→ F, p ~t, C) | C ∈ DS}
Ψ; Σ : Γ, p ~t −→ F s–defLCSU
where DS is the set of all the reduced forms of the schematic
definitional clauses obtained from all the schematic definition blocks
Figure 3.7: The Schematic Definition Left Rule
it are each parameterized by an empty set of type variables; when this constraint is met,
each schematic definitional clause gives rise to exactly one clause in the definition block
in G that is generated by instantiating the type variables parameterizing the block with
concrete types. Furthermore, for each clause ∀~x.∇~z.p ~t , B in the block, the type
variables in the type of p must contain all the type variables in ∇~z.p ~t. As a result, the
type of the entire clause is fixed when the type of p is fixed.
We provide the following auxiliary definition for formalizing a schematic induction
rule.
Definition 8. Let B be an inductive schematic definition block that has associated with
it only the predicate constant p. Then the clauses in B for a type instance p~τ of p are the
instances of clauses in B obtained by instantiating their parameterizing type variables
with ~τ .
The schematic induction rule is then given in Figure 3.8, which is very similar to the
induction rule in G.
{Ψ; ~x : D[S/p~τ ] −→ ∇~z.S ~t | ∀~x.∇~z.p~τ ~t , D ∈ C} Ψ; Σ : Γ, S ~t −→ C
Ψ; Σ : Γ, p~τ ~t −→ C
s–IL
if B, the schematic block for p, has only p associated with it
and C is the set of all the clauses in B for p~τ
and S is a term with no nominal constants and of the same type as p~τ
Figure 3.8: The Schematic Induction Rule
The “proofs” constructed using the schematic proof rules are schemata for generating
actual proofs in G under the instantiation of type variables. This property is stated as
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follows:
Theorem 1. If a schematic sequent Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B is derivable by using the schematic
proof rules in Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, then given any type substitution Φ for
variables in Ψ such that ∅ ` Φ : Ψ holds, there exists a proof for Σ[Φ] : Γ[Φ] −→ B[Φ]
in G.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the derivation of Ψ; Σ : Γ −→ B, analyzing the
last schematic rule it uses. In most cases, the argument follows a set pattern: we
invoke the inductive hypothesis on the premises of the last rule, we then apply the non-
schematic version of the rule to conclude. When the last rule is either s–∃R or s–∀L,
we apply Lemma 1 to its left premise to get a well-typed term for substituting for the
binding variable. The only case that needs further explanation is when the last rule is
s–defLCSU . Given any schematic definitional clause, the provisos of this rule ensure that
if the matching between the atomic formula being analyzed with the head of the clause
fails, then it will also fail under the instantiation of type variables. The provisos also
ensure that when the matching succeeds, it also succeeds under the type instantiation.
Moreover, the type generic natural of the matching ensures the structure of the premise
generated from the matching is preserved under the type instantiation. From these
observations, we can follow the set pattern to finish the proof for this case.
The proof of the above theorem is constructive. Its procedural interpretation pro-
vides us a function for constructing proofs in G from the schematic proofs. An easy
consequence of the theorem is also the following:
Corollary 1. If a schematic theorem [A1, . . . , An]F is provable by using schematic proof
rules, then given any ground types τ1, . . . , τn, F [τ1/A1, . . . , τn/An] is provable is G.
We have implemented the schematic polymorphism extension in Abella. The inter-
active style of reasoning works mostly in the same way as before with our polymorphism
extension. One difference is that Abella now keeps track of the type variables parame-
terizing schematic theorems during the proof developments, which are like constants in
that they cannot be instantiated and are also like unknown objects in that they cannot
be compared with other types for equality. Another difference is that when performing
case analysis, Abella checks if the unification problems can be solved in a way that
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satisfies the provisos of the s–defLCSU rule. If not, for example, if unification needs to
compare two different parameterizing variables for equality, then the application of the
case analysis tactic fails.
3.2.4 Some example interactive proof developments
To illustrate the usefulness of the schematic polymorphism extension, let us consider
proving the pruning property of the membership relation using the extension. The
schematic definition of the membership relation has already been given in Section 3.2.2.
So does the schematic theorem that states the pruning property. We repeat the theorem
as follows where M is of type (B → A), L is of type list A, x is of type B and M ′ is
of type A:
[A,B]∀M,L.∇x.member (M x) L ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
In Section 3.2.1, we have discussed the proofs of the two instances of this pruning
property obtained by instantiating A and B with tm and with tm′, respectively. The
proofs for these instances have exactly the same structure and do not rely on the type
information. This implies a schematic proof exists for this theorem. We show that this
is indeed the case by formally constructing a schematic proof for it.
At the beginning of the proof development, A and B are marked as type variables
that need to be tracked implicitly. The theorem to be proved becomes
∀M,L.∇x.member (M x) L ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
We perform an induction on the only assumption, introducing the following inductive
hypothesis IH:
∀M,L.∇x.(member (M x) L)∗ ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′
The proof state is changed to have the following hypothesis
H1 : (member (M n) L)@
where L,M are new variables and n is a nominal constant. The conclusion to be proved
becomes ∃M ′.M = y \M ′. We then unfold H1, resulting in two cases.
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In the first case, we have L = E :: L′ and (M n) = E for some variables E and L′.
By solving the unification problem (M n) = E, we get M = y \E. We can now close
this branch by instantiating M ′ with E.
In the second case, we have L = E :: L′ and the following new hypothesis
H2 : (member (M n) L′)∗
Because H2 comes from the unfolding of H1, it is *-annotated, indicating it is derivable
in fewer steps than H1. We can therefore apply IH to H1, yielding ∃M ′.M = y \M ′
which is exactly the conclusion we want to prove. This concludes the proof.
Notice that when we do case analysis in the above proof, we have not inspected the
types of terms because the solutions to the unification problems are completely deter-
mined by the structure of terms and are oblivious to any type information. Applying
the case analysis tactic here corresponds to applying the s–defLCSU rule whose provisos
are satisfied because of the type generic nature of these unification problems.
We have also given the encoding of the membership relation in λProlog and the
theorem describing its pruning property in Section 3.2.2. We repeat the theorem as
follows where M is of type (B → A), L is of type list A, x is of type B and M ′ is of
type A:
[A,B]∀M,L.∇x.{memb (M x) L} ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
We can prove this theorem by induction on the only assumption and by following concep-
tually the same steps as in the previous proof. However, there is a significant difference
in terms of how case analysis is actually carried out. After unfolding {memb (M n) L}
(where M and L are variables and n is a nominal constant), we need to consider unifying
the formula prog G (memb (M n) L) where G is some variable with the heads of the
following schematic definitional clauses:
[A′]prog true (membA′ X (X :: L)) , >
[A′′]prog (membA′′ X L) (membA′′ X (Y :: L)) , >.
Note that the unification problems have solutions only when A′ and A′′ unify with
the type A. That is, only the following two clauses among the instances of the above
schematic definitional clauses are relevant to our case analysis; all the other cases end
in unification failure:
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prog true (membA X (X :: L)) , >
prog (membA X L) (membA X (Y :: L)) , >.
As in the previous proof, the case analysis on those two clauses proceeds in a type
generic fashion. As a result, the provisos of the s–defLCSU rule are satisfied and a
schematic proof can be constructed using our polymorphism extension.
As another example, consider the definition of substitutions as relations. We have
given a definition of the substitution relation on the STLC terms in Section 2.4.2. It
can be generalized to substitutions at any type as follows. We first identify the type
map : type→ type→ type for mappings and its constructor map : A→ B → map A B.
A substitution is represented as a list of mappings. We then identify the substitution
relation as the predicate symbol app subst : list (map A A)→ B → B → prop defined
through the following clauses:
app subst nilM M , >
∇x.app subst ((map x V ) :: S) (R x) M , app subst S (R V ) M
By the definition, app subst S M M ′ holds exactly when M ′ is the result of applying
the substitution S to M . Given this schematic definition, we can easily prove general
properties about the substitution relation in Abella. The following are some examples:
[A,B]∀(S : list (map A A)), (M : B),M ′,M ′′.
app subst S M M ′ ⊃ app subst S M M ′′ ⊃M ′ = M ′′.
[A,B,C]∀(S : list (map A A)), (M : B),M ′.∇(x : C).
app subst S M (M ′ x) ⊃ ∃M ′′.M ′ = y \M ′′.
[A,B,C]∀(S : list (map A A)), (M1 : C), (M2 : C → B),M ′1,M ′2.∇(x : C).
app subst S M1 M
′
1 ⊃ app subst S (M2 x) (M ′2 x)
⊃ app subst S (M2 M1) (M ′2 M ′1).
The first theorem states that substitution is deterministic. The second theorem is a
pruning property of the substitution relation. The last theorem is an “instantiation”
theorem for the substitution relation. All of these theorems have schematic proofs
because their proof construction does not make use of any type information.
Chapter 4
A Structure for Verified
Compilation
A common way to structure the compilation of functional programs is as a multi-pass
process: Given a particular program, the compiler transforms it through a sequence of
steps into successively lower-level forms till eventually it has produced code in the desired
target language, which might be an assembler or a low-level intermediate language. It
is this kind of a multi-pass compiler that will be considered in this thesis.
A natural way to specify a compiler transformation is to describe it via a set of
rules in the Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) style [65] that derive relations on
the source and target programs of the transformation. The specification of a multi-pass
compiler then comprises the rule-based relational specifications of its transformations.
To guarantee the correctness of a compiler, we must prove that the meaning or semantics
of the source language program is preserved by the target language program that is
eventually produced. In this thesis, like in other compiler verification projects such as
CompCert [20] or CakeML [24], our interest is in showing that the compiler preserves
the meaning of closed programs at atomic types. One could try to achieve this goal
by taking on the verification of the entire compiler in one step (e.g., see [66]). We
adopt an alternative approach here. In this approach we prove that each individual
transformation preserves the semantics of programs and we then compose these results to
obtain the correctness property for the full compiler. We feel that this approach is more
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manageable because it takes advantage of the fact that each individual transformation
is designed to achieve one specific objective. As such, semantics preservation for it has
a clear definition and its proof is modular.
An obvious way to prove semantics preservation for compiler transformations de-
scribed via rule-based relational specifications is to define semantics preservation as a
relation between programs in the source and target languages and show that it subsumes
the transformation relation. Since a compiler transformation in a multi-pass compiler
may transform programs in one intermediate language into programs in a different lan-
guage, the relation denoting semantics preservation must be able to relate programs
across multiple languages. We use the device of logical relations [47] that have this
property to denote semantics preservation. Because we are only interested in verifying
compilation of closed programs at atomic types and logical relations are composible at
atomic types, proofs of semantics preservation for the individual transformations can
be composed to form the correctness proof for the full multi-pass compiler.
As we have discussed in the introduction chapter, a major difficulty in implement-
ing and reasoning about the compilation of functional languages lies in modeling and
reasoning about the binding structure of functional objects. Most existing proof sys-
tems for formal verification provide only very primitive support for dealing with binding
structure. As a result, verification of compilers for functional languages in such systems
tends to be unintuitive and laborious; a large amount of effort needs to be expended
just to prove the “boilerplate” lemmas about notions related to binding structure.
The main goal of the thesis is to show that our extended framework is suitable for
implementing and verifying compiler transformations on functional programs. In partic-
ular, we would like to show that the λ-tree syntax approach supported by the framework
significantly simplifies the representation, manipulation, analysis and reasoning about
binding structure in the implementation and verification of compiler transformations on
functional programs. We achieve this goal by presenting a methodology that formalizes
the approach to verified compilation described above using our framework. Under this
methodology, we encode transformations on functional programs as λProlog specifica-
tions by utilizing the approach described in Section 2.1. Since λProlog specifications
are executable, they serve also as implementations of the transformations and the com-
piler. We argue that the λ-tree syntax approach that is supported by λProlog provides a
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convenient way to realize manipulation and analysis of binding structure in these rules.
Thanks to these features, the λProlog specifications of transformations on functional
programs are concise and transparently relate to the original rule-based relational de-
scriptions. Moreover, they have a logical structure that can be exploited in the process
of reasoning about their correctness. In the methodology that we are proposing, show-
ing the correctness of compiler transformations amounts to formally proving properties
of the λProlog specifications of transformations on functional programs using Abella.
More precisely, for every compiler transformation, we formalize the relation describing
semantics preservation in Abella and then prove a theorem that this relation subsumes
the relation that encodes the compiler transformation in λProlog. These theorems are
then composed together to form the correctness proof for the full compiler. In the
construction of the correctness proofs, we show that the λ-tree syntax approach sup-
ported by Abella provides a convenient way to formalize and prove properties about
binding structure. To illustrate this methodology, we use it to implement a verified
compiler for a representative functional programming language that is an extension of
the Programming Computable Functions (PCF) language [42].
In the following sections, we elaborate on the above ideas. In Section 4.1 we present
the model for compiling functional languages we work with in this thesis. In Section 4.2
we expand on the approach to verified compilation described in this preamble. In
Section 4.3 we elaborate on the methodology for formalizing this approach using our
framework. There exist many choices for the notion of semantics preservation beside
logical relations. In Section 4.5 we shall compare those different notions and explain why
the benefits of our framework in verified compilation on functional programs observed in
the thesis can also be derived when other notions of semantics preservation are used. In
Section 4.6 we give an overview of the exercise we shall carry out to verify the usefulness
of our methodology for verified compilation of functional programs.
4.1 The Compilation Model
There exist two common models for compiling functional languages in multiple passes.
One compiles functional programs into abstract machine code through a sequence of
transformations [67, 68, 69, 70]. The compiled code is then executed on the run-time
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infrastructures of the abstract machines. The other model compiles functional pro-
grams into executable code for real hardware [71, 72, 73]. Compilation in this model
usually comprises two phases. In the first phase, the higher-order functional programs
go through several compiler transformations by which their higher-order features are
gradually removed. The output of the first phase are programs that resemble those in
procedural languages such as C in which all functions are at the top-level (i.e., there
are no nested functions) and the control flow is explicit. At this point, the conventional
techniques for compiling procedural languages become applicable. In fact, the second
phase of the compilation usually consists of a sequence of transformations that resemble
those in compilers for procedural languages. It takes the output of the first phase as
input and eventually generates executable code in the desired target language such as
an assembly language or machine language.
In this thesis, we shall work with the latter model. Within this context, we will
focus on the first phase described above for two reasons. First, the transformations
in this phase involve complicated manipulation and analysis of binding structure and
it is in encoding and verifying such transformations that the λ-tree syntax approach
proves most useful. Second, there is already a large body of work devoted to verifying
the compiler transformations in the second phase, such as the series of papers from
the CompCert project [20, 43, 74]. Since the transformations in the second phase do
not involve significant manipulation of binding structure, we do not have many new
ideas to add to the work that has already been done in relation to this phase. Rather
than repeating a development of existing ideas, we provide a minimal but functional
implementation of the second phase and verify this implementation.
4.2 The Approach to Verified Compilation
In this section, we elaborate on our approach to specifying and verifying the multi-
pass compilers for functional languages on paper. To specify a multi-pass compiler,
we give every compiler transformation a rule-based relational description. Specifically,
we characterize a transformation via a relation between programs in its source and
target languages and a set of rules for deriving the relation. The characterization must
satisfy the following property: a source program is transformed to a target program by
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the transformation if and only if the relation holds of them. In the setting of compiling
functional programs, the transformation rules usually involve manipulation and analysis
of binding structure. An example of such a specification is the transformation of λ-terms
into their de Bruijn forms described in Section 3.1. The specifications for the sequence
of transformations of a multi-pass compiler together constitute the specification of the
compiler.
As we have noted already, a compiler that is composed of a sequence of transfor-
mations can be verified by showing that each transformation preserves the meaning or
semantics of the program it is applied to. How exactly we do the latter will, of course,
depend on how we characterize the semantics of programs. One way to do this is to
examine how a program interacts with the outside world. This interaction is character-
ized by their behaviors that have obvious and fixed meanings, such as termination and
I/O events. Let us write t ⇓ B to represent the judgment that the program t has the
behavior B. We describe a development of the idea of semantics preservation based on
such a judgment that has been used in the CompCert project by Xavier Leroy [20]. Let
t′ be the program that results from transforming the program t. Then we may say at
the outset that t′ preserves the semantics of t if the following property holds:
∀B.t ⇓ B ⇐⇒ t′ ⇓ B.
We write F ⇐⇒ F ′ here to denote that F ⇒ F ′ and F ′ ⇒ F hold where F ⇒ F ′
(F ′ ⇒ F ) itself denotes that F ′ (F ) holds if F (F ′) holds. Now, the strict notion
of behavior preservation presented above is often replaced by the notion of behavior
refinement that corresponds to the following property:
∀B.t′ ⇓ B ⇒ t ⇓ B.
This property allows the target program to choose to follow only some behaviors of the
source program. For instance, if the evaluation order of expressions e1 and e2 is not fixed
in the source program, then it may be acceptable if a particular order has been picked
in the target program. We are also often not interested in following specific behaviors of
all source programs but only those that satisfy some criterion. For example, we may be
concerned only about source programs that do not “go wrong.” In this case, behavioral
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refinement can be further refined to
WellBehaved(t)⇒ ∀B.t′ ⇓ B ⇒ t ⇓ B
where WellBehaved is defined as
WellBehaved(t) ⇐⇒ (∀B.t ⇓ B ⇒ B 6∈Wrong);
here Wrong represents the set of “going wrong” behaviors. This definition of behavioral
refinement gives the compiler the freedom to pick whatever target program it wants if
the source program is one that will go wrong during execution. This is a choice exercised
by many C compilers when they encounter source programs with undefined behaviors.
Behavior refinement is not easy to prove in general. However, if the source and
target languages have deterministic semantics, then it is easy to show that the refined
form of behavioral refinement described above is implied by the following property
∀B 6∈Wrong.t ⇓ B ⇒ t′ ⇓ B.
This property is much easier to prove since we can induct on the evaluation of source
programs.
In this thesis, we are only concerned with languages that have a deterministic se-
mantics and that do not have constructs with side effects. In this context, there are
only three kinds of behaviors to consider: either a program gets stuck, it diverges, or
it evaluates to some value. We will consider getting stuck and divergence as “going
wrong”. The property above then reduces to the following statement, commonly known
as forward simulation:
If a source program evaluates to some value v, then its transformed version
evaluates to some value v′ that is equivalent to v in a sense that is intuitively
well-motivated.
Forward simulation can have many different interpretations depending on the notion
of equivalence it uses. In the setting of verifying multi-pass compilers for functional
languages, this notion must possess the following properties. First, equivalence needs
to be defined between not only atomic values but also function values. Second, since a
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compiler transformation may transform programs in one language into ones in a different
language, the equivalence notion must be definable across multiple languages. We use
logical relations that possess these properties as the notion of semantics preservation.
We could have made a different choice as we discuss in Section 4.5, but this choice
suffices to bring out the main ideas that are of concern in this thesis.
A logical relation defines a family of relations on λ-terms indexed by their types
such that the definition of each relation at a certain type only refers to relations at
smaller types. We can use logical relations to describe the forward simulation property
for program transformations as follows. Given a program transformation P , we identify
the logical relation ∼ to describe a simulation relation between terms in the source and
target languages and the logical relation ≈ to describe an equivalence relation between
values in the source and target languages. Both ∼ and ≈ are indexed by the types of
the source terms (written as subscripts). We define ∼ such that t ∼τ t′ holds if and
only if
for any value v, if t evaluates to v, then there exists some value v′ such that
t′ evaluates to v′ and v ≈τ v′ holds.
To complete the description of the simulation relation, we need to define when values
in the source and target language are considered equivalent. If the source and target
languages contain the same atomic objects, then an obvious choice for the notion of
equivalence at atomic types is identity. Identity would of course not be a good choice
for equivalence at function types if a transformation is intended to accomplish something
substantial. A better idea might be to base this equivalence on the idea of semantics
preservation—which is characterized by simulation—when the two expressions are ap-
plied to equivalent arguments. Specifically, if τ is an arrow type τ1 → τ2, v ≈τ v′ holds
if and only if v and v′ are functions such that the following holds
for any v1 and v
′
1, if v1 ≈τ1 v′1, then (v v1) ∼τ2 (v′ v′1).
Note that ∼ and ≈ are mutually recursively defined. In the statement above we are
using ≈ negatively, i.e. we are assuming it is already defined at a certain type in
defining it at another type. This works because the type at which we assume that we
already know the relation is smaller in an inductive ordering. In other words, this is a
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recursive definition based on the inductively defined collection of types. Note also that
the relations ∼ and ≈ are defined only for closed terms since evaluation semantics does
not exist for terms containing free variables.
In this thesis, we consider compiling functional languages with general recursion. In
such a language, functions have the form (fix f x.t) where f is a binding variable for
the function itself, x is the argument of the function and t is the function body that
may refer to f and x. Applying (fix f x.t) to an argument t′ has the effect of replacing
f with the function itself and x with t′ in t and recursively evaluating the resulting
term (t[(fix f x.t)/f, t′/x]). Since functions are arguments to themselves, the logical
relation describing equivalence between them must have itself as an assumption. One
may consider defining this equivalence relation as follows: if τ is an arrow type τ1 → τ2,
v ≈τ v′ holds if and only if v and v′ are functions such that the following holds
for any f , f ′, v1 and v′1, if f ≈τ f ′ v1 ≈τ1 v′1, then (v f v1) ∼τ2 (v′ f ′ v′1).
However, this relation is not well-defined because f ≈τ f ′ occurs as an assumption: we
are assuming that the equivalence relation ≈τ is already known in its very definition.
We solve the above problem by using the idea of step indexing logical relations [75,
76, 77]. Specifically, we further index a logical relation with a natural number which
stands for the maximum number of evaluation steps in which the two terms related by
it cannot be distinguished from each other. We mutually recursively define the step-
indexed simulation relation ∼ and the equivalence relation ≈ as follows. The relation
t ∼τ ;i t′ where i is the step index holds if and only if
for any value v and any j such that j ≤ i, if t evaluates to v in j steps, then
there exists some value v′ such that t′ evaluates to v′ and v ≈τ ;i−j v′ holds.
If τ is an atomic type, v ≈τ ;i v′ holds if and only if v and v′ are identical. If τ is an
arrow type τ1 → τ2, v ≈τ ;i v′ holds if and only if v and v′ are functions such that
for any f , f ′, v1 and v′1, and any j such that j < i, if f ≈τ ;j f ′ and
v1 ≈τ1;j v′1 hold, then (v f v1) ∼τ2;j (v′ f ′ v′1).
Every assumption in this definition is either indexed by a smaller type or by the same
type and a smaller evaluation steps. Therefore, we can view it as a recursive definition
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based on a collection of pairs of types and evaluation steps inductively defined by lexi-
cographical ordering. We say t simulates t′ in i steps at type τ if t ∼τ ;i t′ holds. For a
term t of type τ to simulate t′, the simulation relation must hold of them at all steps,
i.e., t ∼τ ;i t′ holds for any i. We use t ∼τ t′ to represent this relation, which coincides
with the notation for simulation when no step-indexing is involved.
Given the above definitions, semantics preservation for a transformation P can be
stated as follows:
Property 1. If a closed term t of type τ is transformed into t′ by P , then t ∼τ t′ holds.
When the transformation P is given as a rule-based description of relations, the property
above is equivalent to saying that the simulation relation subsumes the transformation
relation. When step-indexing logical relations are used, this property is equivalent to
the following
Property 2. For any i, if a closed term t of type τ is transformed into t′ by P , then
t ∼τ ;i t′ holds.
This is the property we would like to prove towards showing the correctness of the
transformation P .
We may consider proving Property 2 by induction on the derivation of the trans-
formation relation. However, this will not work because transformations on functional
programs often manipulate expressions within the scope of an abstraction and, in this
sense, work recursively on open terms. In this case the inductive hypothesis is not appli-
cable because it assumes terms involved in the transformation are closed. We solve this
problem by generalizing Property 2 to accommodate open terms by relating them under
closed substitutions. Specifically, given a transformation P , assume θ is a substitution
(v1/x1, . . . , vn/xn) in its source language, θ
′ is a substitution (v′1/x′1, . . . , v′n/x′n) in its
target language, where v1, . . . , vn, v
′
1, . . . , v
′
n are closed values and xi is mapped to x
′
i by
P for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We use θ ≈Γ;i θ′ where Γ is a type context (x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) to
denote that vk ≈τk;i v′k holds for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Given two terms t and t′ such that the free
variables of t are contained in {x1, . . . , xn} and the free variables of t′ are contained in
{x′1, . . . , x′n}, the generalized semantics preservation property is stated as follows:
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Property 3. For any i, θ, θ′ and Γ such that θ ≈Γ;i θ′ holds, if the free variables of t
are bound in Γ and t is of type τ , and if t is transformed into t′ by P , then t[θ] ∼τ ;i t′[θ′]
holds.
This property can be proved by induction on the derivation of the transformation rela-
tion. In the case that the transformation goes under binders, we extend the substitutions
θ and θ′ with equivalent values for the binders and apply the inductive hypothesis using
the extended substitutions. Since θ ∼τ ;i θ′ holds vacuously when θ and θ′ are empty,
Property 2 is just a special case of Property 3.
As we have described at the beginning of this chapter, we are interested in verifying
compilation of closed programs at atomic types. Since the equivalence relation at atomic
types is identity, we can show that Property 1 is equivalent to the following property
when τ is an atomic type:
Property 4. If a closed term t of atomic type τ is transformed into t′ by P and t
evaluates to v, then t′ evaluates to v.
This is the forward simulation property of the transformation P we are eventually
interested in.
Finally, we would like to compose the forward simulation properties of individual
transformations to form the correctness proof of the full compiler. Notice that to apply
these properties, we need to show that the input terms of the transformations are well-
typed. For this we prove that every transformation preserves the types of its source
terms. Thus, if the source program of the compiler is well-typed, then by the type
preservation properties, every intermediate result in the compilation sequence is also
well-typed. A type preservation property looks like the following:
If a term t has type τ and is transformed into t′ by P , then t′ has type τ .
Such a property is proved by induction on the transformation relation. This proof is
usually straightforward and much simpler than that of semantics preservation.
The semantics preservation property for a compiler C is stated as follows:
Property 5. If a closed term t of atomic type τ is compiled into t′ by C and t evaluates
to v, then t′ evaluates to v.
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Assume C consists of a sequence of transformations P1, . . . , Pn, the property above is
equivalent to the following:
Property 6. If a closed term t of atomic type τ is transformed into t′ by P1, . . . , Pn in
sequence and t evaluates to v, then t′ evaluates to v.
We prove it by applying the semantics and type preservation theorems of P1, . . . , Pn
in sequence, as follows. We know t is transformed into t′′ by P1 for some t′′ and t′′ is
transformed by the rest of the transformations into t′. By semantics preservation of
P1, we know t
′′ evaluates to v. By type preservation of P1, we know t′′ has type τ . At
this point we have gathered enough assumptions for applying the semantics and type
preservation theorems of P2 with t
′′ as its input. This process is repeated for the rest
of the transformations. In the end, we have t′ evaluates to v.
Up to now, we have presented the essential ideas for characterizing and proving
semantics preservation properties using logical relations. When we talk about compiler
transformations concretely in the later chapters, we will notice that they work with
languages with richer constructs more than just atomic values and functions. In those
situations, the definitions of logical relations, the semantics preservation theorems and
their proofs will have more complicated forms than those presented in this section.
Nevertheless, the fundamental ideas in this section still apply in those situations.
4.3 Using the Framework in Verified Compilation
In this section, we elaborate on the methodology for formalizing the approach to im-
plementing and verifying compilation of functional programs discussed in the previous
section. Under this methodology, we encode compiler transformations as λProlog speci-
fications and prove semantics preservation of the transformations in Abella through the
two-level logic approach.
We follow the approach to implementing rule-based relational specifications de-
scribed in Section 2.1 to implement compiler transformations. Given a compiler trans-
formation, we first encode the source and target languages of the transformation, in-
cluding their syntax and typing rules in λProlog. For instance, the typing relation of
the source language may be represented by the predicate of such that of M T holds
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if and only if M has type T ; the type relation of the target language is represented by
of′ in a similar way. We then identify a predicate constant to represent the relation
for the compiler transformation and translate the transformation rules into program
clauses defining this predicate constant. We have already seen an example illustrating
this approach in Section 3.1, i.e., the encoding of the transformation from λ-terms to
their de Bruijn forms.
As we have discussed in Section 2.1.4, the λProlog specifications function directly as
implementations under a logic programming interpretation. We can therefore use the
encoding of compiler transformations as an implementation of the compiler. Suppose
that a multi-pass compiler consists of a sequence of transformations P1, . . . , Pn and they
are represented as binary predicate symbols p1, . . . , pn such that (pi s t) holds if and
only if the program S is transformed by Pi into T and s and t are respectively the
encodings of S and T . Then given a source program S and its encoding m0, we can
identify variables m1, . . . ,mn and query the following goal
(p1 m0 m1) & (p2 m1 m2) & . . . & (pn mn−1 mn).
Proof search in λProlog will instantiate m1, . . . ,mn with terms such that (p mi−1 mi)
holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The term for mn is then the encoding of the result of compiling S.
We verify the compiler by formalizing the verification development described in
Section 4.2 in Abella. That is, we encode semantics preservation of every transformation
as a theorem in Abella, prove these theorems and compose them to form the correctness
proof of the full compiler. The key is to formally prove Property 3 for every compiler
transformation. To formalize this property in Abella, we need to formalize the logical
relations and the substitution operations. The encoding of substitution as a relation
has already been given in Section 3.2.4. We are left with the problem of encoding logic
relations.
Before we can talk about encoding logical relations, we have to encode the evaluation
semantics of the source and target languages of the transformation. Since we need to
keep track of the number of evaluation steps in step-indexing logical relations, we give
small-step evaluation semantics to these languages. We define the evaluation semantics
as λProlog specifications using the approach described in Section 2.1. Specifically, for
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the source language we designate a predicate constant step to represent a one-step
evaluation relation. It is defined through a set of program clauses such that step t t′
holds if and only if t evaluates t′ in one step. We also identify the predicate constant
nstep such that nstep n t t′ holds if and only if t evaluates to t′ in n steps where n ≥ 0.
It is defined by transitively composing the step relation. We use the predicate constant
eval to denote the big-step evaluation relation such that eval t v holds if t evaluates to
the value v in a finite number of steps, i.e., nstep n t v holds for some n. Similarly, we
define the predicates step′, nstep′ and eval′ that represent corresponding evaluations
relations for the target language.
Assume P is the transformation under consideration and ∼ and ≈ represent the
logical relations denoting the semantics preservation property of P . We designate the
predicate sim to represent ∼ and equiv to represent ≈. We then translate the definitions
of ∼ and ≈ into clauses for sim and equiv such that
• t ∼τ ;i t′ holds if and only if sim T I M M ′ holds and
• t ≈τ ;i t′ holds if and only if equiv T I M M ′ holds
where T , I, M and M ′ are encodings of τ , i, t and t′, respectively. The translation
is straightforward and makes use of the encoding of evaluation semantics. Note that
we need to indicate that sim and equiv are defined only for closed terms. We use the
technique presented in Section 2.4.2 to characterized this closedness property. That is,
we identify a predicate tm defined by a set of program clauses in λProlog such that
{tmM} holds if and only if M is a well-formed closed term. Notice that sim and equiv
are not given as a fixed-point definition. Instead, they form a recursive definition that
is based on an inductively defined set of pairs of types and step indexes. The theoretical
justification of recursive definitions in Abella is given in [59].
Given the encoding of logical relations on closed terms, it is easy to extend it to
relate closed substitutions. We designate the predicate subst equiv to represent the
logical relation on closed substitutions such that subst equiv L I S S′ holds if and
only if θ ≈Γ;i θ′ where Γ, I, S and S′ are encodings of Γ, i, θ and θ′. It is given a
fixed-point definition by using sim and equiv through the following clauses:
subst equiv nil I nil nil , >
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∇x.subst equiv (of x T :: L) I (map x M :: S) (map x M ′ :: S′) ,
equiv T I M M ′ ∧ subst equiv L I S S′
Suppose the relation describing the transformation P is encoded as a predicate
constant p such that (p M M ′) holds if and only if t is transformed into t′ by P where
M and M ′ are respectively the encodings of t and t′. Then we can state Property 3 for
P as the following theorem in Abella where {L ` ofM T} asserts that the source term
M has type T in the typing context L:
∀L, I, S, S′,M,M ′, T,N,N ′.
subst equiv L I S S′ ⊃ {L ` ofM T} ⊃ {p M M ′} ⊃
app subst S M N ⊃ app subst S′ M ′ N ′ ⊃ sim T I N N ′.
This theorem is then proved by induction on {p M M ′}. When the terms M and M ′
are closed and the substitutions S and S′ are empty, we get the following special case
of the above theorem, corresponding to Property 2:
∀I,M,M ′, T.{ofM T} ⊃ {p M M ′} ⊃ sim T I M M ′.
When T is an atomic type, this theorem further degenerates into the following, corre-
sponding to Property 4:
∀M,M ′, T.{ofM T} ⊃ {p M M ′} ⊃ {evalM V } ⊃ {eval′ M ′ V }.
To compose the above theorem with that for other transformations, we need to prove
the following type preservation property for the transformation:
∀M,M ′, T.{ofM T} ⊃ {p M M ′} ⊃ {of′ M ′ T}.
It is proved by induction on {p M M ′}, usually in a straightforward manner.
Now, assume the predicate constants p1, . . . , pn encode the transformation relations
for the sequence of transformations in the compiler and the predicate constant c rep-
resent the compilation relation such that (c t0 tn) holds if and only if there exists
t1, . . . , tn−1 such that (pi ti−1 ti) holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then semantics preservation of
the full compiler is encoded as follows which corresponds to Property 5:
∀M,M ′, T.{ofM T} ⊃ {c M M ′} ⊃ {evalM V } ⊃ {eval′ M ′ V }.
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Suppose we have proved the semantics and type preservation properties for p1, . . . , pn.
We can then apply them to prove the above theorem. The proof closely follows the
informal one we described in Section 4.2.
4.4 Using λ-Tree Syntax in Verified Compilation
By using the framework consisting of λProlog and Abella in verified compilation of
functional programs, we expect to draw on the benefits for the λ-tree syntax approach
that we outlined in Section 2.4. In this section, we motivate the way in which these
benefits will play out in the concrete developments that we undertake in the next few
chapters in the thesis.
In the implementations of transformations on functional programs, we use meta-
level λ-abstraction to represent the binding operators in functional objects. As a result,
the notions related to binding structure such as renaming and substitution are captured
by α- and β-conversions in a logical and precise fashion. For instance, β-conversion
will be used to model the “administrative” substitution operations that are an inherent
part of the CPS transformation as described in Chapter 5, resulting in a very concise
implementation of the transformation. When working on functional objects, the com-
piler transformations often need to go under their binding operators and recursively
transform the function bodies. Furthermore, these transformations often have side con-
ditions for the binding variables introduced by recursion. As described in Sections 2.1.3
and 2.4 we use the universal and hypothetical goals to perform recursion over binding
operators and to enforce these side conditions. Compiler transformations often perform
non-trivial analysis on the binding structure of function objects. Such analysis can be
captured in the λProlog specifications concisely and logically. For example, in Chap-
ter 7 we will present a transformation that extracts closed functions to the top-level.
For the extraction to work, it is necessary to show that such functions do not refer
to any bound variable. This independence relation can be statically characterized via
quantification ordering and dynamically realized via unification. Complicated analysis
of binding structure can even be specified through λProlog programs. As an example,
consider the closure conversion transformation that was briefly touched in the introduc-
tion and that will be presented in detail in Chapter 6. To implement closure conversion,
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we need to compute free variables in functions. This computation will be presented as
a relation between function objects and their free variables and defined through a set
of λProlog program clauses.
The above uses of the λ-tree syntax approach also apply when we treat definitions
involving binding structure in the verification of compiler transformations on functional
programs in Abella. Furthermore, the logical structure of such treatments can be ex-
ploited to significantly simplify reasoning about binding structure. For example, we
have given a definition of substitution as an explicit relation in Section 3.2.4 which is an
essential component for describing the semantics preservation property characterized as
logical relations. We have also shown that a lot of properties of the substitution relation
can be easily established by observing that they are just manifestation of the properties
of β-conversion in the meta-level language.
Rich properties of binding structure can be proved by combining the λ-tree syntax
approach and the two-level logic approach. This manifests in the treatment of closedness
property of λ-terms. In Section 2.4.2 we have seen that we can characterize closed terms
through a λProlog specification for the predicate tm such that {tm M} holds if and
only if M is a closed term. This predicate is used in the definition of logical relations
which should hold only for closed terms. We can then easily prove the property that
substitution has no effect on closed terms by using the explicit definition of substitution
and the λProlog specification for closed terms. This property is critical to proving
semantics preservation of closure conversion as we shall see in Chapter 6.
Finally, the logical structure of binding related treatments in the implementation of
compiler transformations can be exploited to simplify reasoning about binding structure
through the two-level logic approach. For instance, the usage of β-conversion to model
“administrative” substitution operations in the CPS transformation makes it extremely
easy to reason about the effects of such operations, as we shall see in Chapter 5. As
another example, in Chapter 6 we will need to prove the following “strengthening”
property for typing: if a term t has type τ in a typing context Γ and Γ′ is a restriction
of Γ that contained only the free variables in t, then t also has type τ in Γ′. We shall
see that this property can be easily established by exploiting the logical structure of the
λProlog program for computing free variables.
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4.5 Nuances in Formalizing Semantics Preservation
We will be using a logical relations style characterization of semantics preservation in
the work in this thesis. There are, however, a few other ways in which this notion has
been characterized in the literature. We discuss and contrast these different approaches
in this section.
A good starting point for the discussion is a set of criteria proposed by Neis et al. [25]
to assess the different approaches to formalizing semantics preservation:
• Modularity : This is a property that allows us to build the correctness proof for
a large program in the way we build the program itself, i.e. by composing the
correctness proofs for the modules constituting the program. Formally, this means
that if we have shown that the target programs T1 and T2 preserve the semantics
of the source programs S1 and S2 from which they were generated, then the code
that results from linking T1 and T2 should also preserve the semantics of the result
of composing S1 and S2 at the source level. This property is also called “horizontal
composibility.”
• Flexibility : This criterion amounts to saying that the definition of semantic preser-
vation is fixed solely by the semantics of the source and target languages and is
oblivious to the transformations that are performed. Together with modularity, it
allows for combination of correctness proofs of modules that use the same definition
of semantics preservation but are generated by different compiler transformations.
• Transitivity : This criterion amounts to saying that semantics preservation proofs
for individual transformations can be composed to derive the semantic preserva-
tion proof for the full sequence of transformations. Transitivity is necessary for the
separate verification of compilation passes in multi-pass compilers. Transitivity is
also called “vertical composibility”.
Correctness proofs based on logical relations enjoy the modularity property because
of the extensional reading underlying equivalence at function types. If we think of
modules with external references as functions whose arguments are these references,
then we can reduce the linking of modules to function applications. By the definition
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of the equivalence relation for function values, we can easily combine the semantics
preservation proofs of individual modules to form the proof for the linked program.
Correctness proofs based on logical relations are also flexible. This is because the
definitions of logical relations only depend on the evaluation semantics of the source and
target programs they hold of. As a result, the correctness proofs of different transfor-
mations that use the same logical relation as the notion of semantics preservation can
be combined without any problem.
Establishing transitivity of correctness proofs when these use a notion of semantics
preservation based on logical relations is more difficult. Perhaps the most obvious way to
obtain this property is to show that the underlying logical relations are composable. In
particular, suppose that the logical relations ∼1 and ∼2 underlie the proofs of semantics
preservation for two transformations on functional programs and we want to show the
correctness of the composition of these two transformations with respect to a third
logical relation ∼3. This would trivially be the case if we can show the following:
∀τ t1 t2 t3 , t1 ∼1τ t2 ⊃ t2 ∼2τ t3 ⊃ t1 ∼3τ t3.
However, this kind of property is generally hard to prove. In fact, it may not hold even
if the source and target languages for the transformations are identical and all three
logical relations are the same. In [76], Ahmed proposed a way to restrict the permitted
forms of logical relations using properties based on types that overcomes this difficulty.
Regardless of the merits of this approach, it is not directly usable in the typical setting
for compiler verification. The reason for this is that compiler transformations typically
modify and simplify programs in a one language into programs in a different language
that is equipped with specialized constructs motivated by the relevant transformation.
As a result, the logical relations that are used to characterize semantics preservation
at each stage of a multi-stage transformation are usually different ones and they also
relate programs in different languages. For example, ∼1 may be a logical relation
for the continuation-passing style transformation that will be described in Chapter 5,
∼2 may be a logical relation for the closure conversion transformation that will be
described in Chapter 6, and ∼3 is correspondingly the logical relation that captures
the notion of semantics preservation between the source and target languages for the
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composition of the two transformations. In this case, the definition of ∼1 would have to
take into account the way we intend the devices called continuations to function, while
the definition of ∼2 makes no assumption about continuations. In this kind of situation,
it is not clear that we can derive a suitable logical relation between expressions in the
initial and final languages simply by composing the sequence of intermediate logical
relations that have been used.
The above discussion shows that if we use a definition of semantics preservation
that is based on logical relations, then it becomes difficult to prove the correctness of a
multi-stage compiler simply by composing correctness proofs for each stage. We may,
however, restrict our attention to those programs that produce a value of atomic type;
doing so effectively means that we are focusing on compilation of complete programs
and then modularity and flexibility become irrelevant issues. If we narrow our focus in
this way and if equivalence at atomic types is based on a simple one-to-one mapping
of values between relevant domains, then correctness results for multiple stages can
be composed to obtain a correctness result for the entire sequence of transformations.
In fact, this is the perspective we take in this thesis and we have discussed how the
composition works in Section 4.2.
The idea of limiting attention to programs that produce values of atomic type has, in
fact, been widely used in compiler verification; to take two recent examples, it underlies
the CompCert [20] and the CakeML [24] projects. In this more restricted context, the
main requirement of the notion of program equivalence that we use is that it accord
with intuitions at atomic types, i.e., equivalence between values is reduced to identity
at atomic types. At function types, we may use extensional equality as is done with
logical relations style definitions of equivalence, but we may also use other notions that,
for example, help us construct correctness proofs more easily. One particular notion of
equivalence that we may use is the relation induced by the transformation itself; this
typically preserves values at atomic types, thus satisfying the key property we need of
program equivalence.
If we use the above idea, the forward simulation property reduces to the following
statement for any given transformation P :
For any t that is transformed by P into t′, if t evaluates to some value v,
then there exists an value v′ such that t′ evaluates to v′ and v is transformed
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by P into v′.
This statement, which amounts to saying that the transformation and evaluation per-
mute with each other, is usually proved by induction on evaluation sequences in the
source language. In order to be able to prove such a statement, we often have to tune
the definitions of the transformation and of evaluation to each other.
By the above statement it is easy to show that correctness proofs based on the refined
approach we have just described are transitively composible; note that the justification
for this approach is that we are eventually interested only in whole programs that
produce a value of atomic type. Proofs in this style are, as a rule, not flexible because
they are often dependent on tuning the definition of evaluation to the transformation
being proved correct. Finally, the simulation based approach does not automatically
guarantee modularity because the notion of equivalence it uses for functions is not
sufficiently constrained. Determining ways to apply this approach that yield modularity
is an active research topic; [78] presents a recent development along these lines.
There has been some recent work led, not surprisingly by Neis and colleagues that
is aimed at designing a notion of semantics preservation that actually meets all three
desired criteria put forward for such a notion. Most specifically, Neis et al. [25] have
introduced a relation called parametric inter-language simulation or PILS towards this
end. PILS can be thought of as a refinement to logical relations. Similar to logical
relations, PILS enjoys modularity and flexibility. Moreover, PILS also enjoys transitivity
that logical relations fail to support. The key idea is to break up a single definition of
logical relation into two relations called “global knowledge” and “local knowledge” to
dismiss the negative self-reference that occurs in the definition of equivalence at function
types so that semantics preservation can be characterized as fixed-point definitions. As
we have discussed before, the negative self-reference is the main reason that logical
relations are not transitively composible. By finessing the need for such a reference,
PILS is able to support transitivity.
We have chosen to use a logical relations style definition of semantics preservation
rather than one based on PILS mainly because the latter is still in at an evolutionary
stage; our focus in this thesis is not so much on developing new and useful ideas concern-
ing semantics preservation as it is on exposing useful approaches to formalizing them.
In this regard, we believe many of the lessons to be drawn from this work also carry
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over to situations in which other notions of semantics preservation are used. The key
observation is that representation, manipulation and analysis of binding structure are
inherent in compiler transformations of functional programs and properties about them
must be explicitly proved in reasoning no matter what notions of semantics preserva-
tion are used. Thus, the λ-tree syntax approach can always be used to simplify these
reasoning tasks. For example, suppose we prove the correctness of the closure conver-
sion transformation by showing that it permutes with evaluations. For this we need
to keep an explicit representation of environments in the evaluation semantics. The
evaluation environments can be easily encoded in λProlog by using meta-level abstrac-
tions to represent the bindings of the environments and their properties can be easily
proved in Abella by exploiting the logical structure of the encoding of environments. As
another example, the definition of PILS makes essential use of substitution like logical
relations. As a result, reasoning about the substitution operations and their interaction
with other program constructs is an inherent part of the correctness proofs based on
PILS. Such reasoning can be carried out effectively by using λ-tree syntax just as when
logical relations are used as the correctness notion.
4.6 Exercise of Verified Compilation in the Thesis
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our methodology for implementing and verifying
transformations on functional programs, we will use it to develop a verified compiler for
a representative functional language. This language extends the simply typed λ-calculus
with general recursion, conditional and arithmetic expressions; it can be thought of as
an extension to the well-known PCF language [42]. Our compiler takes programs in the
λ-tree syntax representation as input; transforming actual programs into this form can
be accomplished by standard tools for parsing and extracting an internal representation.
Compilation will be achieved through several passes that translate the source programs
into successive intermediate languages, and finally producing code in a language that
is similar to the Cminor language used in the CompCert project [43]. We have chosen
this as our target language because many other compiler verification projects have used
Cminor as an intermediate language and we can therefore benefit from their work in
completing the compiler verification process.
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The structure of the compiler that we develop in this thesis and that is shown in Fig-
ure 4.1 is explained qualitatively as follows. The CPS transformation makes the control
flow such as evaluation ordering explicit. The closure conversion transformation makes
(nested) functions independent of their context. It effectively makes functions closed.
The code hoisting transformation lifts these closed functions to the top level. After this
transformation, all the higher-order features of the source programs are removed. The
code closely resembles that in procedural languages such as C. The code generation
phase makes the allocation of objects explicit and generates Cminor-like code.
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Figure 4.1: The Compiler for a PCF-style Language
We use the methodology described in Section 4.3 to implement a formally verified
version of this compiler. Chapter 5,6,7 respectively describe the implementation and
verification of the CPS transformation, closure conversion and code hoisting. Chapter 8
describes the code generation transformation and composition of semantics preservation
of individual transformations to form the correctness proof for the full compiler.
Chapter 5
The Continuation Passing Style
Transformation
Continuation Passing Style (CPS) is a programming style in which control flow is made
explicit by using devices called continuations that record “the remaining computation”.
CPS has a long history that dates back to 1960s [79]. Languages in this form are
favored as intermediate languages for a lot of compilers for functional languages (e.g.,
see [27, 80, 81]) because continuations provide an elegant representation of language
constructs such as function calls and pattern matching, and expressions in the CPS form
resemble statements in procedural languages and thereby can be more easily related to
executable code.
A CPS transformation translates functional programs in a direct style of program-
ming into a CPS form [82, 83, 84]. It takes as arguments a source term and a contin-
uation representing an abstraction of the remaining computation over the value of the
source term. It then transforms the source term into a more fine-grained form such that
control flow is made explicit—i.e., there is no ambiguity in the order of evaluation—by
recursively applying the transformation on its subterms and accumulating the contin-
uation in the process. A common approach to describe the CPS transformation is to
describe it using λ-calculus [83, 84]. In this approach , it is important to distinguish
between β-redexes introduced by the transformation for realizing substitution at the
translation time and β-redexes that come from the source term. The former kind of
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β-redexes are reduced at the translation time as part of the transformation while the
later should not be reduced because that will count as partial evaluation of the source
term in the compilation phase. We adopt the terminology in [84] to denote the former as
administrative β-redexes and the later as dynamic β-redexes, i.e., β-redexes that should
only be reduced at run time.
The CPS transformation can be easily described in a rule-based and relational style.
However, the formalization of such a description can be difficult. The major difficulty
lies in correctly capturing the way the administrative and dynamic β-redexes work.
Moreover, this difficulty is amplified when proving properties of the transformation
such as semantic preservation because the properties of binding related notions for
manipulating administrative and dynamic β-redexes must be proved explicitly.
We solve the above problems by using the methodology for implementing and verify-
ing compiler transformations described in Section 4.3. First, we encode the rule-based
relational description of the CPS transformation as a λProlog specification. We use
meta-level β-redexes to encode the administrative β-redexes. As such, the substitu-
tion operations they represent are automatically captured by meta-level β-reduction.
The dynamic β-redexes are encoded as program constructs by using the λ-tree syn-
tax approach. Because λProlog specifications are executable, the encoding of the CPS
transformation is also its implementation. We then prove that the implementation pre-
serves semantics in Abella by following the logical relation based approach described
in Section 4.3. Because the logical structure of the implementation is transparently
reflected into Abella via the two-level logic approach, we are able to prove the prop-
erties of administrative and dynamic β-redexes easily by exploiting their λ-tree syntax
representation. In the end we get a concise and elegant proof of semantics preservation
for the implementation.
In the following sections, we illustrate the above ideas by constructing a verified
implementation of the CPS transformation in our compiler described in Section 4.6.
We first give an overview of the CPS transformation in Section 5.1. We then present
the source and target languages and give a rule-based relational description of the
transformation in Section 5.2. We then encode the rule-based description as a λProlog
specification in Section 5.3. The discussion here will focus on using the λ-tree syntax
approach to encode the administrative and dynamic β-redexes. In Section 5.4, we
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present the informal semantics preservation proof of the CPS transformation. We lastly
give the formal semantic preservation proof of the implementation in Section 5.5. The
discussion will bring out the benefits of λ-tree syntax approach in reasoning about the
administrative and dynamic β-redexes.
5.1 An Overview of the Transformation
The CPS transformation we work with is based on the transformation proposed by
Danvy and Filinski in [84] that reduces administrative β-redexes on the fly. To describe
the transformation, we need to distinguish between the administrative β-redexes which
only manifest themselves during the transformation and are eliminated in the final
result, and the dynamic β-redexes that are constituting pieces of the result. We shall
use λˆx. t and (@ t1 t2) to represent administrative abstractions and applications and
normal abstractions and applications to represent the dynamic ones.
The transformation takes as input a term and a continuation that is an adminis-
trative abstraction over the value of the term and that is already in the CPS form.
Intuitively, the source term can be thought as a program fragment that represents the
“current computation” and eventually evaluates to a value. The continuation can be
thought as a program fragment that, when fed with the value of the source term, repre-
sents the “remaining computation.” The job of the CPS transformation is to convert the
source term into a form in which control flow becomes explicit and to combine the result
with the continuation to form the complete program. The transformation proceeds by
recursion over the structure of the source term. At the beginning of this process, a
continuation representing the context in which the source program will be used is given.
The CPS transformation is then recursively applied to the sub-expressions of the source
term and the results are accumulated into the continuation in an order that reflects the
control flow of the source program. The result of such accumulation is the output of
the CPS transformation.
We start by illustrating how the CPS transformation works on basic expressions
through some examples. Consider the base case of the transformation, i.e., when the
source term t is a variable or a constant. In this case, the control flow in t is vacuously
fixed. Letting λˆv. t′ be the input continuation, we can therefore apply λˆv. t′ to the source
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term to form the output which is (@ (λˆv. t′) t). The term (@ (λˆv. t′) t) is an example
of administrative β-redexes which will be immediately reduced by the transformation.
To illustrate the transformation on compound expressions, consider the case when the
source term is an addition expression t1 + t2. Let (λˆv. t) be the input continuation and
assume that the expression is evaluated from left to right. Then we can break down
the computation represented by t1 + t2 into the following sequence: evaluating t1 to
v1, evaluating t2 to v2 and evaluating v1 + v2. By doing so the control flow becomes
explicit and unambiguous. We recursively perform the CPS transformation on t2 with
the continuation
c2 = (λˆv2. let v = v1 + v2 in @ (λˆv. t) v)
to get a target program t′2; note that v1 is a free variable in this expression that will be
bound by an administrative abstraction in the input continuation to the transformation
of t1 as we explain presently. In the continuation c2, we have used a let expression to
explicitly state that the addition of v1 and v2 must be computed before we can use it for
the remaining computation represented by t. This is a common technique for enforcing
evaluation ordering that will arise often in the following discussion. Again notice the use
of the administrative β-redex (@ (λˆv. t) v) to represent a substitution operation. Notice
also that c2 represents the computation after evaluating t2. As a result, t
′
2 represents the
evaluation of t2 followed by the remaining computation, which is also the computation
after evaluating t1. We can therefore recursively apply the transformation on t1 with
λˆv1. t
′
2 as the input continuation to get the complete program in the CPS form.
At this point we know how the basic expressions are transformed into the CPS form.
Another important part of the CPS transformation is to convert functions and function
applications into the CPS form. A function in the CPS form takes a continuation as
an extra argument. This continuation is provided by the caller of the function that
represents the future computation after the function returns. Instead of returning a
value to the caller, evaluation of the function body ends with calling the continuation
with the return value as its argument. As a result, in the CPS form function calls
never return and computation always goes forward by invoking other continuations. By
making the control flow for function calls and returns explicit, we avoid having to treat
a function return as a program construct and enable optimizations that rely on control
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flow analysis such as elimination of tail-calls.
We give a more concrete account of the transformation on functions and function
calls. Let λx. t be the source function and k be the input continuation. Letting k′ denote
the continuation passed over from the caller, we first recursively perform the transfor-
mation on t with the continuation (λˆa. k′ a) to get the function body t′ in the CPS form.
Note that we cannot use k′ directly as an input to the recursive transformation because
it is a dynamic λ-abstraction. That is why we instead have used (λˆa. k′ a) which is
an administrative λ-abstraction equivalent to k′ as the input continuation. Then the
original function λx. t is transformed into the following expression:
let f = λx. λk′. t′ in (@ k f)
Note that the original λ-abstraction is converted to the dynamic abstraction λx. λk′. t′
and the administrative β-redex (@ k f) represents the remaining computation.
To transform a function application (t1 t2) given the input continuation k, we need
to pass k as an extra argument to t1. We cannot use k directly as an argument because
it is an administrative λ-abstraction while a dynamic λ-abstraction is expected here. We
therefore convert k into a dynamic abstraction λa. (@ k a) and use it as the continuation
argument. Let c2 be the continuation representing the computation after evaluating t2.
This continuation has the form
λˆv2. v1 v2 (λa. (@ k a))
where v1 is a free variable that, intuitively, represents the place where the result of
evaluating (the transformed version of) t1 must be filled in to complete the computation.
Now, to actually effect the transformation we first transform t2 with c2 as the input
continuation to get t′2. Then we transform t1 with the continuation λv1. t′2 to get the
complete result of transforming (t1 t2) into the CPS form.
As an example, consider the following program expression:
let f = λx. x+ 2 in f 3
The input continuation used for transforming this expression, as also any expression at
the top-level, is λˆx. x. Using this continuation, the CPS transformation converts the
given expression into the following equivalent one in the CPS form:
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let f = (λx. λk′. let v = x+ 2 in (k′ v)) in f 3 (λa. a)
In producing this expression, we have contracted several administrative redexes that
arise, as we invite the reader to verify by actually carrying out the steps of the trans-
formation that we have described.
We have now covered all the important aspects of the CPS transformation in the
style of Danvy and Filinski. Realistic functional programming languages may have
richer program constructs. But the CPS transformation for them follows the essential
ideas exposed in this section.
5.2 A Rule-Based Description of the Transformation
The CPS transformation is the first pass of the compiler we described in Section 4.6.
We give it a rule-based relational description in this section based on the ideas presented
in the last section.
5.2.1 The source and target languages
The source language of the CPS transformation, which is also the source language of the
whole compiler, is a slight variant of the PCF language [42], a representative functional
programming language that is often studied in the literature on functional programming
languages and verification. The target language of the transformation is the same as its
source language, i.e., the CPS transformation is a source-to-source transformation that
does not introduce any new program constructs. The syntax of this language is shown
in Figure 5.1. In this figure, T , M and V stand respectively for the categories of types,
terms and the terms recognized as values.
We provide some intuition into the structure of the language whose syntax is de-
scribed by the rules in Figure 5.1; this intuition will underlie the typing and evaluation
judgments that we will present later. The symbol N represents the type of natural
numbers and the symbol unit represents a type whose sole constructor is () that is also
pronounced as unit. Further, T1 → T2 corresponds to the function type and T1 × T2
is the type of pairs. The collection of terms in the language is essentially an extension
of the terms constituting the simply typed λ-calculus. More specifically, this collection
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T ::= N | T1 → T2 | unit | T1 × T2
M ::= n | x | pred M | M1 +M2 |
if M1 then M2 else M3 |
() | (M1,M2) | fst M | snd M |
let x = M1 in M2 |
fix f x.M | (M1 M2)
V ::= n | fix f x.M | () | (V1, V2)
Figure 5.1: The Syntax of the Source/Target Language of the CPS transformation
can be understood as follows. First, it includes the natural numbers; this collection is
denoted by n in the syntax rules. Second, it includes the arithmetic operators pred
and + that represent, respectively, the predecessor and addition functions on natural
numbers. Third, it includes constructors and destructors for tuples: () is the unit con-
structor, (M1,M2) is a pair whose first element is M1 and second element is M2; fst and
snd are the projection operators on pairs to their first and second elements. Fourth, it
includes the conditional expression if M1 then M2 else M3. The behavior of such an
expression is based on whether or not the “condition” M1 is zero: If so, it behaves the
same as M2; Otherwise, it behaves the same as M3. Fifth, it includes let expressions
of the form let x = M1 in M2 that are convenient for breaking up a program into
more manageable pieces; in any given instance of this expression, x represents a local
variable that is bound to the value of M1 and whose scope is limited to M2. Finally,
the collection of terms includes the recursion or fixed-point operator fix which abstracts
simultaneously the function f and the parameter x over the function body M to form
the function fix f x.M and the usual function application expression (M1 M2). The
application of a function fix f x.M to an argument M ′ behaves by replacing f with
itself and x with M ′ in its body M and evaluating the resulting term. We use λx.M
to denote the function fix f x.M in which f does not occur in M .
A typing judgment for the source/target language is written as Γ ` M : T , where
Γ is a list of type assignments for variables. They are derivable by using the rules in
Figure 5.2. The typing rules are mostly standard. The only interesting rule is of-fix for
typing functions: to give the function fix f x.M an arrow type T1 → T2, we need to
show its body M has type T2 in an extended context that assigns f with the type of the
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function itself and x with the type of its argument. This coincides with the intuitive
interpretation of such expressions that we have presented above.
Γ ` n : N of-nat
x : T ∈ Γ
Γ ` x : T of-var
Γ `M : N
Γ ` pred M : N of-pred
Γ `M1 : N Γ `M2 : N
Γ `M1 +M2 : N of-plus
Γ `M1 : N Γ `M2 : T Γ `M3 : T
Γ ` if M1 then M2 else M3 : T of-if
Γ ` () : unit of-unit
Γ `M1 : T1 Γ `M2 : T2
Γ ` (M1,M2) : T1 × T2 of-pair
Γ `M : T1 × T2
Γ ` fst M : T1 of-fst
Γ `M : T1 × T2
Γ ` snd M : T2 of-snd
Γ `M1 : T1 Γ, x : T1 `M2 : T
Γ ` let x = M1 in M2 : T of-let
(provided x does not occur in Γ)
Γ, f : T1 → T2, x : T1 `M : T2
Γ ` fix f x.M : T1 → T2 of-fix
(provided f and x do not occur in Γ)
Γ `M1 : T1 → T Γ `M2 : T1
Γ `M1 M2 : T of-app
Figure 5.2: Typing Rules for the Source Language of the CPS transformation
5.2.2 The transformation rules
We give the rules for the CPS transformation based on the informal ideas described
in Section 5.1. In general, we must transform terms containing free variables. These
free variables must be tracked throughout the transformation. Thus, we specify the
transformation as a 4-place relation written as ρ .M ;K  cps M ′, where M and M ′ are
the input and output terms, K is the input continuation and ρ is a set of variables that
contains all the free variables in M . We write (ρ, x) to denote the extension of ρ with
a variable x. Figure 5.3 defines the ρ . M ;K  cps M ′ relation in a rule-based fashion.
Note again that we use λˆx.M and (@ M1 M2) to represent administrative abstractions
and applications. An administrative β-redex should be considered as representing its
λ-normal form, i.e., it is immediately reduced by the transformation. Most of the
rules follow directly from the informal description of the CPS transformation given in
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Section 5.1. The rules that need further explanation are cps-if for transforming the
conditional expressions, cps-fix for transforming functions and cps-app for transforming
function applications.
Intuitively, a rule for transforming the conditional expressions can be given as fol-
lows:
ρ . M2;K  cps M ′2 ρ . M3;K  cps M ′3 ρ . M1; λˆx1. if x1 then M ′2 else M ′3  cps M ′
ρ . if M1 then M2 else M3;K  cps M ′
That is, we recursively transform both branches of the expression with the input con-
tinuation K since K must be the remaining computation no matter which branch is
taken in the evaluation. We then recursively transform the condition part M1 with the
continuation
λˆx1. if x1 then M
′
2 else M
′
3
that is formed from the branches in the CPS form and represents the remaining com-
putation after evaluating M1 to get the CPS form of the original expression. However,
there is a problem with this rule: the continuation K is duplicated for transforming the
branches and may result in exponential explosion in the code size when nested condi-
tional expressions are present. The cps-if rule solves this problem by use a variable k
as a placeholder of the continuation for the branches. When transforming the condition
M1, it uses the continuation
let k = λa. (@ K a) in (if x1 then M
′
2 else M
′
3)
that links this placeholder to the actual continuation through a let expression. Since
there is only one copy of K used in the recursive transformation, the program grows
linearly in space.
The cps-fix rule for transforming functions mostly follows the corresponding informal
description given in Section 5.1. To transform a function fix f x.M with the continuation
K, we first recursively transform the function body M with the continuation λˆy. k y
where k is the continuation argument of the transformed function to get its CPS form
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ρ . n;K  cps @ K n
cps-nat
x ∈ ρ
ρ . x;K  cps @ K x
cps-var
ρ . ();K  cps @ K ()
cps-unit
ρ . M ; λˆx. let v = pred x in (@ K v) cps M ′
ρ . pred M ;K  cps M ′
cps-pred
ρ . M2; λˆx2. let v = x1 + x2 in (@ K v) cps M ′2 ρ . M1; λˆx1.M ′2  cps M ′
ρ . M1 +M2;K  cps M ′
cps-plus
(provided x1 does not occur in ρ, M2 and K)
ρ . M2; λˆx2. let v = (x1, x2) in (@ K v) cps M ′2 ρ . M1; λˆx1.M ′2  cps M ′
ρ . (M1,M2);K  cps M ′
cps-pair
(provided x1 does not occur in ρ, M2 and K)
ρ . M ; λˆx. let v = fst x in (@ K v) cps M ′
ρ . fst M ;K  cps M ′
cps-fst
ρ . M ; λˆx. let v = snd x in (@ K v) cps M ′
ρ . snd M ;K  cps M ′
cps-snd
ρ . M2; λˆx. k x cps M ′2
ρ . M3; λˆx. k x cps M ′3
ρ . M1; λˆx1. let k = λa. (@ K a) in (if x1 then M
′
2 else M
′
3) cps M ′
ρ . if M1 then M2 else M3;K  cps M ′
cps-if
(provided k does not occur in ρ, M2 and M3)
ρ, x . M2;K  cps M ′2 ρ . M1; λˆx.M ′2  cps M ′
ρ . let x = M1 in M2;K  cps M ′
cps-let
(provided x does not occur in ρ and K)
ρ, f, x . M ; λˆy. k y  cps M ′
ρ . (fix f x.M);K  cps
let v = (fix f p.let k = fst p in let x = snd p in M ′) in (@ K v)
cps-fix
(provided f, x do not occur in ρ and k does not occur in ρ and M)
ρ . M2;λx2.let k = λa. (@ K a) in let p = (k, x2) in (x1 p) cps M ′2
ρ . M1; λˆx1.M
′
2  cps M ′
ρ . M1 M2;K  cps M ′
cps-app
(provided x1 do not occur in ρ, M2 and K)
Figure 5.3: The Rules for the CPS Transformation
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M ′. The CPS form of the original function is then the following
(fix f p.let k = fst p in let x = snd p in M ′).
whose second argument is a pair consisting of the continuation argument and the original
argument and whose body is essentially M ′ except for the let expressions for selecting
arguments from the pair. Denoting it by F , we get the output of the transformation
(let v = F in (@ K v)). The cps-app rule for transforming function applications almost
follows its informal description given in Section 5.1. The only difference is that we need
to pack the continuation argument and the original argument into a pair argument.
An important aspect of the rules in Figure 5.3 is the freshness side conditions for vari-
ables for guaranteeing the correctness of the CPS transformation. Such side conditions
can be classified into two categories. One is for the free variables introduced by recursion
over binding operators, including x in cps-let and f, x in cps-fix. These free variables
must be fresh to avoid accidental capturing of them in the recursive transformations.
Another category—and the more interesting one—is for “placeholder” variables, includ-
ing k in cps-fix and cps-if and x1 in cps-plus, cps-pair and cps-app. In all those rules,
we perform recursive CPS transformations with continuations containing free variables
that are placeholders for arguments that will be bound later in construction of other
continuations. To avoid accidental capturing of these free variables in the recursive
transformations, we must place freshness constraints on them too.
5.3 Implementing the Transformation in λProlog
Our presentation of the implementation of the CPS transformation consists of two parts:
we first show how to encode the source (and also target) language in λProlog and we
then present a λProlog program for the transformation. In describing the first part, we
discuss also the formalization of the typing rules. In describing the second part, we shall
discuss how the λ-tree syntax approach is used to capture the reading of administrative
and dynamic β-redexes and the side conditions and show the transparent correspondence
between our λProlog encoding and the original transformation rules.
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5.3.1 Encoding the language
We first consider the encoding of types. We use the λProlog type ty to represent the
types of the language. The constructors tnat, tunit and prod encode, respectively, the
natural number, unit and pair types. We represent the arrow type constructor → by
arr. These decisions are summarized in the following λProlog signature.
tnat, tunit : ty
arr, prod : ty→ ty→ ty
We use the λProlog type tm for encodings the terms in the language. The particular
constructors that we will use for representing the terms themselves are the following,
assuming that nat is a type encoding the type of natural numbers:
nat : nat→ tm
pred, fst, snd : tm→ tm
unit : tm
plus, pair, app : tm→ tm→ tm
ifz : tm→ tm→ tm→ tm
let : tm→ (tm→ tm)→ tm
fix : (tm→ tm→ tm)→ tm
The only constructors that need further explanation here are let and fix. These encode
binding constructs in the language and, as expected, we use λProlog abstraction to cap-
ture their binding structure. Thus, (let x = n in x) is encoded as (let (nat n) (x \x)).
Similarly, the λProlog term (fix (f \x \ app f x)) represents the source language ex-
pression (fix f x.f x).
Following Section 2.1.3, we represent typing judgments as relations between terms
and types, treating contexts implicitly via dynamically added clauses that assign types
to free variables. We use the predicate symbol of : tm → ty → o to encode typing in
the language. Every typing rule in Figure 5.2 is translated into a clause for of. These
clauses are listed as follows:
of (nat N) tnat.
of (predM) tnat : - ofM tnat.
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of (plusM1 M2) tnat : - ofM1 tnat , ofM2 tnat.
of (ifzM M1 M2) T : - ofM tnat , ofM1 T , ofM2 T.
of unit tunit.
of (pairM1 M2) (prod T1T2) : - ofM1 T1 , ofM2 T2.
of (fstM) T1 : - ofM (prod T1 T2).
of (sndM) T2 : - ofM (prod T1 T2).
of (letM R) T : - ofM T1 ,(Πx.of x T1 ⇒ of (R x) T ).
of (fix R) (arr T1 T2) : -
Πf, x.of f (arr T1 T2)⇒ of x T1 ⇒ of (R f x) T2.
of (appM1 M2) T : - ofM1 (arr T1 T ) , ofM2 T1.
The only interesting clauses are the second and third ones to the last pertaining to the
binding constructs fix and let. Note how the required freshness constraint and the
extension of the typing contexts are realized in these clauses: take the clause for fix as
an example, the universal goals over f and x introduce new names and the application
(R f x) replaces the bound variables with these names, and the hypothetical goals
dynamically introduce the typing assignments for these names and generate the new
typing judgment that must be derived.
5.3.2 Specifying the CPS transformation
An important task in specifying the CPS transformation is to capture the reading of
administrative β-redexes. We shall use meta-level λ-abstraction in λProlog to represent
the administrative λ-abstractions. As a result, administrative β-redexes become meta-
level β-redexes and substitution denoted by them is realized by meta-level β-reduction.
With this in mind, we encode the rule-based description of the CPS transformation
in Section 5.2 as follows. We first identify the predicate symbol
cps : tm→ (tm→ tm)→ tm→ o
for representing the transformation relation such that cpsM K M ′ holds if and only if
given the input continuation K the source term M is transformed into the CPS term M ′.
Note here we use a meta-level abstraction K to encode the input continuation which is
an administrative λ-abstraction. Since M can be an open term, we also need to keep
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track of the context of the CPS transformation that contains all the free variables in
M . Similar to the encoding of the typing rules, this context is implicitly represented
by the dynamic context and thus is not explicitly given as an argument of cps. The
transformation rules in Figure 5.3 then translate into the following clauses defining cps:
cps (nat N) K (K (nat N)).
cps unit K (K unit).
cps (predM) K M ′ : - cpsM (x \ let (pred x) (v \K v)) M ′.
cps (plusM1 M2) K M
′ : -
(Πx1.cpsM2 (x2 \ let (plus x1 x2) (v \K v)) (M ′2 x1)), cpsM1 M ′2 M ′.
cps (pairM1 M2) K M
′ : -
(Πx1.cpsM2 (x2 \ let (pair x1 x2) (v \K v)) (M ′2 x1)), cpsM1 M ′2 M ′.
cps (ifzM1 M2 M3) K M
′ : -
(Πk.cpsM2 (x \ app k x) (M ′2 k)), (Πk.cpsM3 (x \ app k x) (M ′3 k)),
cpsM1 (x1 \ let (fix f \K) (k \ ifz x1 (M ′2 k) (M ′3 k))) M ′.
cps (fstM) K M ′ : - cpsM (x \ let (fst x) (v \K v)) M ′.
cps (sndM) K M ′ : - cpsM (x \ let (snd x) (v \K v)) M ′.
cps (letM R) K M ′ : -
(Πx, k.(cps x k (k x))⇒ cps (R x) K (R′ x)), cpsM R′ M ′.
cps (fix R) K
(let (fix (f \ p \ let (fst p) (k \ let (snd p) (x \R′ f k x)))) K) : -
Πk, f, x.(Πk.cps f k (k f))⇒ (Πk.cps x k (k x))⇒
cps (R f x) (y \ app k y) (R′ f k x).
cps (appM1 M2) K M
′ : -
(Πx1.cpsM2 (x2 \ let (fix f \K)(k \ let (pair k x2) (p \ app x1 p)))
(M ′2 x1)),
cpsM1 M
′
2 M
′.
By using the meta-level λ-abstractions and applications to represent their administrative
counterparts, every rule in Figure 5.3 except cps-var transparently translates into one
clause for cps. Note that in the clauses corresponding to the rules cps-if and cps-app
the term (fix f \K) (i.e., (fix f \ a \K a)) where f does not occur in K is used to
represent the function (λa. (@ K a)) in the original rules. The freshness side conditions
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of the original rules are captured in a concise and logically precise way by using the
λ-tree representation, meta-level applications and universal goals. For example, given
the function (fix R) and the continuation K, to derive the cps (fix R) K M ′ for
some M ′, we must backchain this goal on the penultimate clause for cps and prove the
following formula for some R′:
Πk, f, x.(Πk.cps f k (k f))⇒ (Πk.cps x k (k x))⇒
cps (R f x) (y \ app k y) (R′ f k x).
Derivation of this goal must introduce constants for k, f and x that are fresh with re-
spect to (fix R), K and R′. Those constants will replace k, f and x in the subsequent
derivation of cps (R f x) (y \ app k y) (R′ f k x) where the meta-level application
(R f x) represents the body of the function and (R′ f k x) represents its CPS form.
This example also illustrates how the cps-var rule is represented in our encoding. Sim-
ilar to the encoding of the transformation between λ-terms and de Bruijn terms in
Section 3.1.1, we use hypothetical goals to dynamically introduce program clauses that
represent the transformation rule for the binding variables at the point they are in-
troduced via universal goals. In the case of the above example, the binding variables
are f and x and the clauses representing cps-var for them are (Πk.cps f k (k f))
and (Πk.cps x k (k x)). When the source term becomes a variable, the transforma-
tion makes progress by backchaining on the appropriate clause for that variable in the
dynamic context.
5.4 Informal Verification of the Transformation
We give an informal description of the verification of the CPS transformation in this
section based on the ideas presented in Section 4.2. It serves as the basis for the formal
verification of the CPS transformation in Abella which we shall discuss in Section 5.5.
5.4.1 Type preservation of the transformation
Before we start talking about the semantics preservation property of the CPS trans-
formation, let us first prove that the CPS transformation preserves types. This type
preservation property is essential for composing the semantics preservation proofs and
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have a special use for deriving the property of being closed terms which is useful in
the formal verification. The description of type preservation in this section is partially
based on [35].
Strictly speaking, the CPS transformation changes the types of terms, albeit in
a systematic way. Because the CPS transformation embeds the (transformed) source
term into a context (which is the initial input continuation), the type of the output
of the CPS transformation is determined by the target type of the context. Moreover,
since continuations in the transformed source term represent future computations which
always end up in evaluating the embedding of the value of the source term in the initial
context, their target type must be the same as the target type of the context. The only
(sub)terms from the source term whose types are changed by the transformation are
functions because every function after the transformation takes an extra argument which
is a continuation that will be called when the function returns. By this observation,
we represent a mapping between types of terms before the CPS transformation and
that after the transformation as a ternary relation ' such that T1 'S T2 holds if the
type T1 of a source term is mapped to T2 given the target type S of the initial context.
This relation is defined by the rules depicted in Figure 5.4. The last rule formalizes
the mapping between function types based the previous observation: a function of type
T1 → T2 after the CPS transformation has the type ((T ′2 → S)× T ′1)→ S where T ′1 is
the type of the original argument after the transformation and T ′2 is the type of the
function body after the transformation; note that the function takes a continuation
argument of type (T ′2 → S) and its target type indicates an application of the function
should have the same type as that of the continuation argument, which conforms to the
way the continuation argument is used in the function.
N 'S N unit 'S unit
T1 'S T ′1 T2 'S T ′2
T1 × T2 'S T ′1 × T ′2
T1 'S T ′1 T2 'S T ′2
T1 → T2 'S ((T ′2 → S)× T ′1)→ S
Figure 5.4: The Rules for Mapping Types of Terms in the CPS Transformation
Now we state the type preservation property of the CPS transformation, as follows:
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Theorem 2. Let M be a term whose free variables are contained in the set ρ =
{x1, . . . , xn}, Γ be a typing context (x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn) such that Γ ` M : T holds
for some T , K be a continuation of type T ′ → S such that T 'S T ′ holds, Γ′ be the type
context (x1 : T
′
1, . . . , xn : T
′
n) such that Ti 'S T ′i holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If ρ.M ;K  cps M ′
holds for some M ′, then Γ′ `M ′ : S holds.
In essence, this theorem states that if a source term M is CPS transformed into M ′
in the context K, then M ′ has the target type of K. We prove it by induction on the
derivation of ρ . M ;K  cps M ′ and analyzing the last rule of the derivation. When
the last rule is cps-nat, cps-var or cps-unit, the proof is obvious. The rest of the cases
are proved by following a set pattern, as follows. We examine the premises of the last
rule from left and right. For each premise, we apply the induction hypothesis to get the
type of its output. Once this type is known, it is easy to derive the type of the input
continuation in the next premise (if any). We can then repeat the previous process on
the next premise. This continues until we have derived the type of the output of the
conclusion. At that point this case is finished.
Given Theorem 2, it is easy to show the following type preservation property for
closed terms:
Corollary 2. If ` M : N, K is a continuation of type N → S and ∅ . M ;K  cps M ′,
then `M ′ : S.
By choosing K to be λˆx. x, we get the following corollary:
Corollary 3. If `M : N and ∅ . M ; (λˆx. x) cps M ′, then `M ′ : N.
5.4.2 Semantics preservation of the transformation
We informally describe the proof of semantics preservation for the CPS transforma-
tion in this section. We first describe the operational (evaluation) semantics of the
source/target language of the transformation, then the logical relations for denoting
equivalence between the source and target programs and their properties, and finally
the semantics preservation theorem and its proof.
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Operational semantics of the source/target language
To describe semantics preservation, we must first define the operational semantics of the
languages involved the CPS transformation. Since the source language and the target
languages of the CPS transformation are the same, they share the same operational
semantics. The operational semantics is based on a left to right, call-by-value evaluation
strategy. We assume that this is given in a small-step form and, we write M ↪→1 M ′
to denote that M evaluates to M ′ in one step. The evaluation rules are defined in a
standard way, as shown in Figure 5.5. The only interesting rule is the last one which
shows how recursion works in the language: evaluating an application of a recursive
function to a value causes the occurrences of the function parameter in the function
body to be replaced by the function itself. One-step evaluation generalizes to n-step
evaluation that we denote by M ↪→n M ′ and that holds if M reduces to M ′ by n one-
step evaluations. We shall write M ↪→∗ M ′ to denote that there exists some n such that
M ↪→n M ′ holds. Finally, we write M ↪→ V to denote the evaluation of M to the value
V through 0 or more steps.
Logical relations and their properties
Following the ideas in Section 4.2, we use step-indexing logical relations to characterize
the semantics preservation property between source and target programs of the CPS
transformation. We define the mutually recursive simulation relation ∼ between pairs
of closed source terms and input continuations and target terms and the equivalence
relation ≈ between closed source and target values, each indexed by a type and a step
measure, in Figure 5.6. We give an intuitive explanation of ∼ and ≈ as follows.
The simulation relation M ;K ∼T ;i M ′ holds between the term M , the continuation
K and the term M ′ where K is the context in which the CPS transformed M will be
used and M ′ can be thought of as the program obtained by combining the CPS form
of M and the application of K to the value of M . When the relation holds, we say M
simulates M ′ in the context K at the type T within i steps. Its definition is interpreted
as follows: if M evaluates to some value V , then its CPS form must evaluate to an
equivalent value V ′ and hence M ′ must evaluates to the result of applying K to V ′,
which is represented by the administrative β-redex @ K V ′. The uses of indexing types
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M ↪→1 M ′
pred M ↪→1 pred M ′ step-pred
n′ is the predecessor of n
pred n ↪→1 n′ step-pred-base
M1 ↪→1 M ′1
M1 +M2 ↪→1 M ′1 +M2
step-plus-left
M2 ↪→1 M ′2
V1 +M2 ↪→1 V1 +M ′2
step-plus-right
n3 is the sum of n1 and n2
n1 + n2 ↪→1 n3 step-plus-base
M1 ↪→1 M ′1
if M1 then M2 else M3 ↪→1 if M ′1 then M2 else M3
step-if-cond
if 0 then M1 else M2 ↪→1 M1 step-if-left
n > 0
if n then M1 else M2 ↪→1 M2 step-if-right
M1 ↪→1 M ′1
(M1,M2) ↪→1 (M ′1,M2)
step-pair-left
M2 ↪→1 M ′2
(V1,M2) ↪→1 (V1,M ′2)
step-pair-right
M ↪→1 M ′
fst M ↪→1 fst M ′ step-fst fst (V1, V2) ↪→1 V1 step-fst-base
M ↪→1 M ′
snd M ↪→1 snd M ′ step-snd snd (V1, V2) ↪→1 V2 step-snd-base
M1 ↪→1 M ′1
let x = M1 in M2 ↪→1 let x = M ′1 in M2
step-let-arg
let x = V in M ↪→1 M [V/x] step-let-body
M1 ↪→1 M ′1
M1 M2 ↪→1 M ′1 M2
st-app-fun
M2 ↪→1 M ′2
V1 M2 ↪→1 V1 M ′2
st-app-arg
(fix f x.M) V ↪→1 M [fix f x.M/f ][V/x] st-app-base
Figure 5.5: Evaluation Rules for the Source Language of the CPS Transformation
and steps in the definition of ∼ indicate that M simulates M ′ within at least i steps of
evaluation at the type T .
The equivalence relation V ≈T ;i V ′ holds if and only if the values V and V ′ cannot
be distinguished from each other (i.e., considered as equivalent) in any context within
at least i steps of evaluation at the type T . Its definition is explained as follows. At
the types of natural numbers and unit, two values are equivalent exactly when they are
identical. Two pairs of values are considered equivalent within at least i steps exactly
when their constituting elements are respectively equivalent within at least i steps.
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The equivalence relation at the functions types holds between two functions fix f x.M
and fix f p.M ′ where the latter can be thought of as the CPS form of the former whose
parameter p denotes a pair consisting of the input continuation and the actual argument
of the function. The two functions are equivalent within at least i steps exactly when
the following holds: for any j less than i, given any continuation K and any arguments
that are equivalent within at least j steps, the result of applying fix f x.M to the source
arguments simulates the result of applying fix f p.M ′ to the target arguments in the
context K within at least j steps. Note that the term λˆx.@ K x (which is a term
equivalent to K in the object language) is fed to fix f p.M ′ as its input continuation,
which conforms to how functions in CPS form should work: when such a function
finishes its evaluation, computation proceeds by applying the continuation representing
the remaining computation—in our case, K—to the evaluation result. Note that the
definition of ≈ in the function case uses ≈ negatively at the same type. However, it is
still a well-defined notion because the index decreases.
M ;K ∼T ;i M ′ ⇐⇒
∀j ≤ i.∀V.M ↪→j V ⊃ ∃V ′.M ′ ↪→∗ @ K V ′ ∧ V ≈T ;i−j V ′;
n ≈N;i n;
() ≈unit;i ();
(V1, V2) ≈T1×T2;i (V ′1 , V ′2) ⇐⇒ V1 ≈T1;i V ′1 ∧ V2 ≈T2;i V ′2 ;
fix f x.M ≈T1→T2;i fix f p.M ′ ⇐⇒
∀j < i.∀V1, V ′1 , V2, V ′2 ,K.V1 ≈T1;j V ′1 ⊃ V2 ≈T1→T2;j V ′2 ⊃
M [V2/f, V1/x];K ∼T2;j M ′[V ′2/f, (λx.@ K x, V ′1)/p].
Figure 5.6: The Logical Relations for Verifying the CPS Transformation
A property we will need about the above step-indexing logical relations is that ≈ is
closed under decreasing indexes. It is stated as the following lemma:
Lemma 2. If V ≈T ;i V ′ holds, then for any j such that j ≤ i, V ≈T ;j V ′ holds.
Note that we cannot prove this lemma by induction on the relation V ≈T ;i V ′ because,
as we have explained in Section 4.2, ≈ is not an inductive definition. Instead, ≈ is a
recursive definition based on inductive defined indexing types and steps. We therefore
prove this lemma by a (nested) induction first on the types and then on the step indexes
of ≈. The proof itself is obvious. However, it is important to keep in mind of the
following recurring theme about proving properties of logical relations: These properties
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cannot be proved by induction on logical relations but instead are usually proved by
induction on their indexes or other inductively defined relations.
We show that simulation relations can be composed similar to how the transforma-
tion relations are built by using the transformation rules. Those properties, commonly
known as “compatibility lemmas”, are shown as follows:
Lemma 3. 1. If M ; (λˆx. let v = pred x in @ K v) ∼N;i M ′ then
(pred M);K ∼N;i M ′;
2. If M2; (λˆx2. let v = x1 + x2 in @ K v) ∼N;i M ′2 and M1; (λˆx1.M ′2) ∼N;i M ′ then
(M1 +M2);K ∼N;i M ′.
3. If M ; (λˆx. let v = fst x in @ K v) ∼T1×T2;i M ′ then (fst M);K ∼T1;i fst M ′.
4. If M ; (λˆx. let v = snd x in @ K v) ∼T1×T2;i M ′ then (snd M);K ∼T2;i fst M ′.
5. If M2; (λˆx2. let v = (x1, x2) in @ K v) ∼T2;i M ′2 and M1; λˆx1.M ′2 ∼T1;i M ′ then
(M1,M2);K ∼T1×T2;i M ′.
6. If M2;K ∼T ;i M ′2, M3;K ∼T ;i M ′3 and M1; (λˆx1. if x1 then M ′2 else M ′3) ∼N;i
M ′, then (if M1 then M2 else M3);K ∼T ;k M ′.
7. If M2; (λˆx2. let k = λa. (@ K a) in let p = (k, x2) in (x1 p)) ∼T1;i M ′2 and
M1; λˆx1.M
′
2 ∼T1→T ;i M ′ then (M1 M2);K ∼T2;i M ′.
These lemmas are proved by analyzing the simulation relation and using the evaluation
rules. The main complication involved in those proofs is caused by calculating and
comparing the step measures, which is an inherent difficulty in any proof techniques
that make use of step-indexing. Some proofs of these properties need the property that
the equivalence relation is closed under decreasing indices, which have already proved as
Lemma 2. For instance, the proof of the last of these properties requires us to consider
the evaluation of the application of fixed point expressions which involves “feeding”
these expressions that are equivalent at a lower step measure as arguments to their own
body. These arguments are obtained by applying Lemma 2.
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Informal proof of semantics preservation
Our notion of equivalence only relates closed terms. However, the CPS transforma-
tion typically operates on open terms. To handle this situation, we consider semantics
preservation for possibly open terms under closed substitutions. We will take substi-
tutions in both the source and target settings to be simultaneous mappings of closed
values for a finite collection of variables, written as (V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn). The equivalence
between substitutions θ and θ′ is indexed by a typing context Γ and a step measure i
and written as θ ≈Γ;i θ′. Its definition is given as follows:
(V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn) ≈(x1:T1,...,xn:Tn);k (V ′1/x1, . . . , V ′n/xn) ⇐⇒ (∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.Vi ≈Ti;k V ′i )
The semantics preservation theorem for the CPS transformation can now be stated
as follows, which is a realization of Property 3 for the CPS transformation:
Theorem 3. Let Γ = (x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn), ρ = (x1, . . . , xn), θ ≈Γ;i θ′ and Γ ` M : T .
If ρ . M ;K  cps M ′, then M [θ];K[θ′] ∼T ;i M ′[θ′].
Proof. We outline the main steps in the argument for this theorem: these will guide
the development of a formal proof in Section 5.5. We proceed by induction on the
derivation of ρ.M ;K  cps M ′, analyzing the last step in it. This obviously depends on
the structure ofM . The cases for a natural number, the unit constructor or a variable are
obvious. In the remaining cases, other than when M is of the form let x = M1 in M2 or
fix f x.M1, the argument follows a set pattern: we observe that substitutions distribute
to the sub-components of expressions, we invoke the induction hypothesis over the sub-
components and then we use Lemma 3 to conclude. If M is of the form let x =
M1 in M2, then we have ρ, x . M2;K  cps M ′2 and ρ . M1; λˆx.M ′2  cps M ′ for some
M ′2. Here again the substitutions distribute over M1, M2, M ′2 and M ′. We can therefore
apply the inductive hypothesis (I.H.) to ρ . M1; λˆx.M
′
2  cps M ′ to get a simulation
relation S. However, we cannot directly apply I.H. to ρ, x . M2;K  cps M ′2 since
the transformation on M2 introduces x as a new variable into ρ. For this we need to
extend the substitutions with equivalent values for x. These values are derived from
the previous simulation relation S. This case is concluded by following the pattern for
proving Lemma 3 after we got the simulation relations from applying I.H. to M1 and M2.
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Finally, if M is of the form fix f x.M1, then we have ρ, f, x . M1; λˆy. k y  cps M ′1. By
the definition of ∼, the simulation relation we need to prove reduces into an equivalence
relation R on function values. Similar to the last case, to apply I.H. to M1 we need to
extend the substitutions with equivalent values for f and x which are obtained from the
assumptions in R. The process of proving R after applying I.H. is like in other cases.
Another important yet subtle point we need to show is that the functions related by R
must be closed, which is equivalent to showing that M [θ] and M ′[θ′] are closed. It is
easy to show that M [θ] is closed by observing that the values of θ are closed and the
domain of θ is the same as that of Γ which contains all the free variables of M . To show
M ′[θ′] is closed, we need to apply the type preservation theorem—i.e., Theorem 2—to
M to show that the free variables of M ′ are also contained in Γ.
An immediate corollary of Theorem 3 is the following which correspond to Property 2
in the setting of CPS transformation:
Corollary 4. If `M : T and ∅ . M ;K  cps M ′, then M ;K ∼T ;i M ′ for any i.
From this corollary, it is easy to derive the following correctness property of the CPS
transformation for closed programs at atomic types:
Corollary 5. If `M : N, ∅ . M ;K  cps M ′ and M ↪→ V , then M ′ ↪→∗ @ K V .
By choosing K to be the identity function λˆx. x, we get the following corollary that
corresponds to Property 4 in the setting of the CPS transformation:
Corollary 6. If `M : N, ∅ . M ; λˆx. x cps M ′ and M ↪→ V , then M ′ ↪→ V .
5.5 Verifying the λProlog Program in Abella
In this section, we formally verify the correctness of the CPS transformation in Abella
based on the informal proof given in Section 5.4. The most significant difference between
the formal and informal proof is that the binding related properties in the former must
be made explicit, often stated and proved formally as theorems. We show that the
λ-tree syntax approach can be used to significantly alleviate this difficulty, producing a
formal correctness proof that closely follows the informal one.
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5.5.1 Type preservation of the transformation
We prove that the λProlog implementation of the CPS transformation given in Sec-
tion 5.3.2 preserves typing by following the informal argument given in Section 5.4.1.
We start by giving an inductive definition of the types of the source (target) language,
which will be useful later when induction on types are needed. We identify a constant
is sty : ty → o such that is sty T holds if and only if T is a well-formed type. It is
defined through the following λProlog clauses:
is sty tnat.
is sty tunit.
is sty (prod T1 T2) : - is sty T1 , is sty T2.
is sty (arr T1 T2) : - is sty T1 , is sty T2.
The typing context of the source (target) language is characterized as the following
fixed-point definition for sctx : olist→ prop:
sctx nil , >
∇x.sctx (of x T :: L) , sctx L ∧ {is sty T}.
By this definition, sctx L holds if and only if L consists of formulas of the form of x T
where T is well-formed and assigns types to unique nominal constants. If sctx L holds,
then {L ` of M T} holds if and only if M is a well-formed term of type T whose free
variables are represented by the nominal constants in L.
The mapping between types before and after the CPS transformation is defined
through the following clauses for cps ty : ty → ty → ty → prop such that T1 'S T2
holds if and only if cps ty S T1 T2 holds.
cps ty S nat nat , >
cps ty S unit unit , >
cps ty S (prod T1 T2) (prod T
′
1 T
′
2) , cps ty S T1 T ′1 ∧ cps ty S T2 T ′2
cps ty S (arr T1 T2) (arr (prod (arr T
′
2 S) T
′
1) S) ,
cps ty S T1 T
′
1 ∧ cps ty S T2 T ′2.
These clauses are transparently translated from the rules in Figure 5.4. The mapping
between types can be generalized to typing contexts, as follows:
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cps sctx S nil nil , >
∇x.cps sctx S (of x T :: L) (of x T ′ :: L′) ,
cps ty S T T ′ ∧ cps sctx S L L′.
The λProlog implementation of the transformation makes use of the dynamic context
to bind the free variables of the source term and to represent the rules for transforming
these variables. We characterized such a dynamic context by the following definition
for cctx : olist→ prop:
cctx nil , >
∇x.cctx ((Πk.cps x k (k x)) :: L) , cctx L.
We can now state the type preservation theorem of the transformation in Abella as
follows, called cps typ pres:
∀TL,CL,M, T,K,M ′, T ′,TL′, S.
{is sty T} ⊃ {is sty S} ⊃ sctx TL ⊃ cctx CL ⊃
{TL ` ofM T} ⊃ {CL ` cpsM K M ′} ⊃
cps ty S T T ′ ⊃ cps sctx S TL TL′ ⊃
{TL′,Πx.of x T ′ ⇒ of (K x) S ` ofM ′ S}.
This is a direct translation from Theorem 2. Note that sctx TL and {TL ` of M T}
together assert that M has type T in the context TL, and cctx CL and {CL `
cpsM K M ′} together assert that M whose free variables are bound in CL with the in-
put continuation K is transformed into M ′. The (higher-order) formula Πx.of x T ′ ⇒
of (K x) S in the dynamic context of the conclusion asserts that K has the type
T ′ → S. The theorem is proved by induction on {CL ` cps M K M ′}. By the trans-
parent encoding of HHω in Abella and the transparent relation between the λProlog
implementation and the rules its encodes, the proof corresponds to induction on the
derivation of the HHω judgment CL ` cpsM K M ′ and furthermore on the derivation
using the transformation rules. It has the same structure as its informal rendition.
From the above theorem, it is easy to prove the following rendition of Corollary 2
in Abella, called cps typ pres closed:
∀S,M,K,M ′.{is sty S} ⊃ {ofM tnat} ⊃ {cpsM K M ′} ⊃
{Πx.of x tnat⇒ of (K x) S ` ofM ′ S}.
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Letting K = x \x, it is easy to prove the following rendition of Corollary 3:
∀M,M ′.{ofM tnat} ⊃ {cpsM (x \x) M ′} ⊃ {ofM ′ tnat}.
Now we have formally proved that the implementation of the CPS transformation pre-
serves types.
5.5.2 Semantics preservation of the transformation
In this section, we formally develop the semantics preservation proof of the CPS trans-
formation in Abella. We place a focus on showing how the λ-tree syntax approach can
alleviate the difficulties in reasoning about binding structure. Specifically, we show how
the property of being closed can be elegantly encoded as a λProlog program, how the
definition of substitution as a relation can be used to derive “boilerplate” properties
with very little effort, how the definition of substitution is used to prove the closedness
property, and how the logical structure of binding related treatments in the λProlog
can be exploit to greatly simplify the correctness proof of the transformation.
Formalizing the operational semantics
We formalize the small-step operational semantics as a λProlog program. For this we
need to formally define what are values. We identify the constant val : tm → o such
that val V holds if and only if V is a value. It is defined by the following program
clauses:
val (nat N).
val unit.
val (pair V1 V2) : - val V1 , val V2.
val (fix R).
We also need to define addition and predecessor operations on natural numbers. They
are given through the following clauses with obvious meanings:
npred z z.
npred (s N) N.
add z N N.
add (s N1) N2 (s N3) : - add N1 N2 N3.
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We designate the constant step : tm → tm → o to represent one-step evaluation such
that stepM1 M2 holds if M1 evaluates to M2 in one step. It is defined by the following
program clauses:
step (predM) (predM ′) : - stepM M ′.
step (pred (nat N)) (nat N ′) : - npred N N ′.
step (plusM1 M2) (plusM
′
1 M2) : - stepM1 M
′
1.
step (plus V1 M2) (plus V1 M
′
2) : - val V1 , stepM2 M
′
2.
step (plus (nat N1) (nat N2)) (nat N) : - add N1 N2 N.
step (ifzM M1 M2) (ifzM
′ M1 M2) : - stepM M ′.
step (ifz (nat z) M1 M2) M1.
step (ifz (nat (s N)) M1 M2) M2.
step (pairM1 M2) (pairM
′
1 M2) : - stepM1 M
′
1.
step (pair V1 M2) (pair V1 M
′
2) : - val V1 , stepM2 M
′
2.
step (fstM) (fstM ′) : - stepM M ′.
step (fst (pair V1 V2)) V1 : - val (pair V1 V2).
step (sndM) (sndM ′) : - stepM M ′.
step (snd (pair V1 V2)) V2 : - val (pair V1 V2).
step (letM R) (letM ′ R) : - stepM M ′.
step (let V R) (R V ) : - val V.
step (appM1 M2) (appM
′
1 M2) : - stepM1 M
′
1.
step (app V1 M2) (app V1 M
′
2) : - val V1 , stepM2 M
′
2.
step (app (fix R) V ) (R (fix R) V ) : - val V.
These program clauses are transparently translated from the evaluation rules in Fig-
ure 5.5. Note here how application in the meta-language realizes substitution. We
designate the constant nstep : nat → tm → tm → o to represent n-step evaluation,
defined as follows:
nstep zM M.
nstep (s N) M M ′′ : - stepM M ′ , nstep N M ′ M ′′.
Finally, we use the constant eval : tm → tm → o to represent the evaluation relation
such that eval M V if and only if M evaluates to the value V in a finite number of
steps, defined by the following clause:
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evalM V : - nstep N M V , val V.
Formalizing the closedness property
A notion related to bindings that is important for our verification task is the property
of being closed terms, i.e., terms that do not have any free variable. We have seen in
Section 2.4.2 how the closed STLC terms are characterized in Abella. The same idea
carries over to our setting. We first defined the predicate tm : tm→ o such that {tmM}
holds if M is a well-formed term in our source (target) language through the following
program clauses in λProlog:
tm (nat N).
tm (predM) : - tmM.
tm (plusM1 M2) : - tmM1 , tmM2.
tm (ifzM M1 M2) : - tmM , tmM1 , tmM2.
tm unit.
tm (pairM1 M2) : - tmM1 , tmM2.
tm (fstM) : - tmM.
tm (sndM) : - tmM.
tm (letM R) : - tmM ,Πx.tm x⇒ tm (R x).
tm (fix R) : - Πf, x.tm f ⇒ tm x⇒ tm (R f x).
tm (appM1 M2) : - tmM1 , tmM2.
These clauses resembles the clauses encoding the typing rules, except that they do not
have any type information. Similar to the typing rules, we can define the context of
well-formedness as follows:
tm sctx nil , >
tm sctx (tm X :: L) , tm sctx L ∧ name X.
Now, tm sctx L and {L ` tm M} hold if and only if M is a well formed term whose
free variables are bound in L. We can therefore use the judgment {tm M} to denote
that M is closed.
We usually do not explicitly prove that a term is well-formed or closed. Instead,
because we only deal with typed terms, we can derive well-formedness by making use
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of the property that well-typed terms are also well-formed. This property is stated as
the following theorem, named sof to tm, and proved by induction on {L ` ofM T}:
∀L,Vs,SL,M, T, {is sty T} ⊃ sctx L ⊃ vars of sctx L Vs ⊃ tm sctx SL ⊃
vars of tm sctx SL Vs ⊃ {L ` ofM T} ⊃ {SL ` tmM}.
Here the predicate constant vars of tm sctx : olist → list tm → prop is used to
collect the variables in the contexts for tm. It is defined through the following clauses:
vars of tm sctx nil nil , >
∇x.vars of tm sctx (tm x :: L) (x :: L′) , vars of tm sctx L L′.
Similarly, the predicate constant vars of sctx : olist → list tm → prop is used to
collect variables from the typing contexts represented by sctx. It is defined through
the following clauses:
vars of sctx nil nil , >
∇x.vars of sctx (of x T :: L) (x :: L′) , vars of sctx L L′.
An important property of closed terms that will be used very often later is that
they do not depend on any nominal constant, which is stated as the following theorem
named sclosed tm prune:
∀M.∇x : tm.{tm (M x)} ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
Again, this is an example of the pruning properties we have discussed before. It is a
special case of the following theorem
∀M,L.∇x : tm.tm sctx L ⊃ {L ` tm (M x)} ⊃ ∃M ′.M = y \M ′.
This theorem is proved easily by induction on {L ` tm (M x)}.
Formalizing the logical relations
We describe some auxiliary predicates that are necessary for formalizing the logical
relations. We define the predicate le : nat→ nat→ prop such that le N1 N2 holds if
and only if N1 ≤ N2 through the following clause:
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le N1 N2 , ∃N.{add N1 N N2}.
We also define a predicate step∗ : tm→ tm→ prop as a short cut of n-step evaluation
as follows:
step ∗ M M ′ , ∃N.{nstep N M M ′}.
We designate the predicate constants sim cps : ty → nat → tm → (tm → tm) →
tm→ prop and equiv cps : ty→ nat→ tm→ tm→ prop to respectively represent the
simulation and equivalence relations such that sim cps T I M K M ′ holds if and only
if M ;K ∼T ;I M ′ holds and equiv cps T I M M ′ holds if and only if M ≈T ;I M ′ holds.
Note that how the meta-level abstraction K is used to represent the input continuation
for sim cps. The two predicates are defined as follows:
sim cps T I M K M ′ ,
∀J, V.le J I ⊃ {nstep J M V } ⊃ {val V } ⊃
∃N,V ′.step ∗ M ′ (K V ′) ∧ {add J N I} ∧ equiv cps T N V V ′
equiv cps tnat I (nat N) (nat N) , >
equiv cps tunit I unit unit , >
equiv cps (prod T1 T2) I (pair V1 V2) (pair V
′
1 V
′
2) ,
equiv cps T1 I V1 V
′
1 ∧ equiv cps T2 I V2 V ′2∧
{tm V1} ∧ {tm V2} ∧ {tm V ′1} ∧ {tm V ′2}
equiv cps (arr T1 T2) z (fixf \x \R f x) (fixf \ p \R′ f p) ,
{tm (fix R)} ∧ {tm (fix R′)}
equiv cps (arr T1 T2) (s I) (fixf \x \R f x) (fixf \ p \R′ f p) ,
∀V1, V ′1 , V2, V ′2 ,K.
equiv cps T1 I V1 V
′
1 ⊃ equiv cps (arr T1 T2) I V2 V ′2 ⊃
sim cps T2 I (R V2 V1) K (R
′ V ′2 (pair (fix f \K) V ′1))
These clauses are translated from the definition in Figure 5.6. Notice how the tm predi-
cate is used to enforce the closedness constraint and how meta-level β-redexes are used
to model administrative β-redexes and substitutions. For example, the administrative
β-redex @ K V ′ in Figure 5.6 is represented by the meta-level β-redex (K V ′) in the
definition of sim cps. Note also that (fix f \K) encodes the non-recursive function
λx. (K x) which is a shorthand for fix f x.(K x).
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The definition of the equiv cps relation uses itself negatively in the last clause. As
such, we cannot view this as a fixed-point definition in G. However, we use it only as a
recursive definition, i.e., as a definition based on which we can do unfolding or rewriting
but not case analysis. In fact, this is the reason why we “build” the relation up over the
natural numbers rather than mirroring directly the structure of the informal definition.
The property that equiv cps is closed under decreasing indices is stated as follows
∀T, I, J, V, V ′.{is sty T} ⊃ {is nat I} ⊃
equiv cps T I V V ′ ⊃ le J I ⊃ equiv cps T J V V ′.
where is nat : nat→ prop is defined by the following λProlog program:
is nat z.
is nat (s N) : - is nat N
It is proved by a nested induction on {is sty T} and {is nat I} and unfolding of
equiv cps T I V V ′ in each case.
The compatibility lemmas for the simulation relation are formalized as the following
theorems in Abella:
∀I,M,M ′,K.sim cps tnat I M (x \ let (pred x) (v \K v)) M ′ ⊃
sim cps tnat I (predM) K M ′.
∀I,M1,M2,M ′2,M ′,K.∇x1.{is nat I} ⊃ sim cps tnat I M1 M ′2 M ′ ⊃
sim cps tnat I M2 (x2 \ let (plus x1 x2) (v \K v)) (M ′2 x1) ⊃
sim cps tnat I (plusM1 M2) K M
′.
∀T1 T2 K I M M ′.{is nat I} ⊃ {is sty (prod T1 T2)} ⊃
sim cps (prod T1 T2) I M (x \ let (fst x) (v \K v)) M ′ ⊃
sim cps T1 I (fstM) K M
′.
∀T1, T2,K, I,M,M ′.{is nat I} ⊃ {is sty (prod T1 T2)} ⊃
sim cps (prod T1 T2) I M (x \ let (snd x) (v \K v)) M ′ ⊃
sim cps T2 I (sndM) K M
′.
∀I, T1, T2,M1,M2,M ′2,M ′,K.∇x1.{is nat I} ⊃ {is sty T1} ⊃ {is sty T2} ⊃
sim cps T1 I M1 M
′
2 M
′ ⊃
sim cps T2 I M2 (x2 \ let (pair x1 x2) (v \K v)) (M ′2 x1) ⊃
sim cps (prod T1 T2) I (pairM1 M2) K M
′.
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∀I, T,K ′,M1,M2,M3,M ′2,M ′3,M ′.{is nat I} ⊃ {is sty T} ⊃
sim cps T I M2 (x \ app (fix f \K ′) x) (M ′2 (fix f \K ′)) ⊃
sim cps T I M3 (x \ app (fix f \K ′) x) (M ′3 (fix f \K ′)) ⊃
sim cps tnat I M1 (x1 \ let (fix f \K ′) (k \ ifz x1 (M ′2 k) (M ′3 k))) M ′ ⊃
sim cps T I (ifzM1 M2 M3) K
′ M ′.
∀T1, T, I,K ′,M1,M ′,M2,M ′2.∇x1.{is nat I} ⊃ {is sty (arr T1 T )} ⊃
sim cps (arr T1 T ) I M1 M
′
2 M
′ ⊃
sim cps T1 I M2 (x2 \ let (fix (f \K ′)) (k \ let (pair k x2) (p \ app x1 p)))
(M ′2 x1) ⊃
sim cps T I (appM1 M2) K
′ M ′.
These theorems are directly translated from Lemma 3. They are proved by following
arguments similar to the informal ones. Therefore the closedness property of equiv cps
we proved previously is used here.
Representing substitutions
We treat substitutions as discussed in Section 3.2.4. We identify the type map : type→
type → type as the type of mappings and its constructor map : A → B → map A B.
A substitution is then represented as a list of objects of the form map x V where x is a
variable and V is a closed value in which the variables are distinct. The substitutions
for the source language is characterized by the predicate subst : tm → prop with the
following definition such that substM holds if and only if M is a substitution:
subst nil , >
∇x.subst (map x V :: ML) , subst ML ∧ {val V } ∧ {tm V }.
As described in Section 3.2.4, application of substitution is identified by the predicate
symbol app subst : list (map A A) → B → B → prop defined through the following
clauses such that app subst S M M ′ holds exactly when M ′ is the result of applying
the substitution S to M :
app subst nilM M , >
∇x.app subst ((map x V ) :: S) (R x) M , app subst S (R V ) M
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Given the above definitions, we can easily prove properties about substitution. The
first important property that is useful in the semantics preservation proof is that sub-
stitution application distributes over term structure. The following are some examples:
∀ML,M,M ′.app subst ML (predM) M ′ ⊃
∃M ′′.M ′ = predM ′′ ∧ app subst ML M M ′′.
∀ML,M1,M2,M ′.app subst ML (appM1 M2) M ′ ⊃
∃M ′1,M ′2.M ′ = appM ′1 M ′2 ∧ app subst ML M1 M ′1 ∧ app subst ML M2 M ′2.
∀R,M ′.app subst ML (fix R) M ′ ⊃
∃R′.M ′ = fix R′ ∧∇f, x.app subst ML (R f x) (R′ f x).
All such distribution lemmas have exactly the same proof. We do induction on the
only assumption and analyze its cases. The base case is immediately concluded. In
the inductive case we apply the inductive hypothesis on the smaller derivations for
app subst and use the results to conclude the case. Because of the λ-tree syntax
approach, the above lemmas are just explicit statements of corresponding distribution
properties for β-reductions. So it is no surprise they have such simple proofs.
Another important property that will be used very often is that substitution has no
effect on closed terms. It is stated as follows:
∀M,ML,M ′.{tmM} ⊃ app subst ML M M ′ ⊃M = M ′.
This lemma shows how the closedness property defined at the implementation level
coordinates with the reasoning. It is easily proved by induction on app subst ML M M ′
and using sclosed tm prune to discharge the dependence of M on the variables in the
substitution ML.
The last important and useful property of substitution is that if all free variables of
a term M are bound in a substitution ML, then the result of applying ML to M is a
closed term. This is stated as the following theorem, called subst result closed tm:
∀ML, L,M,M ′,Vs.tm sctx L ⊃ {L ` tmM} ⊃ vars of tm sctx L Vs ⊃
subst ML ⊃ vars of subst ML Vs ⊃ app subst ML M M ′ ⊃ {tmM ′}.
Here we use the predicate constant vars of subst : list (map tm tm) → list tm →
prop such that vars of subst ML Vs holds if and only Vs is the domain of the sub-
stitution ML. Its definition is similar to vars of sctx and is elided here. Again, the
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above theorem is easily proved by induction on app subst ML M M ′ thanks to the
λ-tree syntax representation of substitutions.
The equivalence relation on substitutions
The general form of the semantics preservation theorem requires a notion of equivalence
between substitutions. We designate the constant subst equiv cps : olist → nat →
list (map tm tm) → list (map tm tm) → prop to represent this equivalence relation
such that subst equiv cps L I ML ML′ holds if and only if θ ≈Γ;i θ′ holds where L, I,
ML and ML′ are respectively encodings of Γ, i, θ and θ′. It is defined as follows:
subst equiv cps nil I nil nil , >
∇x.subst equiv cps (of x T :: L) I (map x V :: ML) (map x V ′ :: ML′) ,
equiv cps T I V V ′ ∧ subst equiv cps L I ML ML′.
Formalizing the semantics preservation theorems
To formalize the semantics preservation theorems, we will need another auxiliary pred-
icate constant vars of cctx : olist → list tm → prop for collecting variables in the
transformation context defined as follows:
vars of cctx nil nil , >
∇x.vars of cctx ((Πk.cps x k (k x)) :: L) (x :: L′) , vars of cctx L L′.
Theorem 3 is now formalized as follows:
∀ML,ML′,TL,CL,VL,M, T,K,K ′,M ′, P, P ′, I.
{is nat I} ⊃ {is sty T} ⊃
sctx TL ⊃ vars of sctx TL VL ⊃
cctx CL ⊃ vars of cctx CL VL ⊃
subst ML ⊃ subst ML′ ⊃ subst equiv cps TL I ML ML′ ⊃
{TL ` ofM T} ⊃ {CL ` cpsM K M ′} ⊃
app subst ML M P ⊃ app subst ML′ M ′ P ′ ⊃
(∇x.app subst ML′ (K x) (K ′ x)) ⊃
sim cps T I P K ′ P ′.
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We prove this theorem by induction on {CL ` cpsM K M ′}, the derivation of the CPS
transformation. The proof closely follows the informal proof for Theorem 3. The proof
for base cases is obvious. In the remaining cases, other than when M is a let expression
or a fixed-point, the proof follows a set pattern: we first apply the distribution lemmas
of app subst to M , then apply the inductive hypotheses to sub-expressions of M to
get the simulation relation between sub-expressions, and finally conclude by applying
the compatibility lemmas of sim cps. When M is a let expression or a fixed-point, we
extend the substitutions with equivalent values for new variables introduced by recursion
for applying the inductive hypothesis on expressions under the binding operators of M
and use the results to conclude the case.
As we have said, many aspects of bindings that are implicit in implementation must
be made explicit in the correctness proof, which may blur the essential contents of the
proof. Thanks to the uses of the λ-tree syntax approach, reasoning about bindings
is greatly simplified, resulting in the closed correspondence between our formal proof
and the informal one. The uses and benefits of the λ-tree syntax approach in our
formal proof are summarized as follows. First, because the treatments of bindings at
the specification level are transparently reflected into the reasoning level via the two-
level logic approach, properties of administrative β-redexes are reflected into properties
of meta-level β-redexes in Abella and are immediately available in reasoning. As a
result, minimum effort is needed to reason about administrative β-redexes. Second,
the “boilerplate” properties of substitution and closed terms are captured as lemmas of
app subst and tm and used to simplify the reasoning about them. For example, when
M is a natural number, we apply the lemma that app subst has no effect on closed
terms to show that it does not affect M . As another example, when M is a fixed-point,
to prove the simulation relation sim cps T I P K ′ P ′ we need to show P and P ′ are
closed terms. To show the former, we first apply sof to tm to {TL ` of M T} to
show that M is a well-formed term whose variables are contained in the domain of ML
and then apply subst result closed tm to app subst ML M P to show that {tm P}
holds, i.e., P is closed. To show the latter, we first apply the type preservation lemma
to {TL ` of M T} and {CL ` cps M K M ′} to show that M ′ is well-typed, at this
point we follow the same process for proving P is closed to show that {tm P ′} holds.
Finally, we formalize Corollary 5 as the following theorem in Abella which is easily
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proved by applying the above theorem:
∀M,K,M ′, V.{ofM tnat} ⊃ {cpsM K M ′} ⊃
{evalM V } ⊃ step ∗ M ′ (K V ).
Letting K = x \x, it is easy to prove the following formalized version of Corollary 6:
∀M,M ′, V.{ofM tnat} ⊃ {cpsM (x \x) M ′} ⊃
{evalM V } ⊃ {evalM ′ V }.
Chapter 6
The Closure Conversion
Transformation
An aspect that complicates the compilation of functional programs is the presence of
nested functions: since such functions can use non-local variables, their invocation must
be parameterized by the context in which they appear. The closure conversion trans-
formation makes the kind of parameterization that is needed explicit. It does so by
transforming every function into a closure which consists of a closed function called its
code part and an environment part. For every function, closure conversion identifies
its free variables and constructs the environment that contains bindings for these free
variables in the context of the function. It also abstracts the original function over
an extra environment parameter and replaces the occurrences of free variables in the
function with appropriate references to the environment parameter to form the closed
function. The closed function and the constructed environment constitute the closure
for the original function. Because functions become closed after closure conversion, they
can be freely moved around, enabling other transformations. One such transformation
is code hoisting, which eliminates nested functions.
The closure conversion transformation we develop in this chapter is the second phase
of the compiler described in Section 4.6. Following the approach described in Section 4.2,
we can describe closure conversion in a rule-based and relational style and prove its
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semantics preservation property based on logical relations. To get a verified implemen-
tation of closure conversion, we follow the approach given in Section 4.3 to implement
the rule-based relational descriptions of closure conversion as a λProlog program and
prove the correctness of the implementation in Abella. Similar to the CPS transforma-
tion described in Chapter 5, we exploit the λ-tree syntax approach to simplify both the
implementation and verification.
A major difficulty in formalizing closure conversion is to formally describe the com-
putation of free variables. This involves non-trivial analysis of the binding structure
of functional terms. Moreover, in formally proving the correctness of the closure con-
version, we need to prove non-trivial properties about such analysis. If not handled
properly, the proof of such properties can significantly complicate the main verifica-
tion effort. We shall see that by using the λ-tree syntax approach we can implement
the identification of free variables as a λProlog program and give concise proofs to the
desired properties of this program in Abella.
We describe the implementation and verification of closure conversion in the rest of
this chapter. Again, our discussion focuses on showing how the λ-tree syntax approach
can be effectively exploited in both the implementation and verification of closure con-
version. Because the structure and contents of this chapter share a lot of similarity with
that in Chapter 5, we shall omit discussion of the similar contents and focus on the
distinct aspects of the implementation and verification of closure conversion. We start
by giving an overview of closure conversion in Section 6.1. We then present the source
and target languages of the transformation and the rule-based relational descriptions
of the transformation in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 we present the implementation
of the rule-based description as an λProlog program for closure conversion. In Sec-
tion 6.4 we describe the informal verification of the closure conversion transformation.
In Section 6.5 we present the formalization of the verification.
6.1 An Overview of the Transformation
The formulation of the closure conversion transformation that we use here is based on
[85]. To illustrate this transformation concretely, when it is applied to the following
pseudo OCaml code segment
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let x = 2 in let y = 3 in
fun z → z + x+ y
it will yield
let x = 2 in let y = 3 in
〈(fun z e→ z + e.1 + e.2), (x, y)〉
We write 〈F,E〉 here to represent a closure whose code part is F and environment part
is E, and e.i to represent the i-th projection applied to an “environment parameter” e.
A closure can be thought as a partial application of the code part to its environment
part, which is suspended until the actual argument of the function is provided at run-
time. This transformation makes the function part independent of the context in which
it appears, thereby allowing it to be extracted out to the top-level of the program.
Closure conversion is performed recursively on the structure of terms. In the general
case when such terms contain nested functions, closure conversion needs to identify free
variables and transform occurrences of free variables under the nested binders as well.
As an illustration, consider the following pseudo OCaml code:
let x = 3 in
fun y → fun z → x+ y + z.
Closure conversion transforms it into the following code:
let x = 3 in
〈(fun y e1 → 〈(fun z e2 → e2.1 + e2.2 + z), (e1.1, y)〉), (x)〉.
In the first phase, it transforms the outer function. Specifically, it determines that the
only free variable at that level is x. It then constructs the environment (x) for the
function and parameterizes that function with the environment argument e1. It must
then transform the body of the outer function, which is exactly the inner function.
Observe, however, that when it effects this transformation, the variable x that appears
free in it must not be referred to directly but as e1.1. The consequence of this observation
can be seen in the code that is shown for the transformed version of the inner function.
From the previous example, it is obvious that the essential work of closure conversion
is to compute free variables and to replace occurrences of free variables with references
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to environment parameters under nested binders. We shall discuss how to precisely
describe such manipulation and analysis of bindings and how to prove properties about
them in the rest of the chapter.
6.2 A Rule-Based Description of the Transformation
We give a rule-based relational description of the closure conversion transformation in
this section. We first describe the source and target languages of the transformation,
including their typing rules, and then present the transformation rules.
6.2.1 The source and target languages
The source language of closure conversion is the same as the target language of the CPS
transformation. Its syntax and typing rules are already given in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
The syntax of the target language is depicted in Figure 6.1. One important difference
between the target language and the source language is that the former includes con-
structs for dealing with closures. Compared to the source language, the target language
includes the expressions 〈M1,M2〉 and (open 〈xf , xe〉 = M1 in M2) representing the
formation and application of closures. Another important difference is that the target
language does not have an explicit fixed point constructor. Instead, recursion is real-
ized by parameterizing the function part of a closure with a function component; this
treatment should become clear from the rules for typing closures and the transformation
that we present below. The usual forms of abstraction and application are included in
the target language to simplify the presentation of the transformation. Note that the
usual function type is reserved for closures. The abstractions in the target language
are given the type T1 ⇒ T2 in the target language. We abbreviate (M1, . . . (Mn, ())) by
(M1, . . . ,Mn) and fst (snd (. . . (snd M))) where snd is applied i− 1 times for i ≥ 1 by
pii(M).
Typing judgments for the target language are written as Γ `M : T , where Γ is a list
of type assignments for variables. Note that here we overload the syntax of the typing
judgments in Section 5.2.1. The exact meaning of such a judgment is inferred from the
context if it is not explained explicitly. Many of the program constructs in the source
language are present also in the target language and the rules in Figure 5.2 for typing
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T ::= N | T1 → T2 | T1 ⇒ T2 | unit | T1 × T2
M ::= n | x | pred M | M1 +M2 |
if M1 then M2 else M3 |
() | (M1,M2) | fst M | snd M |
let x = M1 in M2 | λx.M | (M1 M2) |
〈M1,M2〉 | open 〈xf , xe〉 = M1 in M2
V ::= n | λx.M | () | (V1, V2) | 〈V1, V2〉
Figure 6.1: The Syntax of The Target Language of Closure Conversion
them carry over also to the target language. The only exceptions are those for typing
abstractions and applications. In addition, we need rules for introducing and eliminating
closures that are present only in the target language. Closures and abstractions both
have a “function” type but the specific way in which they figure in the target language
is different. We use types of two different forms, T1 → T2 and T1 ⇒ T2, to distinguish
between the roles of these expressions. The typing rules, whose spirit is borrowed from
the presentation in [46], should help in explaining the intended roles of the different
function-values expressions.
The type used for abstractions has the form T1 ⇒ T2. The rules for typing them
and the associated applications are shown below:
Γ, x : T1 `M : T1
Γ ` λx.M : T1 ⇒ T2 x 6∈ dom(Γ) cof-abs
Γ `M1 : T1 ⇒ T Γ `M2 : T1
Γ `M1 M2 : T cof-app
A closure differs from an abstraction in the sense that it represents a partially applied
function: it is packaged with an environment that must be coupled with the “real”
argument to complete the application. We use a type of the form T1 → T2 to encode this
kind of partial application. The specific rules for introducing and eliminating closures
are shown below:
`M1 : ((T1 → T2)× T1 × Te)⇒ T2 Γ `M2 : Te
Γ ` 〈M1,M2〉 : T1 → T2 cof-clos
Γ `M1 : T1 → T2 Γ, xf : ((T1 → T2)× T1 × l)⇒ T2, xe : l `M2 : T
Γ ` open 〈xf , xe〉 = M1 in M2 : T cof-open
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In cof-open, xf , xe must be names that are new to Γ. This rule also uses a “type” l
that is to be interpreted as a new type constant, different from N and () and any other
type constant used in the typing derivation. Intuitively, the rule cof-clos states that for
a closure 〈M1,M2〉 to have the type T1 → T2 there must exists some type Te for its
environment part and M1 must be a closed function of type ((T1 → T2)× T1 × Te)⇒ T2;
the requirement that M1 is closed follows from the fact that it must be typable in an
empty context. The type ofM1 indicates how recursion is realized in the target language:
the function part of a closure takes the closure itself as an input besides the actual and
environment arguments. The rule cof-open conforms to how closure applications work.
In an expression of the form open 〈xf , xe〉 = M1 in M2, M1 is must evaluate to a closure
whose function and environment parts are extracted into xf and xe and then used in M2
through the occurrences of these variables in that expression. Another interesting aspect
to note about this rule is that it enforces an opaqueness criterion on the environment
component that is extracted. This follows from the use of the fresh type constant l to
represent the type of the environment.
6.2.2 The transformation rules
In the general case, we must transform terms under mappings for their free variables:
for a function term, this mapping represents the replacement of the free variables by
projections from the environment variable for which a new abstraction will be introduced
into the term. Accordingly, we specify the transformation as a 3-place relation written as
ρ.M  cc M ′, where M and M ′ are source and target language terms and ρ is a mapping
from source language variables to target language terms. We write (ρ, x 7→M) to denote
the extension of ρ with a mapping for x and (x 7→ M) ∈ ρ to mean that ρ contains
a mapping of x to M . Figure 6.2 defines the ρ . M  cc M ′ relation in a rule-based
fashion; these rules use the auxiliary relation ρ . (x1, . . . , xn)  e Me that determines
an environment corresponding to a tuple of variables. The cc-let and cc-fix rules have
a proviso: the bound variables, x and f, x respectively, should have been renamed to
avoid clashes with the domain of ρ. Most of the rules have an obvious structure. We
comment only on the ones for transforming fixed point expressions and applications.
The former translates into a closure. The function part of the closure is obtained
by transforming the body of the abstraction, but under a new mapping ρ′ that maps
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ρ . n cc n cc-nat
(x 7→M) ∈ ρ
ρ . x cc M
cc-var
ρ . x1  cc M1 . . . ρ . xn  cc Mn
ρ . (x1, . . . , xn) e (M1, . . . ,Mn)
cc-env
ρ . M  cc M ′
ρ . pred M  cc pred M ′
cc-pred
ρ . M1  cc M ′1 ρ . M2  cc M ′2
ρ . M1 +M2  cc M ′1 +M ′2
cc-plus
ρ . M  cc M ′ ρ . M1  cc M ′1 ρ . M2  cc M ′2
ρ . if M then M1 else M2  cc if M ′ then M ′1 else M ′2
cc-ifz
ρ . () cc ()
cc-unit
ρ . M1  cc M ′1 ρ . M2  cc M ′2
ρ . (M1,M2) cc (M ′1,M ′2)
cc-pair
ρ . M  cc M ′
ρ . fst M  cc fst M ′
cc-fst
ρ . M  cc M ′
ρ . snd M  cc snd M ′
cc-snd
ρ . M1  cc M ′1 ρ, x 7→ y . M2  cc M ′2
ρ . let x = M1 in M2  cc let y = M ′1 in M ′2
(y is fresh) cc-let
ρ . M1  cc M ′1 ρ . M2  cc M ′2
ρ . M1 M2  cc let g = M ′1 in open 〈xf , xe〉 = g in xf (g,M ′2, xe)
(g is fresh) cc-app
(x1, . . . , xn) ⊇ fvars(fix f x.M) ρ . (x1, . . . , xn) e Me ρ′ . M  cc M ′
ρ . fix f x.M  cc
〈λp. let g = pi1(p) in let y = pi2(p) in let xe = pi3(p) in M ′,Me〉
cc-fix
(where ρ′ = (x 7→ y, f 7→ g, x1 7→ pi1(xe), . . . , xn 7→ pin(xe))
and p, g, y, and xe are fresh variables)
Figure 6.2: The Rules for Closure Conversion
(x1, . . . , xn) to appropriate projections from the environment parameter; the expression
(x1, . . . , xn) ⊇ fvars(fix f x.M) means that all the free variables of (fix f x.M) appear
in the tuple. The environment part of the closure correspondingly contain mappings for
the variables in the tuple that are determined by the enclosing context. Note also that
the parameter for the function part of the closure is expected to be a triple, the first item
of which corresponds to the function being defined recursively in the source language
expression. The transformation of a source language application makes clear how this
structure is used to realize recursion: the constructed closure application has the effect
of feeding the closure to its function part as the first component of its argument.
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6.3 Implementing the Transformation in λProlog
Our presentation of the implementation of closure conversion has two parts: we first
show how to encode the source and target languages and we then present a λProlog
specification of the transformation. In the first part, we discuss also the formalization
of typing relations; these will be used in the correctness proofs that we develop later.
6.3.1 Encoding the language
The source language of closure conversion is the target language of the CPS transforma-
tion. The encoding of its syntax and typing relations are already given in Section 5.3.1.
We are left with the encoding of the target language.
We first consider the encoding of types in the target language. We use the λProlog
type ty, the same type we used for encoding the source language, for representing the
types of the target language. The constants for encoding the natural number, unit and
pair types are also the same as those for encoding the source language. We represent
the new arrow type constructor ⇒ by arr’.
We use the λProlog type tm’ for encodings of target language terms. To represent the
constructs the target language shares with the source language, we will use “primed”
versions of the λProlog constants seen in Section 5.3.1; e.g., unit’ of type tm’ will
represent the unit constructor. Of course, there will be no constructor corresponding to
fix. We will also need the following additional constructors:
abs’ : (tm’→ tm’)→ tm’
clos’ : tm’→ tm’→ tm’
open’ : tm’→ (tm’→ tm’→ tm’)→ tm’
Here, abs’ encodes λ-abstraction and clos’ and open’ encode closures and their ap-
plications. Note again the λ-tree syntax representation for binding constructs.
We use the predicates of’ : tm’ → ty → prop to encode typing in the target
language. The clauses defining this predicate are routine and we show only the encoding
of typing rules for closures and closure applications. The following clauses encode these
rules.
of’ (clos’ F E) (arr T1 T2) : -
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of’ F (arr’ (prod (arr T1 T2) (prod T1 TL)) T2) , of’ E TL.
of’(open’M R) T : -
of’M (arr T1 T2) ,
Πf, e, l.of’ f (arr’ (prod (arr T1 T2) (prod T1 l)) T2)⇒
of’ e l⇒ of’ (R f e) T.
Here again we use universal quantifiers in goals to encode the freshness constraint.
Note especially how the universal quantifier over the variable l captures the opaqueness
quality of the type of the environment of the closure involved in the construct.
We should note that the clause that encodes the typing of closures is not an entirely
accurate rendition of the typing rule presented in Section 6.2.1. In particular, it does not
capture the fact that the function part must be typed in an empty typing environment.
However, the fact that it is typed in an empty typing environment can be encoded in a
suitable theorem about the implementation of the transformation and this theorem can
be proved using Abella.
6.3.2 Specifying the closure conversion transformation
We first introduce an auxiliary predicate combine : list A → list A → list A → o
that holds between three lists when the last is composed of the elements of the first two.
It is defined as follows where memb is the membership relation defined in Section 3.2.2:
combine nil L L.
combine (X :: L1) L2 L : - memb X L2 , combine L1 L2 L.
combine (X :: L1) L2 (X :: L) : - combine L1 L2 L.
Observe that the definition of combine does not enforce a possible additional require-
ment that the third argument does not contain repeated elements; indeed, such a re-
quirement, which involves a negative constraint, is impossible to encode using the logical
apparatus of HHω. However, if the first two arguments to a combine goal are specific
lists of distinct elements and the third is an unspecified one, then at least one of the
values for the last argument that satisfies the goal is a list in which each of the elements
is distinct. Indeed, this would be the first “solution” that will be found for the goal by
the logic programming style interpretation embedded in λProlog.
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The crux in formalizing the definition of closure conversion is capturing the content
of the cc-fix rule. A key part of this rule is identifying the free variables in a given
source language term. We realize the requirement by defining a predicate constant
fvars : tm → list tm → list tm → o such that if L1 is a list that includes all the
free variables of M and (fvars M L1 L2) holds, then L2 is another list that contains
exactly the free variables of M . We show the definition of this predicate as follows:
fvars X Vs nil : - notfree X.
fvars Y Vs (Y :: nil) : - member Y Vs.
fvars (nat N) Vs nil.
fvars (plusM1 M2) Vs FVs : -
fvarsM1 Vs FVs1 , fvarsM2 Vs FVs2 , combine FVs1 FVs2 FVs.
fvars (ifzM M1 M2) Vs FVs
′ : -
fvarsM Vs FVs , fvarsM1 Vs FVs1 , fvarsM2 Vs FVs2,
combine FVs FVs1 FVs
′
1 , combine FVs
′
1 FVs2 FVs
′.
fvars unit nil.
fvars (pairM1 M2) Vs FVs : -
fvarsM1 Vs FVs1 , fvarsM2 Vs FVs2 , combine FVs1 FVs2 FVs.
fvars (fstM) Vs FVs : - fvarsM Vs FVs.
fvars (sndM) Vs FVs : - fvarsM Vs FVs.
fvars (letM R) Vs FVs : - fvarsM Vs FVs1 ,
(Πx.notfree x⇒ fvars (R x) Vs FVs2) , combine FVs1 FVs2 FVs.
fvars (fix R) Vs FVs : -
Πf, x.notfree f ⇒ notfree x⇒ fvars (R f x) Vs FVs.
The essence of the definition of fvars is in the treatment of binding constructs. Viewed
operationally, the body of such a construct is descended into after instantiating the
binder with a new variable marked notfree : tm → o. Thus, the variables that are
marked in this way correspond to exactly those that are explicitly bound in the term.
When the first argument of fvars is such a variable it will not be collected as a free
variable as indicated by the first clause. Only those that are not marked notfree are
collected through the second clause and combination of the results of recursive calls to
fvars on subterms. It is important also to note that the specification of fvars has a
completely logical structure; this fact can be exploited during verification.
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The cc-fix rule requires us to construct an environment representing the mappings for
the variables found by fvars. The predicate mapenv : list tm→ list (map tm tm’)→
tm’→ o. specified by the following clauses provides this functionality.
mapenv nil unit.
mapenv (X :: L) Map (pair’M ML) : -
member (map X M) Map , mapenv L Map ML.
The cc-fix rule also requires us to create a new mapping from the variable list to pro-
jections from an environment variable. Representing the list of projection mappings
as a function from the environment variable, this relation is given by the predicate
mapvar : list tm → (tm’ → list (map tm tm’)) → o that is defined by the following
clauses.
mapvar nil (e \ nil).
mapvar (X :: L) (e \(map X (fst’ e)) :: (Map (snd’ e))) : - mapvar L Map.
We can now specify the closure conversion transformation. We provide clauses below
that define the predicate cc : list (map tm tm’)→ list tm→ tm→ tm’→ o such that
(cc Map Vs M M ′) holds if M ′ is a transformed version of M under the mapping Map
for the variables in Vs; we assume that Vs contains all the free variables of M .
cc Map Vs (nat N) (nat’ N).
cc Map Vs X M : - member (map X M) Map.
cc Map Vs (predM) (pred’M ′) : - cc Map Vs M M ′.
cc Map Vs (plusM1 M2) (plus’M
′
1 M
′
2) : -
cc Map Vs M1 M
′
1 , cc Map Vs M2 M
′
2.
cc Map Vs (ifzM M1 M2) (ifz’M
′ M ′1 M ′2) : -
cc Map Vs M M ′ , cc Map Vs M1 M ′1 , cc Map Vs M2 M ′2.
cc Map Vs unit unit’.
cc Map Vs (pairM1 M2) (pair’M
′
1 M
′
2) : -
cc Map Vs M1 M
′
1 , cc Map Vs M2 M
′
2.
cc Map Vs (fstM) (fst’M ′) : - cc Map Vs M M ′.
cc Map Vs (sndM) (snd’M ′) : - cc Map Vs M M ′.
cc Map Vs (letM R) (let’M ′ R′) : - cc Map Vs M M ′ ,
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Πx, y.cc ((map x y) :: Map) (x :: Vs) (R x) (R′ y).
cc Map Vs (fix R)
(clos’ (abs’ (p \ let’ (fst’ p) (g \
let’ (fst’ (snd’ p)) (y \
let’ (snd’ (snd’ p)) (e \R′ g y e))))) E) : -
fvars (fix R) Vs FVs , mapenv FVs Map E , mapvar FVs NMap ,
Πf, x, g, y, e.
cc ((map x y) :: (map f g) :: (NMap e)) (x :: f :: FVs) (R f x) (R′ g y e).
cc Map Vs (app’M1 M2)
(letM ′1 (g \ open’ g (f \ e \ app’ f (pair’ g (pair’M ′2 e))))) : -
cc Map Vs M1 M
′
1 , cc Map Vs M2 M
′
2.
These clauses correspond very closely to the rules in Figure 6.2. Note especially the
clause for transforming an expression of the form (fix R) that encodes the content of
the cc-fix rule. In the body of this clause, fvars is used to identify the free variables of
the expression, and mapenv and mapvar are used to create the reified environment and
the new mapping. In both this clause and in the one for transforming a let expression,
the λ-tree representation, universal goals and (meta-language) applications are used to
encode freshness and renaming requirements related to bound variables in a concise and
logically precise way.
6.4 Informal Verification of the Transformation
We informally describe the verification of closure conversion in this section based on
the ideas presented in Section 4.2. Similar to the informal verification of the CPS
transformation discussed in Section 5.4, we first discuss the type preservation and then
the semantics preservation of closure conversion. The proofs we present in this section
is based on the proofs in [85]. In particular, we have adapted the proof of semantics
preservation in [85] which is based on regular logical relations to be based on step-
indexing logical relations.
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6.4.1 Type preservation of the transformation
In proving that closure conversion preserves typing, the most difficult step is to ensure
that this property holds at the points of the transformation where we cross a function
boundary. For this we need the following strengthening lemma:
Lemma 4. If Γ `M : T , {x1, . . . , xn} ⊇ fvars(M) and xi : Ti ∈ Γ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then
x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn `M : T .
The type preservation property is then stated as follows:
Theorem 4. Let ρ be the mapping (x1 7→ M1, . . . , xn 7→ Mn) from source variables
to target terms, Γ be the typing context (x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn) in the source language,
Γ′ be a typing context in the target language such that Γ′ ` Mi : Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If
Γ `M : T and ρ . M  cc M ′, then Γ′ `M ′ : T .
This theorem states that if ρ is a type preserving mapping and M is transformed into
M ′ under ρ, then the type of M ′ is preserved. It is proved by induction on the derivation
of ρ . M  cc M ′ and analyzing its last rule. When the last rule is cc-nat, cc-var or
cc-unit, the proof is obvious. The rest of the cases, except when the last rule is cc-fix,
are proved by following a set pattern: We analyze the derivation of Γ ` M : T , apply
the inductive hypothesis on the subterms of M and conclude from the results. When
the last rule is cc-fix, we apply Lemma 4 to get a typing judgment that can be used for
applying the inductive hypothesis. The rest of the proof follows the set pattern.
Given Theorem 4, it is easy to show the following type preservation property for
closed terms:
Corollary 7. If ∅ `M : T and ∅ . M  cc M ′, then ∅ `M ′ : T .
6.4.2 Semantics preservation of the transformation
We give an informal description of semantics preservation for closure conversion in this
section. We first describe the operational semantics of the source and target languages
of the transformation, then the logical relations for denoting equivalence between the
source and target programs and their properties, and finally the semantics preservation
theorem and its proof.
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Operational semantics of the source and target languages
The operational semantics of the source language is already given in Section 5.4.2. The
operational semantics of the target language is based on a left to right, call-by-value
evaluation strategy and is presented in small-step form. We overload the syntax of
evaluation judgments described in Section 5.4.2 for representing the evaluation judg-
ments for the target language. That is, M ↪→1 M ′ if and only if M evaluates to M ′ in
one-step, M ↪→n M ′ if M evaluates to M ′ in n steps, M ↪→∗ M ′ if there exists some
n such that M ↪→n M ′, and M ↪→ V if M ↪→∗ V and V is a value. The designations
of such judgments are inferred from the context if they are not given explicitly. The
one-step evaluation rules for the target language are mostly the same as that for the
source language. The only evaluation rules that may be non-obvious are the ones for
closures and closure applications. They are the following:
M1 ↪→1 M ′1
〈M1,M2〉 ↪→1 〈M ′1,M2〉
M2 ↪→1 M ′2
〈V1,M2〉 ↪→1 〈V1,M ′2〉
M1 ↪→1 M ′1
open 〈xf , xe〉 = M1 in M2 ↪→1 open 〈xf , xe〉 = M ′1 in M2
open 〈xf , xe〉 = 〈Vf , Ve〉 in M2 ↪→1 M2[Vf/xf , Ve/xe]
Logical relations and their properties
Following the ideas in Section 4.2, we use step-indexing logical relations to characterize
the semantics preservation property of closure conversion. Specifically, we define the
mutually recursive simulation relation ∼ between closed source and target terms and
equivalence relation ≈ between closed source and target values, each indexed by a type
and a step measure, in Figure 6.3. By definition, the simulation relation M ∼T ;i M ′
holds if and only if M simulates M ′ within at least i steps of evaluation at the type T .
The equivalence relation V ≈T ;i V ′ holds if and only if the values V and V ′ cannot be
distinguished from each other (i.e., considered as equivalent) in any context within at
least i steps of evaluation at the type T . The rules in Figure 6.3 except the last one
have obvious meaning. The last rule states that a function (fix f x.M) is equivalent to
a closure 〈V ′, Ve〉 at type T1 → T2 for i steps if and only if given any step j smaller than
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i and any argument V1, V
′
1 , V2, V
′
2 such that V1 and V
′
1 are equivalent at T1 and V2 and
V2 are equivalent at T1 → T2 for j steps, the application of (fix f x.M) to V1 and V2
simulates the application of 〈V ′, Ve〉 to V ′1 and V ′2 . Note that the definition of ≈ in the
last rule uses ≈ negatively at the same type. However, it is still a well-defined notion
because the index decreases.
M ∼T ;k M ′ ⇐⇒
∀j ≤ k.∀V.M ↪→j V ⊃ ∃V ′.M ′ ↪→ V ′ ∧ V ≈T ;k−j V ′;
n ≈N;k n;
() ≈unit;k ();
(V1, V2) ≈(T1×T2);k (V ′1 , V ′2) ⇐⇒ V1 ≈T1;k V ′1 ∧ V2 ≈T2;k V ′2 ;
(fix f x.M) ≈T1→T2;k 〈V ′, Ve〉 ⇐⇒
∀j < k.∀V1, V ′1 , V2, V ′2 .V1 ≈T1;j V ′1 ⊃ V2 ≈T1→T2;j V ′2 ⊃
M [V2/f, V1/x] ∼T2;j V ′ (V ′2 , V ′1 , Ve).
Figure 6.3: The Logical Relations for Verifying Closure Conversion
A property we will need later is that ≈ is closed under decreasing indexes. It is
stated as the following lemma:
Lemma 5. If V ≈T ;i V ′ holds, then for any j such that j ≤ i, V ≈T ;j V ′ holds.
We prove this lemma by a (nested) induction first on the types and then on the step
indexes of ≈. The proof itself is obvious.
Analyzing the simulation relation and using the evaluation rules, we can show the
following “compatibility” lemmas for various constructs in the source language.
Lemma 6. 1. If M ∼N;k M ′ then pred M ∼N;k pred M ′. If also N ∼N;k N ′ then
M +N ∼N;k M ′ +N ′.
2. If M ∼T1×T2;k M ′ then fst M ∼T1;k fst M ′ and snd M ∼T2;k snd M ′.
3. If M ∼T1;k M ′ and N ∼T2;k N ′ then (M,N) ∼T1×T2;k (M ′, N ′).
4. If M ∼N;k M ′, M1 ∼T ;k M ′1 and M2 ∼T ;k M ′2, then
if M then M1 else M2 ∼T ;k if M ′ then M ′1 else M ′2.
5. If M1 ∼T1→T2;k M ′1 and M2 ∼T1;k M ′2 then
M1 M2 ∼T2;k let g = M ′1 in open 〈xf , xe〉 = g in xf (g,M ′2, xe).
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These lemmas are proved by analyzing the simulation relations. Some proofs of these
properties need the property that the equivalence relation is closed under decreasing
indices, which we have already proved as Lemma 2. The proof of the last of these
properties requires us to consider the evaluation of the application of a fixed point
expression which involves “feeding” the expression to its own body, albeit at a smaller
step measure. We apply Lemma 2 to obtain such expressions.
Informal proof of semantics preservation
Similar to semantics preservation of the CPS transformation described in Section 5.4.2,
we consider semantics preservation for possibly open terms under closed substitutions.
We overload the notation (V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn) for representing substitution of closed
values for variables for the target language. In defining a correspondence between
source and target language substitutions, we need to consider the possibility that a
collection of free variables in the first may be reified into an environment variable in the
second. This motivates the following definition in which γ represents a source language
substitution:
γ ≈xm:Tm,...,x1:T1;k (V1, . . . , Vm) ⇐⇒ ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m.γ(xi) ≈Ti;k Vi.
Writing γ1; γ2 for the concatenation of two substitutions viewed as lists, equivalence
between substitutions is then defined as follows:
(V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn); γ ≈Γ,xn:Tn,...,x1:T1;k (V ′1/y1, . . . , V ′n/yn, Ve/xe)
⇐⇒ (∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.Vi ≈Ti;k V ′i ) ∧ γ ≈Γ;k Ve.
Note that both relations are indexed by a source language typing context and a step
measure. The second relation allows the substitutions to be for different variables in
the source and target languages. A relevant mapping will determine a correspondence
between these variables when we use the relation.
The first part of the following lemma, proved by an easy use of the definitions of
≈ and evaluation, provides the basis for justifying the treatment of free variables via
their transformation into projections over environment variables introduced at function
boundaries in the closure conversion transformation. The second part of the lemma
is a corollary of the first part that relates a source substitution and an environment
computed during the closure conversion of fixed points.
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Lemma 7. Let δ = (V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn); γ and δ
′ = (V ′1/y1, . . . , V ′n/yn, Ve/xe) be source
and target language substitutions and let Γ = (x′m : T ′m, . . . , x′1 : T ′1, xn : Tn, . . . , x1 :
T1) be a source language typing context such that δ ≈Γ;k δ′. Further, let ρ = (x1 7→
y1, . . . , xn 7→ yn, x′1 7→ pi1(xe), . . . , x′m 7→ pim(xe)).
1. If x : T ∈ Γ then there exists a value V ′ such that (ρ(x))[δ′] ↪→ V ′ and δ(x) ≈T ;k
V ′.
2. If Γ′ = (z1 : Tz1 , . . . , zj : Tzj ) for Γ′ ⊆ Γ and ρ . (z1, . . . , zj)  e M , then there
exists V ′e such that M [δ′] ↪→ V ′e and δ ≈Γ′;k V ′e .
The semantic preservation theorem in its most general form can now be stated as
follows, which is a realization of Property 3 in the setting of closure conversion:
Theorem 5. Let δ = (V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn); γ and δ
′ = (V ′1/y1, . . . , V ′n/yn, Ve/xe) be
source and target language substitutions and let Γ = (x′m : T ′m, . . . , x′1 : T ′1, xn : Tn, . . . , x1 :
T1) be a source language typing context such that δ ≈Γ;k δ′. Further, let ρ = (x1 7→
y1, . . . , xn 7→ yn, x′1 7→ pi1(xe), . . . , x′m 7→ pim(xe)). If Γ `M : T and ρ.M  cc M ′, then
M [δ] ∼T ;k M ′[δ′].
We outline the main steps in the argument for this theorem: these will guide the devel-
opment of a formal proof in Section 6.5. We proceed by induction on the derivation of
ρ . M  cc M ′, analyzing the last step in it. This obviously depends on the structure
of M . The cases for a number or the unit constructor are obvious and for a vari-
able we use Lemma 7.1. In the remaining cases, other than when M is of the form
(let x = M1 in M2) or (fix f x.M1), the argument follows a set pattern: we observe
that substitutions distribute to the sub-components of expressions, we invoke the induc-
tion hypothesis over the sub-components and then we use Lemma 6 to conclude. If M
is of the form (let x = M1 in M2), then M
′ must be of the form (let y = M ′1 in M ′2).
Here again the substitutions distribute to M1 and M2 and to M
′
1 and M
′
2, respectively.
We then apply the induction hypothesis first to M1 and M
′
1 and then to M2 and M
′
2;
in the latter case, we need to consider extended substitutions with equivalent values
from the former case. Finally, if M is of the form (fix f x.M1), then M
′ must have
the form 〈M ′1,M ′2〉. We can prove that the abstraction M ′1 is closed by using the type
preservation theorem (Theorem 4) and therefore that M ′[σ′] = 〈M ′1,M ′2[σ′]〉. We then
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apply the induction hypothesis on M1. In order to do so, we generate the appropriate
typing judgment using Lemma 4 and a new pair of equivalent substitutions (under a
suitable step index) using Lemma 7.2. The case is easily concluded from the result of
the previous application of the inductive hypothesis.
An immediate corollary of Theorem 5 is the following which is a realization of Prop-
erty 2 in the setting of closure conversion:
Corollary 8. If ∅ `M : T and ∅ . M  cc M ′, then M ∼T ;i M ′ for any i.
From this corollary, it is easy to derive the following correctness property of the CPS
transformation for closed programs at atomic types that correspond to Property 4:
Corollary 9. If ∅ `M : N, ∅ . M  cc M ′ and M ↪→ V , then M ′ ↪→ V .
6.5 Verifying the λProlog Program in Abella
In this section, we formalize the verification of closure conversion described in Section 6.4
in Abella. For this we need to make explicit the proofs of all the binding related prop-
erties. We show that the λ-tree syntax approach can be used to significantly alleviate
this effort, leading to formal proofs that closely follows the informal ones.
6.5.1 Type preservation of the transformation
We prove that the λProlog implementation of closure conversion preserves typing by
following the informal argument given in Section 6.4.1. First we characterize the typing
contexts for the source and target languages. The typing context of the source language
is defined through the following clauses for ctx : olist→ prop:
ctx nil , >
ctx (of X T :: L) , ctx L ∧ name X ∧ {is sty T}∧
∀T ′.(member (of X T ′) L ⊃ T = T ′).
Typing contexts often encode a constraint that every element in the context pertains to
a distinct variable. The definition here does not enforce such a requirement. The reason
for not doing so is that we may in fact have to consider contexts in which there are
multiple entries for the same variable; the reason for this is that the combine predicate
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that we used in the specification of closure conversion does not force uniqueness in the
listing of the free variables. What our definition of ctx does ensure, though, is that
every assignment for a given variable assigns it the same type.
The typing context of the target language is defined through the following clauses
for ctx’ : olist→ prop:
ctx’ nil , >
∇x.ctx’(of’ x T :: L) , ctx’ L ∧ {is cty T}.
Here the predicate constant is cty : ty → o defines well-formed types in the target
language and is given by the following λProlog clauses:
is cty tnat.
is cty tunit.
is cty (prod T1 T2) : - is cty T1 , is cty T2.
is cty (arr T1 T2) : - is cty T1 , is cty T2.
is cty (arr’ T1 T2) : - is cty T1 , is cty T2.
We need to prove the strengthening lemma of typing for the source language (i.e.,
Lemma 4). We define the strengthening of typing context through the following clauses
for the predicate constant prune ctx : list tm→ olist→ olist→ prop:
prune ctx nil L nil , >
prune ctx (X :: V s) L (of X T :: L′) ,
member (of X T ) L ∧ prune ctx Vs L L′.
By definition, prune ctx Vs L L′ if and only if Vs is a sequence of variables in the
domain of the typing context L and L′ is the typing context obtained by strengthening
L to the domain Vs. Then Lemma 4 is formalized as follows:
∀L,Vs,M, T,FVs.ctx L ⊃ vars of ctx L Vs ⊃ {L ` ofM T} ⊃
{fvarsM Vs FVs} ⊃ ∃L′.prune ctx FVs L L′ ∧ {L′ ` ofM T}.
We may think of proving it by induction on {fvars M Vs FVs}. However, this
will not work because fvars may go under binders in M and introduce new assump-
tions into the dynamic context for marking bound variables. Thus, we need to gen-
eralize the above theorem to accommodate such possibility. We define the predicate
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bvars : olist→ prop through the following clauses for characterizing the assumptions
dynamically introduced by fvars:
bvars nil , >
∇x.bvars (notfree x :: L) , bvars L.
We designate the constant ctx bvars : olist → olist → prop for relating the type
assignments with the nonfree assumptions:
ctx bvars nil nil , >
ctx bvars (of X T :: L) (notfree X :: L′) , ctx bvars L L′.
We now generalize the theorem to the following:
∀L,L1, L2,Ps,Vs,FVs,M, T.
ctx L ⊃ append L1 L2 L ⊃ ctx bvars L1 Ps ⊃ vars of ctx L2 Vs ⊃
bvars Ps ⊃ {Ps ` fvarsM Vs FVs} ⊃ {L ` ofM T} ⊃
∃L′, L′2.prune ctx FVs L2 L′2 ∧ append L1 L′2 L′ ∧ ctx L′ ∧ {L′ ` ofM T}.
Note here that the typing context L consists of two parts: L1 contains variables that are
marked as non-free by fvars and L2 contains the initially free variables. The theorem is
proved by induction on {Ps ` fvars M Vs FVs}. The proof itself is easy to construct
by inspecting the logical structure of fvars derivations. It is easy to see that the
formalized version of Lemma 4 is just a special case of the above theorem when L1 is
empty.
To formally state the type preservation theorem, we need to characterize the type
preserving mappings from source variables to target terms. This is done through defining
the predicate good map : olist→ list (map tm tm’)→ olist→ prop, as follows:
good map CL nil nil , >
good map CL (map X M :: ML) (of X T :: SL) ,
name X ∧ {CL ` of’M T} ∧ good map CL ML SL.
The type preserving theorem is now formally stated as follows which corresponds to
Theorem 4:
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∀SL,CL,Map,M,Vs,M ′, T.
ctx SL ⊃ ctx’CL ⊃ good map CL Map SL ⊃ {SL ` ofM T} ⊃
vars of ctx SL Vs ⊃ {cc Map Vs M M ′} ⊃ {CL ` of’M ′ T}.
This theorem is proved by induction on {cc Map Vs M M ′}. The argument closely
follows the informal proof for Theorem 4. Given this theorem, it is easy to prove the
following formalized version of Corollary 7:
∀M,M ′, T.{ofM T} ⊃ {cc nil nilM M ′} ⊃ {of’M ′ T}.
6.5.2 Semantics preservation of the transformation
In this section, we formalize the semantics preservation proof of closure conversion
described in Section 6.4.2 in Abella. Again, we focus on showing the benefits of the
λ-tree syntax approach in this formalization. The formal treatments of binding related
properties such as closedness and substitution described in Section 5.5.2 carries over to
this setting. We avoid a detailed discussion of them and instead focus on showing how
reasoning about the unique features of closure conversion such as computation of free
variables can benefit from the λ-tree syntax approach.
Formalizing the operational semantics
The operational semantics of the source language has already been formalized in Sec-
tion 5.5.2. We are left with the operational semantics of the target language. We
encode the one step evaluation rules for the target language using the predicate con-
stant step’ : tm’ → tm’ → o. We again consider only a few interesting cases in
their definition. Assuming that val’ : tm’→ o recognize values in the target language
which has an obvious definition in λProlog, the clauses for evaluating the application of
closures and closure applications are the following.
step’ (clos’ F E) (clos’ F ′ E) : - step’ F F ′.
step’ (clos’ F E) (clos’ F E′) : - val’ F , step’ E E′.
step’ (open’M R) (open’M ′ R) : - step’M M ′.
step’ (open’ (clos’ F E) R) (R F E) : - val’ (clos’ F E).
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Note here how application in the meta-language realizes substitution.
We use the predicates nstep’ : nat → tm’ → tm’ → o and eval : tm’ → tm’ → o
to represent the n-step and full evaluation relations for the target language, respectively.
These predicates have definitions similar to their counterparts in Section 5.5.2.
Formalizing the closedness property
The closedness property for terms in the source language has already been defined
through tm : tm → o in Section 5.5.2. We further identify the predicate tm’ : tm’ → o
such that {tm’M} holds if M is a well-formed term in the target language. It is defined
through a λProlog program similar to that defining tm. The only interesting clauses in
the definition are the following ones for closures and closure applications:
tm’ (clos’M1 M2) : - tm’M1 , tm’M2.
tm’ (open’M R) : - tm’M ,Πf, e.tm’ f ⇒ tm’ e⇒ tm’ (R f e).
Similar to tm, we can easily prove the properties about well-formed or closed terms in
the target language through the definition of tm’, including that a well-typed term is
also well-formed and that a closed term cannot contain any nominal constant.
Formalizing the logical relations
The following clauses define the simulation relation represented by sim cc : ty→ nat→
tm→ tm’→ prop and the equivalence relations represented by equiv cc : ty→ nat→
tm→ tm’→ prop.
sim cc T K M M ′ , ∀J, V.le J K ⊃ {nstep J M V } ⊃ {val V } ⊃
∃V ′, N.{eval’M ′ V ′} ∧ {add J N K} ∧ equiv cc T N V V ′
equiv cc tnat K (nat N) (nat’N) , >
equiv cc tunit K unit unit’ , >
equiv cc (prod T1 T2) K (pair V1 V2) (pair’ V
′
1 V
′
2) ,
equiv cc T1 K V1 V
′
1 ∧ equiv cc T2 K V2 V ′2∧
{tm V1} ∧ {tm V2} ∧ {tm’ V ′1} ∧ {tm’ V ′2}
equiv cc (arr T1 T2) z (fix R) (clos’ (abs’ R
′) VE ) ,
{val’ VE} ∧ {tm (fix R)} ∧ {tm’ (clos’ (abs’ R′) VE )}
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equiv cc (arr T1 T2) (s K) (fix R) (clos’ (abs’ R
′) VE ) ,
equiv cc (arr T1 T2) K (fix R) (clos’ (abs’ R
′) VE )∧
∀V1, V ′1 , V2, V ′2 .equiv cc T1 K V1 V ′1 ⊃ equiv cc (arr T1 T2) K V2 V ′2 ⊃
sim cc T2 K (R V2 V1) (R
′ (pair’ V ′2 (pair’ V ′1 VE ))).
The formula sim cc T K M M ′ is intended to mean that M simulates M ′ at type
T in at least K steps; equiv cc T K V V ′ has a similar interpretation. Note the
exploitation of λ-tree syntax, specifically the use of application, to realize substitution
in the definition of equiv cc. It is easily shown that sim cc holds only between closed
source and target terms and similarly equiv cc holds only between closed source and
target values. Similar to the formalization of equivalence in the CPS transformation,
the definition of equiv cc uses itself negatively in the last clause and thereby cannot be
treated as a fixed-point definition. However, since the use is at a decreased step-index,
we can treat it as a recursive definition inductively defined on the types and the step
measures. In fact, this is the reason why we “build” the relation up over the natural
numbers rather than mirroring directly the structure of the informal definition.
The property that the equivalence relation is closed under decreasing step-indexes
is formalized as follows:
∀T,K, J, V, V ′.{is sty T} ⊃ {is nat K} ⊃
equiv cc T K V V ′ ⊃ le J K ⊃ equiv cc T J V V ′.
It is proved by induction on {is sty T} and {is nat K}.
Compatibility lemmas in the style of Lemma 6 are easily stated for sim cc. For
example, the one for pairs is the following.
∀T1, T2,K,M1,M2,M ′1,M ′2.{is nat K} ⊃ {is sty T1} ⊃ {is sty T2} ⊃
sim cc T1 K M1 M
′
1 ⊃ sim cc T2 K M2 M ′2 ⊃
sim cc (prod T1 T2) K (pairM1 M2) (pair’M
′
1 M
′
2).
The proofs of these lemmas follows from the informal ones in a straightforward manner.
Representing substitutions
A substitution is represented as a list of mappings from source variables to closed target
values. The substitutions for the source language have already been given through
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subst in Section 5.5.2. The substitutions of target values are represented by subst’ :
list (map tm’ tm’)→ prop which is defined as follows:
subst’ nil , >
∇x.subst’ (map x V :: ML) , subst’ ML ∧ {val’ V } ∧ {tm’ V }.
The application of substitutions has already been given by the polymorphic definition
of app subst. As before, we can easily prove properties about substitution application
based on this definition such as that such an application distributes over term structures
and that closed terms are not affected by substitution.
The equivalence relation on substitutions
We first define the relation subst env equiv cc between source substitutions and target
environments:
subst env equiv cc nil K ML unit’ , >
subst env equiv cc (of X T :: L) K ML (pair’ V ′ VE ) ,
∃V.subst env equiv cc L K ML VE∧
member (map X V ) ML ∧ equiv cc T K V V ′.
Using subst env equiv cc, the needed relation between source and target substitutions
is defined as follows.
∇e.subst equiv cc L K ML (map e VE :: nil) ,
subst env equiv cc L K ML VE
∇x, y.subst equiv cc (of x T :: L) K (map x V :: ML) (map y V ′ :: ML′) ,
equiv cc T K V V ′ ∧ subst equiv cc L K ML ML′.
Lemmas about mapvar and mapenv.
A formalization of Lemma 7 is needed for the main theorem. We start with a lemma
about mapvar.
∀L,Vs,Map,ML,K,VE , X, T,M ′, V.∇e.
{is nat K} ⊃ ctx L ⊃ vars of ctx L Vs ⊃
subst ML ⊃ subst env equiv cc L K ML VE ⊃
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member (of X T ) L ⊃ {mapvar Vs Map} ⊃
app subst ML X V ⊃ {member (map X (M ′ e)) (Map e)} ⊃
∃V ′.{eval’(M ′ VE ) V ′} ∧ equiv cc T K V V ′.
In words, this lemma states the following. If L is a source typing context for the variables
(x1, . . . , xn), ML is a source substitution and VE is an environment equivalent to ML
at L, then mapvar determines a mapping for (x1, . . . , xn) that are projections over an
environment with the following character: if the environment is taken to be VE , then,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, xi is mapped to a projection that must evaluate to a value equivalent to
the substitution for xi in ML. The lemma is proved by induction on the derivation of
{mapvar Vs Map}.
Lemma 7 is now formalized as follows.
∀L,ML,ML′,K,Vs,Vs ′,Map.{is nat K} ⊃
ctx L ⊃ vars of ctx L Vs ⊃
subst ML ⊃ subst’ ML′ ⊃ subst equiv cc L K ML ML′ ⊃
vars of subst’ ML′ Vs ′ ⊃ tomapping Vs Vs ′ Map ⊃
(∀X,T, V,M ′,M ′′.
member (of X T ) L ⊃ {member (map X M ′) Map} ⊃
app subst ML X V ⊃ app subst ML′ M ′ M ′′ ⊃
∃V ′.{eval’M ′′ V ′} ∧ equiv cc T K V V ′) ∧
(∀L′,NFVs, E,E′.
prune ctx NFVs L L′ ⊃ {mapenv NFVs Map E} ⊃
app subst ML′ E E′ ⊃
∃VE ′.{eval’ E′ VE ′} ∧ subst env equiv cc L′ K ML VE ′).
Two new predicates are used here. The judgment (vars of subst’ ML′ Vs ′) “collects”
the variables in the target substitution ML′ into Vs ′. The predicate tomapping is defined
as follows:
tomapping Vs (E :: nil) (Map E) , {mapvar Vs Map}
tomapping (X :: Vs) (X ′ :: Vs ′) (map X X ′ :: Map) ,
tomapping Vs Vs ′ Map.
By this definition, given source variables Vs = (x1, . . . , xn, x
′
1, . . . , x
′
m) and target vari-
ables Vs ′ = (y1, . . . , yn, xe), the predicate tomapping creates in Map the mapping
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(x1 7→ y1, . . . , xn 7→ yn, x′1 7→ pi1(xe), . . . , x′m 7→ pim(xe)).
The conclusion of the lemma is a conjunction representing the two parts of Lemma 7.
The first part is proved by induction on {member (map X M ′) Map}, using the lemma
for mapvar when X is some x′i(1 ≤ i ≤ m). The second part is proved by induction on
{mapenv NFVs Map E} using the first part.
Formalizing the semantics preservation theorems
Theorem 5 is now formalized as follows:
∀L,ML,ML′,K,Vs,Vs ′,Map, T, P, P ′,M,M ′.
{is nat K} ⊃ ctx L ⊃ vars of ctx L Vs ⊃
subst ML ⊃ subst’ ML′ ⊃ subst equiv cc L K ML ML′ ⊃
vars of subst’ ML′ Vs ′ ⊃ tomapping Vs Vs ′ Map ⊃
{L ` ofM T} ⊃ {cc Map Vs M M ′} ⊃
app subst ML M P ⊃ app subst ML′ M ′ P ′ ⊃
sim cc T K P P ′.
We use an induction on {cc Map Vs M M ′}, the closure conversion derivation, to prove
this theorem. As should be evident from the preceding development, the proof in fact
closely follows the structure we outlined in Section 6.4.2. A particular point to note is
that when M is a function and M ′ is a closure 〈F,E〉, we need to show that F is closed
and substitution has no effect on it. This is achieved by applying the type preservation
lemma to M to show that F is typable in an empty context and hence {tm’ F} holds.
By {tm’ F} and the definition of app subst, we can easily show that substitution has
no effect on F .
Finally, from the above theorem it is easy to prove the following properties which
correspond to Corollaries 8 and 9:
∀K,T,M,M ′.{ofM T} ⊃ {cc nil nilM M ′} ⊃ sim cc T K M M ′.
∀K,T,M,M ′.{ofM tnat} ⊃ {cc nil nilM M ′} ⊃
{evalM (nat N)} ⊃ {eval’M ′ (nat’ N)}
Chapter 7
The Code Hoisting
Transformation
Code hoisting is a general transformation that has the effect of moving code that appears
in a nested context but that is not dependent on that context to a place outside of it.
In the compilation process we are considering, this transformation is useful in moving
nested functions that have been converted into a closed form by closure conversion to
the outermost level in the program. Note, however, that code hoisting has a justifica-
tion independently of closure conversion and can be used even in situations where the
latter transformation has not been applied. Despite this fact, these two transformations
have been considered only in combination in many efforts at verified compilation of
functional programs; see, for example, [46] and [86]. The reason for this phenomenon
is the following: the correctness of code hoisting relies on the expression being hoisted
out being closed, an aspect that is easily verified for the function expressions that result
from closure conversion.
The situation described above is somewhat unfortunate: it is relatively easy to write
code to determine that an expression is independent of the context in which it appears,
but we are compelled to combine its movement with another process because of the
difficulty in verifying this fact. The λ-tree syntax approach that we are elucidating in
this thesis provides a way to overcome this problem and thereby to describe code hoisting
as a transformation in its own right. The idea we use is impressive in its simplicity. The
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independence of a subpart of a particular abstraction can be characterized as a logical
property of the binding structure of the abstraction. Then, since independence is given
a logical characterization, this information can also be used in the process of proving
the correctness of the transformation.
We elaborate on these ideas in this chapter. We start with an an overview of the code
hoisting transformation in Section 7.1. We then describe it in a rule-based and relational
style in Section 7.2 and discuss its implementation in λProlog in Section 7.3. We finally
discuss the informal and formal verification of the transformation in Sections 7.4 and
7.5.
7.1 An Overview of the Transformation
The code hoisting transformation that we will consider is based on [46]. In that context,
the transformation is focused on moving nested functions out to the top-level in the
program. Its particular content is most easily understood through examples. The
following code is the output of closure conversion in the first example in Section 6.1:
let x = 2 in let y = 3 in
〈(fun z e→ z + e.1 + e.2), (x, y)〉
As we can see, the function part of the environment is closed. Code hoisting extracts
this function to the top-level, resulting in the following code:
let f = (fun z e→ z + e.1 + e.2) in
let x = 2 in let y = 3 in〈f, (x, y)〉
In the general case, the transformation of interest has to treat functions that have
an arbitrarily nested structure. Towards this end, it can be implemented as a recursive
procedure: given a function (λx.M), the procedure is applied to the subterms of M and
the extracted functions are then moved out of (λx.M). Of course, for this movement
to be possible, it must be the case that the variable x does not appear in the functions
that are candidates for extraction. This is the case for all the nested functions that
are produced by closure conversion. For example, the following code is the output of
closure conversion in the second example in Section 6.1:
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let x = 3 in
〈(fun y e1 → 〈(fun z e2 → e2.1 + e2.2 + z), (e1.1, y)〉), (x)〉.
Here both functions are closed. Therefore they can be extracted to the top-level. Note
also that the outer function depends on the inner one. To break the dependence, code
hoisting introduces an extra argument to the outer function which is bound by an
application to the inner function at the point where the outer function occurs. The
result of code hoisting on the above code is as follows:
let f1 = fun z e2 → e2.1 + e2.2 + z in
let f2 = fun f1 y e1 → 〈f1, (e1.1, y)〉 in
let x = 3 in 〈(f2 f1), (x)〉
From the above example, we can see that the key to specifying code hoisting is to
capture the constraint that the functions extracted from M in (λx.M) do not depend on
x. If we combine code hoisting with closure conversion, we have an over-arching property
that every function is closed and therefore cannot depend on any variable bound by an
external abstraction. However, we can also think of checking the constraint that must
be satisfied directly as a structural property of the expressions being considered. This
is the approach we take in the describing closure conversion in the next section.
7.2 A Rule-Based Description of the Transformation
We give a rule-based relational description of the code hoisting transformation in this
section. We first describe the source and target languages of the transformation, includ-
ing their typing rules, and then present the transformation rules.
7.2.1 The source and target languages
The source language of the transformation is the target language of closure conversion,
depicted in Figure 6.1. The target language of the transformation is the same as the
source language. The result of code hoisting will be a term of the form
let f1 = M1 in . . . let fn = Mn in M
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where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Mi corresponds to an extracted function. We will write this term
as (letf ~f = ~M in M) where ~f = (f1, . . . , fn) and ~M = (M1, . . . ,Mn).
7.2.2 The transformation rules
We write the judgment of code hoisting as (ρ . M  ch M ′) where ρ has the form
(x1, . . . , xn). This judgment asserts that M
′ is the result of extracting all functions in
M to the top level, assuming that ρ contains all the bound variables in the context in
which M appears. The transformation rules are summarized in Figure 7.1 where we
write (~f,~g) and (~F , ~G) to represent the concatenation of tuples of variables and terms.
The transformation judgment is defined by recursion on the structure of M . In the
base case, a (bound) variable transforms to itself. Most of the recursive cases have the
following general structure: given a source term M , code hoisting is applied recursively
to subterms in M and the output is formed by combining the results of recursion. One
of the main rule that deserves further discussion is ch-abs for transforming functions.
Intuitively, the term (λx.M), is transformed by extracting the functions from within
M and then moving them further out of the scope of x. For this, this rule has a side
condition that the function argument x must not occur in ~F which are functions ex-
tracted from M . The resulting body is made independent of the extracted functions
by converting it into a form where it can be applied to these functions. Similarly, the
ch-let rule also has a side condition that the extracted functions ~G cannot depend on
the binding variable x. Another point to note is that the rule ch-open works for ap-
plications of closures with a particular structure, which suffices for extracting functions
from applications of closures in our setting of compilation.
7.3 Implementing the Transformation in λProlog
Our presentation of the implementation of code hoisting has two parts: we first show
the encoding of the syntax and typing rules of the source and target languages and then
present a λProlog implementation of the transformation.
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x ∈ ρ
ρ . x ch letf () = () in x
ch-var
ρ . () ch letf () = () in ()
ch-unit
ρ . n ch letf () = () in n
ch-nat
ρ . M  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′
ρ . pred M  ch letf ~f = ~F in pred M ′
ch-pred
ρ . M1  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′1 ρ . M2  ch letf ~g = ~G in M ′2
ρ . M1 +M2  ch letf (~f,~g) = (~F , ~G) in M ′1 +M ′2
ch-plus
ρ . M1  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′1
ρ . M2  ch letf ~g = ~G in M ′2 ρ . M3  ch letf ~h = ~H in M ′3
ρ . if M1 then M2 else M3  ch
letf (~f,~g,~h) = (~F , ~G, ~H) in if M ′1 then M ′2 else M ′3
ch-if
ρ . M1  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′1 ρ . M2  ch letf ~g = ~G in M ′2
ρ . (M1,M2) ch letf (~f,~g) = (~F , ~G) in (M ′1,M ′2)
ch-pair
ρ . M  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′
ρ . fst M  ch letf ~f = ~F in fst M ′
ch-fst
ρ . M  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′
ρ . snd M  ch letf ~f = ~F in snd M ′
ch-snd
ρ . M1  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′1 ρ, x . M2  ch letf ~g = ~G in M ′2
ρ . (let x = M1 in M2) ch letf (~f,~g) = (~F , ~G) in (let x = M ′1 in M ′2)
ch-let
where x is not already in ρ and is not a free variable of ~G
ρ, x . M  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′
ρ . λx.M  ch letf (~f, g) = (~F , λ~f. λx.M ′) in g ~f
ch-abs
where x is not already in ρ and is not a free variable of ~F
ρ . M1  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′1 ρ . M2  ch letf ~g = ~G in M ′2
ρ . M1 M2  ch letf (~f,~g) = (~F , ~G) in M ′1 M ′2
ch-app
ρ . M1  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′1 ρ . M2  ch letf ~g = ~G in M ′2
ρ . 〈M1,M2〉 ch letf (~f,~g) = (~F , ~G) in 〈M ′1,M ′2〉
ch-clos
ρ . M1  ch letf ~f = ~F in M ′1 ρ . M2  ch letf ~g = ~G in M ′2
ρ . open 〈xf , xe〉 = M1 in xf (M1,M2, xe) ch
letf (~f,~g) = (~F , ~G) in open 〈xf , xe〉 = M ′1 in xf (M ′1,M ′2, xe)
ch-open
Figure 7.1: The Rules for Code Hoisting
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7.3.1 Encoding the language
The only issue here is to provide a convenient representation for the output of code
hoisting, or hoisted terms. Towards this end, we identify the constants hbase : tm’ →
tm’, habs : (tm’ → tm’) → tm’ and htm : list tm’ → tm’ → tm’ for representing
hoisted terms. Using these constants, a hoisted term of the form
letf (f1, . . . , fn) = (M1, . . . ,Mn) in M
will be represented by
htm (M1 :: . . . ::Mn :: nil) (habs (f1 \ . . . (habs (fn \ hbaseM)))).
We often write (habs (f1, . . . , fn) \M) for habs (f1 \ . . . (habs (fn \ hbaseM))).
We also identify the constant of’’ : tm’ → ty → o for typing the output of code
hoisting such that of’’M T holds if and only if M has type T . They are defined by the
following clauses which simply restate the rules for typing the output of code hoisting:
of’’ (htm nil (hbaseM)) T : - of’M T.
of’’ (htm (M :: L) (habs R)) T : -
of’M T1 ,Πx.of’ x T1 ⇒ of’’ (htm L (R x)) T.
7.3.2 Specifying the code hoisting transformation
We use the predicate ch : tm’→ tm’→ o to represent the relation of code hoisting and
translate the code hoisting rules in Figure 7.1 into the following clauses. They define ch
such that (chM M ′) holds if and only if M is transformed into M ′ by code hoisting.
ch (nat’ N) (htm nil (hbase (nat’ N))).
ch unit’ (htm nil (hbase unit’)).
ch (predM) (htm FE M ′′) : - chM (htm FE M ′) , hconstrM ′ (x \ pred’ x) M ′′.
ch (plus’M1 M2) (htm FE M
′) : - chM1 (htm FE 1 M ′1) , chM2 (htm FE 2 M ′2) ,
append FE 1 FE 2 FE , hcombineM
′
1 M
′
2 (x \ y \ plus’ x y) M ′.
ch (ifz’M1 M2 M3) (htm FE M
′) : -
chM1 (htm FE 1 M
′
1) , chM2 (htm FE 2 M
′
2) , chM3 (htm FE 3 M
′
3) ,
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append FE 1 FE 2 FE 12 , append FE 12 FE 3 FE ,
hcombine3M ′1 M ′2 M ′3 (x \ y \ z \ ifz’ x y z) M ′.
ch (pair’M1 M2) (htm FE M
′) : - chM1 (htm FE 1 M ′1) , chM2 (htm FE 2 M ′2) ,
append FE 1 FE 2 FE , hcombineM
′
1 M
′
2 (x \ y \ pair’ x y) M ′.
ch (fst’M) (htm FE M ′′) : - chM (htm FE M ′) , hconstrM ′ (x \ fst’ x) M ′′.
ch (snd’M) (htm FE M ′′) : - chM (htm FE M ′) , hconstrM ′ (x \ snd’ x) M ′′.
ch (let’M R) (htm FE M ′′) : - chM (htm FE1 M ′) ,
(Πx.ch x (htm nil (hbase x))⇒ ch (R x) (htm FE 2 (R′ x))) ,
append FE 1 FE 2 FE , hcombine absM
′ R′ (x \ y \ let’ x y) M ′′.
ch (abs’ R) (htm ((abs’ F ) :: FE ) (habs R′′)) : -
(Πx.ch x (htm nil (hbase x))⇒ ch (R x) (htm FE (R′ x))) ,
abstract R′ R′′ F.
ch (app’M1 M2) (htm FE M
′) : - chM1 (htm FE 1 M ′1) , chM2 (htm FE2 M ′2) ,
append FE 1 FE 2 FE , hcombineM
′
1 M
′
2 (x \ y \ app’ x y) M ′.
ch (clos’M1 M2) (htm FE M
′) : - chM1 (htm FE 1 M ′1) , chM2 (htm FE 2 M ′2) ,
append FE 1 FE 2 FE , hcombineM
′
1 M
′
2 (x \ y \ clos’ x y) M ′.
ch (open’M1 (f \ e \ app’ f (pair’M1 (pair’M2 e)))) (htm FE M ′) : -
chM1 (htm FE 1 M
′
1) , chM2 (htm FE 2 M
′
2) , append FE 1 FE 2 FE ,
hcombineM ′1 M ′2 (x \ y \(open’ x (f \ e \ app’ f (pair’ x (pair’ y e))))) M ′.
These clauses are transparently translated from the rules in Figure 7.1. The predicates
hconstr, hcombine, hcombine3, hcombine abs, hcombine abs2 are defined to combine
the results of code hoisting on subterms to form the outputs. For instance, hcombine
is defined through the following clauses:
hcombine (hbaseM1) (hbaseM2) C (hbase (C M1 M2)).
hcombine (habs R) M C (habs R′) : - Πf.hcombine (R f) M C (R′ f).
hcombine (hbaseM) (habs R) C (habs R′) : -
Πf.hcombine (hbaseM) (R f) C (R′ f).
By this definition, if M ′1 is (habs (f1, . . . , fn) \M1) and M ′2 is (habs (g1, . . . , gm) \M2),
then (hcombineM ′1 M ′2 (x \ y \ pair′ x y) M ′) holds when M ′ is
(habs (f1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm) \ pair′ M1 M2).
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Again, we use universal goals to perform recursion over binding operators and hy-
pothetical goals to introduce the rules for transforming binding variables. As a result,
the context of code hoisting is represented implicitly by the dynamic context in HHω
sequents. Note that the side condition that the extracted functions in the rules ch-abs
do not contain free occurrences of the binding variable which they are hoisted over has
a completely logical encoding: it is statically captured by the ordering of quantifiers
and dynamically via unification. For instance, by the fourth last clause above which
encodes ch-abs, to perform code hoisting on a function (abs’ R), we need to derive the
following goal:
Πx.ch x (htm nil (hbase x))⇒ ch (R x) (htm FE (R′ x))
Here the variable FE which represents the functions extracted from R cannot depend
on x because FE is bound out side of x. Thus, this goal is derivable only if FE matches
with some term not containing x as a free variable. The same observation can be made
for the clause encoding the rules ch-let.
We have used the predicate abstract to build the final result of the transformation
on functions. Intuitively, abstract eliminates the dependence of a function on the
functions nested in its body by abstracting it over a tuple that binds these functions and
generates an application expression for representing the original function. Specifically,
let (htm FE (R′ x)) be the result of recursive code hoisting on the body of a function
where x is the function argument. Here R′ is a meta-level abstraction of the form
x \(habs (f1, . . . , fn) \ (R f1 . . . fn x)).
where f1, . . . , fn are binders for the functions in FE . Then (abstract R
′ R′′ F ) is
derivable if and only if F is
l \ let f1 = pi1(l) in . . . let fn = pin(l) in abs’ (λx.R f1 . . . fn x)
and R′′ is
f \(habs (f1, . . . , fn) \(f (f1, . . . , fn))).
As a result, (abs’ F ) represents a closed function obtained by abstracting the body of
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R′ over x and (f1, . . . , fn). As indicated in the final output
(htm ((abs’ F ) :: FE ) (habs R′′)),
the function (abs’ F ) is hoisted to the top-level and bound by f in R′′ and the applica-
tion (f (f1, . . . , fn)) in R
′′ represents the original function. The definition of abstract
is easy to construct and is not provided here.
7.4 Informal Verification of the Transformation
We informally describe the verification of code hoisting in this section based on the ideas
presented in Section 4.2. Similar to the informal verification of the CPS transformation
and closure conversion, we first discuss the type preservation and then the semantics
preservation.
7.4.1 Type preservation of the transformation
The type preservation property of code hoisting is stated as follows:
Theorem 6. Let ρ = (x1, . . . , xn) and Γ = (x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn). If Γ ` M : T and
ρ . M  ch M ′, then Γ `M ′ : T .
This theorem is easily proved by induction on the derivation of ρ . M  ch M ′, from
which we can derive the following corollary:
Corollary 10. If ∅ `M : T and ∅ . M  ch M ′, then ∅ `M ′ : T ′.
7.4.2 Semantics preservation of the transformation
We give an informal description of semantics preservation for code hoisting in this
section. The operational semantics of the source and target languages is already known.
In the rest of this section, we present the logical relations for denoting equivalence
between the source and target programs, their properties, the semantics preservation
theorem and its proof.
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An alternative typing rule for closure applications
The rule cof-open for typing the closure applications described in Section 6.2.1 intro-
duces new type constants as the types of the environments of the closures. Since those
type constants stand for “unknown” types, logical relations cannot be easily defined by
recursion on their structures. To circumvent this problem, notice that the code hoisting
transformation only deals with closure applications of the following form
open 〈xf , xe〉 = M1 in xf (M1,M2, xe).
In this case, we can use the following typing rule equivalent to cof-open that does not
introduce new constants:
Γ `M1 : T1 → T2 Γ `M2 : T1
Γ ` open 〈xf , xe〉 = M1 in xf (M1,M2, xe) : T2
We shall assume that this typing rule is used instead of cof-open in the following dis-
cussion of the semantics preservation proof for code hoisting.
Logical relations and their properties
The step-indexing logical relations for code hoisting are depicted in Figure 7.2. The sec-
ond to last rule in this figure defines the equivalence relation between abstraction values
and the last rule defines the equivalence relation between closure values which function
like recursive functions. Similar to closure conversion, we can prove the property that
≈ is closed under decreasing indexes and compatibility lemmas for program constructs
in the source language.
Informal proof of semantics preservation
Similar to the CPS transformation and closure conversion, we consider semantics preser-
vation for possibly open terms under closed substitutions. A substitution has the form
(V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn) where Vi are closed values. The equivalence relation between source
and target substitutions is based on step-indexing logical relation and given as follows:
(V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn) ≈(x1:T1,...,xn:Tn);k (V ′1/x1, . . . , V ′n/xn) ⇐⇒ (∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.Vi ≈Ti;i V ′i )
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M ∼T ;k M ′ ⇐⇒
∀j ≤ k.∀V.M ↪→j V ⊃ ∃V ′.M ′ ↪→ V ′ ∧ V ≈T ;k−j V ′;
n ≈N;k n;
() ≈unit;k ();
(V1, V2) ≈(T1×T2);k (V ′1 , V ′2) ⇐⇒ V1 ≈T1;k V ′1 ∧ V2 ≈T2;k V ′2 ;
(λx.R) ≈(T1⇒T2);k (λx.R′) ⇐⇒
∀j < k.∀V, V ′.V ≈T1;j V ′ ⊃ R[V/x] ∼T2;j R′[V ′/x].
〈λp.R,VE 〉 ≈(T1→T2);k 〈λp.R′,VE ′〉 ⇐⇒
∀j < k.∀V1, V ′1 , V2, V ′2 .V1 ≈T1;j V ′1 ⊃ V2 ≈T1→T2;j V ′2 ⊃
R[(V2, V1,VE )/p] ∼T2;j R′[(V ′2 , V ′1 ,VE ′)/p].
Figure 7.2: The Logical Relations for Verifying Code Hoisting
The semantics preservation theorem for the CPS transformation can now be stated
as follows:
Theorem 7. Let Γ = (x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn), ρ = (x1, . . . , xn), θ ≈Γ;k θ′ and Γ `M : T .
If ρ . M  ch M ′, then M [θ] ∼T ;k M ′[θ′].
We outline the main steps in the argument for this theorem. We proceed by induction
on the derivation of ρ.M  ch M ′, analyzing the last step in it. This obviously depends
on the structure of M . The cases for a natural number, the unit constructor or a
variable are obvious. In the remaining case, other than when M is a let expression or
a function, the argument follows a set pattern: we observe that substitutions distribute
to the sub-components of expressions, we invoke the induction hypothesis over the sub-
components and then we use the compatibility lemmas to conclude. When M is a let
expression or a function, we need to extend the substitutions with equivalent values for
the binding variable for applying the inductive hypothesis over the body of M . Note
that to conclude the proof, we need to make use of the side condition that the binding
variable does not occur in the functions extracted from the body of M to show that the
extensions to substitutions have no effect on these functions.
From Theorem 7, it is easy to derive the following corollaries of semantic preservation
for closed terms and closed terms at atomic types:
Corollary 11. If ∅ `M : T and ∅ . M  ch M ′, then M ∼T ;i M ′ for any i.
Corollary 12. If ∅ `M : N, ∅ . M  ch M ′ and M ↪→ V , then M ′ ↪→ V .
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7.5 Verifying the λProlog Program in Abella
In this section, we formalize the verification of code hoisting described in Section 7.4
in Abella. In this discussion, we pay particular attention to showing how the logical
treatment of the side condition that describes the independence of extracted functions
on the arguments of enclosing functions in the λProlog program is exploited to simplify
the proofs.
7.5.1 Type preservation of the transformation
In the λProlog program, the contexts of code hoisting is represented by the dynamic
contexts of HHω sequents that encode the rule for transforming free variables. Such
contexts are represented by the predicate ch ctx : olist→ prop given by the following
clauses:
ch ctx nil , >
∇x.ch ctx ((ch x (htm nil (hbase x))) :: L) , ch ctx L.
Theorem 6 is then formalized as follows where vars of ch ctx and vars of ctx’ are
respectively used to collect variables in the contexts of code hoisting and variables in
the typing contexts:
∀L,CL,Vs,M,M ′, T.
ctx’ L ⊃ ch ctx CL ⊃ vars of ctx’ L Vs ⊃ vars of ch ctx CL Vs ⊃
{L ` of’M T} ⊃ {CL ` chM M ′} ⊃ {L ` of’’M ′ T}.
It is proved by induction on {CL ` chM M ′} in an obvious manner. From this theorem,
it is easy to prove the following theorem corresponding to Corollary 10:
∀M,M ′, T.{of’M T} ⊃ {chM M ′} ⊃ {of’’M ′ T}.
7.5.2 Semantics preservation of the transformation
In this section, we formalize the semantics preservation proof of closure conversion
described in Section 6.4.2 in Abella.
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Formalizing the operational semantics
The operational semantics of the source and target languages has already been given in
Section 6.5.2. The only issue here is to encode the operational semantics for the output
of code hoisting. Towards this end, we introduce the constant eval’’ : tm’→ tm’→ o
such that eval’’ (htm FE M) V if and only if (htm FE M) evaluates to the value V .
Its definition is given as follows which simply restates the evaluation rules for the term
represented by (htm FE M):
eval’’ (htm nil (hbaseM)) V : - eval’M V.
eval’’ (htm (F :: FE) (habs R)) V : - eval’ (htm FE (R F )) V.
Formalizing the logical relations
The simulation and equivalence relations are represented by the predicate constants
sim ch : ty → nat → tm’ → tm’ → prop and equiv ch : ty → nat → tm’ → tm’ →
prop, which are defined as follows:
sim ch T K M M ′ , ∀J, V.le J K ⊃ {nstep’ J M V } ⊃ {val’ V } ⊃
∃V ′, N.{eval’’M ′ V ′} ∧ {add J N K} ∧ equiv ch T N V V ′
equiv ch tnat K (nat’ N) (nat’N) , >
equiv ch tunit K unit’ unit’ , >
equiv ch (prod T1 T2) K (pair’ V1 V2) (pair’ V
′
1 V
′
2) ,
equiv ch T1 K V1 V
′
1 ∧ equiv ch T2 K V2 V ′2
equiv ch (arr’ T1 T2) z (abs’ R) (abs’ R
′) ,
{tm’ (abs’ R)} ∧ {tm’ (abs’ R′)}
equiv ch (arr’ T1 T2) (s K) (abs’ R) (abs’ R
′) ,
equiv ch (arr’ T1 T2) K (abs’ R) (abs’ R
′)∧
∀V, V ′.equiv ch T1 K V V ′ ⊃ sim ch T2 K (R V ) (htm nil (hbase (R′ V ′)))
equiv ch (arr T1 T2) z (clos’(abs’ R) VE ) (clos’(abs’ R
′) VE ′) ,
{tm’ (clos’(abs’ R) VE )} ∧ {tm’ (clos’(abs’ R′) VE ′)}∧
{val’ VE} ∧ {val’ VE ′}
equiv ch (arr T1 T2) (s K) (clos’(abs’ R) VE ) (clos’(abs’ R
′) VE ′) ,
equiv ch (arr T1 T2) K (clos’(abs’ R) VE ) (clos’(abs’ R
′) VE ′)∧
∀V1, V ′1 , V2, V ′2 .equiv ch T1 K V1 V ′1 ⊃ equiv ch (arr T1 T2) K V2 V ′2 ⊃
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sim ch T2 K (R (pair’ V2 (pair’ V1 VE )))
(htm nil (hbase (R′ (pair’ V ′2 (pair’ V ′1 VE
′))))).
The formula sim ch T K M M ′ is intended to mean that M simulates M ′ at type T in
at least K steps; equiv ch T K V V ′ has a similar interpretation. Note that the last
argument of sim ch must be an output of code hoisting and therefore must have the
form (htm FE M ′′); this is also manifested in the uses of sim ch in the above definition.
Using the above definition, it is easy to formally prove the property that the equiv-
alence relation is closed under decreasing step measures and the compatibility lemmas,
as we have done for the CPS transformation and closure conversion. The structures of
those theorems and proofs are easy to predict and we omit these details here.
The equivalence relation on substitutions
We designate the constant subst equiv ch : olist → nat → list (map tm’ tm’) →
list (map tm’ tm’)→ prop to represent this equivalence relation between substitutions.
It is defined as follows:
subst equiv ch nil K nil nil , >
∇x.subst equiv ch (of’ x T :: L) K (map x V :: ML) (map x V ′ :: ML′) ,
equiv ch T K V V ′ ∧ subst equiv ch L K ML ML′.
Formalizing the semantics preservation theorems
Theorem 7 is now formalized as follows:
∀L,K,CL,ML,ML′,M,M ′, T,FE ,FE ′, P, P ′,Vs.{is nat K} ⊃
ctx’ L ⊃ vars of ctx’ L Vs ⊃
ch ctx CL ⊃ vars of ch ctx CL Vs ⊃
subst’ ML ⊃ subst’ ML′ ⊃ subst equiv ch L K ML ML′ ⊃
{L ` of’M T} ⊃ {CL ` chM (htm FE M ′)} ⊃
app subst ML M P ⊃ app subst ML′ (htm FE M ′) (htm FE ′ P ′) ⊃
sim ch T K P (htm FE ′ P ′).
This theorem is proved by induction on {CL ` chM (htm FE M ′)}. The proof closely
follows the informal argument we provided for Theorem 7. Note that when M is a
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function (abs’ R), we need to apply the inductive hypothesis on (R x) where x is
the function argument with substitutions (map x V :: ML) and (map x V ′ :: ML′)
where V and V ′ are equivalent values for x. A critical step for proving this case is
to show the extension for x in the second substitution has no effect on the functions
FE extracted from (R x), i.e., app subst (map x V ′ :: ML′) FE FE ′ if and only if
app subst ML′ FE FE ′ for some FE ′. By observing the logical structure of the clause
of ch for this case, Abella knows that FE cannot depend on x. By the definition of
app subst, it is immediate that the above relation holds.
From the above theorem, we can easily prove the following theorems that formalize
Corollaries 11 and 12:
∀K,T,M,M ′.{of’M T} ⊃ {chM M ′} ⊃ sim ch T K M M ′.
∀M,K,M ′, V.{of’M tnat} ⊃ {chM (htm FE M ′)} ⊃
{eval’M (nat’ N)} ⊃ {eval’’ (htm FE M ′) (nat’ N)}
Chapter 8
Completing the Compilation
Process
After the CPS transformation, closure conversion and code hoisting, the higher-order
functional programs have been transformed into a first-order form in which all the func-
tions are closed and in a flat space at the top-level. It is now easy to transform programs
in this form into an intermediate language to which conventional techniques for compil-
ing imperative languages can be applied. We call this transformation the code generation
phase. The intermediate language we choose is closely related to Cminor [43], the input
language for the back-end of the well-known CompCert compiler. Our investigation
of verified compilation of functional languages stops after code generation because for
implementation and verification of the transformations after code generation: 1) the
higher-order abstract syntax does not have obvious benefits since they only deal with
programs in first order forms and do not perform complicated manipulation of bindings
anymore; 2) they have been studied extensively in the area of verifying compilers for
imperative languages.
In Section 8.1, we give a rule-based relational description of the code generation
phase and discuss its implementation and verification using our framework. In Sec-
tion 8.2, we discuss how the semantics preservation proofs for the individual phases
are composed to form the correctness proof for the full compiler, which concludes our
exercise on verified compilation of functional languages.
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8.1 The Code Generation Transformation
The code generation transformation takes the output of code hoisting and generates
programs in a Cminor-like language in which every operation is applied to variables or
constants and the allocation of pairs and closures and accesses to their elements are made
explicit. In the following successive subsections, we shall introduce the target language
of code generation, the memory model of the target language, the rule-based description
of the transformation, its implementation in λProlog, its informal verification and its
verification in Abella.
8.1.1 The target language of the transformation
The target language of the code generation transformation, which is also the target
language of our compiler, is a typeless language. Its syntax is given in Figure 8.1.
We use x to denote variables, n to denote natural numbers, C to denote constants or
variables, E to denote expressions, S to denote statements which represent a sequence of
operations ending with an expression, F to denote functions and P to denote programs.
Note that P has the form of programs that result from code hoisting. That is, every
function resides at the top-level and takes two arguments where the first argument refers
to a sequence of functions it depends on and the second argument is the actual argument
of the function. Note also that we use nested let expressions to represent a sequence of
instructions in statements.
C ::= n | x | ()
E ::= C | pred C | C1 + C2 | if C then S1 else S2 |
(C1 C2) | alloc n | move C1 n C2 | load C n
S ::= E | let x = E in S
F ::= λ~f. λx. S
P ::= letf ~f = ~F in S
Figure 8.1: The Syntax of the Target Language of Code Generation
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8.1.2 The memory model of the target language
The only interesting components of the syntax in Figure 8.1 are expressions for manip-
ulating memory, i.e., (alloc n) for memory allocation, (move C1 n C2) for writing to
memory and (load C n) for reading from memory. To understand them, we need to un-
derstand the memory model of the language. We assume a very simple model of memory
in which there is a single heap consisting of an infinite number of memory cells indexed
by natural numbers. The memory cells are allocated from lower to higher indexes1. We
use imax to represent the index such that the cells indexed by natural numbers up to
(but not including) imax are allocated and accessible. We use the expression (loc i) to
represent a reference to the memory cell indexed by i. The instruction (alloc n) is used
to allocate the n cells indexed from imax to (imax + n − 1). Letting C1 be (loc i) for
some i and C2 be a value, (move C1 n C2) is used to assign C2 to the memory cell at
i+ n and (load C1 n) is used to read the value in that cell.
8.1.3 A rule-based description of the transformation
We first describe how terms not containing functions in the source language are trans-
lated into statements in the target language. We identify the relation ρ .sM ;K  cg S′
such that it holds if M is a source term whose free variables are contained in the set
of variables ρ and that does not contain functions, K is a context or continuation of
the form λˆx. S, and S′ is a statement resulting from applying code generation to M in
the context K. The transformation rules of ρ .sM ;K  cg S′ are given in Figure 8.2.
The rules defining this relation are very similar to those of the CPS transformation
(described in Figure 5.3): they recursively translate the sub-expressions of the source
program and accumulates the results in K in an order that reflects the control flow of
the source program; the substitution operations in the transformation are represented
by administrative β-redexes like in the CPS transformation. The rules cg-pair, cg-plus
and cg-app have the side condition that x1 does not occur in ρ, M2 and K. The rule
cg-open has the side condition that xf ,xe and x1 do not occur in ρ, M2 and K. The
cg-pair rule translates a pair expression into a program fragment for explicitly allocating
two consecutive memory cells and assigning the elements of the pair to the cells. The
1We do not consider garbage collection in this thesis. It is left for future work
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ρ .s n;K  cg @ K n
cg-nat
x ∈ ρ
ρ .s x;K  cg @ K x
cg-var
ρ .s ();K  cg @ K ()
cg-unit
ρ .sM ; λˆx. let v = pred x in (@ K v) cg S
ρ .s pred M ;K  cg S
cg-pred
ρ .sM2; λˆx2. let v = x1 + x2 in (@ K v) cg S ρ .sM1; λˆx1. S  cg S′
ρ .sM1 +M2;K  cg S′
cg-plus
ρ .sM2;K
′  cg S ρ .sM1; λˆx1. S  cg S′
ρ .s (M1,M2);K  cg S′
cg-pair
where K ′ = (λˆx2. let p = alloc 2 in let v1 = move p 0 x1 in let v2 = move p 1 x2 in (@ K p))
ρ .sM ; λˆx. let v = load x 0 in (@ K v) cg S
ρ .s fst M ;K  cg S
cg-fst
ρ .sM ; λˆx. let v = load x 1 in (@ K v) cg S
ρ .s snd M ;K  cg S
cg-snd
ρ .sM2; λˆx. x cg S2 ρ .sM3; λˆx. x cg S3
ρ .sM1; λˆx1. let a = (if x1 then S2 else S3) in (@ K a) cg S
ρ .s if M1 then M2 else M3;K  cg S
cg-if
(provided k does not occur in ρ, M2 and M3)
ρ, x .sM2;K  cg S ρ .sM1; λˆx. S  cg S′
ρ .s let x = M1 in M2;K  cg S′
cg-let
(provided x does not occur in ρ and K)
ρ .sM2; λˆx2. let v = x1 x2 in (@ K v) cg S ρ .sM1; λˆx1. S  cg S′
ρ .sM1 M2;K  cg S′
cg-app
ρ .s (M1,M2);K  cg S′
ρ .s 〈M1,M2〉;K  cg S′ cg-clos
ρ .sM2;K1  cg S ρ .sM1;K2  cg S′
ρ .s open 〈xf , xe〉 = M1 in xf (M1,M2, xe);K  cg S′
cg-open
where K1 = (λˆx2. let p1 = alloc 2 in let v1 = move p1 0 x2 in let v2 = move p1 1 xe in
let p2 = alloc 2 in let v3 = move p2 0 x1 in let v4 = move p2 1 p1 in
let v = xf p2 in @ K v)
and K2 = (λˆx1. let xf = load x1 0 in let xe = load x1 1 in S)
Figure 8.2: The Rules for Generating Statements
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cg-fst and cg-snd rules translate the access of elements of a pair into instructions for
loading values from memory cells allocated for the pair. The cg-clos rule transforms the
closures like pairs. The cg-open rule makes explicit the selection of function and envi-
ronment parts from closures and the application of the function part to its arguments
by using the memory operators.
We then describe the transformation of programs and functions in the source lan-
guage. Let M be a program resulting from code hoisting, i.e., M has the form (letf ~f =
~F in M ′) where M ′ does not contain any function and ~F is a sequence of functions of
the form λ~f. λx.M ′′ where M ′′ does not contain any function. We identify the relation
ρ.pM  cg P such that it holds if P is the result of applying code generation to M . We
also identify the relation ρ.f F  cg F ′ such that it holds if F is a function extracted by
code hoisting (i.e., F has the form λ~f. λx.M ′′ where M ′′ does not contain any function)
whose free variables are contained in ρ and F ′ is the result of applying code generation
to F . The rules defining ρ .pM  cg P and ρ .f F  cg F ′ are given in Figure 8.3. Note
that the two rules make use of ρ .s M ;K  cg S′ where K is an identity context for
generating statements from the bodies of functions and programs.
ρ, ~f, x .sM ; λˆx. x cg S
ρ .f (λ~f. λx.M) cg (λ~f. λx. S)
cg-abs
(provided x do not occur in ρ and M)
{ρ .f Fi  cg F ′i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ρ, ~f .sM ; λˆx. x cg S
ρ .p (letf ~f = ~F in M) cg (letf ~f = ~F ′ in S)
cg-prog
(where f = (f1, . . . , fn), ~F = (F1, . . . , Fn) and ~F ′ = (F ′1, . . . , F
′
n))
Figure 8.3: The Rules for Generating Programs and Functions
8.1.4 Implementing the transformation in λProlog
We first consider encoding terms in the target language. We use tm’ to represent the
type of terms in the target language. For the constructors of the target language that
also occur in the source language, we reuse the constants for encode them in the source
language. For example, pred’ is used to encode pred C and pair’ is used to encode
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(C1, C2). We further introduce the constants loc’ : nat → tm’, alloc’ : nat → tm’,
move’ : tm’ → nat → tm’ → tm’ and load’ : tm’ → nat → tm’ for encoding the
expressions for manipulating the memory.
We then describe the encoding of the transformation rules. We identify the following
predicate constant to represent the transformation relation ρ .sM ;K  cg S′:
cgen : tm’→ (tm’→ tm’)→ tm’→ o.
Similar to the encoding of the CPS transformation, we use meta-level β-redexes to
represent administrative β-redexes. The transformation rules in Figure 8.2 transparently
translate into clauses for cgen. Most of the clauses have similar structures as those for
the CPS transformation. We only talk about the interesting ones, including the clauses
representing cg-pair, cg-fst, cg-snd, cg-clos and cg-open listed as follows:
cgen (pair’M1 M2) K M
′ : -
(Πx1.cgenM2
(x2 \ let’ (alloc’ (s (s z)))
(p \ let’ (move’ p z x1)
(u1 \ let’ (move’ p (s z) x2)
(u2 \K p))))
(M ′2 x1)) ,
cgenM1 M
′
2 M
′.
cgen (fst’M) K M ′ : - cgenM (x \ let’ (load’ x z) (v \K v)) M ′.
cgen (snd’M) K M ′ : - cgenM (x \ let’ (load’ x (s z)) (v \K v)) M ′.
cgen (clos’M1 M2) K M
′ : - cgen (pair’M1 M2) K M ′.
cgen (open’M1 (f \ e \ app’ f (pair’M1 (pair’M2 e)))) K M ′ : -
(Πf, e, x1.cgenM2
(x2 \ let’ (alloc’ (s (s z)))
(p1 \ let’ (move’ p1 z x2)
(v1 \ let’ (move’ p1 (s z) e)
(v2 \ let’ (alloc’ (s (s z)))
(p2 \ let’ (move’ p2 z x1)
(v3 \ let’ (move’ p2 (s z) p1)
(v4 \ let’ (app’ f p2) (v \K v))))))))
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(M3 f e x1)) ,
cgenM1 (x1 \ let’ (load’ x1 z) (f \ let’ (load’ x1 (s z)) (e \M3 f e x1))).
In the clause encoding cg-pair, we use the terms of alloc’, move’ embedded in let
expressions to represent the sequence of instructions for allocating memory cells for a
pair and initializing the cells with elements of the pair. Similarly in the clause encoding
cg-fst and cg-snd, we use terms of load’ to represent the instructions for reading values
from the cells for the pairs. The clauses encoding cg-clos and cg-open are direct trans-
lations from the corresponding rules. As usual, the freshness side conditions of these
rules are captured via universal goals.
We identify the following predicate constants to represent the transformation rela-
tions ρ .f F  cg F ′ and ρ .pM  cg P :
ecgen : list tm’→ list tm’→ o.
bcgen : tm’→ tm’→ o.
hcgen : tm’→ tm’→ o.
Their definitions are given as follows:
ecgen nil nil.
ecgen ((abs’ l \ abs’ x \F l x) :: FE ) ((abs’ l \ abs’ x \F ′ l x) :: FE ′) : -
(Πl, x.(Πk.cgen l k (k l))⇒ (Πk.cgen x k (k x))⇒
cgen (F l x) (x \x) (F ′ l x)) , ecgen FE FE ′.
bcgen (hbaseM) (hbaseM ′) : - cgenM (x \x) M ′.
bcgen (habs R) (habs R′) : - Πx.(Πk.cgen x k (k x))⇒ bcgen (R x) (R′ x).
hcgen (htm FE M) (htm FE ′ M ′) : - ecgen FE FE ′ , bcgenM M ′.
As usual, we use universal and hypothetical goals to preform recursion over binding op-
erators and to introduce the rules for transforming variables. By definition hcgenM P
holds if M encodes code that has the form of outputs of code hoisting and P encodes
the result of apply code generation to M . The constant ecgen represents the transfor-
mation of the top-level functions and bcgen represents the transformation of the body
of M . Note that in the base case of bcgen we use cgen with the initial context (x \x)
to generate the target code from the body of the program. Similarly, we use cgen in
the definition of ecgen to generate code from the bodies of functions.
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8.1.5 Informal verification of the transformation
Because code generation closely corresponds to the CPS transformation, its verification
is carried out in a way similar to the CPS transformation. The only interesting part
of the verification is to identify an operational semantics for the target language of
code generation. In the rest of this section, we give the rule-based description of this
semantics and its encoding and briefly talk about the verification of code generation
using this semantics.
We first describe the representation of and the operations on heaps. We use H
to denote heaps. A heap with no allocated cells is written as ∅. A heap with cells
indexed from 0 to n allocated such that Vi is the content of the i-th cell is written
as {0 → V0, 1 → V1, . . . , n → Vn}. We define the following operations for allocation,
modification and query of the contents of a heap:
• The function allocate for allocating memory such that H ′ = allocate(H, i) if n is
the smallest index of the unallocated cells in H and H ′ is H extended with the
mappings {n → (), . . . , n + i − 1 → ()}. That is, allocate(H, i) allocates i fresh
memory cells in H and set their default values to ().
• The function update for updating the content of a memory cell such that H ′ =
update(H, i, V ) if H contains a mapping for i and H ′ is obtained from H by
replacing this mapping with (i→ V ).
• The function lookup for reading the content of a memory cell such that V =
lookup(H, i) if H contains the mapping (i→ V ).
We identify the following classes of terms for describing evaluation where V denotes
values, B denotes values or variables and D and U respectively denote the intermediate
forms of expressions and statements in the evaluation process.
V ::= n | () | loc n | λx. U
B ::= V | x
D ::= B | pred B | B1 +B2 | if B then U1 else U2 |
(B1 B2) | alloc n | move B1 n B2 | load B n
U ::= D | let x = U in U
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We now describe an operational semantics based on a left-to-right, call-by-value eval-
uation strategy and in a small-step form. One step of evaluation takes a statement U
and a heap H as input, evaluates the first instruction in U based on the content of H
and outputs the modified statement and heap. The changes to the heap reflects the
side effects incurred by the evaluation. We write H,M ↪→1 H ′,M ′ where M is either
an intermediate expression or statement to denote that M evaluates to M ′ in one step
and the evaluation changes the heap H to H ′. We write H,M ↪→n H ′,M ′ where n > 0
to denote the M evaluates to M ′ in n steps and H is changed to H ′ by the evaluation
and P ↪→ H,V to denote that a program P evaluates to the value V starting with an
empty heap and the final memory state is represented by H. Figure 8.4 depicts the
rules defining these relations.
n′ is the predecessor of n
H,pred n ↪→1 H,n′
n3 is the sum of n1 and n2
H,n1 + n2 ↪→1 H,n3
H, if 0 then M1 else M2 ↪→1 H,M1
n > 0
H, if n then M1 else M2 ↪→1 H,M2
i = the number of allocated cells in H H ′ = allocate(H,n)
H,alloc n,H ↪→1 H ′, loc i
H ′ = update(H, (n+ i), V )
H,move (loc n) i V ↪→1 H ′, ()
V = lookup(H, (n+ i))
H, load (loc n) i ↪→1 H,V
M1, H ↪→1 M ′1, H ′
H, let x = M1 in M2 ↪→1 H ′, let x = M ′1 in M2
H, let x = V in M ↪→1 H,M [V/x] H, (λx. U) V ↪→1 H,U [V/x]
H,M ↪→0 H,M
H,M ↪→1 H ′,M ′ H ′,M ′ ↪→n H ′′,M ′′
H,M ↪→n+1 H ′′,M ′′
∅, S[~F/~f ] ↪→n H,V
letf ~f = ~F in S ↪→ H,V
Figure 8.4: Evaluation Rules for the Target Language of Code Generation
Given the evaluation semantics, we can prove that code generation preserves se-
mantics by following a development similar to that for the CPS transformation. In the
end, we can prove the following theorem that code generation on statements preserves
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semantics:
Theorem 8. If `M : N, ∅ .sM ;K  cg M ′ and M ↪→ V , then ∅,M ′ ↪→n H, (@ K V )
for some n and H.
From this theorem, it is easy to derive the following theorem which states code genera-
tion on programs preserves semantics:
Theorem 9. If ` P : N, ∅ .p P  cg P ′ and P ↪→ V , then P ′ ↪→ H,V for some H.
8.1.6 Verifying the λProlog implementation in Abella
We first formalize the representation of and operations on memories in λProlog. We
represent a heap as a list of the type (list (map nat tm’)). It contains the mappings
from indexes to the values for the allocated cells. We use the type state to represent
the memory state. The sole constructor of state is st : nat→ (list (map nat tm’))→
state which takes a heap H and the smallest index of the allocated cells in H to form
a memory state. We then identify the following predicate constants to represent the
allocation, update and look-up operations on heaps:
allocate : nat→ nat→ (list (map nat tm’))→ (list (map nat tm’))→ o.
update heap : (list (map nat tm’))→ nat→ tm’→ (list (map nat tm’))→ o.
lookup heap : (list (map nat tm’)) → nat→ tm’→ o.
They are defined as follows:
allocate N z H H.
allocate N (s S) H H ′ : - allocate (s N) S (map N unit ::H) H ′.
update heap (map L V ::H) L V ′ (map L V ′ ::H).
update heap (M ::H) L V ′ (M ::H ′) : - update heap H L V ′ H ′.
lookup heap (map L V ::H) L V.
lookup heap (M ::H) L V : - lookup heap H L V.
We then formalize the evaluation of expressions and statements. We identify the
following constants to represent the evaluation relations:
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step’’ : state→ tm’→ state→ tm’→ o
nstep’’ : nat→ state→ tm’→ state→ tm’→ o.
eval’’’ : tm→ state→ tm’→ o.
The constant step’’ is used to represent the one-step evaluation relation such that
step’’ St M St ′ M ′ if and only if the term M evaluates to M ′ in the state St and
St is changed to St ′ by the evaluation, nstep’’ is used to represent the n-step evalu-
ation relation, and eval’’’ is used to represent the evaluation of programs such that
eval’’’ P H V holds if the program P in an empty heap evaluates to V and the final
heap is H. We summarize the clauses defining these constants which are transparently
translated from the rules in Figure 8.4 follows:
step’’ St (pred’ (nat’ N))St (nat’ N ′) : - npred N N ′.
step’’ St (plus’ (nat’ N1) (nat’ N2)) St (nat’ N) : - add N1 N2 N.
step’’ St (ifz’ (nat’ z) M1 M2) St M1.
step’’ St (ifz’ (nat’ (s N)) M1 M2)St M2.
step’’ (st N H) (alloc’ S) (st N ′ H ′) (loc’ N) : -
add N S N ′ , allocate N S H H ′.
step’’ (st N H) (move’ (loc’ L) S V ) (st N H ′) unit : -
add L S L′ , update heap H L′ V H ′.
step’’ (st N H) (load’ (loc’ L) S) (st N H) V : -
add L S L′ , lookup heap H L′ V.
step’’ St (let’M R) St ′(let’M ′ R) : - step’’ St MSt ′M ′.
step’’ St (let’ V R) St (R V ) : - val’’ V.
step’’ St (app’ (abs’ R) V ) St (R V ) : - val’’ V.
nstep’’ z St M St M.
nstep’’ (s N) St M St ′′ M ′′ : -
step’’St M St ′ M ′ , nstep’’ N St ′M ′ St ′′M ′′.
eval’’’ (htm nil (hbaseM)) St V : - nstep’’ N (st z nil) M St V , val’’ V.
eval’’’ (htm (F :: FE ) (habs R)) St V : - eval’’’ (htm FE (R F )) St V.
Here the predicate constant val’’ : tm’ → o is used to identify values in the target
language.
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We formalize the informal development of semantics preservation proofs in Abella
by following a way similar to that in which we develop the formal proof of the CPS
transformation. In the end, Theorem 8 is proved as the following theorem in Abella:
∀M,K,M ′, V.{of’M tnat} ⊃ {cgenM K M ′} ⊃ {eval’M V } ⊃
∃N,St .{step’’ N (st z nil) M ′ St (K V )}.
From this theorem it is easy to prove the following formalized version of Theorem 9:
∀P, P ′, V.{of’’ P tnat} ⊃ {hcgen P P ′} ⊃ {eval’’ P V } ⊃
∃St .{eval’’’ P ′ St V }.
8.2 The Correctness Proof for the Full Compiler
We designate the constant compile : tm → tm’ → o to represent the full compilation
process. It is defined by the following program clause in λProlog:
compileM M ′ : -
cpsM (x \x) M1 , cc nil nilM1 M2 ,
chM2 (htm FE M3) , hcgen (htm FE M3) M
′.
To prove the correctness of the full compiler, we need the type and semantics preser-
vation theorems of its individual transformations. We summarize the type preservation
theorems corresponding to Corollaries 3, 7 and 10 as follows:
∀M,M ′.{ofM tnat} ⊃ {cpsM (x \x) M ′} ⊃ {ofM ′ tnat}.
∀M,M ′, T.{ofM T} ⊃ {cc nil nilM M ′} ⊃ {of’M ′ T}.
∀M,M ′, T.{of’M T} ⊃ {chM M ′} ⊃ {of’’M ′ T}.
Note that the code generation transformation does not preserve types because its target
language is typeless. We summarize the semantics preservation theorems corresponding
to Corollaries 6, 9, 12 and 9 as follows:
∀M,M ′, V.{ofM tnat} ⊃ {cpsM (x \x) M ′} ⊃
{evalM V } ⊃ {evalM ′ V }.
∀K,T,M,M ′.{ofM tnat} ⊃ {cc nil nilM M ′} ⊃
{evalM (nat N)} ⊃ {eval’M ′ (nat’ N)}
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∀M,K,M ′, V.{of’M tnat} ⊃ {chM (htm FE M ′)} ⊃
{eval’M (nat’ N)} ⊃ {eval’’ (htm FE M ′) (nat’ N)}
∀P, P ′, V.{of’’ P tnat} ⊃ {hcgen P P ′} ⊃ {eval’’ P V } ⊃
∃St .{eval’’’ P ′ St V }.
The correctness theorem of the full compiler is stated as follows:
∀M,M ′, N.{ofM tnat} ⊃ {compileM M ′} ⊃ {evalM (nat N)} ⊃
∃St .{eval’’’M ′ St (nat’ N)}
It is proved by analyzing {compile M M ′} and interleaving the applications of the
above type and semantics preservation theorems in an obvious way.
Chapter 9
Related Work
Compiler verification is an old topic, interest in which can be traced back to 1960s [1].
The past decade has witnessed impressive developments on mechanizing compiler veri-
fication, due partly to the maturation of formal verification tools. Many of these devel-
opments have focused on implementing and verifying compilers for imperative program-
ming languages such as C, C++ and Java; see [2] for a catalog of these developments.
Among these efforts, the most notable and influential has been that of the CompCert
project that has developed a verified multi-pass compiler for a subset of C using the
Coq theorem prover [20]. The correctness of the CompCert compiler has been proved
by establishing the permutability of evaluation and the compilation process as we have
described in Section 4.5. As such, it only makes sense for compilation of full programs.
Recently, researchers have also begun investigating the separate compilation of program
modules and a composible way to verify such compilation [78]. The CompCert project
has shown that verification of non-trivial compilers for realistic programming languages
is feasible with the state-of-art verification tools. This project has also provided the
impetus for other efforts such as the Verified Software Toolchain project [21] related to
overall program verification.
Our focus in this thesis has been on the implementation and formal verification
of compilers for functional programming languages. In contrast to the compilation of
imperative languages, this task requires the transformation of more abstract programs
into low-level executable code and brings with it the need to represent, manipulate,
analyze and reason about binding structure in compiler transformations. While there
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are new difficulties in this area, there have also been efforts targeted at overcoming
them. These efforts have ranged from verifying individual compiler transformations to
ones with a much more ambitious scope such as the verification of complete compilers for
realistic functional languages. We discuss these efforts in the rest of this chapter, paying
particular attention to how they deal with binding structure and how this impacts on the
development of proofs. Because there are significant differences in scope and focus and
in the theories and tools used in implementation and verification, a direct comparison
of our work with many of the projects described below is neither feasible nor sensible.
However, we do try to make comparative assessments where this seems possible and
sensible.
A large part of the existing work on verified compilation of functional languages
makes use of general theorem provers such as Coq [87], Isabelle [18] and HOL [88].
In [89] Dargaye describes a verified compiler for a subset of ML, which extends the sim-
ply typed λ-calculus with n-ary functions, recursive functions, data types and pattern
matching. The compilation process for this language is similar to ours: it transforms
source programs through multiple passes, including the CPS transformation, closure
conversion and code generation, into the Cminor intermediate language of CompCert.
The compiler transformations are verified by following the approach adopted by Com-
pCert, i.e., by showing the permutability between evaluation and transformation. The
verification of the full compiler is obtained by utilizing the result previously established
within CompCert of the correctness of the translation from Cminor to low-level code.
In [22], Chlipala develops a verified multi-pass compiler for the simply typed λ-calculus
in Coq by using logical relations as the notion of semantics preservation. In a man-
ner similar to what we did in Section 8.2, Chlipala composed the correctness proofs
of individual transformations to prove that closed programs at atomic types have the
same behavior before and after compilation. In [66], Benton and Hur have implemented
a verified single-pass compiler that takes programs in an extension of PCF as input
and outputs virtual code executable an SECD machine [67]. Their notion of semantics
preservation is based on a step-indexing logical relation. Because logical relations satisfy
the modularity property described in Section 4.5, the semantics preservation property
of this compiler makes sense for program modules with external references. Moreover,
Benton and Hur have not only proved semantics preservation, they have also proved
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that the compiler is fully abstract, namely two pieces of source programs are contextual
equivalent if and only if their compiled versions are. As a result, properties proved
about program equivalence at the source level are still valid after the compilation.
Because general theorem provers do not have built-in support for bindings, users
have to implement it explicitly or use a library based on some first-order or higher-
order approach to treating bindings. All of the above work uses standard de Bruijn
indexes or its variant for representing bindings, bearing the burden of explicitly repre-
senting, manipulating and reasoning about binding related notions such as substitution
and renaming. These difficulties are best illustrated by considering the treatment of
the CPS transformation in the Danvy and Filinski style. Chlipala has used standard
de Bruijn indexes to represent both the administrative and dynamic abstractions in the
transformation and explicitly implemented all the binding related operations and proved
their properties [22]. To alleviate the effort, Dargaye has used two kinds of de Bruijn
indexes, one for representing administrative abstractions, another for dynamic abstrac-
tions [89, 90]. Still she needs to explicitly implement and reason about such binding
representations. In [91], Minamide and Okuma have also formally verified a Danvy Fil-
inski style CPS transformation using Isabelle/HOL. They argue that de Bruijn indexes
are not effective for formalizing the CPS transformation because they are sensitive to
the changes to the context. For example, the reduction of an administrative β-redex will
cause the shifting of de Bruijn indexes. To avoid this problem they use named variables
to represent abstractions and realize α-equivalence via explicit renaming. In contrast,
by adopting an HOAS approach we are able to use meta-level abstractions to represent
administrative abstractions, which eliminates the necessity to explicitly encode renam-
ing and substitution and to reason about such encoding. This is also observed in [45]
by Tian who has used Twelf to encode a CPS transformation and has provided a sim-
ple correctness proof for the transformation via the HOAS approach (We shall discuss
compiler verification work done using Twelf more thoroughly later in the chapter.)
The most comprehensive work on verified compilers for functional languages we know
of is the CakeML compiler which supports a substantial subset of Standard ML [24].
CakeML is designed to serve as a platform for running verified software with a reduced
trusted computing base. The compiler is implemented as an interactive read-eval-print
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loop that compiles Standard ML programs into x86-64 machine code through a se-
quence of transformations. Its verification is done by using HOL4 and essentially based
on showing permutability of evaluation and compilation. A distinguish characteristic of
CakeML is that it is bootstrapped: the compiler is fed as a source program into itself to
generate an x86-64 implementation of it. Moreover, it is proved that the correctness of
the source compiler is preserved by the compilation. Therefore we get a verified x86-64
implementation of CakeML. CakeML represents bindings through named variables in
its source language and through de Bruijn indexes in its intermediate language. As a
result, all the properties about bindings must be proved explicitly based on those rep-
resentations. For instance, the closure conversion transformation in CakeML represents
an environment for a function as a list of de Bruijn indexes pointing to the abstractions
binding the free variables in the function body. The encoding of closure conversion
replaces the de Bruijn indexes of the free variables in the function body with pointers
to the elements in the environment. Such manipulation of de Bruijn indexes must be
reasoned about explicitly in the correctness proof of closure conversion. All this takes
significant effort that is obviously orthogonal to the actual task that is of interest.
In [86] Chlipala has tried to alleviate the difficulties in dealing with bindings in
general theorem provers by introducing the Parametric Higher Order Abstract Syntax
or PHOAS and applied PHOAS to re-implement the verified compiler for the STLC
introduced in [22]. PHOAS is a further development of an approach for treating bind-
ings known as the weak higher-order abstract syntax or weak HOAS [92, 93]. In weak
HOAS, we designate a type var for representing variables which is separate from the
type tm for representing terms and we use abstractions over var in the meta-language
to encode object-level abstractions over variables. For instance, to encode the STLC we
can introduce a constructor var : var→ tm for encoding variables, app : tm→ tm→ tm
for encoding applications and abs : (var→ tm)→ tm for encoding object-level abstrac-
tions. By embedding those constructors in an inductive definition for the type tm, we
partially derive the benefits of the HOAS approach, such as that renaming is modeled
by α-conversion. However, because variables are separated from ordinary terms, sub-
stitutions in weak HOAS cannot be represented elegantly through β-conversion like in
HOAS; more specifically, the term (M N) where M has the type (var → tm) and N
has the type tm is not well-typed. Instead, we must explicitly define substitutions as
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a relation or function that traverses a term and replaces variables with terms. More-
over, properties about substitutions must be proved explicitly using their representation.
PHOAS inherits those characteristics of weak HOAS and further parameterizes the type
tm and its constructors with the type of variables instead of using the fixed type var. As
a result, it is possible to choose different representations for variables to suit the need of
users. Chlipala demonstrates the usefulness of this parameterization in implementing
and verifying a compiler for the STLC in [22]. For verifying compiler transformations
that need to check identity of variables such as closure conversion, he instantiates the
variable type with the type of natural numbers for facilitating the identity check. For
this, he needs to define the well-formedness of the terms of the instantiated types and
to prove that the every parametric term is well-formed under this instantiation. This
incurs an extra level of complexity in reasoning about terms with bindings.
Some comparison of our compiler is possible with the above compiler for the STLC
by Chlipala. Chlipala’s implementation of closure conversion comprises about 400 lines
of Coq code, in contrast to about 70 lines of λProlog code that are needed in our im-
plementation. Chlipala’s proof of correctness comprises about 270 lines but it benefits
significantly from the automation framework that was the focus of his work; that frame-
work is built on top of the already existing Coq libraries and consists of about 1900 lines
of code. The Abella proof script runs about 1600 lines. We note that Abella has virtu-
ally no automation and no library. We also note that, in contrast to Chlipala’s work,
our development treats a version of the STLC that includes recursion. This necessitates
the use of a step-indexed logical relation which makes the overall proof more complex.
There has also been some work on implementing and verifying compiler transforma-
tions using the functional higher-order approach; it is to be noted that the “verification”
part of such work has typically been quite weak or even non-existent. Guillemette has
encoded a CPS transformation in Haskell using this style [35]. He argues that the
type checking in Haskell ensures typing is preserved by the transformation. Because
of the incapability of analyzing variables in Haskell, closure conversion cannot be en-
coded by using the functional higher-order approach. Instead, he falls back to de Bruijn
indexes for encoding closure conversion and proves that the transformation is type pre-
serving [94]. Because of the inability to analyze higher-order objects in the functional
higher-order approach, none of the work above has proved semantics preservation of
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the encoded transformations. Hickey and Nogin have proposed an implementation of
closure conversion in the MetaPRL logical framework that is based on the functional
higher-order approach [36]. Rather than analyzing the body of a function to compute
what variables appear free in it and thereby to form a suitable environment, they take
the simplistic approach of constructing the environment based on all the abstractions
the function term appears under. They also do not prove the correctness of their im-
plementation because the MetaPRL framework offers no capabilities for verification.
The earliest work related to using the HOAS approach in compiler verification seems
to be that of Hannan and Pfenning in which they use Twelf (called Elf at that time) as
the specification and reasoning vehicle [44]. In that paper they have implemented and
verified a compiler from the STLC to a variant of the Categorical Abstract Machine [68].
The compiler consists of some very simple transformations such as conversion of λ-
terms into their de Bruijn forms. Since this work, there have been investigations of
more complicated compiler transformations for functional languages using Twelf. In
[95] Murphy has used Twelf to verify the type preservation of the CPS transformation
and closure conversion for a programming language for distributed computing based
on a modal logic. In [45] Tian implemented and verified a Danvy-Filinski style CPS
transformation for a slight extension of the STLC. All of the described efforts exploit
the support for the HOAS approach that Twelf provides to simplify the implementation
and verification of binding related operations in the transformations.
The studies of compiler transformations on functional languages using Twelf have all
been based on the permutability of evaluation and transformation. As we have discussed
in Section 4.5, permutability is not very flexible as a notion of semantics preservation.
Recently, researchers have proposed many different notions of semantics preservation
that possess most or all of the desired properties such as modularity, flexibility and
transitivity as described in Section 4.5 (e.g., see [25, 66, 96]). These notions are either
more complex forms of logical relations or have similar characteristics as logical rela-
tions. This suggests that the ability to effectively treat logical relations in a verification
framework that supports HOAS may greatly simplify the verification of compilers for
functional languages based on those more powerful notions of semantic preservation.
However, this idea has not been explored using Twelf, perhaps because it is not easy to
encode a logical relation-style definition within it (see [97] for discussions about a way
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to achieve this.)
The Beluga system [6], which implements a functional programming language based
on contextual modal type theory and also supports HOAS [98], overcomes some of the
shortcomings of Twelf. Reasoning in Beluga is based on the idea that by type checking
programs and by ensuring that they satisfy certain coverage and termination conditions,
we can obtain a guarantee of their correctness with respect to the properties expressed
by the types. Coupling this approach with an expressive type system that is able to
express rich properties of programs results in a framework that has the potential for
proving deep properties, such as semantics preservation, for the programs we write.
Belanger et al. have shown how this idea can be used to ensure type preservation for
implementations of CPS transformation, closure conversion and code hoisting in Bel-
uga [46]. There are many similarities between the use made of HOAS in the cited work
and that described in this thesis, although the property considered there is weaker than
the semantics preservation that we have been concerned with here. Recently, Cave and
Pientka have shown that stronger properties, such as those based on logical relations,
can be reflected into the types in Beluga and shown to hold of programs through the
methods it provides [99]. However, these ideas have not yet been applied to developing
semantics preservation proofs of the kind discussed in this thesis in Beluga.
There has been recent work towards developing approaches to verified compilation
that satisfy modularity, flexibility and transitivity at the same time. One such approach
was proposed by Perconti and Ahmed in [96] based on what is called multi-language se-
mantics. In particular, a “big-tent” language that encompasses all the source, target and
intermediate languages of the compiler is defined and the program equivalence between
different languages is defined as contextual equivalence of terms in the big-tent language.
They then use logical relations to prove that the source program module which may not
be closed (i.e., it is a module containing external references) is contextually equivalent
to its compiled code when embedded into the big-tent language. The correctness argu-
ment using this approach currently only exists on paper. Another promising approach,
which we have already discussed in Section 4.5, is that based on a notion of semantics
preservation called Parametric Inter-Languages Simulation or PILS [25]. Using PILS,
Neis et al. have developed a verified multi-pass compiler called Pilsner that satisfies all
the desired properties. Pilsner and its correctness proof are formalized in Coq where
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explicit names are used to represent bindings. At the beginning of the compilation, α-
renaming is applied to establish the invariant that every variable is bound at most once.
This invariant is carefully maintain by the rest of the transformations, thereby avoiding
the problem of variable capturing. We conjecture that using a HOAS approach may
enable a more flexible approach to compilation and may also simplify the verification
effort even with a formulation of semantic correctness in the style of PILS.
Formalizing binding related notions is not unique to verified compilation of functional
programs. It has been long recognized that it is an important part of mechanizing the
meta-theories of formal systems involving types, programs, formulas and proofs. The
POPLMark challenge [100] proposed a set of problems for measuring the strength of
formalization systems in dealing with bindings. The posted solutions to those prob-
lems [101] make use of various kinds of approaches to representing binding structure.
We have discussed some of these approaches in Section 1.3 in the introductory chapter.
Chapter 10
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis has demonstrated the effectiveness of the Higher-Order Abstract Syntax ap-
proach in implementing and verifying compilers for functional programming languages.
In particular, it has shown how this approach simplifies the treatment of binding re-
lated notions which is an essential part of the task. In the demonstration, we have
used a framework consisting of λProlog, a language suitable for specifying formal sys-
tems in a rule-based and relational style such that the specifications are also executable
programs, and Abella, a theorem proving system that provides rich mechanisms for
reasoning about λProlog programs. Both λProlog and Abella support a realization
of the HOAS approach known as the λ-tree syntax approach. We have proposed the
following methodology for implementing and verifying compilers for functional program-
ming languages: we implement the compiler transformations as λProlog programs and
we formulate and prove the correctness of these implementations using Abella. Using
this methodology we have developed a verified compiler for a representative functional
programming language. In doing so we have demonstrated that the HOAS approach
provided by λProlog and Abella significantly simplifies the treatment of bindings in both
the implementation and verification of the compilation of functional programs, leading
to formal correctness proofs that closely follow the informal ones.
In the course of the above work, we have also addressed some shortcomings of the
Abella system. First, we have extended Abella so that it can be used to reason about
the full class of specifications in λProlog. Second, we have built support for a schematic
form of polymorphism into Abella, thereby allowing us to use more modular λProlog
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implementations and also to modularize proofs of correctness.
The work in this thesis leaves several interesting questions unanswered that could
provide the topics for further investigations. We discuss some of these in the sections
below.
10.1 Verified Compilers for Realistic Functional Languages
One natural continuation of our work is to apply our methodology to verify compiler
transformations for richer functional programming languages. Such transformations of-
ten involve more complicated manipulation of bindings. For example, in [30], Minamide
et al. have presented a description of the closure conversion transformation for a poly-
morphic functional language and provided a pencil-and-paper correctness proof based
on logical relations. To separate the code of a polymorphic function from its context,
they abstract the function not only over an environment binding the free term variables
of the function but also an environment binding the free type variables. Moreover, to
make the code shareable across different sites where the function is called, they require
the type environment to have translucent types [102]. It is interesting to investigate
if HOAS can be used to simplify the implementation and formal verification of such a
transformation.
A more ambitious project would be to construct a verified compiler for a realis-
tic functional programming language, such as a substantial subset of Standard ML or
OCaml that supports features like data structures, polymorphism, exceptions and mod-
ules. A possible and interesting experiment would be to formalize the development of
the TIL compiler in Morrisett’s Ph.D. thesis [103] using our framework. The TIL com-
piler transforms a subset of Standard ML to Alpha assembly code through a sequence
of transformations. Its key property is that it uses typed intermediate languages at all
but the lowest levels of compilation. TIL is able to generate efficient code by exploiting
the type information which is difficult to do if untyped languages were used instead. For
example, a common technique used by compilers with untyped intermediate language
for representing data structures of types instantiated from polymorphic types is to tag
the data objects together with the instantiating types. To use such tagged values, they
must be unpacked first. The tagging and unpacking operations are quite expensive and
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have significant impact on the performance of the generated code. By using a tech-
nique called dynamic type dispatch that exploits the type information of intermediate
languages, TIL avoids tagging and unpacking data structures. It would be interesting
to see how our framework can be applied to formally develop the implementation and
verification of a compiler like TIL and if the HOAS approach can benefit this formal
development.
10.2 Verified Implementation of Realistic Compilers
The work of this thesis is just a starting point towards showing the effectiveness of HOAS
in verified implementation of realistic compilers. We have implemented and verified the
core transformations for compiling functional languages to bring out the effectiveness
argument. However, our compiler does not perform any kind of optimization. Conse-
quently, the code generated by it is not very efficient. A realistic compiler should contain
optimization phases besides the core transformations for generating efficient code. In
the past programming language researchers have developed various optimization trans-
formations for functional programs. Such transformations often involve complicated
analysis of the structure of functional programs, especially their binding structure. An
example would be lambda shrinking proposed by Appel and Jim [104]. Lambda shrink-
ing inlines functions or values bound by let expressions when this operation does not
increase the code size, i.e., when the variable binding the value or function occurs at
most once in the program (excluding the binding site) and the arguments the function
applies to are variables. Such an inlining operation may expose further opportunities for
inlining because it may remove occurrences of variables bound at other places. Lambda
shrinking works roughly as follows: For every binding variable it computes the number
of times the variable occurs in the program; It maintain and update this information as
the inlining operations go until no more inlining is possible. The analysis and update
carried out in lambda shrinking is quite complicated when a first-order representation
of bindings is used, as indicated in [104]. As we have shown in the thesis, our framework
is able to carry out non-trivial analysis on binding structure. An interesting research
topic would be to investigate how our methodology could help simplify the mechaniza-
tion of the optimization transformations for compiling functional languages like lambda
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shrinking.
10.3 Stronger Notions of Semantics Preservation
In Section 4.5 we have discussed three criteria proposed by Neis et al. in [25] for mea-
suring the strength of notions of semantics preservation: modularity, flexibility and
transitivity. We have also discussed why logical relations do not satisfy all three proper-
ties in that section. We would like to base our compiler verification on richer notions of
semantics preservation that satisfy all these properties so that we get a stronger safety
guarantee. One such notion is the Parametric Inter-Languages Simulation (PILS) pro-
posed in [25]. The formulation of PILS in [25] has a lot of similarities to logical relations:
PILS is initially defined on closed programs using their operational semantics and then
extended to open terms such that they are related by PILS if and only if the results of
applying any related and closed substitutions to them are related. Neis et al. have devel-
oped two compilers, Pilsner and Zwickel, to demonstrate the effectiveness of PILS, which
according to their paper “has been a significant undertaking, involving several person-
years of work and over 55,000 lines of Coq”. We suspect that part of the difficulties
come from how the binding related notions are handled in their formal development.
For example, they maintain an invariant that every variable is bound at most once
throughout the compilation and they have used operational semantics which maintain
explicit environments containing bindings for free variables in evaluation instead of the
more natural operational semantics that base evaluation on substitutions. It would be
interesting to see how our methodology can be used to alleviate their effort. Eventually,
we would like to leverage our understanding of this kind of rich notions of semantics
preservation to benefit the formal verification of compilers for functional languages in
realistic settings.
10.4 Further Extensions to the Framework
While the framework comprising λProlog and Abella has significant benefits in the
verified implementation of compiler transformations for functional languages, its current
realization has some limitations that make it insufficient for compiler verification in the
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more realistic settings. By removing those limitations we can get a more flexible system
suitable for carrying out the tasks we described in the previous sections.
One limitation of Abella is that it lacks a module system for managing proofs in
large scales. This causes extra effort in managing proofs, and more importantly, results
in proofs that are not modular or portable. We can already see this problem manifested
in the verification work in this thesis. First, we have to carefully assign distinct names
to definitions and theorems for individual compiler transformations to avoid clashing of
names. Second, even though some of the definitions and theorems are only used locally
for the type or semantics preservation proofs for a particular transformation, they are
exposed to proofs for other transformations because there is no mechanism for hiding
such definitions and theorems; this leads to pollution of name space and less abstracted
proofs. We are interested in solving those problems by borrowing ideas from other
established interactive theorem provers such as Isabelle and Coq to develop a module
system for Abella.
Abella also has some practical limitations that lead to a larger proof development
effort than seems necessary. One such limitation is the need to make explicit every
step in the process of constructing interactive proofs. The effect of this requirement is
especially felt with respect to lemmas about contexts that arise routinely in the λ-tree
syntax approach: such lemmas have fairly obvious proofs but, currently, the user must
provide them to complete the overall verification task. In the Twelf and Beluga systems,
such lemmas are obviated by absorbing them into the meta-theoretic framework. There
are reasons related to the validation of verification that lead us to prefer explicit proofs
(e.g., it is easier to generate proof certificates from explicit proofs). However, as shown
in [105], it is often possible to generate these proofs automatically, thereby allowing the
user to focus on the less obvious aspects. In ongoing work, we are exploring the impact
of using such ideas on reducing the overall proof effort.
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Appendix A
Tables
The two tables below contain references to the notions related to the source, intermediate
and target languages, the transformations in our compiler and the type and semantics
preservation proofs for the transformations. In these tables, “CPS” stands for “the CPS
transformation”, “CC” stands for “closure conversion”, “CH” stands for “code hoisting”
and “CG” stands for “code generation”.
Language
Syntax Typing Evaluation
On Paper λProlog Rule-Based λProlog Rule-Based λProlog
Source Figure 5.1 Page 142 Figure 5.2 Page 142 Page 148 Page 156
Target of CPS (Same as Source)
Target of CC Figure 6.1 Page 174 Page 170 Page 174 Page 180 Page 205
Target of CH Page 195 Page 198 Page 170 Page 198 Page 180 Page 205
Target of CG Figure 8.1 Pages 212 (untyped) Page 215 Page 217
Table A.1: Summary of the Source, Intermediate and Target Languages
Transformation Type Preservation Simulation Semantics Preservation
Rule-Based λProlog On Paper Abella On Paper Abella On Paper Abella
CPS Figure 5.3 Page 143 Theorem 2 Page 155 Figure 5.6 Page 160 Theorem 3 Page 164
CC Figure 6.2 Page 177 Theorem 4 Page 186 Figure 6.3 Page 188 Theorem 5 Page 192
CH Figure 7.1 Page 198 Theorem 6 Page 204 Figure 7.2 Page 205 Theorem 7 Page 192
CG Figure 8.2 Page 213 — — — — Theorem 9 Page 218
Table A.2: The Transformations and Their Type and Semantics Preservation Proofs
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